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Preface 
Participants in an intercultural situation of communication, trying to understand 
the intentions of their co-Iocutors from their own cultural perspective, can 
frequently commit misinterpretations that lead to misunderstandings of intention 
and meaning. Intercultural communication studies, for the majority, focus on 
unveiling and discovering differences that they believe to be at the core of such 
misunderstandings. Such studies have probed the varying cultural values, to 
mention a few, on the levels of individualism versus collectivism, of low-context 
versus high-context, ofvarying concepts of time or of silence (e.g. Hofstede 1980, 
Hofstede 1991, Hall 1959, Hall & HaU1990). 
The present study suggests that the perspective of one's primary socialisation 
culture should be studied on a more specific level if one is aiming to discover 
possible cultural differences. The level that is proposed to be studied is the 
production and interpretations of patterns of talk-in-interaction such as pauses, 
overlaps, speaker changes, simultaneous talk, prosody and intonation patterns, and 
so on. It is the stance of the present inquiry that these above-mentioned tum­
taking patterns play a key role in the processes through which the participants 
interpret each other's meanings and intentions, although the processes themselves 
remain mostly entirely subconscious. 
The present study was inspired by a case study that was conducted comparing the 
turn-taking behaviour between Americans and French conversing in French 
(Wieland 1991). Wieland conducted recordings of ordinary dinner table 
conversations, and later interviewed the participants in order to elicit insights into 
their interpretations of the interaction. .".-::~ 
However, little work has been done to further compare the culturally varying 
interaction patterns and the participants' reactions to them. The majority of studies 
into intercultural communication remain on more abstract levels of cultural values 
x 
rather than addressing the actual arena of talk-in-interaction, although some have 
broken this unploughed ground, e.g. Moerman (1988) in his combination of 
conversation analysis and ethnography. The stance of the present study is that it is 
this very level of talk-in-interaction that holds the key to understanding what 
exactly happens in possible misunderstandings in situations of intercultural 
communication. 
Studies on talk-in-interaction focus on conversational turn-taking (Psathas 1995, 
Ten Have & Psathas 1995, Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974, Schegloff 2000). 
They therefore bring to light behavioural patterns - and their respective 
interpretations - that most of the time remain subconscious in the minds of the 
interactants, as those patterns are learned and internalised early on in the primary 
socialisation process (Berger & Luckmann 1966). 
Sample analyses on the conversational overlaps of French speakers carried out 
previously by the researcher (Kohonen 2000) served as a basis for the hypothesis 
development. These earlier analyses made evident the importance of gaining 
access to participants' perceptions on the interaction, as well as the access into 
parameters that allow a comparative approach. 
The present research is an exploratory, qualitative case study that allowed 
comparisons to be made between the overlap patterns of the native French and the 
native British English participants conversing in native and mixed groups, 
furthermore gaining access to participants' perceptions of the interaction. The 
present study is not intended to be taken as a strictly conversation analytical 
research, as the Literature Review will show. The aim of the present study is on 
the contrary to explore the possible theoretical and methodological triangulations 
available in the field of social sciences, and to discover how the triangulation of 
th~~ries and methods could enhance the study of talk-in-interaction, in both "native 
and intercultural settings. 
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1. Introduction 
1. 1. Statement of purpose 
Conversation is one of the basic units of human communication. All of the society 
that surrounds us is saturated by talk and talk related activities and their products. 
Learning to interact and to speak are also two of the earliest accomplishments of 
the primary socialisation process. In order to be accepted and embraced as full 
members of society, children internalise and learn to comply to the conventions of 
the turn-taking patterns, first in their interactional, and secondly in their 
conversational behaviour. TIus can be seen in the fact that even before learning to 
speak proper words, children are being socialised into a turn-taking system in the 
vocal and nonverbal interaction with their parents and siblings (Lodge et al. 1997, 
179). 
The turn-taking conventions vary from one background to the other. Members of 
society first internalise the conventions of their primary social environment 
(Berger & Lud(mann 1966, 150). The secondary socialisation that follows later 
on in relation to friends, school and so on, might alter the first internalised ways 
of being and ways of acting. However, as also argue Berger & Luckmann (1966, 
154), the worlds internalised in the secondary socialisations may never reach the 
deepest core influence of the primary socialisation on an individual's gut level of 
behaving and making interpretations ofothers' behaviour. 
The present study aims to gain insights into conversational behaviour. At the 
planning stage, the question of the level of analysis emerged as the most 
significant one to be addressed. Indeed, what is the most i:mri1anent factor to a 
speaker engaging in a conversation? What is the focus of attention when 
communicating? What would be the most relevant unit and the most relevant level 
of analysis for conversations? Moreover, in intercultural settings of 
a.. 
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communication, what would be the most pertinent unit of analysis that would also 
be the most relevant one for the participants themselves? 
It is the stance of the present inquiry that the very level of turn-taking is what 
matters in the interpretation processes effected by the interactants themselves. 
Moreover, it is contended that these processes become emphasised in intercultural 
settings of interaction due to the varying meanings attributed to outwardly similar 
types of turn-taking behaviour by participants from different cultural 
backgrounds. 
The present study is an exploratory, qualitative case study that aims to compare 
the conversational behaviour of French and British English participants in relation 
to conversational tum-taking patterns, and to determine whether the overlap 
patterns differ in the two native groups and a mixed group of participants from 
both native groups. The specific scope among tum-taking features is overlaps of 
talk. The present study sees talk-in-interaction as a joint process in which all the 
participants collaborate to construe meanings, their own identities, and their 
interactive roles in relation to one another. Therefore the first purpose of the 
present study is to set out to analyse these processes on the level of the displayed 
regularities in overlaps oftalk. 
The present inquiry has been inspired by Wieland's (1991) study into French and 
American English conversational tum-taking patterns. As the area of tum-taking 
has previously been little researched in intercultural settings, the second purpose 
of the present study is to set out to develop a theoretical framework that will 
enhance the study of overlaps of talk in intercultural settings. The present study 
proposes to accomplish these purposes, and the aims and objectives discussed 
below, by using an original triangulation of theories, methods and data. 
4 
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1. 2. Aim, objectives and hypotheses 
The aim of the present inquiry is to find out whether the overlap patterns differ in 
the two groups studied, that is, French and British English three-party 
conversations among female participants of similar social backgrounds. 
The detailed objectives ofthe study are: 
1) 	 To gain insights into interaction patterns on the level of overlaps of talk of 
ordinary small group conversations in French and in British English among 
native speakers of each language. 
2) 	 To gain insights into interaction patterns, such as turn-taking and overlaps of 
talk of ordinary small group conversations when speakers of both groups are 
interacting together in a mixed group in French and in English. 
3) 	 To analyse the similarities and the differences that will emerge in overlapping 
talk and in tum-taking between the French and the British English 
participants, in both native and mixed settings. 
4) 	 To incorporate the findings from the interviews and from the questionnaires 
into the analyses of the ordinary conversations. 
5) 	 To develop a combination of theoretical frameworks that will be relevant to 
the analysis of daily interaction, and to arrive at plausible and applicable 
definitions ofoverlaps and interruptions for further tum-taking studies. 
6) 	 To achieve a research reflexive outcome that takes into account and explicitly 
clarifies the general ontological and epistemological assumptions of the 
adopted frameworks. 
The hypotheses are: 
1) 	 The native French group will effect more overlaps of talk than the native 
British English group will. 
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2) Tum-taking patterns will be different due to interactional roles that the 
participants take on and switch in the course of interaction within the groups 
that form their culture of interaction. 
3) 	 There will be varying levels of awareness of these communicational behaviour 
differences in the participants. 
In relation to hypothesis 2, 'culture' is studied on the level ofthe particular groups 
displaying tum-taking and overlaps among themselves. As for hypothesis 3, it is 
expected that the levels of awareness of one's communicative style will emerge in 
the detailed analysis of the individual interviews. It is furthermore expected that 
the present research will benefit from a research design that combines the analysis 
of tum-taking patterns of the conversational data set with the analysis of the 
interpretations that the participants themselves assign to their own interactional 
behaviour in the questionnaires and in the interviews. 
It is anticipated that there are observable, and also reported, differences in the 
communication styles and the tum-taking patterns of the British English and the 
French participants of the data set. It is not in the scope of the present study to 
analyse how much of the difference is due to the different language groups' 
'cultures' when culture refers to the larger, generalised group of people who share 
similar sociocultural background, including values, beliefs and so on. Other, more 
immanent explanations will be sought after, relating to the immediate 'culture' 
that is created within the particular interactive groups, as mentioned above. Such 
explanations are likely to include factors such as how well the participants knew 
each other beforehand, and how the interactional roles that the participants engage 
in at various phases of the conversation affect the processes and the dynamics of 
the interaction at hand. 
The present study is situated among research on communication and interaction, 
subscribing to the interactional model of communication. The theoretical 
frameworks drawn on in the present study, conversation analysis and 
interactional sociolinguistics, alongside the analysis of interactional roles, are 
5 

within the same model. The interactional model of communication views events 
of communication in light of how the participants situate infom1ation in their 
discourse. The situatedness of the communicated information thus establishes the 
receiver of the infonnation as an active interpreter of that situated infonnation. 
1. 3. Structure ofthesis 
The present inquiry is composed of six chapters: Introduction, Literature Review, 
Methodology, Data Analysis and Discussion of Overlaps of Talk, Data Analysis 
and Discussion of Questionnaires and Interviews, and Conclusion. In this section, 
the chapters are overviewed and introduced. 
The present Introduction functions as an opemng to the present study. It 
introduces the interest in studying talk-in-interaction. It describes the topic, 
purpose, aim, objectives and hypotheses of the present study. It also provides an 
overview of the study as a whole, previewing the arguments that the present study 
puts forward, and the original contribution that the present thesis will provide to 
the academic field of the study of talk-in-interaction and overlaps of talk. The 
original contribution of this thesis stems from the triangulation of theories, 
methods, and data, and of the original results and conclusions that were reached 
through these triangulations. 
The Literature Review will discuss the theories informing the present study. 
Moreover, the chapter will go beyond discussing theories and the ensuing 
methodological choices, and in doing so will address the ontological and 
epistemological stances of the present study that ultimately influence the choice of 
the theoretical and methodological choices. This in part contributes to the 
originality of the present study. Ontological and epistemological reflections are 
sometimes missing in the academic research on interaction. Theories and methods 
can occasionally be embraced without looking deeper into their epistemological or 
ontological suppositions. However, studying and analysing a theme such as turn­
taking and overlaps of talk can present a problem in that it is so close, even too 
I 
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close, to those of us who are effecting the analyses and reading the results. In the 
end, we are all constantly submerged in talking and interpreting others' talk in our 
daily lives, usually without needing to recur to much conscious thought - and this 
is the beauty of the system. Nevertheless, this is why the stance of the present 
inquiry is that ontological and epistemological reflexivity are an utmost pre­
requisite for commencing any of the activities of choosing theories and methods 
for analysing talk, of effecting the analysis of talk-in-interaction, and of reading 
the results of such analyses. 
Next, in the way of reflexivity, the Literature Review will present and define the 
central notions of the present study. Although some of these notions, including the 
notion of culture briefly mentioned above, will not be addressed in more detail in 
this study, it is necessary to define them as they influence the epistemological 
stances as well as the theoretical and methodological choices. As the present 
inquiry is an exploratory, qualitative case study, reflexivity in regard to theory, 
methods and personal reflexivity methods are at the core of it. In addition to the 
above-mentioned reflexivity on theories and methods in the form of reflexivity on 
epistemology and ontology, personal reflexivity is also embraced as a 
methodological stance and discussed in the Literature Review. 
The Literature Review will then proceed to situate the present study in the field of 
communication and interaction studies, as well as to define the theories that 
inform it most directly. These theories are interactional sociolinguistics (Gumperz 
1982a), conversation analysis (Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974; Schegloff 
2000), and analysis of interactional roles (Goffman 1976; Spencer-Oatey 2000c). 
Furthermore, narrowing down the discussion towards the precise topic of the 
present study, interruption and overlap literature will be presented in detail. Three 
main avenues of interpretation will be distinguished among the totality of the 
interruption literature. These avenues will be called explanations based on the 
turn-internal and turn-sequential structures, explanations focusing on the 
situational context, and explanations that deny the codability of interruptions 
I 
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altogether. Some of the interruption literature will be then challenged by asking 
whether the nature of talk-in-interaction is truly understood by its analysts. 
The challenge will proposed by introducing more comprehensive approaches that 
embrace the aspects of tempo and rhythm of talk (Scollon 1981), co-operativeness 
in overlaps of talk (Coates 1989), and the existence of multiple floored 
conversations (Erickson 1981). Moreover, again narrowing down on the topic of 
the present study, comprehensive explanations of overlaps will be discussed by 
introducing studies that focus on overlaps in intercultural contexts (e.g. Moerman 
1988; White 1989; Fant 1989). In addition, the collaborative activity displayed by 
participants in talk-in-interaction will be discussed as a solution or a counter­
argument to "miscommunication". Finally, the Literature Review will define the 
analysis of overlaps that will be effected in the present study, as well as its 
premises and the way in which they stem from the discussed literature. 
The Methodology chapter will then focus on rendering transparent the methods 
and procedures of data collection, the sampling decisions, the process of 
compiling and producing the analysed data set and the strategies of the data 
analysis. The complexity of the studied reality and the use of multiple 
methodologies in the data collection and in the data analysis of the present study 
will be addressed. These multiple methods will compose one of the original 
contributions of the present thesis to the academic study of talk-in-interaction. 
Reflexivity and validity as in relation to data, method and theory triangulation will 
also be discussed. In addition, issues of validity and reliability will be addressed. 
Furthermore, the participants and the informants will be introduced and the data 
collection procedures explicated. These include audio and video recordings of 
ordinary conversations, questionnaires administered to participants and 
informants, and interviews of participants. Each data collection method will be 
described and its use in the present study will be evaluated. As for the data 
analysis methods, they include conversation analytical transcription methods 
(Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974; Jefferson 1989), qualitative coding of the 
I 
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overlaps, and grounded theory (Strauss 1987) for the analysis of questionnaires 
and interviews. Furthennore, descriptive statistics will be used for the presentation 
of the frequencies of different overlap categories and of the frequencies of the 
input in amounts of turns taken by each participant. Inferential statistics will also 
be included in the fonn of cross-tabulations and chi square tests run on the overlap 
frequencies across the three conversations. 
The two Data Analysis and Discussion chapters will then follow. The analyses 
were carried out on the triangulated data obtained through the above described 
method triangulation. The results of the analyses will show and consolidate the 
originality of the theory and method triangulation in that the quality and type of 
data elicited will itself contribute to the originality of the present thesis. 
In the first instance, Data Analysis and Discussion of Overlaps of Talk will 
present and discuss the results of the conversational data. The seven qualitative 
overlap categories, Overlaps as Feedback, Overlaps at Transition Relevance 
Places, Overlaps as Simultaneous onsets, Overlaps of Laughter, Overlaps as 
Simultaneous turns, Overlaps as Joint construction and Overlaps as Interruptions, 
as well as the category of Other will be defined and the relevant literature will be 
overviewed. The conversational data set will be then presented using descriptive 
statistics. Following this holistic introduction of the conversational data set, the 
results ofits analysis will be presented alongside examples of overlaps that will be 
qualitatively discussed in their context. Finally, inferential statistics of the overlap 
data with will be shown in the fonn of chi square tests. Discussion and conclusion 
of the analysis of the overlaps will follow. 
In the second instance, Data Analysis and Discussion of Questionnaires and 
Interviews will focus on the analysis of the questionnaires and the interviews. The 
analysis and discussion of questionnaires will be summarised and section IV of 
the questionnaire will be discussed in detail. The reasons for focusing on this 
particular section of the questionnaire will be explained in the Methodology 
chapter. The relevant themes that will emerge from the questionnaires will be 
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referred to in the discussion of the interviews. These themes will be further 
explored in the analysis and discussion of the interviews. Some of the emerged 
categories will also confirm certain choices made with regard to the theoretical 
framework of the present study; namely, the approaches that are presented as a 
challenge to the interruption literature. The participants' own explanations for 
interruptions will be then explored. Finally, this second part of Data Analysis and 
Discussion will be concluded. 
In the Conclusion chapter, the whole of the present study will be overviewed. 
Comprehensive conclusions will be drawn on the literature review and the data 
analysis, and possible future directions will be opened with a suggestion of a 
combined theoretical framework for the future analysis of overlaps in talk-in­
interaction. The original contribution of the thesis will be recapitulated as to its 
theory, method and data triangulation. The originality of the results based on these 
triangulations will be shown in the quality of the data obtained and the subsequent 
analyses and interpretations that will thus be enabled to be drawn on them. 
I 
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2. Literature Review 
2. 1. Introduction to interdisciplinary studies 
2. 1. 1. Introduction of the chapter 
In this chapter, section 2.1 will aim to clarify the theoretical stance of the present 
study by discussing the ontological and epistemological premises informing it. In 
section 2.2 the concepts and notions frequently referred to and informing the 
present study are defined. These include the concepts of culture, communication, 
intercultural communication, talk-in-interaction, tum-taking, tum-taking patterns, 
overlaps of talk, and miscommunication. The section of definitions is followed by 
section 2.3, a discussion of issues relating to personal reflexivity and 
miscommunication, in which the personal interest of the researcher in the current 
study will be explored and made explicit. Then, academic approaches to 
miscommunication will be overviewed. Conclusions from the three sections will 
be drawn in section 2.4. 
These first three sections aim to lay the ground for section 2.5, which will situate 
the present study in the academic field of communication and interaction studies, 
specifically in relation to discourse and conversation analysis as well as 
intercultural communication studies. Section 2.5 also introduces the two main 
theories, interactional sociolinguistics and conversation analysis, informing the 
theoretical framework of the present study, which section 2.6 will discuss in 
detail. The concept of interactional roles will also be explored. 
In section 2.7, moving further into detail as to the aim of the present study, the 
issue of the analysis of overlaps and interruptions will be discussed. Starting with 
a literature review on interruption, the discussion will then proceed to asking if we 
really understand the nature of talk. Further aspects of the nature of talk will be 
explored by addressing the notions of rhythm and tempo, multiple floors, co­
operativeness, as well as asking if miscommunication really exists at all. In 
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conclusion, section 2.8 will discuss the implications of the preceding discussions 
for the present study. Now, the discussion will move on to the epistemological 
and ontological premises of the present study. 
2. 1. 2. Ontological and epistemological reflection 
The key to choosing the theoretical framework and the methodology for any 
research lie in the two facets of research, ontologyl and epistemologl, which are 
at the core of any investigation. The ontological understanding of how the world 
works as well as of our personal experience of the world set the limits and the 
reasons for forming research questions and for choosing the methods for 
answering these questions. Denzin & Lincoln (1998, 26) state that "[a]ll research 
is interpretive, guided by a set of beliefs and feelings about the world and how it 
should be understood and studied". 
In this section the ontological and epistemological premises of the present study 
will be discussed. The ontological assumptions influence the epistemology and 
thus the methodology that will be chosen to study the world, or a specific 
phenomenon in the world, as it is believed to exist. It is therefore considered 
important to define the ontological and epistemological assumptions of this 
present study. 
As Alvesson & SkOldberg (2000, 4) have stated, "it is not methods but ontology 
and epistemology which are the determinates of good social science". The present 
discussion is not therefore focused on making comparisons between quantitative 
and qualitative methods. Instead, it aims to make the case for reflexivity in 
research. In doing this, two examples of researchers with different ontological 
assumptions influencing their research are briefly presented, in order to clarify the 
1 Ontology entails "the assumptions about existence underlying any conceptual scheme or any 

theory or system of ideas" (A Dictionary ofPhilosophy, 257). 

2 Epistemology is defined as "the branch of philosophy concerned with the theory of knowledge. 

Central issues: nature and derivation of knowledge, the scope of knowledge, and the reliability of 

claims of knowledge" (A Dictionary ofPhilosophy, 109). 
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ties between ontological views and their epistemological repercussions in the form 
of methods chosen for the analyses. 
First, within the positivist3 paradigm, the empirical researcher thinks she can, by 
following set procedures and models, objectively, discover, observe, analyse and 
explain phenomena that are intrinsically and fundamentally representing the 
reality of how things are (Alvesson & Skoldberg 2000, 1; Fink 2000, 1; Silverman 
1993, 21). This researcher would stick to the rules of quantitative methodologies, 
controlling variables to the extent that it is possible, including the process of 
trying to efface all traces of her own presence in order to prevent her own 
influence or contamination on the data she is collecting and on the analyses she is 
effecting. 
Secondly, within the realms of post-positivist and postmodern4 paradigms, the 
subjective, relativistS researcher thinks, in effect, that no such objective research 
can exist in the first place. The emphasis is on acknowledging the existence of 
multiple interpretations of which the positivist paradigm is believed to offer but 
one. This researcher would concentrate on multiple qualitative methodologies, 
using triangulation as an alternative to positivist validation (Denzin & Lincoln 
1998,4). She would not try to efface herself out of the analyses, choosing to see 
research as an interactive process influenced by background and contextual 
factors, such as personal interests, political implications and values (Denzin & 
Lincoln 1998, 4; Parker 1994, 9). Instead, she might use reflective methods of 
becoming aware of her own self in the midst of the research process, as a 
gendered, multi culturally situated researcher (Denzin & Lincoln 1998, 23; 
Alvesson & SkOldberg 2000; Silverman 1993, 21, 23). 
3 "A theory [ ... J that positive knowledge is based on natural phenomena and their properties and 

relations as verified by the empirical sciences" (www.m-w.com). "The positivist approach 

encourages us to view people as fundamentally detached, isolated units [ ... J" (Social Psychology: 

A Critical Agenda 1995, 55). 

4 Postmodemism is usually "associated with some version of non-foundationalism. From a 

position which holds that there are not absolute grounds to our knowledge and action, 

postmodernists are critical of totalizing theories [ ... J which claim to provide final or 'solve-all' 

answers" (Social Psychology: A Critical Agenda 1995, 32) 

5 Relativism maintains that "there is no such thing as objective knowledge of realities independent 

of the knower" (A Dictionary ofPhilosophy, 303). 
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According to the ontology of the present study, the world we perceive is construed 
by members of society engaging in interaction. As Bennett (1981, 186) suggests, 
human discourse should be seen as "a shared world that is built up through 
various modes of mutual response over the course of time in particular 
interactions," and that this shared world is construed within the medium of 
discourse. Rogers et al. describe this state of "being-in-the-world" as being 
"inexorably part of, involved with and inseparable from the circumstances that 
make up [the] world" (Rogers et al. 1995,55). This reveals a social constructionist 
theory of knowledge for the present study (Berger & Luckmann 1966, Shotter 
1993, Bennett 1981). Social constructionism6 believes that "all forms of 
knowledge, including scientific knowledge, produce images of the world that then 
operate as if they were true" (Parker 1994, 9). What we perceive as reality is 
socially construed and not founded in any objective, external truth. In fact, social 
constructionism claims that an objective world does not exist as such. 
Furthermore, science and scientific inquiry are seen as another form of construed 
knowledge that creates as well as describes the world. Therefore, social 
constructionism is not assuming that research is done within a value-free vacuum. 
On the contrary, it claims that "research questions are structured by personal and 
political interests that need to be explored rather than hidden away, for it is when 
they are concealed that they do the most damage" (Parker 1994, 9). This brings up 
the importance of reflexivity in research. 
For the present study, social constructionism means that the discourse produced in 
interaction relies on two factors: firstly, that the participants carry in their minds 
constructions of their background and of their personal history, which are a 
product of interaction in themselves (Berger & Luckmann 1966, 58). Secondly, 
the participants re-construe their roles and their identities in every form of 
interaction they engage in, including talk-in-interaction (Shotter 1993, 6). 
Furthermore, the kinds of realities thus construed within talk-in-interaction also 
6 "Social constructionism is principally concerned with elucidating the processes by which people 
come to describe, explain, or otherwise account for the world in which they live" (Gergen 1985, 3­
4). 
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portray the social rules and acceptable conversational behaviour patterns available 
to the participants in their interactional reconstruction of their roles and identities 
Gumperz 1982a, 139). 
The present study thus places itself onto logically under a postmodern and social 
constructionist paradigm. From this follows the epistemological stand of the 
present study, according to which conversational behaviour patterns can be 
studied through an inquiry into conversation data as well as through an inquiry 
into the descriptions and narratives produced by the participants on their 
perceptions and experiences of conversations. Furthermore, it follows also that 
reflexivity is embraced as an essential part of the research process. 
Next in this chapter, the concepts and notions frequently referred to and informing 
the present study are defined. 
2. 2. Concepts and notions defined 
In this section the mam concepts and notions of the present study will be 
discussed. All of the concepts mentioned are not necessarily going to be discussed 
in more detail further on in this study. Nevertheless, it is important to define them 
here as they inform the ontological and epistemological stands of the present 
inquiry. The concepts defined here are those of culture, communication, 
intercultural communication, talk-in-interaction, tum-taking, tum-taking patterns, 
overlaps of talk, and miscommunication. 
2. 2. 1. Culture 
The notion of culture is inherently embedded in every layer of the present study. 
The very parameters set in the title of the present thesis imply that the objects of 
analysis, at some level, are French and British English cultures. Instead of 
attempting to describe these two cultures as separate groups in terms of their 
values and other more abstract aspects, as done by Carroll (1988) and Hall & Hall 
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(1990) for example, the present study will focus its level of description on the 
communicative behaviour patterns manifested in talk-in-interaction. 
Two definitions of culture are introduced here, aiming to show how the definition 
will influence the focus of analysis. 
First, Spencer-Oatey (2000b, 4) proposes the following definition: 
Culture is a fuzzy set of attitudes, beliefs, behavioural conventions, and basic assumptions 
and values that are shared by a group of people, and that influence each member's 
behaviour and each member's interpretations of the 'meaning' of other people's 
behaviour. 
Bond, Zegarac & Spencer-Oatey (2000) review approaches to studying culture 
and cultural differences, of which undoubtedly the most quoted is Hofstede's 
model of culture as values (Hofstede 1980; 1991). However, the critique is 
proposed on whether nations equal cultures. Another problem arises regarding on 
how to link a cultural explanation to an individual explanation. According to 
Bond, Zegarac & Spencer-Oatey, this linkage is missing in the current research on 
cultural differences (2000, 55). 
Secondly, Strauss & Quinn state from their cognitive-constructionist point of view 
that "each person is a junction point for an infinite number of partially overlapped 
cultures" (1997, 7). Their definition of culture is that it: 
consists of regular occurrences in the humanly created world, in the schemas people share 
as a result of these, and in the interactions between these schemas and this world. When 
we speak of culture, then, we do so only to summarize such regularities (ibid.). 
This definition turns attention away from boundaries of cultures and focuses on 
people's experiences "which can be partially shared even if never identical, across 
space and time" (Strauss & Quinn 1997, 8). In a sense, this model of culture 
provides tools for linking the individual and cultural explanations, the necessity of 
which was brought forward by Bond, Zegarac & Spencer-Oatey (2000) above. 
The first definition by Spencer-Oatey (2000b, 4), and several other in the same 
tradition, would lead to focusing on the "attitudes, beliefs, behavioural 
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conventions, basic assumptions and values shared by a group of people". The 
second definition by Strauss & Quinn (1997) would lead to focusing on "regular 
occurrences" that mould people's schemas of the humanly created world and the 
interaction between these schemas and the humanly created, or construed, world. 
In other words, the second description defines culture as regularities that people 
manifest in their behaviour in the interaction they engage in. In the present study, 
the focus of analysis is precisely on the regularities of communicative behaviour 
within the interaction in and between the groups studied, as seen in the tum-taking 
and overlap patterns produced by the participants in different settings. 
2. 2. 2. Communication 
The early theories and definitions of communication endeavoured to create 
models to describe communication that was characterised mainly by the 
"transmission" or "exchange" of information (Jakobson 1960, Shannon & Weaver 
1949, Sperber & Wilson 1986). Later definitions could be summarised by 
Samovar & Porter's (1997, 10) description of communication as "a dynamic 
transactional behaviour-affecting process in which people behave intentionally to 
induce or elicit a particular response from another person". On the other hand, 
Coleman & De Paulo (1991, 62) summarise two different avenues of definitions 
that can be seen to represent the above-mentioned explanations. They state that 
one tradition uses the explanation according to which communication occurs 
when the behaviour of one individual affects the behaviour of another, whereas 
the other describes that communication occurs in interaction among individuals 
with a shared signalling system. 
The explanation based on influencing the other's behaviour has also been called 
the inferential model of communication, and the one proposed by Jakobson (1960) 
and others has been called the code-model of communication (Schiffrin 1994. 
Sperber & Wilson 1986). These models will be discussed in more detail in section 
2.5. There is a third model of communication to which the present study 
subscribes in terms of its theoretical framework. and that is the interactional 
model of communication. It suggests that communicated information is always 
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situated and always perceived as situated by the interactants, and that it is the 
situatedness that provides the meaning for the communicated information 
(Schiffrin 1994, 399, 401). Communication could therefore be described as 
establishing shared meanings. 
2. 2. 3. Intercultural communication 
Intercultural communication is defined as a situation in which people who are 
members of different cultural groups and backgrounds engage in communication 
with each other (Bennett 1988; Zegarac & Pennington 2000, 165). 
2. 2. 4. Talk-in-interaction 
Talk-in-interaction is a term used for talk as it exists and is used in daily, ordinary 
interactions between social members (Psathas 1995). Psathas uses the term to 
refer to conversation analytical data, from a desire to emphasise the aspect of talk 
being an interactional production rather than just using the word 'conversation' 
(1995, 2, 67). 
2. 2. 5. Turn-taking 
Turn-taking is the specific level of analysis focused on in the present study. Turn­
taking occurs in every conversation that is engaged in by two or more participants. 
The co-participants alternate their turns in speaking. As, preferentially, only one 
person talks at a time, intricate tum-exchange and turn-allocational techniques are 
engaged in by the participants (Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974). These 
techniques will be discussed in more detail under section 2.6.4.3. 
2. 2. 6. Turn-taking patterns 
When talking about a communication style or different patterns within 
communication styles, the present study is referring to turn-taking patterns that 
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occur in the analysed data set. By tum-taking patterns the reference is made to the 
various communicative behaviour engaged in, such as turn-taking, turn-holding, 
turn-supporting and turn-allocating. 
2.2.7. Overlaps of talk 
Overlaps of talk are instances of talk-in-interaction in which, acoustically, two or 
more participants speak simultaneously. Overlaps of talk, or turn overlaps, within 
the turn-taking patterns, are the specific focus of the present study. The main aim 
is to discover if the turns are overlapped in different ways among the native 
French, the native British English and a Mixed group of participants from both 
native groups. These patterns of overlaps are described in detail in the Data 
Analysis chapter. The Data Analysis will develop eight different turn overlap 
categories. 
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2. 2. 8. Miscommunication 
Miscommunication may occur when people from different cultural backgrounds 
engage in interaction with each other. Indeed, miscommunication invariably 
occurs even among members of the same sociocultural background. However, the 
difference between these two cases is the process through which the participants 
mayor may not recognise an occasion of miscommunication as one. 
Miscommunication refers to misinterpretations, or "missed interpretations" 
(Coleman & De Paulo 1991, 61) of communicative behaviour. Members of 
society in their primary socialisation processes (Berger & Luckmann 1966, 150) 
learn, among other internalised things, a certain way of talking, using intonation 
and other prosodic features, body language and gestures, as well as interpreting 
the talk and body language of others. Gumperz' (1982a) notion of such 
contextualisation cues and their culturally bound production and interpretation are 
at the core of how miscommunication happens, and specifically how sometimes it 
fails to be interpreted as miscommunication by the participants. 
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Therefore, when the context in which the communication occurs changes, these 
interpretation and meaning-making processes do not necessarily correspond to 
those of the particular co-participants. As Berger and Luckmann (1966, 154) point 
out, the world first internalised in primary socialisation is "more firmly 
entrenched m conSCIOusness than worlds internalized In secondary 
socializations".? This possible mismatch of intention, speech production and 
interpretation can therefore lead to miscommunication in the first instance, and 
unless recognised and remedied, the initial misinterpreted intention will be taken 
as a final interpretation, even turning it into a judgement of personal attributes 
(e.g. Gass & Varonis 1991; Gumperz 1982a). 
In conclusion to the present section, it needs to be pointed out that Banks, Ge & 
Baker (1991, 116) actually criticise the kind of parameters that even the present 
study is based on. They claim that by carrying out research with representatives of 
mUltiple cultures, "assumptions about the differences among those representatives 
have already been made, and culture becomes the presuppositional frame for 
studying communicative behaviour". However, in the present study, the purpose 
has not been to map out sets of cultural differences as such. Instead, by bringing 
together native French speakers and native British English speakers in both native 
and mixed groups, the aim has been to investigate whether there are any 
differences emerging in the turn-taking patterns related to overlaps between the 
three groupings. Even if such culturally based assumptions were made at the start 
in the form of hypotheses, it is not purported that such hypotheses cannot be 
proven wrong in the course of the investigation. 
7 Primary socialisation occurs in the very first years of childhood, whereas secondary 
socialisation takes place with contacts outside the immediate family surrounding in later years. 
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2. 3. Personal reflexivity and miscommunication 
In this section, I shall situate the present study in its context in terms of my own 
influence on the topic through my background and personal interest. I shall then 
link my personal history to the relevant academic discussion. Furthennore, from 
now on, I am also consciously switching into a style of writing in which the use of 
first person is intentional. 
2. 3. 1. Personal reflexivity 
It is my stance, according to Tindall (1994), Parker (1994), Alvesson & Skoldberg 
(2000), that researcher's personal interest and background need to be clarified in 
order for the research outcome to be reflexive in a valid manner. Furthennore, 
Clandinin & Connelly (1998, 176) have argued that personal experience methods 
function "to permit researchers to enter into and participate with the social world 
in ways that allow the possibility of transformation and growth". This is the 
purpose of the present section. 
From the very start, the present study has been informed and affected by my 
experiences of something possibly "having gone wrong" in my own processes of 
interpreting communication in an intercultural setting. This is certainly how I 
became interested in the topic in the first place. 
The possibility of miscommunication therefore lies within the premises of the 
research questions put forward at the beginning of the present research process. In 
my previous MA thesis study on French interaction, turn-taking and interruption, 
the interest had been ignited by my own experience as a Finn living in France for 
six months in 1999. Also other encounters experienced by myself in Finland in 
intercultural situations of communication brought forward difficulties in knowing 
how to interpret my co-participants' intentions behind their turn-taking behaviour, 
how to keep the floor, and how to take the floor without perjuring the speaking 
rights as perceived by the other party. I thus became more aware of variations in 
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speaking and listening rights implicitly referred to by members of different 
cultural backgrounds, manifested in their communicative behaviour, specifically 
in turn-taking. 
My MA study gave me insight into the large variety of overlaps that exist 
alongside interruption. My MA study functioned in my personal history as an 
introduction to the present study. Due to the nature of the data available to me for 
my MA analyses, I was unable at that point to carry out any comparative analyses 
between the one Finn and the two French participants in those recorded data. 
Moreover, what needs to be clarified is that I am, as the researcher, a native Finn 
whose mother tongue is Finnish, first foreign language is English and second 
strongest one is French. I have lived the past three years in England, preceded by 
6 months of studies in France, but I am not a native member of either of the 
groups studied in the present research. The fact of not being a member of either of 
the groups gave me an advantage in gaining the trust of my participants. This was 
especially relevant in the individual interviews of the participants. I was able to 
relate to both groups of participants as a fellow foreign language learner and not 
as a member of either of the cultures studied, and the participants were able to 
relate to me without any face issues in terms of my or their native status. 
This makes relevant a point on analysing interaction and conversations III a 
foreign language (Moerman 1988 & 1996). Moerman, in fact, argues for 
analysing foreign language data in stating that "the materials of all conversation 
analysis are inextricably cultured", adding that 
when an American analyst handles American conversations, he or she can fail to notice 
this [the fact that all conversation is cultured]. All natives takes their native knowledge 
for granted, take it to be nothing other than the nature of the world (1988, 4). 
However, Moerman points out that in order to transcribe a conversation 
accurately, the transcription should be done by a native speaker (1996, 150) in 
collaboration with the nonnative researcher, as had been his own case in his 1988 
study on Thai conversations. In the present study, no such in-depth collaboration 
was established with any native speakers. It is argued that this was not required 
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for the exploratory stage that the present study is undertaking. It is argued that the 
main results of the data analysis are still valid, although it is possible that less 
instances of Other would have been coded, had the transcriber been a native 
speaker of English and French. 8 Nevertheless, it is also argued that embracing 
reflexivity towards transcribing has further validated the outcome. It is not 
claimed that the transcripts are without mistakes. However, it is claimed that the 
relevant information for the purposes of the analysis of overlaps is obtained 
through the transcripts in the present study. 
As to the reflexivity in transcribing, it has been my personal aim in the present 
study to move away from the "taken-for-granted" nature of my native knowledge. 
Moving away from my native knowledge and interpretations indeed are a 
prerequisite for, and have even become a result of, analysing foreign language 
materials. It is likely that I, as a Finn, have become interested in the topic of 
overlaps and interruptions because the opposite communicative behaviour, i.e. the 
use of ample pauses and silences, is generally preferred in most Finnish 
conversations. Lehtonen & Sajavaara (1982) have pointed this out in their study 
of The Silent Finn. 
Having thus explored my personal history related to the present study and the 
relevance of miscommunication throughout it, I will now tum to briefly discuss 
literature on miscommunication in academia. 
2. 3. 2. Academic approaches to miscommunication 
Miscommunication has received considerable academic attention. Coupland, 
Giles & Wiemann (1991) present the various approaches in the literature. Banks, 
Ge & Baker (1991, 109-114) regroup the existing studies into four different 
viewpoints: one views miscommunication as cultural difference, in which culture 
is foregrounded (e.g. Hall 1959, Hofstede 1991); one sees miscommunication as 
8 However, when some extracts of the untranscribed sequences of the recordings were presented to 
my supervisor Chantal Lewis-ViIlien, a native French speaker, in order for her to try to transcribe 
them, she was also unable to do it due to the same inaudibility factor. 
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linguistic failure, thus back grounding culture (e.g. White 1989); one interprets 
miscommunication as failed pragmatics (e.g. Wierzbicka 1991); and one 
approaches miscommunication as problems of identity. Banks, Ge & Baker 
(1991, 115) describe their own approach as sociolinguistic pragmatics that 
focuses, instead of on cultural explanations per se, on the ways in which 
"members as representatives of socially situated groups manage interactions" and 
thus the group patterns of communicative behaviour. 
One of Coupland, Giles & Wiemann's (1991) stances is not to limit 
interpretations of interaction too hastily into communication breakdown, 
communicative failure or miscommunication. They claim that "an important 
starting point is the observation that language use and communication are in fact 
pervasively and even intrinsically flawed, partial, and problematic" (Coupland, 
Giles & Wiemann 1991,3). In fact, it would seem that speakers and hearers "co­
operate in constructing messages that are ambiguous, that omit as much as they 
reveal" (Coupland, Giles & Wiemann 1991, 2). It is up to the participants to 
interpret the situatedness of the information and thus provide meaning for it. This 
situatedness is evident in a further stance of Coupland, Giles and Wiemann, 
according to which communication should not be regarded as a linear flow of 
information. They claim it is this very perception of communication as a linear 
flow of information that is underlying the notion of communication "breakdown". 
Instead, they state, misunderstandings should be viewed in the way they are often 
treated within interaction: once they are recognised, often retrospectively, they are 
repaired and consolidated (Coupland, Giles & Wiemann 1991, 9). Such 
recognitions of misunderstandings can only occur as a result of the participants 
situating the perceived meanings in their discourse and of displaying their 
interpretations of the meanings in their subsequent discourse. 
This ties in with the ethnomethodological stance that actors, who are aware of the 
rules, can choose to behave accordingly or not, as long as this freedom, its 
limitations and its interpretations are shared in the minds of the co-participants. 
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The fact that the communicated information is situated is what makes the meaning 
of the information available to the participants (Schiffrin 1994,399,401). 
However, the problems begin when the interpretations of the situatedness are not 
shared among interactants. Problems emerge when, unless spotted as a 
misinterpretation of situated meaning, the outcome of the communication has 
social consequences for the interactants, such as misattribution of motives and 
intentions, unwarranted actions and changes in patterns of interaction (Banks, Ge 
& Baker, 1991, 105). I believe one of the most significant intercultural 
communication skills is to learn to postpone interpretations and judgements on co­
participants' motives and intentions which are often made based on one's own 
primary socialisation. 
Therefore, miscommunication can be seen as another phase in the process of 
establishing understanding among participants. The very existence of 
retrospective repairs proves the flexibility accessible to interactants, and thus the 
flexibility of the functioning of interpersonal communication. It is this flexibility 
that has impressed me most in the process of the current research. While I have 
been trying to discover and pinpoint instances of possible troubles within the 
analysed conversations, I have been amazed at the amount and at the power of 
turn and topic negotiation engaged in by the participants. Indeed, even when I 
have not been able to hear or understand a sequence of interaction, it is perfectly 
clear from the subsequent sequence in the data that the participants themselves 
understood each other. 
2. 4. Concepts, personal reflexivity and miscommunication: Concluding 
remarks 
So far it has been established that the present study falls under the social 
constructionist paradigm in proposing that participants in and through talk-in­
interaction re-construe their roles and identities, using the conversational 
behaviour patterns available to them. The notions of culture, communication, 
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intercultural communication, talk-in-interaction, turn-taking, tum-taking patterns, 
overlaps of talk and miscommunication have been briefly defined. Through these 
definitions it has also been established that the scope of analysis in the present 
study is the regularities of communicative behaviour, namely, overlaps of talk 
among the tum-taking patterns. 
Personal reflexivity on miscommunication has been explored as to my own 
interest in the topic of the present study. It was established that not being a native 
member of either of the groups studied has added advantages in gaining trust with 
the participants as well as in raising my own awareness of communicative 
behaviour patterns beyond my own immediate primary socialisation environment. 
In the discussion of miscommunication it was further established that the nature of 
communication is often seen as linear instead of non-linear, which brings forth the 
idea of communication "breakdown", instead of seeing communication as a joint 
activity undertaken by the participants in order to establish shared meanings by 
situating the information they want to convey in their discourse. 
In order to show in which other ways communication can be seen, the next section 
will overview approaches of the main avenues of communication studies. 
2.5. Approaches to analysing communication: Introductory overview 
Analysing conversations 1S necessarily an interdisciplinary field due to the 
multifaceted nature of communication. In this section the present study will be 
situated in the academic field of research on communication and interaction, and 
the relevance and the original contribution of the present study to the field will be 
discussed. First, the different approaches in the field of analysing communication 
and interaction will be briefly reviewed. 
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2. 5. 1. Modelling communication 
In some of the earlier approaches to the study of language, the aspects of actual 
context and communication were considered of little importance. The philosophy 
of language (Austin 1962, Searle 1969), structuralism (De Saussure 1916) and 
transformational-generative grammar models (Chomsky 1965) concentrated on 
language as an internally governed system, as a complete system of signs, or as a 
mentally managed entity. They focused on the study of language as an 
independent entity, something that existed behind or beyond the language that is 
situated and used in context. 
Most of the famous early research on communication set out to create models of 
communication. Such models would include the sender! addresser, the receiver/ 
recipient/ addressee, the message, the code, the channel, as well as notions of the 
encoding and the decoding of the message (e.g., Shannon & Weaver 1949, 
Jakobson 1960). The above-mentioned approaches have also been called the code­
model to communication. In the inferential model, the aim of communication is to 
influence the behaviour of the receiver. It includes the approaches of Grice 
(1975), Sperber & Wilson (1986) as well as the speech act theory (Austin 1962, 
Searle 1969). 
The interactional model of communication includes ethnographic, conversation 
analytical and interactional sociolinguistic approaches. The situatedness of the 
communicated information is explored in different ways in the three approaches. 
The aspects of setting, participants, ends, act sequence, key, instrumentalities, 
norms, and genre, are regarded central by Hymes in his ethnography of speaking 
(Hymes 1972). Conversation analysis, as suggested by Sacks, Schegloff & 
Jefferson (1974), focuses on the situatedness of actual turns at talk within 
sequences of such turns, thus creating themselves the context within which they 
are interpreted by the participants. Gumperz (1 982a), on the other hand, puts 
forward the meaning-making practices and displaying the situatedness of 
information through contextualisation cues. A more in-depth discussion on 
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conversation analysis and interactional sociolinguistics will be presented In 
section 2.6.1. 
The aspects of context were elaborated from a different viewpoint by pragmatics 
that involves studying the meanings of utterances in specific situations (Leech 
1983). Further narrowing down the notion of specific situations, cross-cultural 
pragmatics focuses on the way in which meanings are produced in intercultural 
situations (Wierzbicka 1991, Peeters 1999, Beal 1993). On the other hand, other 
vistas of research are aiming to lay a ground for discovering universals of 
communication, operating in all cultures, across intercultural issues (Brown & 
Levinson 1978; Bond, Zegarac & Spencer-Oatey 2000). 
Taylor & Cameron (1987), on the other hand, regroup the research in a different 
manner. Some of it is described as etic or analyst oriented, for example, the 
speech act theory (Austin 1962; Searle 1969), Grice's maxims (1975), Leech's 
pragmatics (1983), Sperber and Wilson's communication model (1986); and some 
as ernie, or participant oriented, for example, ethnomethodology (Taylor & 
Cameron 1987, 48). Taylor & Cameron (1987, 56) further demonstrate how the 
academic exchanges on analysing conversations have involved arguments on 
whether etic or emic approaches should be preferred. They claim that 
ethnomethodology can be seen as an "effort to escape the horns of the 'rules 
dilemma' and to identify the norms that conversationalists themselves follow in 
producing the observable orderliness of conversational interaction" (Taylor & 
Cameron 1987,97). 
A similar kind of academic exchange has continued in the field of analysing 
interruptions. Interruption studies will be discussed in detail in section 2.7. Some 
researchers prefer analyst-focused approaches, whereas some swear on 
participant-focused approaches. In the present study, the aim is to combine 
analyst- and participant-focused accesses by including both the analysis of the 
conversation data and the analysis of individual interviews and questionnaires. 
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2. 5. 2. Discourse analysis and conversation analysis 
The term discourse analysis is sometimes used very loosely and sometimes in a 
very specific manner in the existing literature, journal articles and other PhD 
theses. In situating the present study within the field of communication and 
interaction studies, I consider it important to define, in terms of contrast, discourse 
analysis and conversation analysis. This activity of contrasting the two also serves 
as an introduction to define conversation analysis, which is one of the main 
theories informing the present study. 
In contrast to the use of the notion of discourse analysis by Schiffrin (1994), for 
example, it stands, as understood in the present study, for the research on abstract 
semantic constructs and on the cognitive functioning behind them. Schiffrin 
(1994), among others, refers to discourse analysis as an umbrella term for all 
research approaches into studying discourse or talk-in-interaction. However, 
Gumperz (1982a, 155-156) for example defines discourse analysis in a much 
more specific manner, stating that speech acts are its main unit of analysis and it 
ventures to interpret the participants' knowledge of the world. Parker (1994, 92) 
also uses this specific definition of discourse analysis, describing it as a "form of 
analysis that addresses the ways in which language is so structured as to produce 
sets of meanings, discourses, that operate independently of the intentions of 
speakers, or writers". In addition to this view and definition of discourse analysis, 
it treats the social world as a text, or a system of texts that can be systematically 
read. "Meaning is continuously changing, and language is composed of many 
'languages' or 'discourses'" (Parker 1994, 93). 
Conversation analysis (CA), on the other hand, studies ordinary, daily talk-in­
interaction and deals with the actual sequencing of turns at talk within a 
conversation. It was launched by Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson in their 1974 
article titled 'A Simplest Systematics for the Organization of Turn-Taking for 
Conversation'. The purpose of CA was originally to study the social organisation 
of human activity. It did not aim to discover meanings beyond what the 
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interactants themselves brought to the surface of their talk-in-interaction. 
Participants' knowledge or interpretations of the world and each other were not in 
the scope of analysis, unless the participants themselves explicitly talked about 
them in the course of their mundane conversations. 
CA has nevertheless been criticised from various points of views. First, it has 
been criticised for making generalisations based on small samples of data (Roger 
& Bull 1989, 7). Secondly, it has been criticised for a biased data set (Jeanneret 
1991, 5), thirdly, for ignoring the immediate sociocultural contextual factors and 
their effect on interaction (Flick 1998), and fourthly, for a degree of ethnocentrism 
in its generalisations (Fant 1989, 258). These aspects of critique will be discussed 
in detail in section 2.6.4.5. Despite the criticism, CA does provide an excellent 
framework and tool for analysing the nitty-gritty level of talk-in-interaction 
(Moerman 1988 & 1996), and this is precisely why it has been selected as one of 
the tools for transcription and analysis. 
Roger & Bull (1989, 7) have further suggested that CA "could benefit from the 
rigours of quantification and inferential statistics to avoid the risks of generalising 
too much from single examples [ ...J". This suggestion has been embraced in a 
study by Dunne & Ng (1994) in which they, through experimental settings of 
conversations, coded simultaneous speech as the dependent variable and 
situational settings as independent variables and ran statistical tests on the results. 
The present study aims to do the same by expanding the theoretical and 
methodological frameworks through triangulation of both of them; in other words, 
by combining theories and methods so as to complement one another in the light 
of the aims of the present study. In addition to descriptive statistics such as 
frequencies of overlapping talk, inferential statistics in the form of chi-square tests 
will aim to show significance in relationships between the variables of groups and 
overlaps of talk. 
• 
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2. 5. 3. Intercultural communication studies 
Given the parameters of the proposed study, some lines of intercultural 
communication studies are among the resources that should prove relevant for the 
qualitative analysis (e.g. Scollon & Scollon 2002). However, the commonly used 
literature on intercultural communication concentrates on rather abstract levels of 
description, such as value systems, time concepts (Hall 1959), and several 
dichotomies including individualism versus collectivism, low versus high power 
distance, femininity versus masculinity, and uncertainty avoidance (Gudykunst 
2000, Hofstede 1980; 1991). 
Some literature also concentrates on proper descriptions of what is defined as 
culturally bound behaviour, thinking, and interpretation patterns (e.g. Hall & Hall 
1990, Carroll 1988, Fant 1995). Bennett (1998) describes the process of 
intercultural sensitivity and the stages that a person engaged in intercultural 
communication goes through, ranging between ethnocentric and ethnorelative 
stages. These approaches present very general explanations of intercultural 
communication differences. All in all, Bond, Zegarac & Spencer-Oatey's (2000, 
55) claim on the lack of a proper link between broad cultural explanations and 
explanations of individual behaviour mentioned in section 2.2.1 seems relevant. 
Nevertheless, some studies narrow down the actual arena or level of intercultural 
communication to what I believe is its ultimate and actual level, namely, that of 
talk-in-interaction. Talk-in-interaction and specifically tum-taking in intercultural 
settings has been studied by Moerman (1988 & 1996), Wieland (1991), White 
(1989), Fant (1989), and Fant & Grindsted (1995a & 1995b). These studies will 
be discussed in section 2.7.3.4. 
2. 5. 4. Situating the present study: Concluding remarks 
In this section, the present study has been situated in the broad field of 
communication and interaction studies. Due to the vastness of the field it has been 
impossible to discuss all the branches in detail. Nevertheless, the aim of the 
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section was to overView the avenues of thought that are among the most 
prominent ones with impact on the study of language and communication in 
context. It has been established, as was also introduced in section 2.4, that the 
present study can be regarded as informed by the interactional model of 
communication which highlights the fact that communicated information is 
always situated in a manner that the interactants are able to interpret the meaning 
of it. The code and inferential models were also briefly described. 
Another way of regrouping communication studies was overviewed, based on etic 
and emic principles of analyst oriented research, on one hand, and participant 
oriented research, on the other. As introductory remarks on the theoretical 
framework of the present study, interactional sociolinguistics and conversation 
analysis were touched upon. The latter was further introduced in contrast to 
discourse analysis, which the present study wishes to define in a firm manner so 
as to make the case for conversation analysis even clearer. Intercultural 
communication studies were briefly introduced, making way to a line of 
intercultural communication studies on talk-in-interaction which have greatly 
informed and influenced the present study in its analysis of talk-in-interaction in 
intercultural settings. 
Next, the theoretical frameworks informing the present study will be discussed in 
detail. 
2. 6. Communication in context: Introduction 
In this section, the mam theoretical influences of the present study will be 
discussed, starting with interactional sociolinguistics, and moving on to 
ethnomethodology and conversation analysis. The epistemological premises of 
these frameworks will be discussed, specifically in relation, firstly, to the issues 
regarding whether the two frameworks see the intentions of the participants as 
analysable and if they do, on what level they think the analysis can be carried out. 
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Secondly, the notion of context and its different definitions by the two approaches 
will be discussed. 
Although the two theoretical frameworks will be discussed with reference to their 
differences, it needs to be pointed out that they do share in common the stance of 
seeing social organisation of interaction as locally produced (Erickson 1981, 45). 
This local production, or local management system as described by Sacks, 
Schegloff & Jefferson (1974), occurs within turns and sequences of turns in which 
the participants display to each other their understanding of the other's talk. The 
meaning of information is established by how it is situated in the interaction. The 
"recipients" are not just mere receptors of information, but rather actively 
interpret meanings from the situatedness of the communicated information 
(Schiffrin 1994,399,401). 
The criticism of the Gumperzian approach by Shea (1994) will raise the issue of 
the danger of losing the "big picture" of communication while focusing on the 
detailed analysis of contextualisation cues. Following the critique, the issue of the 
quality of participation will be addressed through an overview of roles and 
relationships and their effect on interaction, as proposed by Goffman (1976), 
Spencer-Oatey (2000c) and Fant (1989; 2001). Finally, the application for the 
present study of interactional sociolinguistics and roles and relationships in 
interaction will be discussed. 
2. 6. 1. Interactional sociolinguistics: Methodological remarks 
In this section, the premises of interactional sociolinguistics will be discussed. 
The discussion will be structured around comparisons with conversation analysis 
in order to clarify the differences as well as the intersections of the two 
approaches. Contextualisation cues will be described in detail as well as their 
relevance to interaction analysis in comparison with conversation analysis. 
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Interactional sociolinguistics has placed emphasis on discovering the intention of 
the speaker, and it has regarded the context of the communication event as a 
highly relevant factor, as opposed to conversation analyiical (CA) views (see 
discussion below and in section 2.6.4.2). 
Interactional sociolinguistics purports that people interpret situations based on the 
interpretive frames that they have created from their past experiences of similar 
kinds of situations (Gumperz 1982a, 21). From this follows the claim of 
interactional sociolinguistics that participants' interpretations of the context 
surrounding any specific situation of communication are a key aspect the 
participants themselves use to understand the speaker's intention. 
Interactive sociolinguistics refers to the speaker's intention as "the socially 
recognised communicative intent that is implied in particular kinds of social 
activities signalled in discourse" (Gumperz 1982b, 17, my emphasis). These 
signals are described as contextualisation cues. CA, on the other hand, maintains 
that what is relevant about intentions behind a certain turn at talk is the way the 
co-participants react to the particular tum within their following turns at talk 
(Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974, Schegloff 2000). Therefore, the focus of the 
latter is on psychological aspects that are implied through certain kinds of 
conversational cues or acts, which are then interpreted by the co-participants, and 
analysed by the researcher. On the other hand, the former puts forward an 
approach that focuses instead on how the actual co-participants take those implicit 
cues and react to them in their consequent turns at talk, which can be 
consequently analysed by the researcher. 
The difference is therefore on the level of analysis focused on by the two 
approaches. Interactive sociolinguistics promotes an analysis of the interpretations 
of context as they are displayed through the contextualisation cues that the 
participants produce. Conversation analysis, on the other hand, focuses its level of 
analysis on turns at talk and the sequences that the participants construe with their 
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turns at talk, thus creating the context for their interaction. In sum, the difference 
revolves around the notion of context and its definitions by the two approaches. 
Although CA does talk about the centrality of context, it defines 'context' in a 
different manner than sociolinguistics does. Sociolinguistics would understand 
context as a combination of identity and role factors as well as of situational 
variables. According to Gumperz (l982a, 154) the participants' ongoing process 
of interpretation relies on the five following context-bound aspects: the physical 
setting, participants' background knowledge, their attitudes towards each other, 
sociocultural assumptions on role and status, and social values. CA, on the other 
hand, has been endeavouring to discover the ways in which participants can still 
engage in conversation and accomplish a meaningful and sustainable interaction 
without such information at hand. CA does not pay attention to the sociocultural 
context within which the interaction occurs. 
In other words, what CA calls context refers rather to the sequential context that is 
a product of turns at talk uttered by the participants, placing emphasis on how the 
participants in consequence react to the sequential contexts that are thus created. 
However, in order for the participants to react to each other's turns, they must first 
make interpretations of the purpose and the meaning of the interaction they are 
taking part in. Gumperz proposes therefore that participants make such 
interpretations based on what he calls contextualisation cues. Gumperz claims that 
the notion of contextualisation cues has to do with turn-taking processes in that it 
is the contextualisation cues that signal Transition Relevance Places (Gumperz 
1981,327). 
2. 6. 1. 1. Contextualisation cues 
Gumperz (1982a, 22) proposes, as a level of analysis for interaction studies, 
participants' cognition and everyday reasoning as displayed in their actions. This 
suggestion seems to reflect ethnomethodological principles (see discussion 
below). Gumperz proposes that in order for participants to convey their reasoning 
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to each other, contextualisation cues are used. These cues are used as signals of 
involvement and of conveying shared understanding of the context (1982a, 1-2). 
They comprise of "any feature of linguistic form that contributes to the signalling 
of contextual presuppositions" (Gumperz 1982a, 132). Such features include 
intonation, speech rhythm, and choice of lexical, phonetic and syntactic options. 
The cues are used habitually and automatically but are rarely consciously noted. 
Schiffrin (1998, 100) summarises that they signal the speaker's implicit definition 
of the situation. 
Gumperz (1982a, 32) further claims that the contextualisation cues, used by the 
interactants in order to convey their intent and meaning, are linguistically and 
socioculturally specific, and therefore these cues can cause misinterpretations 
when used in situations of intercultural communication as they would be used in 
the culture of origin. Gumperz (1982a, 210) seems to emphasise that by the 
process of detecting the differences in contextualisation strategies such 
communicative breakdowns could be avoided. 
Gumperz' (1982a, 186) conclusion is that "socio-cultural conventions affect all 
levels of speech production and interpretation". The level of analysis he promotes 
focuses on what the participants have to know about the context in order to 
engage in a conversation and on the inferences they must make of the context and 
of each other's intentions in order to maintain thematic progression (ibid.). 
2. 6. 1. 2. Criticism of interactional sociolinguistics 
Gumperz' approach to intercultural communication has been criticised by Shea 
(1994, 358) for its "mismatch" explanation being "potentially disempowering for 
NNSs [nonnative speakers] because it unintentionally supports the political and 
economic status quo of a society unjustly biased against minority cultural 
groups". Shea (1994, 382) claims that this unintentional stance implies that the 
NNSs, in their talk, are supposed to meet the expectations of Anglo native 
speakers. He promotes a critical and politically attuned interactional 
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sociolinguistics that has to come to recognise common discriminatory attitudes 
towards foreigners (Shea 1994, 383). In other words, Shea (1994, 360) suggests 
that the mere analysis of meanings conveyed by contextualisation cues does not 
account for the extra-textual assumptions about social identity which provide the 
frame for making the intended interpretations. These extra-textual assumptions, 
Shea (1994, 361) claims, are grounded instead in the social (discursive) context of 
conversational participation, which is informed by Foucauldian ideological 
discourses9 about the world. Furthermore, Shea (1994, 361) criticises Gumperz' 
portrayal of English as a unified native speech community, creating a false 
impression of "a monolithic unity" of the language. 
Shea (1994, 361, 358) proposes that instead of contrasting culturally contrastive 
communicative styles, intercultural conversation analysts should focus on the fact 
that interaction is jointly structured by the speakers. Shea's (1994, 379) 
conclusion is that cultural differences in themselves do not determine "the shape 
and success of intercultural interaction" but the way in which they are taken up 
and negotiated in the interaction. And, moreover, he claims that speakers from 
one culture are able to adopt different communicative conventions in intercultural 
contexts by adjustment (Shea 1994, 381). 
Shea's (1994, 381) overall criticism of interactional sociolinguistics is that 
a contrastive focus on differing features of discourse shifts attention away from the 
quality of participation and whether interactants are recognized, heard, and responded to. 
Instead, he suggests that 
a more inclusive analysis will consider the quality of the engagement, or participation, in 
NS-NNS conversations and the kind of speakers that are actually constructed in the 
interaction (Shea 1994,362). 
Having thus alluded to the quality of participation, it is necessary at this point to 
discuss some aspects that influence the quality of participation. Interactional roles 
9 Foucault claims that "the point of human sciences [ ... ] is not neutrally to discover timeless truths 
about human nature but to play a disciplinary, governmental role within the institutions and 
practices of modem life [ ... J" and that the sciences' "inputs feed directly into major institutions 
concerned (among other things) with social control and containment" (Rogers et al. 1995,28). 
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and rapport~management, for one, have a great influence in the participation 
frameworks on which the interactants base their interpretation of others' 
behaviour. These aspects will be discussed next, before moving on to an overview 
of ethnomethodology and conversation analysis. 
2. 6. 2. Interactional roles 
When discussing interactional roles, it is impossible not to discuss Goffman. Of 
his several works this brief discussion will only be able to highlight the notion of 
framing, of identities as socially constructed, and of the function of roles in the 
two in relation to interaction. 
Goffman portrays self as an interactive social construction, and states that the 
roles thus ensued are constantly construed and changing in interaction (Goffman 
1976; 1981; Schiffrin 1994, 105~106). Branaman (1997, lxxviii) summarises 
Goffman's view of talk having the aim to establish the alignment of a participant 
in social interaction. This alignment is accomplished by framing that is described 
as "bracketing an activity and providing some sort of cue as to what the bracketed 
activity means" (Branaman 1997, xlviii). Framing is what provides the framework 
for understanding the meaning and intention of what was said or done (Goffman 
1997, 169, 173). One possible framing device is the roles taken on by the 
participants in the course of interaction. These roles and relationships function 
according to various schemes that each role and relationship entails (Goffman 
1981; 1971). Therefore the framing of actions via roles and relationships has to be 
done according to the social constraints implied by the social organisation for 
each of the implied roles and relationships (Branaman 1997, xlvii). 
In line with Goffman's stance of framing being constrained by social organisation, 
Spencer~Oatey (2000c, 36-37) states that the interactional roles taken up by the 
participants "affect people's assessments of rights and obligations". She adds that 
based on these interactional roles "people have the right to expect certain things of 
the other members and an obligation to carry out certain other things" (ibid.). 
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Interactional roles are proposed by Spencer-Oatey (2000c) to be one of the main 
factors influencing rapport-management strategies. Rapport-management and 
communicative behaviour seem to be linked closely together in the studies of Fant 
(1989; 2001). 
Fant (1989), in his analysis of Spanish and Swedish communication styles, claims 
that in the two groups the ways in which one becomes a member of a group are 
perceived differently. Fant links this claim with the interrupting behaviour 
displayed by the participants, and consequently adds that it is an activity of 
establishing in-group membership among the Hispanics. On the contrary, he 
suggests that for the Nordic people, being a member of a group is taken for 
granted due to social solidarity (Fant 1989, 252-253). Furthermore, Fant (2001, 
79-80) proposes that worldviews and social identities are being negotiated in 
interaction, and this is linked to the role relationships ensued in conversation. 
Bennett (1981) also stresses the importance of the momentary roles of the setting 
and of the relationships in understanding how human discourse works. 
2. 6. 3. Interactional sociolinguistics and interactive roles: Concluding 
remarks 
In the discussion of interactional sociolinguistics it has been established that the 
notion of context referred to by it entails the immediate sociocultural surroundings 
as well as participants' personal background factors. The focus of interactional 
sociolinguistics is on discovering the kinds of contextualisation cues that are used 
by the participants in order to convey their understanding of the meanings of their 
interaction to each other. Interactional sociolinguistics further emphasises that 
these contextualisation cues vary from one cultural background to another and 
must be studied in different cultural settings in order to reduce intercultural 
miscommunication. 
The criticism towards Gumperz, as pointed out by Shea (1994), is that by 
contrastively analysing differing features of contextualisation cues the attention is 
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actually removed from the quality of participation within the interaction under 
analysis. His suggestion was for analysts to consider the quality of engagement 
and participation and to study the kind of speakers that are constructed in the 
interaction. It was established that the focus of analysis on roles and relationships 
emerging in any interaction would do just that. It was further established that roles 
and relationships feed into rapport-management, which again will influence the 
level of communicative behaviour in interaction. 
The interpretive line of approach of interactional sociolinguistics (Gumperz 
1982a; 1982b) is applied in the present qualitative analysis of the data to the 
extent that sociocultural setting and background factors are believed to influence 
participants' interaction and interpretations of each other's meanings and 
intentions. Roles and relationships are believed to be constantly construed and 
changing in the evolving talk-in-interaction, thus moulding the rapport­
management strategies and in-group membership methods used by the 
participants. The effect of these roles and the ensuing rapport-management 
strategies and in-group establishing methods should be seen in the communicative 
behaviour engaged in by the interactants, as well as in the perceptions of rights 
and responsibilities in that communicative behaviour among the interactants 
(Goffman 1976, Spencer-Oatey 2000c). 
2. 6. 4. Ethnomethodology and conversation analysis 
In this section conversation analysis (CA) and its ethnomethodological roots will 
be explored. The aim is to discuss the ontological and epistemological premises of 
conversation analysis. In order to do this, it is necessary to briefly describe 
ethnomethodology, from which conversation analysis stems. After an overview of 
ethnomethodology, the discussion will move on to an introduction of CA and the 
model for turn-taking as originally proposed by Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 
(1974). The local management system operating on a turn-by-turn level will be 
described and criticism of CA will be overviewed. In conclusion to the section, 
the application of CA in the present study will be discussed. 
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2. 6. 4. 1. EM: Methodological remarks 
Ethnomethodology (EM) asks how exactly the social world appears, and goes into 
meticulous detail in trying to answer that question (Sharrock & Anderson 1993, 
75). (For an introduction, see Heritage 1984 and Atkinson & Heritage 1984). EM 
emphasises uncovering the way the actual participants, or so~ial members (or 
actors), seem to be making sense of and reacting to the situations they are faced 
with. From the orderliness of their behaviour patterns emerge the embedded social 
rules that the members orient themselves to. The members adjust their behaviour 
to these rules because they are mutually demanded and socially sanctioned 
(Sharrock & Anderson 1993,65). 
Ethnomethodological inquiry is thus empirical and inductive in that it analyses the 
actual behaviour of social actors and draws conclusions on the underlying social 
rules oriented to by the actors. It offers a theoretical framework within which the 
main focus is to analyse the procedures and competencies, used by the members 
themselves, which form the basis for the orderliness of social actions. The 
underlying ontological belief is that these orderly social procedures can be 
observed in the ordinary activities of social members. The epistemological view is 
thus that by detailed analysis of the routines the embedded norms and rules of 
interaction can be discovered and made explicit. 
However, EM clarifies that the rules and norms do not actually govern the 
behaviour of the interactants, but rather the actors, who are aware of the particular 
rules, can choose whether they follow them or not. Actors assume that their co­
interactants (who share the awareness of the rules) will be able to judge why a 
particular rule was followed or not and interpret the underlying intentions and 
implications (Heritage 1984, 244, 310). The situatedness of communicated 
information becomes thus apparent in this theoretical model. 
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A further epistemological stand of EM is that social reality is an ensemble of 
interpretations which should be presented as such, nullifying thus any attempt 
towards a single final, ultimate interpretation (Sharrock & Anderson 1993, 67). 
2. 6. 4. 2. CA: Methodological remarks 
For introductions, conversation analysis (CA) has been recently discussed by Ten 
Have (1999), Psathas (1995), Hutchby & Wooffitt (1998), for example. 
Heritage (1984) explains the theoretical and methodological stances of CA. He 
formulates three epistemological, basic starting points that guide conversation 
analytical research: first, that interaction is structurally organised; secondly, that 
the participants of an interaction take the context into account ("contributions to 
interaction are contextually oriented"); and thirdly, that these two properties are so 
deeply embedded in the interaction that no details can be left out of its analysis 
(Heritage 1984, 241). He further elaborates on the third property and its 
ontological implications. He states in a constructivist manner that interaction is 
believed to occur within a double context: the meaning of any of the actor's 
communicative behaviour being a product of the context at the same time as it 
actually reproduces the context within it, using the terms context-shaped and 
context-renewing (Heritage 1984, 242). 
This in turn leads to the following. As the epistemological belief is that the 
participants' interpretation of any previous turn can be seen in the proceeding 
turns, CA examines in detail the emerging sequences within any chunks of 
conversational data: "the empirical conduct of the speakers is treated as the central 
resource out of which analysis may develop" (Heritage 1984, 243). Therefore the 
stand on the structural organisation of conversation takes a central place during 
any analyses. The units of analysis are first and foremost the sequences of talk and 
the turns at talk as parts of these sequences ("turns-within-sequences", Heritage 
1984, 245). Thus, adjacency pairs (e.g., greeting - greeting, question - answer, 
request - grant! rejection, invitation - acceptance/ refusal, etc.) and any deviations 
*&& tt 
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within them have been under special focus since the early days of CA (Heritage 
1984,245). 
2.6.4.3. Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson's model 
Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson (1974) introduced the detailed analysis of ordinary 
conversations. Coming from a sociological background, and with an 
ethnomethodological underpinning, they studied conversational behaviour from 
audio recordings of mundane conversations. Their aim was not so much to study 
conversational structures as to study social organisation within data that happened 
to be recorded conversations. 
As Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson (1974) were analysing recorded conversations 
and their transcriptions, the recorded data provided them with the opportunity to 
make repeated observations. Nothing was to be ignored or omitted as random, 
irrelevant or insignificant. Everything was systematically noted of the 
conversations. Methodologically the analysis was not to rely on the researcher's 
intuitions or recollection of what had occurred in the interaction. (Heritage & 
Atkinson 1984, 4.) 
Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson (1974, 698) depicted their research as 
extracting, characterizing, and describing the interrelationships of the various types of 
sequential organization operative in conversation. 
Through such methodical discipline they discovered the ways in which a naturally 
occurring conversation was actually highly organised as a social activity. These 
findings were formulated into "rules"JO of tum-taking that seemed to govern 
conversational behaviour, to the surprise of many sociologists and linguists who 
in the 1960' s considered spoken language and interaction too unorganised and 
erratically spontaneous to be academically studied. 
10 The use of quotation marks with the word "rules" in this study comes from the adopted point of 
view that the described rules most likely do exist, but not as fixed and unchanging as the word 
"rule" would imply. Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson (1974) themselves did not use quotation marks 
at all with the word "rules". Any further reference to tum-taking rules in the present study will 
adhere to this footnote, even if the quotation marks will be later omitted. 
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What Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson (1974, 699) observed was, first, that 
overwhelmingly only one party talks at a time; secondly, that transitions between 
turns are finely co-ordinated; and thirdly, that techniques are used for allocating 
turns. These observations were formulated into fourteen descriptions of what 
seemed to be normative behaviour within a conversation: 
1) Speaker-change recurs, or at least occurs. 

2) Overwhelmingly, one party talks at a time. 

3) Occurrences of more than one speaker at a time are common, but brief. 

4) Transitions (from one turn to a next) with no gap and no overlap are common. Together 

with transitions characterized by slight gap or slight overlap, they make up the vast 
majority of transitions. 
5) Turn-order is not fixed, but varies. 
6) Tum-size is not fixed, but varies. 
7) Length of conversation is not specified in advance. 
8) What parties say is not specified in advance. 
9) Relative distribution oftums is not specified in advance. 
10) Number of parties can vary. 
II) Talk can be continuous or discontinuous. 
12) Turn-allocation techniques are obviously used. A current speaker may select a next 
speaker, or parties may self-select in starting to talk. 
13) Various 'tum-constructional units' are employed; e.g. turns can be projected 'one word 
long', or they can be sentential in length. 
14) 	Repair mechanisms exist for dealing with tum-taking errors and violations; e.g., if two 
parties find themselves talking at the same time, one of them will stop prematurely, thus 
repairing the trouble. 
(Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974, 700-701) 
Speakers project within their turns places where transition of the tum can be 
possible. These places are called Transition Relevance Places (I'RP) (Sacks, 
Schegloff & Jefferson 1974, 705). Frequently turns are changed with a slight 
overlap of speech, due to the projectedness of the TRP for which the participants 
'automatically' initiate their turns before the final completed unit-type of a turn. It 
is at TRPs where interesting negotiations for turns can occur. The current speaker 
may want to continue, in which case he or she will display the willingness to keep 
on talking, signalling to the co-participants with various devices that the tum is 
not yet finished. Co-participants can have simultaneous onsets of turns, either 
with each other or the current speaker who chooses to continue talking. In these 
moments of simultaneous onsets the access to the floor is being negotiated. Most 
often, conclude Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson (1974), only one person at a time 
can hold the floor. The floor is usually relinquished after brief overlaps oftalk. 
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Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson concluded that although conversations are always 
situated in a context, being context-sensitive (as referring to situation, participants' 
identities, time, place, etc.), there had to be an in-built mechanism that was 
allowing conversations to occur whenever and wherever, without the partidpants 
having to recur to all of the contextual information in order to engage in 
interaction. They further claimed that by focusing on this contextJree aspect of 
conversations, the researchers were able to determine a basic form of organisation 
for conversation. This organisation, according to them, was that of turn-taking. 
(Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974,699-700) 
The two focal branches for future analyses that Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 
(1974) gave rise to were based on their observation on the components of turn­
taking. They identified, on one hand, the turn-constructional component as in 
specifying the various unit-types that could form a turn, and on the other hand, the 
turn-allocational component, as in how the selection of a next speaker occurs. 
The current study can be seen as an analysis of the turn-allocational functioning of 
talk. 
2. 6. 4. 4. Conversation analysis: The local management system 
Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson discovered that the turn-taking system is "built to 
organize but two turns at a time, current and next" (1974, 712), and the same 
applied to speaker selection. The only levels the system is able to handle at a time 
are the current and the next turn. This local management system is interactionally 
controlled by the participants. This in turn gives rise to another norm: "[the tum­
taking organisation of conversation] obliges its participants to display to each 
other, in a tum's talk, their understanding of other turns' talk" (1974, 728). 
Therefore all problems related to hearing, understanding, agreement and so on are 
treated by the participants in the nearness of the turn in which such problems seem 
to emerge, rather than a lot later during the conversation (1974, 706). 
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2. 6. 4. 5. CA: Criticism 
CA has been criticised for its extensive focus on formality and detailed 
transcriptions, and for ignoring the participants' subjective meanings (Flick 1998, 
203), as well as for ignoring the relevance of the sociocultural context of 
communication. Consequently, CA does not pay attention to the existence or the 
importance of cultural differences in communication. Sacks, Schegloff & 
Jefferson (1974, 700) epistemologically oppose bringing up the possibility of the 
observed structures varying across languages, language communities or social 
organisations. They claim that by asking such questions, these structures are 
purported to be more basic ones than the turn-taking structure, which, they claim, 
is the most pertinent one. This has caused criticism as to the ethnocentricity of 
their model (e.g. Fant 1989). However, Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson (1974,700) 
do state that on the level of sequential organisation some aspects of turn-taking 
may vary, but they do not provide any detailed examples. 
Furthermore, it has been pointed out by Gumperz (1981, 327) that in the study of 
Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson (1974) there seems to be a lack of analysis on how 
Transition Relevance Places are signalled within turns. Gumperz (1982a) further 
criticises CA for taking for granted that contextualisation strategies are universally 
shared in meaning. Gumperz (1982a, 160) claims that this has brought limitations 
upon the conversation analytical methods of analysis in the form of an inability to 
capture the interpretive processes of contextualisation strategies within the 
interaction. Another criticism put forward by Jeanneret (1991, 85) is that most of 
the data (71%) used by Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson (1974) consisted of two­
party conversations, although they consequently proposed their model to be 
applicable in all conversations. Finally, CA has been criticised for making 
generalisations of turn-taking rules based on too few samples (Roger & Bull 
(1989, 7) and it has been suggested that more methods of inferential statistics be 
included within the qualitative analyses of turn sequences. 
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2. 6. 4. 6. CA: Concluding remarks 
In this section CA and its ethnomethodological roots were discussed in detail. The 
aim was to clarify the underlying ontological and epistemological assumptions. It 
was established that CA, like EM, studies the ordinary, daily communicative 
activities that social actors engage in. It was further established that CA assumes 
that the source of understanding information is in its situatedness. Therefore CA, 
studying ordinary conversations, focuses on the turns and sequences of turns in 
which the individual turns are situated. That is how Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 
(1974) discovered the details of tum-allocation for their model for turn-taking. 
It was also established that CA has received criticism as to ignoring the 
sociocultural context of communication at the expense of concentrating on the 
meaning-making processes within turn sequences. Nevertheless, the meticulous 
detail offered by conversation analytical tools of transcription and description 
constitute a unique asset, especially for the purposes of analysing intercultural 
communication in which details are often neglected in favour of more general and 
abstract value level assessments. This is why CA has been adopted as the third 
theory, along with interactional sociolinguistics and the analysis of roles and 
relationships, to form the theoretical framework for the present study. The three 
approaches adapted and combined will prove to be most useful and fruitful in the 
present case study. 
2. 7. Defining overlap and interruption: Do we understand the nature of talk? 
In this section the facets and challenges of analysing overlaps and interruptions 
will be discussed. Before launching into the academic analysis of interaction, and 
of speech overlaps and interruptions specifically, it is necessary to address a 
couple of issues at hand. These include the folk category of interruption, which 
we all share to some level. 
M tG 
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Following the discussion of the gut-category, interruption literature will be 
overviewed. It will be regrouped under three avenues of thought: 1) explanations 
focusing on turn-internal structure, 2) explanations focusing on the situational 
context, and 3) approaches denying the codability of interruptions. 
Next, moving from the interruption debate, the question will be asked whether we 
really understand the nature of talk that we are so desperately trying to study. In 
addressing this question, other explanations will be explored, relating to 
understanding the nature of talk and how overlaps and interruptions may be seen 
from that viewpoint. These explanations will include 1) the aspect of rhythm and 
tempo, 2) the aspect of multiple floored conversation, 3) the aspect of co­
operativeness in talk, and 4) the aspect of miscommunication and its resolutions. 
Finally, the relevance of the literature will be discussed in relation to the present 
study. 
Before immersing oneself into the discussion of the literature on interruptions, a 
more important aspect, in terms of reflexivity, has to be addressed; that of the folk 
category of interruption and its value judgements. 
2. 7. 1. Interruption: from a folk category into reflexivity 
The first issue to be discussed is the folk category of interruptions. As participants 
in everyday interaction, we all share connotations for the word 'interruption', 
depending on our sociocultural background. The immediate connotation often is 
negative. Chambers Super-Mini Thesaurus (1997) offers synonyms for the verb 
'interrupt' as follows: 
intrude, barge in, butt in, interject, break in, heckle, check, hinder, hold up, stop, halt, 
suspend, discontinue, cut off, disconnect, punctuate, separate, divide, cut, break. 
We also share, and to some extent do not share!!, sociocultural knowledge on 
what constitutes an interruption in a conversation, and on how interruptions can 
be amended when they are perceived to occur. 'Interruption' can mean something 
II Depending on our primary socialisation and other background factors. 
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impolite, a violation of a person's right to speak and to be heard. Different kinds 
of sanctions and responses exist for it. In some situations no apologies are made, 
and the interruptee might have a word or two to say about having been 
interrupted. Even the existence of such apologetic and rectifying behaviour 
reveals that the connotation of interruption is that of something outside the norm, 
something that breaks the normality of "this is how it ought to go". However, as 
we shall see, when it comes to defining what exactly constitutes an interruption, 
the ambiguity of the matter arises. This is so not so much in the interactants' 
explanations and perceptions, but in the scientific and academic explanations and 
definitions. 
The present study focuses on overlaps of talk. The majority of overlaps of talk are 
not experienced as impolite in the ongoing talk. In fact, approximately only 1.63% 
of the data set of overlaps has been coded as interruptions. However, what is 
difficult in analysing overlapping speech is that the researcher does not always 
have access to the participants' actual perceptions on how they experienced any 
certain situation where it seems that a violation of a turn was at hand. Moreover, 
even if the participants were asked afterwards to pinpoint how they experienced 
such situations, the participants would not, any more than the researcher, have 
immediate access to the lived moment except by relying on their memory. 
Furthermore, it needs to be pointed out that in the present study, the researcher is 
of a different native language group than either of the studied groups of 
participants. Analysing foreign language data is not impossible, nor should it be 
stamped with doubts about validity or methodological shortcomings. By a 
reflexive and conscious approach to my own personal interpretations and 
likelihood to experience overlaps differently from a French or a British English 
person the reliability of the analysis will be increased. Furthermore, not being a 
member of any of the groups studied has given me a double trustworthiness 
among the participants of the study. 12 
12 See section 2.3.1 on personal reflexivity. 
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2. 7.2. Interruption: Introduction to varieties of definitions 
The literature on research into interruption proliferates on its definitions. A main 
avenue of challenges in analysing overlaps and interruptions was the variety and 
inconsistencies of definitions offered on how to identify an interruption: what can 
and what cannot be analysed as an interruption. In what follows, I have taken 
quotes from various sources in order to show a glimpse of the array of the existing 
definitions. These quoted definitions function as an introduction to the 
regroupings of the approaches they represent, which will be discussed next. 
[Interruption is] starting up 'in the midst of another's turn at talk, not letting the other 
finish (Jefferson 1983, 6, quoted in Bilmes 1997, 508). 
Candidate interruptions are incursions initiated more than two syllables away from the 
initial or terminal boundary of unit-type (West & Zimmerman 1983, 103-104). 
An interrupting speaker is engaged in violation of the current speaker's right to be 
engaged in speaking (West 1984,55, quoted in Bilmes 1997,508). 
The word' interruption', both in ordinary usage and in the usage of most researchers, has 
negative connotations, implying violation of another's right to speak (James & Clarke 
1993,237, quoted in Bilmes 1997,508). 
'Interruption' is reserved (roughly) for starts by a second speaker while another is 
speaking and is not near possible completion (Schegloff 1987,85, quoted in Bilmes 1997, 
508). 
The interlocutor's taking a turn or attempting to take a turn without waiting for the 
speaker to finish, thus causing the partial overlap of two turns (Wieland 1991, 103). 
What an American takes for an interruption is not really an interruption but plays a 
completely different role in French conversations (Carroll 1988,36). 
[... ] contrary to stereotypic beliefs, interruptions were not always disruptive but could 
function constructively in rescuing and promoting group discussion (Ng & Brooke 1995, 
369). 
Interruptions can be seen as having both a "sequential" (as in "what the interruption is 
being used to do in the local interactional context") and a "moral" dimension (as 
"incursive with respect to ongoing talk") (Hutchby 1996, 76-77). 
Some interruptions "arise as a direct consequence of the interactants' respective 
participatory rights and obligations (Goldberg 1990, 885). 
'Interruption', while a useful folk category, does not exist as a codable, countable 
phenomenon (Drummond 1989, 151). 
I propose that the neatest way to cut through these conceptual and analytical thickets is to 
abandon our notions of interruption as a feature of the tum-taking system, and indeed to 
abandon the notion that interruption is a phenomenon that is independently discoverable 
by analyst (Bilmes 1997, 510-511). 
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Next, the regrouping of the above presented approaches will be discussed. I have 
classified these approaches into ones focusing on tum-internal structure, ones 
focusing on situational context, inclusive of the various combinations of rights 
approaches, and, finally, ones denying the codability of interruption. The issue of 
differentiating interruptions from other types of overlaps will be then addressed in 
the discussion on understanding talk from the points of view of rhythm and 
tempo, mUltiple floors, co-operativeness and resolutions of problems. In 
conclusion, the relevance of the overlap and interruption literature to the present 
study will be discussed. 
2. 7. 2. 1. Explanations focusing on turn-internal and turn sequential 
structures 
By the tum-internal and sequential approaches I refer to the line of studies that 
focus on the internal structure of the turn at talk and use description of turn­
internal or turn-sequential structure to inform their definitions of interruption. 
They are analyst-focused approaches. 
Drummond analyses the developments in the domain of interruption studies in his 
1989 article. He presents a variety of approaches that started from coding of all 
overlaps as interruptions and evolved into empirically detailed definitions of 
counting the amount of overlapping syllables and taking into account whether 
these overlaps occurred near to or far from a Transition Relevance Place (TRP). 
Drummond (1989) presents West & Zimmerman's (1983) definition as one 
among the first to stop counting all overlaps as interruptions and instead to neatly 
separate facilitation and simultaneous talk from interruptions. Interruption, 
according to West & Zimmerman (1983, 105), disrupts a current speaker ­
although even disruption as such can also be regarded as interaction. Their 
empirical definition of interruptions as violations of speaker's tum at talk is 
further summarised into "incursions initiated more than two syllables away from 
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the initial or terminal boundary of unit-type" (West & Zimmerman 1983, 103, 
104). 
However, it is not always feasible to follow this definition in the practical analysis 
of overlaps and interruptions. Indeed, it would seem that using the method of 
counting the syllables would undermine the attempts to separate facilitation or 
feedback from interruptive talk. Furthermore, one of the flaws, according to 
Drummond (1989), of West & Zimmerman's (1983) model is that they do not 
take into consideration the resolution of the overlap. Drummond (1989, 151, 158­
159) claims that the disruptive potential of a turn can and should be evaluated 
based on the way the overlap was resolved in the course of the proceeding 
interaction. 
Another criticism aimed at West & Zimmennan (1983) deals with a bias in their 
study. Murray (1985) and Talbot (1992) among others have criticised that West & 
Zimmerman's (1983) goal was to show that men interrupt women more than vice 
versa, and that the results of their analysis stem from this initial bias. 
Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson (1974, 724) viewed interruption as a repair device 
"directed to troubles in the organization and distribution of turns to talk". They 
claimed that the tum-taking system is inherently capable of repairing any troubles 
that emerge within it. However, their model of turn-taking did not thoroughly 
consider the roles of overlap in talk, which is also portrayed by their choice of the 
word "interruption" and its description as a repair device. 
Schegloff (2000, 45) developed a model that accounted for, as he described it, the 
"otherwise troublesome under-specifications in the model of turn-taking proposed 
by [Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974]". Schegloffs analysis of overlaps 
refrained from using the word 'interruption' and instead opted for the word 
'overlap'. His aim was to discover the features of overlaps, participants' reactions 
to them and how the overlaps were managed or solved (Schegloff2000, 3). 
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As to the tum-taking system and its underlying principles, Schegloff claims, "[a]l1 
that is wanted for and by the organization of the interaction is that the overlap 
should stop" (Schegloff 2000, 4). He however proposes that there are types of 
overlaps that are not perceived as problematic by the participants and are not 
therefore in the scope of the above-mentioned principle of stopping the overlap. 
Such non-problematic overlaps are, according to Schegloff (2000, 5-6), "terminal 
overlaps", "continuers", overlaps that allow for a "conditional access to the tum", 
and overlaps that are "chordal" or "choral" in character. Terminal overlaps occur 
in a natural way at the end of the tum; continuers include elements of 
backchanneling and feedback; conditional access to turns are exemplified by word 
searches and collaborative utterances; and choral overlaps include laughter and 
other collective productions of talk such as greetings (ibid.). 
Schegloff then proceeds to analyse the overlap resolution devices used by the 
participants for the problematic overlaps. In his conclusion he states that tum 
overlaps are locally organised, although not turn by turn but beat by beat. He 
concludes that overlap resolution, like the tum-taking organisation, is 
"interactionally managed and recipient-designed; it is precisely in response to one 
another's relevant identity and interactional moves and stances that an outcome is 
reached" (Schegloff 2000, 45). 
2. 7. 2. 2. Explanations focusing on the situational context 
By situational context I refer to the approaches that look into how tum-taking and 
turn-exchanging function in relation to interruptions. Furthermore, these 
approaches maintain the definition of an interruption to be a combination of 
factors other than strictly turn-constructional: for example, relational, contextual, 
depending on participants' perceptions, etc. 
In what follows, several approaches to interaction that do not share, or refuse to 
share, the scrutiny of the analysis of tum or turn-sequence structure, or that wish 
to expand those points of view on interruption, have been regrouped together. 
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They could be called phenomenological and anthropological approaches due to 
the shift of emphasis they present from detailed transcriptions and strictly turn­
internal structure classifications into how tum-taking, overlaps and interruptions 
are used and interpreted by the participants in the course of the interaction. 
(a) Intercultural differences explanation 
Wieland's (1991) study concentrated on comparing the turn-taking patterns in a 
cross-cultural setting and the interpretation of the particular turn-taking patterns 
by the French and American participants. Wieland conducted recordings of 
dinner-table conversations and analysed turn-overlaps and interruptions in the 
recordings. Subsequently she elicited her participants' views on the conversation 
they had taken part in. She found that the French and American English patterns 
of tum-taking were different, and moreover, that their interpretations of each 
other's intentions behind the tum-taking and overlapping patterns were different. 
Wieland's (1991) case study emphasises the fact that even long-term learners ofa 
foreign language in the target language country still experience difficulties in 
modifying their interaction behaviour when it comes to the socially acquired rules 
of conversational behaviour which alter from one culture to another. By 
conversational behaviour the reference is made towards variance in turn-taking, 
tum-holding and turn-supporting behaviour among the French and the American 
English. 
The French participants, trying to be pro-active and display interest and 
involvement through various types of overlaps, were surprised at the reaction of 
their American counterparts. As the onset of overlaps, the Americans would 
frequently cede the floor to the speaker who initiated the overlap, whereas the 
expected reaction, according to the French, was that the participants would, 
subsequent to the overlap, engage in j oint construction of turns or interaction. The 
Americans, on the other hand, interpreted the overlaps as interruptions and grew 
increasingly annoyed at not being let finish their turns (Wieland 1991). 
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Wieland (1991) focused on the functions of overlaps and interruptions in each 
particular interactional sequence they were in. Despite producing descriptions and 
clarifications that echo in the overlap categories of the present study, such as 
"speaking simultaneously" (ibid. 104), or even referring to the "several types of 
overlaps" that she had identified (ibid. 106), Wieland still presents all of her data 
of overlaps under the concept of 'interruption'. Based on the analysis of what she 
calls interruptions in her data, she created six different categories of functions for 
which interruptions are made. These categories were 1) for clarification purposes, 
2) for reinforcing the current speaker with supportive and co-operative 
interruptions, 3) for rectifying the current speaker, 4) for showing disagreement 
with the current speaker,S) for finishing on a topic before the topic changes, and 
6) in anticipation for a current speaker's turn ending (Wieland 1991, 106-109). 
In her conclusion, Wieland (1991) stated that her observations supported the 
claims of Carroll (1988) according to which turn-taking systems operate 
differently in French and in [American] English. She concluded that the French 
would convey their interest by interrupting the speaker, whereas the Americans 
would convey it by giving the floor completely to the speaker. She further 
asserted that this results in mutual misinterpretations of lack of interest as well as 
in the misperceptions of impoliteness in both parties (Wieland 1991, 114). 
Wieland (1991, 103, 105, 111) suggests that overlapping seems to be the rule in 
French, contrary to the basic Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson (1974) rule of 
minimisation of overlap. The same observation was made by Coates (1989) in her 
study on all-female talk, although this time among British English participants. 
From a CA point of view, the definition of interruption referred to by Wieland 
(1991) does not account for the notion of TRP. However, Wieland considers an 
aspect that CA does not: the participants' interpretations on the phenomena of 
interruption and overlaps, as well as the participants' perceptions of their co­
participants' intentions in producing them. Both Wieland and De Gaulmyn point 
out the aspects of role and function of the overlap for the participants as a central 
'II,!_· m 
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issue (De Gaulmyn 1987, 220; Wieland 1991, 106-109), but De Gaulmyn does 
not elicit the participants' opinions in her analysis. 
Kerbrat-Orecchioni (1996, 72) compares the French opinions on interruptions to 
the German ones, and concludes that what might be lively and a sign of active 
participation to the former, the latter could interpret as aggressive behaviour. 
Wieland (1991, 107, 109, 111, 112) points out that furthermore, the French can 
interpret the absence of overlaps as a sign of impoliteness. Carroll (1988) also 
puts forward the same point. In French, she claims (1988, 36-37), interruptions are 
not usually considered impolite, but rather they function as punctuation marks. 
They stand for "seizing the pause, brief as it may be, to react" (ibid.). 
(b) Models of positive and negative uses of "interruption" 
Various interruption studies refer to the rights of the interactants to keep their turn 
without being violated by a co-interactant breaching this right via interruption. 
Several authors have attempted to create models of interruptive behaviour that 
code some interruptions as negative and some interruptions as positive ones. 
Goldberg (1990) 'introduces her model by proposing that there are other codes 
conversation is organised by than just that of a speaker's right to an unimpeded 
turn, i.e., a tum-taking based code. She claims that conversationalists seem to 
make turn-taking decisions based on their own and co-participants' rights, 
obligations and wants. Challenging the models that consider interruptions as mere 
dominance (e.g. West & Zimmerman 1983), her explanation for interruption is 
that they provide a solution to managing interactional dilemmas over whose 
rights, obligations or wants are being seen to first (Goldberg 1990, 886). 
Goldberg (1990, 888-892) VIews interruptions not as mere violations of turn­
taking roles, but as devices used in inherent conflicts between speakership and 
listenership roles. She differentiates three categories of interruptions: (a) 
relationally neutral interruptions that address the immediate needs of the 
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communicative situation, (b) power interruptions, which are due to divergent 
orientations in the goals of the interactants and are heard as rude, impolite, 
intrusive and appropriate, often constituting acts of conflict, and (c) rapport 
interruptions, which display empathy, affection, solidarity, interest, concern, 
collaboration, due to mutual, shared goal orientations. Goldberg (1990, 891) 
further proposes that topic introducing interruptions are power-oriented, whereas 
topic holding interruptions are rapport-oriented. 
Similar kind of efforts have been made by several researchers to construct models 
for classifying interruptions as "good" and "bad" ones, if the simplicity of the 
expression is allowed in this instance. Such models include proposals for coding 
of interruptions as co-operative or intrusive. 
A model proposed by Bull (1989) goes into great detail in coding interruptions 
into complex, single, successful or unsuccesful ones. Li (2001) analysed in detail 
the difficulties of intercultural conversation and coded interruptions as co­
operative, intrusive or unsuccessful. Li (2001, 262) discussed the fact that 
nonnative speakers can remain less involved in the conversation than the native 
speakers. Ulijn & Li (1995) talked of unmarked and marked interruptions and 
how in intercultural situations among Finns, Chinese and Dutch, the tendency is 
towards accommodation of the other speakers. The same underlying theme of 
accommodation of the other also influenced Murata's (1994) analysis of Japanese 
and American interruption style switches where Murata discussed co-operative 
and intrusive interruptions. On the other hand, Makri-Tsilipakou (1994) revisited 
West & Zimmerman's (1983) interruptions per gender analysis, finding out that 
the two groups in her study did not differ greatly in the amount of simultaneous 
speech they produced, whereas the function of what was uttered simultaneously 
differed slightly. Makri-Tsilipakou (1994) defined these two types of interruptions 
as affiliative and disaffiliative interventions. 
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(c) Moral consequences of "interruption" 
Emphasising the. moral aspect of interruptions is Hutchby's (1996) research. 
Hutchby (1996, 77) states that interruptions can be either co-operative or 
confrontational. He claims that interruptions have a moral dimension as well, in 
addition to the incursiveness of the turn with respect to ongoing talk. The moral 
aspect of interruption refers to what the interruption is being used to do in the 
local interactional context (Hutchby 1996, 76-77). Hutchby (1996, 77) suggests 
that the violativeness of interruption extends not only to the level of turn-taking 
conventions, but it also has repercussions on the level of interpersonal relations. 
This can be seen in the interruptees' reactions to being interrupted; that they can 
react either positively or negatively to it. The reaction in turn seems to be 
influenced to a great extent by the interpersonal relation concerned, which further 
promotes Hutchby's (1996,85,93) view that interruptions should be analysed in 
an interactionally sensitive way as moral features of interactional environments. 
In the same vem, BelU1ett (1981) claims that using such structure-based 
approaches, the analyst can end up coding an overlap as an interruption even 
though the participants themselves would not consider the tum interruptive 
(Bennett 1981, 174). Bennett further questions the pursuit for tum-constructional 
units as pre-existing models that participants use in conversation, and instead 
encourages adopting a phenomenological view that emphasises the overall effect 
of the setting and of the relationships between the interactants on their 
conversational behaviour. Bennett (1981) criticises Sack, Schegloff & Jefferson's 
(1974) notions and definitions as too imprecise and rigid to apply to analysis. 
Bennett sees interruption as an interpretation made by participants as to handling 
of rights and obligations, as well as relationships, in talk. He promotes an idea 
according to which there is a need to create a non-structurally-based means of 
identifying interruptions. In his view, the most important question to ask 
regarding interruptions is how certain instances of talk "can come to be seen as 
phenomena of interruptions" (Bennett 1981, 175, 176). 
." m 
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As another tum to the moral aspects of interruption, Lerner in his 1989 article 
proposes that there are interruptions that can be justified in the ongoing interaction 
based on the sequential context of turns that lead to interruptive turns. He calls 
these justified interruptions Delayed Completions. Delayed Completion is defined 
as a device for resolving overlap. A locutor producing it might have been 
"interrupted" by another speaker before reaching the end of a tum. This gives the 
locutor the status of an interruptee, and thus the interruptee gains the "right" to 
complete his or her previous turn by interrupting the current speaker. The 
produced utterance thus "attains the status of Delayed Completion" in the context 
in which it is produced (Lerner 1989, 168-169). 
2. 7.2.3. Explanations denying the codability of interruptions 
Bilmes (1997, 510, 511) boldly proposes that the best way to approach analysing 
interruptions is to abandon completely the idea that interruption is a feature of the 
conversation analytical turn-taking system, as well as to abandon any claims that 
interruptions can be independently analysed and discovered by an analyst. Along 
the same lines is Drummond's (1989) emphasis on the significance of examining 
the context of any utterance before coding it as an interruption. Drummond (1989, 
151, 163) further questions the attempts to empirically code and count 
interruptions altogether. 
Bilmes (1997) suggests that interruptions can only be recognised by participants 
themselves. For an analyst to make such conclusions, Bilmes (1997,512) claims, 
the instance of interruption "must be displayed and handled as violative within the 
interaction", Therefore, only when participants claim they have been interrupted 
can the analyst speak of a claim of violation (interruption) in the data. 
Bilmes (1997) then proceeds to define the ways in which interactants make 
observable to one another the occurrence of an alleged interruption, or in other 
words, how they "do being interrupted", or "do interrupting". These include 
displaying various verbal or non-verbal signs of annoyance, determination, 
"""" "---------------------- ----..................... __________rr_1 
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holding the floor, or of being obstructed, as well as of ignoring the other. His 
conclusion is that it is only in observations such as these that interruption, or a 
claim of interruption, is available to the analyst. 
2. 7.2. 4. Concluding remarks 
In this section, the aim was to present different academic approaches to the coding 
of interruptions and the various definitions of interruption. It can be concluded 
that the main approaches are the turn-internal and turn-sequential based 
explanation, the intercultural differences explanation, the rights explanation with 
various models of co-operative and disruptive interruptions as well as views into 
moral aspects of interrupting, and the explanations denying altogether the 
codability of interruption from the analyst's point of view, unless the participants 
themselves make claims of such interruptive behaviour in their discourse. 
The existence of such a vast array of stances, from meticulous syllable counts, to 
the analysis of various aspects of rights and of models of the function of 
interruption in the interactive sequence, to arguing that interruptions are not 
codable, cannot but raise questions about the phenomenon being described as well 
as about the reason for the existence of such a variety. Some of the above 
discussed researchers see interruptions as 'miscommunication', whereas others 
consider them 'normal' communicative behaviour. The existence of these various 
approaches and explanations point to the biases inherent in overlap research from 
different perspectives, relating to the very nature of talk-in-interaction. The 
present study aims to challenge the way in which talk-in-interaction is seen by 
some of the above discussed approaches. 
The variety of explanations therefore raises the relevant question on the 
understanding of the nature of talk-in-interaction that each of the above-presented 
explanation is portraying, knowingly or unknowingly. This leads the discussion to 
the following topic, asking whether the nature of talk is understood by its analysts. 
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2. 7.3. Understanding talk I 

Do we really understand the nature of talk? Allow me to pose such a rhetorical 
question as an introduction to our next section. What if interruptions indeed do not 
actually exist at all? That would partly explain why there is so little agreement as 
to their study and analysis procedures in the literature. As the present study, at the 
very beginning of the literature review section, identified itself as belonging to the 
social constructionist paradigm of thought, the obvious conclusion is that 
interruptions do not exist, as nothing exists objectively outside the "world" that is 
construed within our discourse. But where does it leave the researcher wishing to 
study talk-in-interaction and overlaps? Surely overlaps of talk are produced in the 
discourse of the participants as they engage in talk-in-interaction. Overlaps of talk 
are even unavoidable in talk-in-interaction. As the data analysis chapter will 
show, the average of over a third of all turns at talk are produced in overlap. It is 
not a question of a minimum percentage, but of 36.08%. I 

Could it be therefore hypothesised that a third of turns are interrupted? That 
would be very unlikely, or it would raise issues abut the definition of 'turns' and 
the 'rules' of conversation that are based on the notion of 'turn'. However, this 
hypothesis of all overlap being interruptions is what I would adhere to, if I were to 
follow one of the models for coding interruptions. It would also launch me into 
dividing the overlapped talk into co-operative and disruptive interruptions. This 
raises the question of whether the nature of talk is really understood by those of us 
who are studying it. 
In what follows, I shall present insights into talk-in-interaction that aim to make 
the case for more inclusive aspects of talk and explain what exactly is going on 
when we engage in talk-in-interaction. These in'sights include those of tempo and 
rhythm of speech, of multiple floored conversations, and of co-operativeness in 
talk. Finally a question will be posed that traces back to the introduction and 
section 2.3.2 of the present chapter, on the existence of miscommunication in 
interaction. 
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2.7.3. 1. Understanding talk: Rhythm and tempo 
Scollon (1981) proposes an insightful point of view to the study of conversations. 
The main finding of his study of tape recordings of talk in various naturally 
occurring and institutional settings was that "talk in apparently all contexts is 
timed to an underlying tempo" (Scollon 1981,339). This tempo, he adds, must not 
be confounded with the rhythmic patterns that are superimposed on the tempo, as 
is done in music (ibid.). By this he means that it is according to the perceived, 
underlying tempo of talk that the interactants rhythmically position or situate their 
contributions of turns at talk. Furthermore, incorporating Erickson's (1980) 
findings into his, Scollon (1981, 340) states that the participants in interaction 
time their entrances and exits to the rhythm of the underlying tempo, thus 
"integrating their ensemble" as to negotiation of speaker changes. Scollon (1981, 
343) claims that the tempo to which the interactants attune themselves also 
functions as a guide to the immediate past of the sequence of interaction as well as 
to its immediate future. In other words, it is the perceived tempo that will convey 
to the interactants, for example, if they are to talk fast, or slowly. In addition, 
Scollon (1981, 344) suggests that the aspects of rhythm and tempo serve as types 
of contextualisation cues for the interactants. 
2. 7. 3. 2. Understanding talk: Multiple floored conversations 
Erickson's (1981) study on topical cohesion in conversation 10 an Italian­
American dinner table conversation made him inquire into the maintaining of the 
cohesion in stretches of interaction in which individuals were talking 
simultaneously "without apparent interruption or other damage to intelligibility or 
appropriateness" (Erickson 1981, 43). He discovered that the participants were, in 
effect, interacting and jointly managing interaction on what he calls multiple 
floors (Erickson 1981, 47). By this he means that there were various veins of 
conversation taking place simultaneously, on different topics. The same 
participants were simultaneously, at that dinner table, construing, developing and 
managing three or four "floors" of conversation. Erickson (1981, 65) confirms 
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Scollon's tempo argument in concluding that it is a "rhythmic fine tuning" that 
enables the participants to manage this kind of a multiple floored conversation. 
Moreover, Erickson (1981, 65) claims that this rhythmic tuning is the key element 
for overlapping talk not to constitute an interruption in conversations. Erickson 
(1981, 65-66) argues, "rhythm seems to be the fundamental social clue by which 
cohesive discourse is maintained in conversation, within and across turns and sets 
of turns, and within and between the speech of speakers in conversational floors". 
He concludes that the simultaneously occurring and rapidly alternating speech in 
his Italian-American dinner table conversation did not constitute interruptions 
(ibid.). 
2. 7. 3. 3. Understanding talk: Co-operativeness 
Coates' (1989) study of all-female interaction patterns in informal chats analysed 
the topic development, minimal responses, epistemic modal forms (such as 
sentence final "isn't it", "wouldn't it", etc.) and simultaneous speech occurring in 
the conversations. Her conclusion was that women's talk can be described as co­
operative. The minimal responses and simultaneous speech engaged in by the 
participants in her study showed that by producing minimal responses the 
participants signalled active listenership and support for the current speaker, as 
well as affirmation of collaborative talk through simultaneous speech (Coates 
1989, 119). For simultaneous turns Coates gives an analogy from music, as did 
Scollon (1981) and Erickson (1981): "the speakers contribute simultaneously to 
the same theme, like several instruments playing contrapuntally" (Coates 1989, 
111). Coates' (1989, 112) conclusion is that "[Interaction] is very much a joint 
effort, with individual speakers concerned to contribute to a jointly negotiated 
whole". 
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2. 7. 3. 4. Understanding talk: Intercultural approaches 
This section will review the work of researchers who studied talk in intercultural 
settings. 
Moerman (1988) studied and compared Thai and American conversation patterns 
in relation to such phenomena as overlaps, which is of interest to the present 
study. He discovered that overlaps functioned as "talking as a team" (Moerman 
1988, 23) and consequently approached the analysis of overlapped instances from 
the point of view of membership in the particular team. This membership, he 
elaborates, can be portrayed by speaking "chorally in unison", or speaking as one 
"[ w lith delicate choreography" (Moerman 1988, 27). Moerman (1988, 28, 30) 
further states that overlaps can be either combative or conciliatory and emphasises 
the fact that "[s]ocial, purposeful, intensely personal meaning permeates [oo.J 
overlaps". 
Moerman (1988, 28) also argues that "[ e Jvery interruption, every overlap, every 
bit of talk is culturally - as well as socially, sequentially, and even linguistically ­
constituted". He therefore suggests that the mere action of counting instances of 
overlaps or interruptions does not profit the understanding of such instances, 
unless also combined with analysis of the overlapped instances in the context in 
which they occurred (Moerman 1988, 28). This is exactly what the present study 
has set out to accomplish. 
White (1989) studied the backchannels used in Japanese-American dyadic 
conversations in English. She discovered that the listening styles used by Japanese 
and Americans differ in that the Japanese display several types of back channels 
more frequently than the Americans do. After the recordings of the conversations 
she asked the participants how they felt about the conversation and what they 
thought of their partners. Her finding was that the backchanneling patterns not 
shared by the two groups did not contribute to negative stereotyping (White 1989, 
73-74). White (1989, 68) also analysed the functions of backchannels and 
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concluded that they convey that the listener understands the meanmg of the 
speaker and is "open to continued interaction". White (1989, 69) further discussed 
accommodation effected by participants in talk-in-interaction and concluded that 
both her Japanese and American participants altered their backchanneling 
frequency in the intercultural situation in comparison to the native situations. 
Fant & Grindsted (l995a & 1995b) focused on comparing Spanish and Swedish 
communication styles in business negotiation in relation to broader values and 
descriptions, such as assertiveness, accommodation and avoidance. Fant (1989) 
also investigated the turn-taking and feedback patterns used by representatives of 
each culture. Fant (1989,258) concluded that "[ ... ] Hispanic speakers would be 
classified as being considerably more tolerant towards 'irregular' turn-taking (in 
particular, interruptions) than Nordic speakers". He further concluded that these 
different turn-taking patterns reflected different ways of self-affirmation in 
discourse, which was displayed by different attitudes towards what Fant (1989) 
calls interruptions. 
Fant (1989, 259) claims that Hispanic communication style encourages 
interruptions, whereas the Nordic one encourages the satisfaction of autonomy­
self needs and thus disencourages interruptions. Fant (1989) interprets these 
behaviours as indicators of different perceptions of how one becomes a member 
of a group. He claims that for the Nordic, being a member of a group is taken for 
granted due to social solidarity, whereas for the Hispanics, this is not the case; 
instead the membership has to be established by the individual within the 
discourse at hand (Fant 1989,252-253). 
All of the above overviewed studies on talk in intercultural context therefore 
emphasise the social context in which the analysed overlaps occur, specifically 
highlighting the roles and the situational influences on the communicative 
behaviour. 
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2. 7.3. 5. Understanding talk: Statistical experiments 
Dunne & Ng (1994) did not focus on intercultural communication. However, their 
input to the field of conversation analysis is remarkable in that they set out to test 
statistically the kinds of claims that had been put forward by, for example, Coates 
(1989). Coates in her 1989 study on women's co-operativeness and its 
manifestations as overlapped talk concluded, among other things, that overlapping 
talk, or simultaneous speech in which more than one participants talk, is a rule 
rather than an aberration of tum-taking (Coates 1989, 107). 
Another conclusion of Coates (1989) was that the situation or the context of the 
interaction, including such factors as the co-participants knowing each other, 
influenced the subsequent frequency of simultaneous speech. This is what Dunne 
& Ng (1994) set out to test. The first two experiments they ran had as independent 
variables the setting of talking with strangers or with friends for one, and 
familiarity of topics as another, in comparison to the dependent variable of 
simultaneous speech. Dunne & Ng (1994) did not count feedback or simultaneous 
onsets as simultaneous speech. They discovered that simultaneous speech 
occurred more often among groups of people who knew each other previously, 
and that this difference was statistically significant. The third and final experiment 
they ran tested the relationship between the content and the positioning of the 
overlapped speech in relation to the main turn, as it was initiated by the "second" 
speaker (i.e. not the one whose talk was being overlapped). In this experiment 
they also studied the type of simultaneous speech effected. 
Dunne & Ng (1994) defined two kinds of simultaneous speech: one-at-a-time and 
all-together-now. The first type promotes speaker change and implies competition 
over turn, whereas the second type is co-operative in nature (Dunne & Ng 1994, 
64-65). Dunne & Ng (1994, 64) also discovered, through the third experiment, 
that "[t]he placement of simultaneous speech in conjunction with the content 
accounts for more variance in the treatment of simultaneous speech than does the 
content alone". 
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In summary, Dunne & Ng (1994) analysed the function of the overlaps in addition 
to having counted, coded and run statistical analyses on them. 
2. 7.3.6. "Miscommunication" and understanding intercultural talk 
Let us go back to the claim made by Coupland, Giles & Wiemann (1991, 3) that 
"an important starting point is the observation that language use and 
communication are in fact pervasively and even intrinsically flawed, partial, and 
problematic". This seems to be the most likely explanation to tackle talk and 
interruptions specifically, because it highlights the fact that all communication 
involves aspects of trying to make sense and to negotiate the meanings which are 
brought forward to the continually construed, shared discourse world. This view 
furthermore emphasises "the ways members as representatives of socially situated 
groups manage interactions" and that it is "less about culture than about group 
patterns oflanguage behaviour" (Ge, Banks & Baker 1991, 115). 
Ge, Banks & Baker (1991, 117) proceed to suggest that "culture" is in the model 
proposed by them "the unconscious acceptance of signification and routine 
practices of everyday life that are particular to a group". They then put forward 
that the way to go about researching culture as defined above is to investigate 
"those very routines that are unconscious but systematic cultural 
accomplishments" (ibid.). This corresponds to the definition of culture by Strauss 
& Quinn (1997) discussed in section 2.2.1. Strauss & Quinn (1997, 7) approach 
culture from the point of view of people's experiences and describe it as "regular 
occurrences in the humanly created world". It was concluded earlier that this 
model of culture provides tools for linking the individual and cultural 
explanations, the necessity of which was brought forward by Bond, Zegarac & 
Spencer-Oatey (2000). 
Moerman's (1988) study using a culturally contexted conversation analytical 
research identified frequently occurring discourse phenomena that, in his study, 
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were used as a contrastive tool for the discovery of cultural differences in 
interaction (Ge, Banks & Baker 1991, 118; Moerman 1988). Ge, Banks & Baker 
(1991, 119) conclude that researchers adopting this model would have to innovate 
and draw on multiple theories and methods, in particular, concentrating on 
analysing actual talk by persons from diverse cultures in natural settings. This is 
what the present study aims to do. 
2. 7. 3. 7. Understanding talk: Conclusion 
In conclusion to this section, it can be argued that the relevance of analysing the 
general context as well as the situational context of sequences of talk-in­
interaction has been proven by the studies presented here. It is considered 
necessary in the present study to adopt the explanations which account for more 
inclusive analysis of talk-in-interaction than do some of the interruption studies 
discussed in section 2.7.2 above. This necessity stems from the realisation of the 
present inquiry that the nature of talk-in-interaction has perhaps not been fully 
understood by the interruption studies presented in section 2.7.2. In order to attain 
a contextually relevant approach to analysing talk-in-interaction and especially 
overlaps of talk, other explanations than that of the interruption-based view of talk 
must be endorsed. This is what the present study aims to do. 
2. 8. Conclusion and preview of the research: Consequences for the analysis 
of overlaps 
In light of the discussion presented in this chapter, the study of overlaps in talk-in­
interaction should take into account two forms of inquiry. First, the coding and 
counting of overlaps should be endorsed in order to establish some idea of the 
frequency of different overlaps. Secondly, the instances of overlaps need to be 
analysed in the context they are produced. This notion of context includes aspects 
of the general sociocultural context as well as the situational context of the 
particular interaction, in addition to the context that is produced in the sequences 
oftalk-in~interaction by the participants themselves. 
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In the present study overlaps have been coded and counted, although it was not 
always an obvious analysis. The basis for the categories and for the coding was 
taken from the sequential context of the turns at talk and from how the interactants 
seemed to have reacted to each other's turns at talk (Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 
1974; Schegloff 2000). 
Overlaps, as defined in the present study, can be approached from two different 
points of views. 
First of all, they can be approached from the transcript analyst's point of view. An 
overlap is an observable situation in the sequence of interaction in which a current 
speaker has started his or her turn as a second person speaking. Occurrences of 
overlaps will be coded as overlaps at Transition Relevance Places, overlaps as 
Feedback, overlaps III a sequence of interaction with Simultaneous onsets, 
Simultaneous turns, or Joint constructions. These have been coded as non­
interruptions. There is also a category of Interruption, as well as a category of 
Other which includes the indeterminate instances as well as occurrences of 
overlaps which have been inaudible that are either two-party or three-party 
overlaps. This analysis has been carried out on the conversational data on the 
types of overlaps occurring in the data. The categories and the analysis of overlaps 
will be discussed in more detail in the data analysis chapter. 
Secondly, overlaps and interruptions can be approached from the participants' 
point of view, which includes the contextual analysis of the situation. This 
analysis has been accomplished in the first instance by analysing the interactive 
context in which each overlap has been produced. In the second instance, the roles 
of the interactants and their relationships to each other in the particular sequences 
have been considered. Furthermore, the investigation of understanding overlaps 
includes the inquiry of meanings and narratives produced by the participants and 
by the informants in their questionnaires and interviews. 
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Unlike Wieland (1991), who showed the participants extracts of the transcribed 
data in order to elicit their own interpretations of what had happened, the 
participants in the present study were not asked specific questions on the 
transcribed data. The present research opted for carrying out the interviews within 
a week from the recording, in order to obtain insights from the participants that 
were still a relatively fresh memory. Thus, there had not been enough time to 
transcribe the conversations by the time the interviews took place. Instead, the 
interviews concentrated on the lived experiences of the participants from both the 
recorded conversations and their prior life histories, as well as on the explanations 
and reasoning that the participants themselves portrayed on their communicative 
behaviour experiences. 
N ext, the Methodology chapter will introduce the methods of the present study in 
detail, and subsequently the Data Analysis and Discussion chapters will present 
and discuss the findings. 
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3. Methodology 
3. 1. Multiple methodologies 
3. 1. 1. Introductory remarks 
In this chapter, the methodology of the present study will be introduced and 
discussed. First, the introductory section 3.1 will discuss why a more qualitative 
approach has been preferred in the present study. It will also explain the purposes 
behind the quantitative parts of the methodology. The methods of data collection 
and analysis in the present study will be then described in detail in section 3.2, 
recognising the importance of transparency on how I analysed the data and 
reached the conclusions I did (Punch 1998, 200). According to the suggestion by 
Huberman & Miles (1998, 201-202), the transparency strategy involves clarifying 
how sampling decisions were made, how the data was collected, how the database 
or data set was composed and produced; as well as an overview of the analytic 
strategies followed, which will be presented in section 3.3. Before moving on to 
discussing those particular issues, the premises for qualitative methods will be 
explored next. 
3. 1. 2. Multiple methodologies for complex realities 
According to Silverman (2000, 11), insisting on contrasting quantitative and 
qualitative methodologies can lead to dangerous consequences in social sciences. 
Presenting any given research project as having to be either quantitative or 
qualitative undermines more important issues relating to the overall management 
of the research. The combinations of quantitative and qualitative methods are 
being endorsed more frequently in research (Punch 1998, 2). Issues such as the 
appropriateness of the methods chosen to study the phenomena in question, the 
sensitivity of the methods in relation to the research question, the systematic 
rigour of the data collection and analysis, and the clear distinction between the 
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data and its interpretations are central to the validity and reliability of any research 
(Silverman 2000, 12; Punch 1998, 21). 
New areas that have remained previously unresearched are explored with 
qualitative research methods (Tindall 1994, 143) within case studies. Case study 
design allows for developing as full an understanding of the case as possible with 
the use of a selection of methods that seem most appropriate for the case in 
question (Punch 1998, 150). This is often necessary before any further, larger 
scale studies can be undertaken in the same area. The aim of using a case study 
approach is to maintain a holistic view of the topics studied and to acquire an in­
depth understanding of the case in its natural setting and context (Punch 1998, 
150). Such multiple, in-depth qualitative research methods are also preferred by 
researchers who adhere to the postmodern school of thought, as was discussed in 
the introduction of the Literature Review. 
The present study is a qualitative case study into an area that has been previously 
little researched. As it is a case study, the design and its boundaries need to be 
spelled out. This is the purpose of the present Methodology chapter. Because the 
present study is a case study, multiple qualitative and quantitative methods of data 
collection and data analysis have been adopted (Punch 1998, 152). It also needs to 
be pointed out that the aim of a case study is not to provide statistically 
generalisable results, although it can discover veins of themes that are pertinent 
within the realms of the particular case. The results ofa case study, nevertheless, 
can guide future research into endeavouring to elicit such generalisable data on 
the same topic (Punch 1998, 154, 156). 
The qualitative data collection methods used in the present study include audio 
and video recordings and transcripts of natural conversations, as well as 
interviews and questionnaires. These data were analysed using conversation 
analytical methods for the natural conversations, and grounded theory (Strauss 
1987) for the interviews and questionnaires. Some instances of quantitative 
methods were embraced as well, especially in relation to the coding and counting 
&2£2 fi%L 
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of the different overlaps of talk, the descriptive presentation of that data in 
frequencies of overlaps, and inferential statistics in the form of cross-tabulation 
and chi square tests. These quantitative aspects have been endorsed in order to 
respond to the critique discussed in the Literature Review on conversation 
analysis making generalisations based on only a few examples of turns at talk. All 
the methods used will be discussed with more detail below. 
Before moving on to discussing the details of the methods of data collection and 
analysis of the present study, it is necessary to overview some of the reasons and 
premises of qualitative methodology and the underlying epistemological 
viewpoints. 
3. 1. 3. Reflexivity and complex realities 
Qualitative research methods stand for a recognition of a complex and dynamic 
social world. This complexity allows researcher's active engagement with 
participants, who are seen as joint collaborators in the production of knowledge. 
Thus the constructed nature of understanding is acknowledged (Tindall 1994, 
142). This acknowledgement, Tindall (1994,143) states, should be followed by a 
critical examination of the process and experience of doing the research and of the 
way in which the resulting findings were constructed. Tindall (1994) suggests that 
failure to be critically aware of one's own self and personal input and influence 
will endanger the validity of qualitative research. In other words, since it is 
admitted that understanding is constructed, an openness to explore the process of 
constructing it should be promoted. This is where reflexivity comes in. 
Reflexivity is the most distinctive feature of qualitative research. Tindall (1994, 
149) contends that "[refexivityJ is an attempt to make explicit the process by 
which the material and the analysis are produced". Alvesson & Skoldberg (2000, 
249) promote a reflexive-interpretive approach to data analysis in stating that 
reflexivity arises when different levels or elements of interpretation arrived at 
through the use of mUltiple methods are set in contrast against each other. They 
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argue that "[t]he possibility of multiple interpretation enhances reflection (and 
vice versa)" (Alvesson & Skoldberg 2000, 255). Furthermore, social 
constructionism, as discussed in the Literature Review, invites reflexive processes 
to be used in research in an attempt to "call attention to the historically and 
culturally situated character of the taken-for-granted world" (Gergen 1996, 6). 
In the present study, reflexivity has been embraced as an integral part of the 
process of analyses. A reflexive research journal has been and is being written by 
myself throughout the process of the early stages of the research, and on issues 
related to data collection, transcription, and data analyses. The process of 
reflexivity does not concern only the data analyses. It also includes reflexivity on 
who I am, on my personal interests and values, on the level of involvement, on my 
life experiences, on critically analysing my own experiencing of the research "in 
order to achieve a resonance between subjectivity and objectivity" (Tindall 1994, 
150). Personal reflexivity was discussed in the Literature Review. The purpose of 
such open reflexivity is to offer opportunities to multiple readings of the analyses 
by revealing the level of understanding at which the researcher worked, as well as 
possible biases, preoccupations and blind spots. All in all, reflexivity is used to 
increase the validity of the analyses (Tindall·1999, 157). Validity and reliability 
within qualitative case studies will be discussed next. 
3. 1.4. Validity and reliability 
Validity and reliability are central concepts in all research. Due to the strong 
tradition of quantitative research and of its use ofthe two concepts, it is necessary 
to discuss what they mean for more qualitatively attuned research. For a 
qualitative researcher, research is not a linear progression of understanding but a 
cycle (Tindall 1994, 145). There is sensitivity to personal accounts, attending to 
emergent issues and researching the material over and over again (ibid.). There is 
also an expectation of change in all involved in the research process. 
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For quantitative research, validity stands, broadly, for measurement validity and 
the extent to which an instrument measures what it is supposed to measure (e.g. 
Punch 1998, 100). For qualitative research, on the other hand, validity is an 
integral element as in "the adequacy of the researcher to understand and represent 
people's meanings" (Tindall 1994, 143). Validity in general receives more 
attention in qualitative research than does reliability, for reasons discussed in the 
next paragraph. The points of view from which validity is assessed are, first, the 
production of the data, and secondly, the transparent manner of presenting it and 
interpreting it (Punch 1998, 225). Triangulation of data and methods in relation to 
validation will be discussed below. 
As for reliability, as in replication and consistency over time of a study (e.g. 
Punch 1998, 98), it is not an applicable procedure for most qualitative studies. 
Tindall (1994, 143) states that for qualitative research, reliability has "more to do 
with reinterpreting the findings from a different standpoint or exploring the same 
issues in different contexts rather than expecting or desiring consistent accounts". 
Nevertheless, reliability is highlighted in qualitative research through the 
comparison of methods against the backdrop of the underlying theory. In other 
words, the link between theory and methodology is emphasised in that reliability 
as an assessment of the methods functions only against the background of the 
particular theory (Flick 1998, 223). Reliability in the present study is established 
by drawing on a combination of theories and methods that allow for a more 
comprehensive investigation to take place. 
Denzin & Lincoln (1998, 4, 230) state that, in comparison with the quantitative 
validation, triangulation is not a strategy of validation for qualitative research but 
an alternative to it. Validity for qualitative research is therefore effected through 
triangulation of methods and theories. Several authors discuss triangulation and its 
four different forms. One of them is data triangulation that stands for eliciting 
data using more than one source, as in various participants, across different 
settings and times. Accounts from different participants, differently positioned 
within the context of the research, in providing the researcher with varying 
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descriptions, highlight the context-bound nature of expenencmg and 
understanding the data. 
Another triangulation can be accomplished through method or methodological 
triangulation, as all individual methods are acknowledged to have their 
limitations and distortions based on their epistemological stands. Thirdly, with 
theoretical triangulation the researcher embraces several theories and breaks 
through the limitations of just one framework. Fourthly, with investigator 
triangulation, using two or more researchers instead of just one, the views of 
researchers from various disciplines can be combined to reach a grasp on the 
wholeness of the issue studied (Tindall 1994, 145-149; Flick 1998, 229; Punch 
1998,246-247). 
3. 1. 5. Concluding remarks: Reliability and validity in the present study 
The case for reliability in the present study, as presented above, is accomplished 
through the assessment of the choice of methods against the backdrop of the 
theoretical framework informing the present study. The theoretical framework of 
the present study is a composite drawing on different theoretical approaches that 
were discussed in the Literature Review. Reliability in the present study is 
established by drawing on a combination of theories and methods. In 
recapitulation, the theories informing the present study are interactional 
sociolinguistics, conversation analysis, and approaches on the analysis of roles 
and relationships. In addition, other approaches to the understanding of the nature 
of talk were embraced, as in tempo and rhythm of talk, mUltiple floored 
conversations, and co-operativeness in overlaps of talk. 
Validity via triangulation is accomplished in the present study through data, 
theory and method triangulation. Theory triangulation was discussed in detail in 
the Literature Review. I will summarise here the reasons for the selection of the 
particular theories in the present study. First, conversation analytical research as 
such has been widely used and it has established itself as a systematic and 
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meticulous tool for analysing talk-in-interaction. It has nevertheless been 
relatively little used for studying talk-in-interaction in intercultural settings, 
although some studies have opened up the way forward (Wieland 1991; Moerman 
1988 & 1996, etc.). As discussed in the Literature Review, CA has been criticised 
for overlooking the sociocultural contextual aspects of talk-in-interaction, as well 
as for a danger of concentrating on few samples based on which generalisations 
have been made. These are some of the criticisms that have been addressed in the 
studies by Dunne & Ng (1994), Moerman (1988), Roger & Bull (1989), and 
Wieland (1991). 
Moerman (1988) and Wieland (1991) have additionally, in their analyses, used 
aspects of ethnographic background knowledge and access to participants' 
perceptions respectively, something that "pure" CA would not do due to its 
methodological principles. 
Interactional sociolinguistics has focused on contextual factors that CA has been 
accused of overlooking. However, in its concentration on contextualisation cues, 
interactional sociolinguistics has been criticised for neglecting the "bigger 
picture" of the quality of participation within talk-in-intearction. The quality of 
participation in roles and relationships taken up by the participants has been 
considered by Goffman (1976), Spencer-Oatey (2000c) and Fant (1989). In the 
present study, in the footsteps of Moerman and Wieland, CA is combined with 
interactional sociolinguistics and with approaches that take into account the 
analysis of roles and relationships operating within talk-in-interaction. 
Furthermore, aspects of tempo of talk, co-operativeness and mUltiple floors have 
been endorsed. 
In light of the present chapter and the Literature Review, theory and methods, or 
ontology, epistemology and methodology, intertwine together in that the 
theoretical framework and ontology influence and even demand epistemologies 
and methodologies compatible to the premises of the theories (Denzin & Lincoln 
1998, 27). Therefore, according to Denzin & Lincoln (1998), a relativist ontology 
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such as in the present study assumes a subjectivist epistemology ("knower and 
subject create understandings"), and a set of methods grounded in the natural 
world (ibid.). 
The methods of the present study are grounded in the natural world in that they do 
not impose experimental restrictions on participants. Free or natural conversations 
constitute the main block of data. As for method triangulation, the present study 
uses, first, an adaptation of conversation analytical data collection and 
transcription methods in using both audio and video recordings of natural 
conversations. Secondly, questionnaires elicited both background information on 
the respondents as well as their experiences on their own foreign language 
experiences (French or English) in the past and at the time of filling in the 
questionnaire. Thirdly, individual interviews were carried out after the recordings, 
which enabled both the clarification of emerging questions based on the 
questionnaire, and the production of various narrative accounts by the participants 
related to their experience in communicating in their respective foreign languages. 
Fourthly and finally, my own input and interest as well as personal history were 
explored with personal reflexivity throughout the analyses in the form of a 
reflexive research diary. 
Data triangulation was accomplished through the variety of participants and 
informants across different settings and times in which data was elicited. As will 
be discussed below, the respondents were accessed through various sources, 
within the University of Luton as well as in other universities in England and via 
other contacts in France. As to the participants and their placement in various 
settings, the participants F 1, F2, and B4 took part in three sets of recordings 
(native group, mixed group with convergent task and mixed group with free 
conversation). The participants B3, F6, B7 and B8 each took part in only one set 
of recordings (each in their native groups, except for B3 who took part only in the 
mixed group with convergent task). The details of data collection methods will be 
discussed next. 
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3. 2. Data collection methods and description of the data 
3. 2. 1. Data collection: Introduction 
The aim of this section is to discuss the data collection methods used in the 
present study. First, the participants and informants of the study will be introduced 
and their differing roles will be explained. Secondly, the settings for the 
recordings of the small group conversations will be described. The obtained 
recordings will be described, the selected conversation data set will be introduced 
and the transcription process and conventions will be explained. Thirdly, the 
questionnaire and interview designs will be discussed. The aim and purpose of the 
section is to make explicit and transparent the sampling decisions, data collection 
operations, the compilation of the data set (Huberman & Miles 1998, 201-202) 
operating in the present study. 
The data collection methods were, firstly, questionnaires sent out to samples of 
informants outside Luton; secondly, audio and video recordings of small group 
conversations; thirdly, background information questionnaires for the participants; 
fourthly, audio recorded individual interviews of the participants. All of the data 
was collected between March and December 2001. Each of these methods will be 
discussed below. Before moving on to the discussion, a necessary remark needs to 
be made as to the terms used with reference to the labelling of the respondents of 
the present study. 
As the data comes from two different groupings of people, the respondents have 
been labelled as follows: 1) informants 2) participants. The difference between the 
two groups is that the informants were contact persons strictly outside the 
University of Luton who only filled in the questionnaires, whereas the actual 
participants at the University of Luton were audio- and video-recorded in the 
small group conversations. Therefore I had, as the researcher, no other contact 
with the informants than the questionnaire they had filled in, whereas with the 
participants I was even able to establish relationships overarching the research 
setting, if I had not already done so. The participants filled in the same 
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questionnaire as the informants did, although the questionnaire was administered 
to the participants in two parts, of which the second was during the interviews. 
The participants were interviewed individually after the small group sessions. The 
whole group of participants and informants will be referred to as respondents. 
3. 2. 2. Participants 
When designing the present study and possible access to prospective participants, 
opportunity and convenience sampling was used (Arksey & Knight 1999, 57). It 
was expected that the British English participants for the study would be found 
through the Foreign Languages (French) modules, and that the French participants 
would be found among the exchange student population at the campus, as the 
University of Luton attracts a number of French exchange students every year. 
Furthermore, as the present study is a qualitative case study, there was no great 
concern towards generalising from the results. Nevertheless, even from within a 
small sample of seven actual participants and 18 retrieved questionnaires, some 
general directions have become visible. These will be discussed in the Data 
Analysis chapter 5. 
The seven participants of the study were all females. Four of them were degree 
students, two were exchange students, and one had graduated previously from the 
University of Luton. The choice for all-female groups was made on the grounds of 
limiting gender variables. It is not in the scope of the present study to explore the 
possible differences and similarities of communicative behaviour between genders 
and across cultures. Similar restrictions have been observed in the study of Coates 
(1989) on overlaps of speech and co-operativeness in British English all-female 
groups. 
Three of the participants of the present study were French and four were British 
English. The three French students were of African, Afro-Caribbean and mixed 
(White! Afro-Caribbean) origin and they all described themselves as French 
citizens and inhabitants of the Paris region. The four English students and the one 
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graduate were of white and of Afro-Caribbean origin and all described themselves 
as British citizens and inhabitants of the United Kingdom. Two of them were 
Lutonians, one was from Essex and one from Guernsey. Unfortunately, I lost 
contact with one of my British participants before I was able to interview her or to 
get her informative questionnaire back. Despite several attempts to contact her I 
was unable to get a hold of her after the recording of the group conversation. This 
is why I have been able to analyse six out of the seven participants and not all of 
them. 
In view of ethical considerations, informed consent forms were administered to 
the participants (Clandinin & Connelly 1998, 70; Arksey & Knight 1999, 129­
131). The participants signed consent forms prior to the onset of the recordings 
(for a sample of the consent form, see Appendix 3). Their right to privacy was 
guaranteed in the form of anonymity. No real names are used in the transcripts, be 
it a name of any of the participants, or a name of anyone else mentioned in the 
course of the conversations. The participants have been given labels in the 
transcripts and these labels are now introduced as follows: 
F1 - French native, female, 30 years, present in both native and mixed 
conversations, the non-guided and the convergent task ones. 
F2 - French native, female, 20 years, present in both native and mixed 
conversations, the non-guided and the convergent task ones. 
B3 - British English native, female, 30+ years (as disclosed by herself), present 
only in the mixed conversation with the convergent task. Nevertheless, she is 
presented among the other participants as her interview and questionnaire were 
included in the analyses. 
B4 - British English native, female, 19 years, present in both native and mixed 
conversations, the non-guided and the convergent task ones. 
R5 - the researcher who can be heard on the tapes at the beginning and at the end 
of the conversations, and occasionally taking part, but who is not a full participant 
in any of them, Finnish native, female, 25 years, fluent in French and in English. 
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F6 - French native, female, 20 years, only present at the French native, non­

guided conversation. 

B7 - British English native, female, the participant who failed to return her 

questionnaire. Approximately 19 or 20 years, only present at the native British 

English, non-guided conversation. 

B8 - British English native, female, 29 years, only present at the native British 

English, non-guided conversation. 

3. 2. 3. Small group conversations 
3. 2. 3. 1. Design 
The collected data consists of three three-party free conversations, and one four­
party conversation on a convergent group task. The four-party conversation was 
not selected among the data set to be analysed in the present study, the reasons for 
which will be explained below. Each of the sessions was approximately two hours 
long, and each audio and video recording was conducted with partly informed 
consent of the participants. 
The part that was withheld from the participants in the first instance was that the 
study focuses on overlapping talk and interruptions. This information was 
withheld because it was believed that the awareness of it would have significantly 
modified the communicative behaviour of the participants in rendering them over­
conscious of their tum-taking. Instead of giving out the details of the title of the 
research project, the participants were informed that the study broadly focuses on 
interaction and communication between the French and the British English. For 
example White (1989) resorted to withholding the same kind of information from 
her participants in her study of American English and Japanese backchannelling. 
However, in the present study, I disclosed the detailed information to the 
participants in the subsequent interviews. 
The pilot stage recording with the four-party conversation on a convergent group 
task was excluded from the final data set due to the restrictions it seemed to 
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impose on the interaction in the group. The interaction seemed more rigid and 
formal than in a fluently proceeding conversation. Also the participants 
themselves mentioned the formality of that particular conversation in the 
interviews. In order to explore ordinary interaction, it was decided that the 
required data was to be composed of free, ordinary conversations. The reason for 
having conducted the pilot recording with a convergent task was due to the fact 
that initially I had feared that the participants would not know what to talk about 
unless there was a group task at hand. This fear turned out to be unnecessary, and 
the convergent tasks were abandoned in further recordings. Dunne & Ng (1994) 
had followed a somewhat similar structure in their experimental settings of 
conversations. They had advised their participants to start with an administered 
topic to talk about, but also gave the participants the freedom to talk about what 
they wanted after the assigned topic. 
Furthermore, the setting with four participants in the pilot recording proved to be 
a little complicated. Four-party conversations have two disadvantages from a 
transcriber's and an analyst's point of view. The first is that they can easily split 
into two two-party sub-conversations (a schism, see for example Dunne & N g 
1994, 69). Secondly, although a considerable amount of talk is produced in 
overlaps, the fact that there are four people speaking simultaneously noticeably 
hampers the transcriber's job. Having only two participants, on the other hand, 
would have been the easiest setting for the transcriber. However, with two 
participants, it is always clear that the next speaker can only be the other one. 
Dyadic conversations do not display the whole array of complex tum-taking 
mechanisms due to the above-mentioned simplicity of the setting. Introducing a 
third member forces the participants to adopt more elaborate techniques for turn­
taking, yet it still allows the transcriber more easily to make sense of the data and 
of the overlaps, when transcribing them. This is why I chose three-party 
conversations. 
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3. 2. 3. 2. Recordings of conversations 
According to Coates (1989, 97) and Erickson (1981, 44), and following Dunne & 
N g (1994), the setting and the context of the recorded conversations should be 
described in detail. This is what the present section sets out to accomplish. The 
small group conversations that constitute the analysed conversational data set 
were carried out according to the design as follows: 
1) one session of mixed English and French participants in a free, non-guided 
conversation, two French and one English native speaker, conversing in 
English and French; 
2) one session of three native French participants In a free, non-guided 
conversation in French; 
3) one session of three native English speakers in free, non-guided conversation 
in English. 
Each session lasted about two hours and was audio- and video-recorded. All 
participants filled in background questionnaires and signed consent forms in 
which they give permission for the recordings to be used in the present study. I 
had provided snacks and soft drinks that were available to the participants 
throughout the recordings. Recordings 2 and 3 and took place in a small 
conference room at one of the university buildings, and recording 1 took place in 
the living room of my home where snacks and lunch were also available for the 
participants. The eating and drinking happened during the conversations. The 
purpose for offering snacks and drinks was to create a less formal atmosphere, as 
with naturally occurring conversations. I engaged in informal chat with the 
participants as they arrived to the setting and while we were waiting for the other 
participants to show up. 
The chairs, table and recording equipment were placed in the settings as described 
in Tabies 1, 2 and 3. Conversations 1 and 2 were recorded using a portable Sony 
TCM-459V recorder with an internal microphone. By the time of the third 
conversation I was able to record it with the Sanyo Memo-Scriber TRC-8080 
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transcription machine that can also be used for recording purposes. The recordings 
were thus effected using a single-track recorder, which did cause some difficulty 
at the transcribing stage while transcribing certain instances of overlapped talk, as 
well as some instances of quietly spoken talk. The transcriptions were effected 
using the above mentioned model of Sanyo Memo-Scriber. 
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Table 1. Setting for the recording of the Native French conversation 
Door r.D 
­
;1 
I~ 
0 0 Table with food and . ,0 ~ the recorder on it \i 
i 
Tables 
~ • 
ResearcherE=J 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~ 
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Table 2. Setting for the recording of the Native British English conversation. 
Door ~ 
... 
Table with food and the 
recorder on it 
Researcher 
Tables 
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Table 3. Setting for the recording of the Mixed (French & English) conversation. 
Participants on a sofa 
_ J Recorder 
~l,-------, 
• 

o 
o 0 
Researcher 
--------------------------------------~.~=-~.~---
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3. 2. 3. 3. Conversational data set 
Initially, 80 pages were transcribed, of which 60 pages, or 3000 lines (i.e., the free 
conversations), were selected for analysis. Transcriptions were effected using an 
application of the conversation analytical (CA) conventions of transcription 
(Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974). The transcribed parts correspond to about 30 
minutes of each of the recordings, starting from the beginning of the recording. 
Further transcribing was performed on the final 15 minutes or 500 lines of the 
ends of each of the recordings of the free conversations. There was a time lapse of 
approximately 30 to 45 minutes between the first 30 minutes and the final 15 
minutes. The ends were transcribed and analysed in order to attain a higher 
validity for the numbers of turns analysed, as well as to compare the tum-taking 
and overlap patterns between the two stretches of talk. The total amount of 
transcription lines analysed is thus 4500, and corresponds to 2h 6 min 25 sec of 
the recordings, or 91 pages of transcripts. Further details will be discussed in the 
analysis section. 
The CA transcribing conventions applied in this study take into account the details 
of uttered speech, such as volume, speed, intonation and (emphatic) stress. Also 
pauses and overlaps of speech are carefully accounted for - the exact place where 
an overlap starts and ends are marked in relation to the ongoing talk. All this does 
not make conversation analytical transcribing the fastest one to use, but it does 
allow extremely fine analyses to be conducted on the transcripts. This is 
especially so in relation to overlapped stretches of talk, which are one of the focal 
points ofthe present study. 
The video recordings were used as a back-up to check any contextual reasons for 
any unsure instances of pauses and silences, for example. Also some occasions of 
inaudible talk were deciphered with the help of the videos. The video recordings 
allowed me to see if any situation-bound activities were interfering with the actual 
topics of conversation. It has been my observation that the video recordings 
provide a key to understanding the overall interaction engaged in by the 
participants. Visual and spatial cues are a source of interpretation, the importance 
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of which was heightened by having first worked primarily on the audio recordings 
only, and then going through the videos with the transcripts at hand. Without 
visual and space orientational cues many an instance on the audio tapes would 
have remained a complete mystery. 
3. 2. 3. 4. Evaluation 
It can now be evaluated that the conversational data set was, in terms of its 
content and type of data, fully adequate for the purposes of the present study. As 
to the technical quality of the audio recordings, it can be assessed as satisfactory. 
More detailed transcripts with less inaudible instances could have been obtained 
using a multi-track recording system instead of a single-track one. A multi-track 
system has separate auditory tracks for each participant, which increases the 
likelihood of being able to transcribe everything, whether the speech is uttered in 
multi-party overlaps or very quietly. Nevertheless, in the absence of such 
technical sophistication, the video recordings proved to be highly beneficial and 
filled in some of the gaps in understanding the inaudible instances. For future 
research aiming to focus on overlaps, it can be recommended that multi-track 
recording system be considered. 
The present study used audio recordings and their transcripts as the main source 
of data. The video recordings functioned as a back-up. Analysing video materials 
of talk-in-interaction would have required entirely different conventions of 
transcription designed for video materials. Such transcription methods and 
analyses have been embarked upon by Goodwin (1981), among others. 
Transcribing visual aspects calls for methods of transcription that can describe the 
use of eye-contact, body language, gestures and facial expressions among other 
things, which is what Goodwin (1981) has done. Due to the limited time available, 
the present study chose not to focus on transcribing the visual material. 
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3. 2. 4. Questionnaires 
3. 2. 4. 1. Design 
The purpose of sending questionnaires to informants outside the University of 
Luton was, first, in a pilot manner, to test out the design of the background 
information questionnaire, and secondly, to access more information than that 
provided by the questionnaires of the seven actual participants in Luton. The 
participants were administered the same design of the questionnaire as used for 
the samples outside Luton. 
The purpose of the questionnaires was to elicit information from the informants as 
to their background personal information and their experiences in learning the 
respective foreign language (French or English) and communicating in it. The 
questionnaire was composed of four sections. Section I was on background 
information, language skills, learning the respective foreign language, and contact 
with countries or people of that respective foreign language. Section II was 
designed to elicit information on the past experiences of the respondents in the 
respective foreign language. Section III was otherwise identical to section II 
except that it was a comparison point to the present experiences. Finally, section 
IV was intended for the respondents to display more explicit answers as to the 
experienced differences when communicating in French or English as a foreign 
language. 
In section I, a variety of questions were asked ranging from dichotomous yes/ no 
questions and open questions to semantic differential scales. In sections II and III, 
Likert five-scale opinion measurements were provided with a chance to explain 
oneself in open questions after each opinion measurement (Dens combe 1998, 
103). The Likert scale and the semantic differential scale were not used strictly for 
statistical purposes, which indeed would not have been significant due to the 
small number of retrieved questionnaires. The reason for using the Likert scale 
and the open lines for further explanations was exactly that: to obtain respondents' 
own wordings and explanations for their experiences. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------=--­
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The questionnaires were written III both English and French and distributed 
according to the native language of the respondent. The questionnaires were 
administered to the informants via email attachments as well as, in one case, 
printing out copies of the questionnaire and sending them by mail to a contact 
person at that particular university.! The filled-in questionnaires were then sent 
back to me by mail. 
3. 2. 4. 2. Administration of questionnaires 
The administration of the questionnaires to the participants took place in two 
parts: first, section I was handed out at the beginning of the recording of the small 
group conversation. Some participants filled it in on the spot, whereas some 
wanted to take it home in order to bring it back for the interview. The sections II, 
III and IV were administered face to face during the individual interviews. In this 
way the questionnaire functioned in different ways among the informants and the 
participants. The informants were also under total anonymity in relation to myself, 
whereas the questionnaires obtained from the participants were analysable in 
relation to their interviews and their conversational behaviour in the small group 
conversations. 
Questionnaires were sent out to contact persons in the University of West England 
(informants labelled UWE), Faculty of Languages and European Studies (Bristol, 
UK); the University of Nottingham (informants labelled UN), School of Modern 
Languages (Nottingham, UK); the University of Exeter (informants labelled UE), 
Department of French (Exeter, UK); as well as to several contacts available to my 
supervisor and I through our friends and acquaintances in France (informants 
labelled FR). Ten questionnaires were retrieved from the British English contacts 
and eight from the French contacts. 
1 At this point I would like to express again my gratitude to the UK contact persons Malcolm 
Offord (University of Nottingham), Aidan Coveney (University of Exeter) and Kate Beeching 
(University of West England, Bristol) as well as to all the French contact persons for their 
participation in the present study. 
--------------------------------~---------------------------------------------~~=.. -.--­
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The information elicited via these questionnaires was intended to provide the 
research with enhanced insights on the issues of communicating in the respective 
foreign language, French or English. The retrieved questionnaires brought in 
additional insights that were confirmed in some of the lines of findings from the 
actual participants' interviews. 
3. 2. 4. 3. Justification and clarification 
It needs to be pointed out that the parts of the questionnaire relating to the foreign 
language learning history as well as its use in the present have not been focused 
on in the present study. Although this data was collected, it was in the interest of 
narrowing down the focus that these parts were omitted. It was considered more 
advantageous to concentrate on the parts of the questionnaire that provided more 
relevant information as to the focus of the present inquiry. This is why, although 
providing necessary descriptive background information, parts .of section I, II and 
III have been omitted from analysis at this stage. Instead, the focus will be on 
section IV as it probes into the experiences of the participants in communicating 
in English or French as a foreign language. The experiences of differences 
between French and English situations of communication will be discussed at the 
end as a total sum of answers of the whole group of respondents. 
Before proceeding any further, a couple of issues should be noted. First, no gender 
issues were to be embarked on in the scope of this information retrieval, or for 
that matter, in the whole design of the present research. Therefore no regrouping 
of questionnaires has been done based on examination of male-female differences. 
Secondly, as the present study is an exploratory, qualitative case study, the aim of 
the questionnaire sampling was not to produce quantitatively and statistically 
valid numbers of responses. No statistically refined methods of analysis were 
proposed to be used for the analysis of the questionnaires. Instead, they meet the 
need to access the respondents' explanations and self-produced wordings for their 
experiences in communicating in a foreign language. 
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N ext, the different sections of the questionnaire will be described in detail. 
3. 2. 4. 4. Description of the questionnaire 
··
r;I. 
The first section concentrated on background information such as age, gender, 
i· 
nationality, ethnic background, languages the respondents know, how long they , 
:~J 
had been studying French or English (depending on whether the informant was a 1~~ 
'" 
French or English native speaker). They were asked to assess their own fluency in 
written and oral French or English using semantic differential scales. They were 
further asked about their long-term stays in French or English speaking countries 
and the frequency of their contacts with French or English speaking people. This 
part of the questionnaire was designed to give access to essential information on 
the respondents' own perception of their command of the foreign language in 
question. It was also purposed to discover how often and in what kind of 
1;1 
Ii 
I
situations they used the respective foreign language. :,'.·,.1 
In section II, the informants were asked to first remmlsce on their past 
..1.'·, ,1jli
experiences in communicating in their foreign language, French or English, and 
secondly, in section III, they were asked to compare those experiences to the 
present-day situation and their language and communication competency at 
present. These sections included evaluations to be made on a five-point Likert 
scale (strongly disagree - disagree - neutral - agree - strongly agree) (Dens combe 
1988) to the following statements, in two different sets in relation to the past and 
to the present situation: 
1) In general, I was happy with the way I talked and interacted with them. 

2) In general, I was happy with they way they talked and interacted with me. 

3) I felt they understood me well. 

4) I understood them well. 

Below each Likert-scale statement there was also an open question ("Why?") in 

order for the respondents to explain their choice. 
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The participants were also asked if any changes had occurred in their language 
skills, and if there had been any instances when they had felt uncomfortable or 
were struck by something about the conversation they were participating in. 
Finally, in section IV, they were asked to imagine themselves in two situations, 
speaking French with French natives and speaking English with English natives, 
and to tick in a list of items of communicative behaviour which item applied to 
which language use. This part of the questionnaire was intended to make the 
respondents reflect on the details of their communicative behaviour when talking 
in French or in English. The items included use of eye-contact, physical closeness, 
question-asking, signs of listening, interrupting, speaking at the same time, use of 
silences and pauses. For samples of the questionnaire design, see Appendices 1 
and 2. 
No major changes were made to the initial design, except for some language 
corrections. The questionnaire was evaluated to allow respondents to provide their 
own wordings and explanations on how they had experienced communicating in 
French or in English. Retrieving these questionnaires enhanced the insights on 
French and English experiences in communicating in the respective foreign 
language. The results will be discussed in the Data Analysis chapter 5. 
3. 2. 4. 5. Evaluation 
Although the questionnaires provided insights into the possible directions of 
themes for the interpretation and analysis of the conversations and the interviews, 
it can be now assessed that the questionnaires did not work to their full potential 
in the cases in which they were not linked to an interview, that is, with the group 
of informants. In the interviews the questionnaires functioned as a launch pad for 
the discussion, triggering several narrative accounts by the participants, as well as 
valuable descriptions and wordings that opened up the inquiry through grounded 
method analysis. 
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Furthermore, the interview provided an opportunity to check any confusion that 
the participants might have had on wordings or meanings. Some informants 
commented that the questions seemed at times a bit vague to them. This was one 
of the reasons that led to the conclusion that the questionnaires did not achieve 
their full potential among the informants. Nevertheless, via the questionnaires, 
valuable insights were accessed in both the groups of informants and of 
participants as to perceptions of differences experienced between the French and 
the British English communication styles. 
3. 2. 5. Interviews 
3. 2. 5. 1. Design 
The purpose for using interviews In data collection is to find out subjective 
meanings and to permit exploration of issues that may be too complex to 
investigate through quantitative means. Interviews also allow the interviewer to 
tailor questions to the position and the comments of the interviewee (Burman 
1994,50-51). 
Furthermore, unstructured interviews can be guided into personal narratives in the 
form of accounts that the interviewees relate to the interviewer. Clandinin & 
Connelly (1998) discuss these kinds of narratives as personal experience methods . 
. "We live out stories in our experiences, tell stories of those experiences, and 
modify them through retelling and reliving them" (Clandinin & Connelly 1998, 
160). In research interviews the questions that are asked and the ways in which 
these questions are structured "provide a frame within which participants shape 
their accounts of their experience" (Clandinin & Connelly 1998, 165-166). 
In the present study, interviews were chosen as a data collection method due to 
the fact that detailed, personal accounts and descriptions can be obtained by 
interviewing only. Although the respondents' wordings and descriptions were 
sought in the questionnaires as well, interviewing is the most suitable method to 
achieve such individual commentary. The type of description that was sought after 
in the present study included accounts based on emotions, experiences and 
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feelings. Some of the issues involved were also sensitive ones, for example the 
concept of interruption and possible face-saving work that the participants might 
engage in. Interviews are the preferred method for obtaining information as 
described above, according to Denscombe (1998, 111). 
Burman (1994) introduces four approaches that inform interviewing practice. 
First, an ethnographic approach highlights informants' expertise, meanings, 
cultural life; it requires prior structuring of themes. Secondly, a 'new paradigm' 
approach values what people say and treats it as meaningful and informative; the 
interview is seen as a collaborative enterprise engaged in by both the interviewer 
and the interviewee. Thirdly, a feminist approach emphasises power relations and 
their effect on the interaction, and fourthly, a post-modernist approach is 
presented as an amalgamation of social constructionist and narrative approaches 
that highlight the existence of a variety of interpretations (Burman 1994, 52-53). 
Another grouping has been done by Silverman (1993, 98). He divides different 
approaches to interviewing as positivist, interactionist and ethnomethodologist. 
Silverman (1993) describes the type of knowledge and the claim to reliability of 
these three branches. Positivist interviewing focuses on facts and beliefs and a 
standardised protocol; interactionist interviewing focuses on "orientations of 
people involved In symbolic orders" and on intersubjective depth; 
ethnomethodological interviewing focuses on versions of accounts of persons and 
activities as sequentially constructed (Silverman 2000, 98). 
In the present study, the interview approach endorsed can be described as a semi­
structured method within social constructionist and ethnomethodological 
approaches. With a semi-structured interview, I was able to focus on a list of 
issues that had to be addressed, while at the same time the flexibility enabled each 
interview session to embark on those items in a suitable order, and allowed for 
other remarks to be made and accounts to be told. The questions for the semi­
structured interviews were open-ended and allowed the interviewee to elaborate 
on relevant points of interest using their own words rather than sticking to any 
imposed concepts or formulations (Denscombe 1998, 113; Fontana & Frey 1998; 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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Silverman 2000; Punch 1998). Furthermore, some traces of narrative, 'new 
paradigm' interviewing can be detected in the form of exchange that the interview 
developed into in its second part (Burman 1994, 52-53). 
In the field of research on conversational behaviour and participants' 
interpretations, open-ended questions have also been used in a study conducted by 
White (1989, 61) who compared Japanese and American English speaker's 
backchannelling behaviour in dyadic conversations and investigated the 
participants' subsequent satisfaction on how the conversation went. 
3. 2. 5. 2. Individual interviews of the participants 
In this section the actual procedure of the interviews will be explained. As it has 
been mentioned so far, the participants ofthe study were individually interviewed 
with a semi-structured plan, and these interviews were audio recorded and 
transcribed. The participants signed consent forms (for a sample, see Appendix 3). 
3. 2. 5. 3. Description of interviews 
The interviews took place in a small office where I was based at the time, except 
for one of the interviews which was held in a separate group study room at the 
university library. The interviews were audio recorded and subsequently 
transcribed. 
The interviewees were all asked the same set of major questions. However, I did 
not at any point restrain the interviewees from elaborating on any given issue. On 
the contrary, in such cases I frequently encouraged the interviewee to clarify or 
explain in more detail the issue in question. A free flow of ideas was preferred to 
restricting the interview with the set questions. The participants were interviewed 
after the recordings of the small group conversations. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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The first part of the open interview was semi-structured and it dealt with the 
participants' perceptions and interpretations of the small group sessions. The 
second part consisted of a more informal conversation occasioned by the 
participants filling in the second part of the informative questionnaire during the 
interview. 
The interviews of all of the participants were included in the analysis, not just of 
those who took part in the free conversations. The reason for this is that the 
second part of the interview enabled an access to insights far too important to be 
omitted from the analyses. This is also why there is variation in the questions 
asked from participants, due to some participants having taken part in different 
sets of sessions (see section 3.2.2 for a detailed description). 
The questions that were asked of those who participated in both the task-centered 
and the free conversations (F1, F2, B3 and B4) were largely as follows: 
1) Think about the task-oriented discussion. When entering the room, how did 
you feel about the setting and the situation! what was your first impression? 
2) How did you feel about the task? 
3) How did you feel about they way the discussion went as a whole? 
4) Do you think it would have been different ifit had been in English? 
5) What did you think about your own contribution? 
6) What did you think about the contribution of the others? 
7) Did you feel you were able to say all you wanted to say? 
8) Did you feel the others appreciated your contribution? 
9) How did you feel about the atmosphere during the conversation? 
10) If you think about the second, free conversation now, how was it In 
comparison to the first one? 
11) If you think of the way in which you participated in the two sessions, would 
you say there were any differences? 
12) Which conversation did you prefer? 
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Questions asked from the participants who only took part in the native group free 

conversations (F6, B8): 

I) When entering the room, how did you feel about the setting and the situation! 

what was your first impression? 
2) How did you feel about they way the discussion went as a whole? 
3) What did you think about your 0'0/11 contribution? 
4) What did you think about the contribution of the others? 
5) Did you feel you were able to say all you wanted to say? 
6) Did you feel the others appreciated your contribution? 
7) How did you feel about the atmosphere during the conversation? 
8) Did you ever feel you were cut off or interrupted? 
9) Are there any differences you can think of when talking with the English or 
the French people? 
The purpose of these questions was, first, to make the participants, in their mind's 
eye, move back to the situation(s) of the conversations that were recorded. 
Secondly, the intention was to make the participants evaluate the recorded 
discussion(s) as a whole and to relate their impressions of their own participation 
as well as that of the others. The first part of the interview also functioned as an 
incentive and a stepping stone towards the second part of the interview. If any 
other points came up during the interview, I asked the participants to elaborate on 
them or to clarify what they meant. Therefore none of the interviews proceeded in 
exactly identical ways, nor were the questions necessarily asked in the same order. 
After these sets of questions the interview proceeded into its second part during 
which I administered the sections II, III and IV of the questiormaire and asked the 
participants to fill them in while talking with me. The interviewee had not seen 
this part of the questiormaire before. This allowed for clarifications and 
explanations to be made on the spot. It further enhanced a more free flow of 
thoughts that surfaced subsequently in the remarks the participants made to me. 
With some participants, it ignited an enthusiastic conversation on several issues 
related to communication in a foreign language, including eye-contact, physical 
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proximity, and different ways of using interruptions, silences and pauses. In all 
cases, towards the end, the interview turned into a narrative style interview in 
which both the interviewee and I exchanged accounts of experiences and short 
narratives. 
The purpose of the second part of the questionnaire was to ask the participants to 
recollect and evaluate their past experiences in communicating in the respective 
foreign language and to compare their earlier competence and experience to the 
present day situation and competence they estimated to possess at the time of the 
interview. 
My role as the interviewer during the first part of the interview was that of a 

guide, the one who asked the questions. I had written down a list of the topic areas 

of which to talk about, and the list was placed so that the participants could see it 

as well. In the second part of the interview, especially towards the end of it, I 

ensued roles that the situation brought forward. Overall, during the second part, I 

. took on a much more informal role and the interview often turned into a free, 

narrative interview in which both I and the interviewee were relating accounts to 

each other and asking questions from each other. 
3. 2. 5. 4. Evaluation 
The interviews are assessed to have worked according to expectations, and even 
to have exceeded these expectations. After the initial stage of asking the 
interviewees questions about the way in which they experience the small group 
conversations they took part in, the sections II, III and IV of the questionnaire 
were administered. They functioned as a trigger for an informal interviewing style 
that turned into discussion and relating of narrative accounts by both the 
interviewees and myself. The insights accessed through the interviews were 
invaluable and essential to the whole of the analysis of the conversational data set. 
These insights will be discussed partly within the analysis of the overlaps and 
partly within the discussion of the coded categories in the interviews. 
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3. 3. Data analysis methods 
In this section the data analysis methods will be discussed. First, the management 
and analysis of the different parts of the data set will be explained. Then the 
discussion will move on to describing conversation analytical transcription 
conventions, grounded theory and the statistical procedures effected on the 
nominal data. 
The two mam sources of data, the recordings and the transcriptions of the 
interactions, as well as the interpretations and meanings the participants attribute 
to these interactions in their questionnaires and interviews, will be of equal value 
in the present study. The methods of transcribing will consist of CA techniques. 
Coding and counting the number and function of instances of overlaps will be 
effected. The qualitative analysis of the overlaps will look at the functions of these 
instances in the ongoing interaction. For the quantitative analysis, descriptive 
presentation of the data as frequencies of overlaps will be shown in tables and pie 
charts. The inferential statistics, chi square tests, will be run on the frequency of 
overlaps in each group in order to discover if there are any significant differences 
in the group patterns of overlaps. In addition, counts of words per tum will be 
carried out. 
As to the individual interviews and questionnaires, content analysis in the form of 
grounded method (Strauss 1987) will be applied accordingly. These multiple 
methods enable triangulation during the process of analysis, which will further 
enhance the process of reflection on the reliability of the analysis. (Flick 1998, 
229-230; Silverman 2000, 177.) 
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3. 3. 1. Conversation analysis 
3. 3. 1. 1. Transcribing audio recordings 
Du Bois et al. (1993,45) talk of discourse transcription (by discourse they refer to 
talk-in-interaction) and define it as "the process of creating a written 
representation of a speech event so as to make it accessible to discourse research". 
Edwards (1993, 20-22) discusses the principles of transcribing discourse and 
points out a relevant issue: the level of the unit of analysis is what should decide 
the choice of transcription model. That is to say, the level of analysis dictates the 
level of detail required of the transcript. In the present study, the focus being on 
overlaps of talk, the most important aspects for transcribing are those for precise 
description of overlaps. Furthermore, since it was not known exactly what the role 
of the other features of talk was going to be in relation to overlaps, a method was 
required that would account for the other prosodic features (intonation patterns, 
loudness, stress) and the tempo of the uttered speech. This is why CA 
transcription conventions were applied in the present study. 
Gumperz & Berenz (1993, 94) state that "transcription is an integral part of an 
overall process of interpretive analysis". Through the process of transcribing 
audio materials the researcher's view on the events within the analysed stretches 
of talk-in-interaction already starts taking shape. The visual and linear 
representation of something that intrinsically is not visual or linear has both 
advantages and disadvantages to it. The textual form of talk-in-interaction 
requires readings that continually trace back and forth the sequences in which the 
turns are situated (Silverman 2000, 131). The advantage of texts is that you can do 
this. However, the researcher must not neglect listening to the recordings even 
after the transcripts are complete. 
Textual form of talk-in-interaction that is originally and essentially audio-visual as 
well as spatially oriented necessarily loses out in the process of transcription (Ten 
Have 1999, 6; Hutchby & Wooffitt 1998, 73-74). Or, as Ashmore and Reed 
(2000, 37) have pointed out, in the process of re-reading and re-listening, the 
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nature of CA's objects are changed. The change happens in that in the first 
instance, the data is in audio form. The tape recordings are then carefully listened 
to as the data are transcribed, or brought into a readable form. In the second 
instance, therefore, the nature of data is in the written form, and these written 
transcripts are then checked against the backdrop of the tapes (Ashmore & Reed 
2000,37,40). 
Although Ashmore & Reed (2000) discuss this change from a critical point of 
view in epistemological terms, the practicality is that the transcripts can be 
improved by re-listening to the recordings, at the same time maintaining the 
original source of talk intact on the tapes, available for inspection at will. The 
analyses are effected on the transcripts, although CA purports that its main data 
nevertheless is composed of the actual recordings of talk (Butchby & Wooffitt 
1998,73-74). The extensive transcripts further ensure the investigation of broader 
sequences of turns from which examples and extracts are taken (Silverman 2000, 
149). 
3. 3. 1. 2. Conversation analysis: Transcription conventions 
Most of the conversation analytical transcribers use the system developed by Gail 
Jefferson (Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974; Jefferson 1989). The present study 
also acknowledges her transcription system, but it has to be pointed out that other 
sources have been equally used as a resource material for transcribing (Butchby & 
Wooffitt 1998; Ten Have 1999, etc.) and that the transcription conventions are 
applied to the needs of the present study. 
When reading transcripts, it has to be borne in mind that every single symbol and 
sign has a specific meaning, often different from its conventional, grammatical 
meaning. Reading transcripts is like reading a new language. 
Below I will discuss and exemplify the transcription conventions used in this 
study. 
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In the Jeffersonian system, capital letters are used for the increase of the volume 
of the voice and underlining is used for an emphatic utterance. In the present 
study, I have used capital letters to indicate emphatic stress, and have omitted the 
analysis of louder volume, as in practice, at times, I found it difficult to tell the 
difference between stress and increased volume. Otherwise, capital letters are still 
used for common nouns and names that require capital letters. 
(transcript example 1: emphatic stress) 
B4: my CHURCH is on the same road as the MOSque. 
Punctuation marks are not to be read as in conventional text. Full stops (.) indicate 
a normal, descending contour of intonation (as is usual in the sentence-final 
position), commas (,) indicate an ascending contour of intonation, colons (:) 
indicate a drawl of the previous sound, question marks (7) are used for a markedly 
ascending contour of intonation. A dash (-) indicates that the utterance intonation 
contour has been cut off and is often used by the speaker herself to mark a pause 
or the start of a new sentence. 
(transcript example 2: ascending intonation) 
B7: do ya know I'm doing a law module, 
B8: yeah, 
(transcript example 3: vowel drawl) 
B8: Monday is the: third. 
(transcript example 4: markedly ascending intonation) 
B7: Barton Le Clay? 
(transcript example 5: a cut-oflintonation) 
B8: I mean- AS a student you get a really distorted impression 
Other marks include equal signs (=) which stand for a markedly rapid 
continuation of utterance, or of a next turn; degree signs (0 0) indicate that the 
speech in between them is noticeably quieter than the surrounding speech; and 
square brackets ([ ]) stand for overlapping speech and mark the start and the end 
of it. 
(transcript example 6: rapid continuation a/talk, overlapping talk, quiet talk) 
B7: =and she went. there. to see like. what it was like for women living 
under the Taleb[ an.] 
B4: [Ooh:] God.o 
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Furthermore, carets (> <) indicate that the speech in between has been produced 
more rapidly than the surrounding speech, and stars (* *) indicate that the speaker 
noticeably has changed the tone of her voice when producing reported discourse 
or when imitating someone else. (A) is used to mark the guttural stop that the 
British English participants use in their speech. This feature of speech is not under 
focus in the present study. It stands rather as an extra remark made while 
transcribing the British English conversation. What happened was that at first the 
participants pronounced all the t's palatal, but switched into using the guttural 
stop after the initial phase. 
(transcript example 7: rapidly uttered talk, reported or imitated talk) 
84: 	 =>yeah that's the one was talking about actually< yH.eahH. 
87: 	 Nasty Nigel or someone that says (h) * WHY did you bother coming to the audition x, 
you are completely RU8bish* =like we HAVE got a teacher like that. 
(transcript example 8: guttural stop) 
84: 	 . =] actually live just outside there. And: even be"'er: uhm: my CHURCH is on the same 
road as the MOSque. 
Pauses have not been measured with technical equipment but rather as 
approximate beats of seconds (as would be experienced by the interactants, more 
or less) marked in brackets in the transcripts. 
(transcript example 9: pauses) 
84: 	 uhm: the thing about the NEWS is that it's all: (1) it's all thought constructed. 
88: 	 =it's propaganda. 
A small 'h' without a full stop in brackets (h) marks inhalation. Not all 
occurrences are transcribed, only the ones that are noticeably heard. 
(transcript example 10: marked inhalation) 
88: 	 =Othings like that and just- wow.o (h) BUT I'm eh: quite a: strong believer in: when your 
time's up, your time's up. 
A capital H with a full stops (H.) marks open and loud laughter. The amount of 
H's indicates the proportionate length of laughter. If the H's are written within a 
word, it means that the word has been uttered partly laughing or with marked 
exhalations in mid-word. Quiet laughter, often lips closed, is transcribed as 
(mH.mH.). 
(transcript example 1 J: laughter) 
B8: 	 H.[H.H.H.] 
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84: [1- I REA:lly like the town and I meet people who say- nH.ever] mH.ind. 
(transcript example J2: quiet laughter) 
88: 	 oJ thinkO that's inCREdible. mH.mH. (h) 
When I have not been sure about a word on the tape, I have used (Ion/xl) way of 
signalling that it is a guess or the closest sounding word. If a part of sentence is 
not audible or understandable at all on the tape, only x's are used. 
(transcript example J3: inaudible words) 
B8: they- they're worrying about like- I used to: 'cause where J- we lived earlier Ion Ixl 
Crawley Green last year, 
B8: =they [weren't gonna have me.RH.] 
B7: [ x x x] 
B4: [x x x] 
Finally, transcriber's comments that are essential for understanding the context 

have been typed in double parentheses. 

(transcript example 14: transcriber's comments) 

88: mhm. ((RUSTLING)) 
R5: so: 
B?: 	 Ox XO 
((rustling) (4) 
3. 3. 1. 3. Overlaps of talk under qualitative and quantitative focus 
It has been established that overlaps of talk, or turn overlaps, are the main focus of 
the present study. Through the above-presented transcription conventions the 
recordings of talk-in-interaction are rendered into analysable field texts (Clandinin 
& Connelly 1998, 165). It is via the transcripts only that the turn overlaps, among 
other phenomena in the talk, are analysable. Once the transcripts were complete, 
the thus produced texts were read through and listened through again, both on 
audio and video tapes. The qualitative analysis of overlap categories was effected 
through a meticulous turn-by-turn and sequence-by sequence reading of the texts. 
As discussed in the Literature Review, the coding parameters were drawn from 
the literature and my previous research (Kohonen 2000). The basis for the coding 
of different categories was founded in the way in which the interactants reacted to 
each other's turns at talk in the ongoing talk-in-interaction. Therefore, in the first 
instance, the analysis was based on conversation analytical methods. 
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In the second instance, the coded texts were re-read, and this time the focus of 
analysis was on discovering the roles taken on by the participants in the 
interaction. Also the situational context and setting variables were taken into 
account at this stage. Various relationships between the roles and the produced 
overlaps of talk were thus discovered. These will be discussed in the Data 
Analysis chapter 4. 
In terms of descriptive statistics, addressing the criticism of CA generalising 
based on too few examples (Roger & Bull 1989), the coded overlaps are also 
presented in pie charts by their frequencies in percentages. Following in the 
footsteps of Dunne & Ng (1994), the coded overlaps are also tested with 
inferential statistics in cross-tabulations and chi-square tests in order to establish 
whether in quantitative terms there is a relationship between the different forms of 
overlap and the group settings in which they occurred. (Sekaran 2000, 395, 401­
404; Bryman & Cramer 1994, 159-164.) Data Analysis chapter 4 will present 
these statistics. 
3. 3. 2. Grounded theory 
Grounded theory or grounded method (Strauss 1987) is used as a method for 
discovering a progressive build-up of patterns of behaviour, pertinent themes and 
categories as used by the participants. The inquiry is opened up by meticulous 
readings of the analysed texts, which in the present case are the transcripts of 
interviews, as well as the questionnaire sections in which the respondents 
produced their own wordings for their experiences. Open coding is effected in the 
first instance through the line by line reading (Strauss 1987,28-29). The aim is to 
look for in-vivo codes, codes used by the participants themselves, and to give 
provisional names to the categories of codes. Hypotheses are made on the 
possibly relevant conditions and consequences of the various codes (Strauss 1987, 
160). 
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In the second instance the aim is to move on to dimensions that sum up those 
relevant themes (Strauss 1987, 30). Axial coding, or intense coding around one 
category at a time, is accomplished after open coding with the purpose of 
establishing the pertinence of the theme in the data (Strauss 1987, 32). The aim is 
not only to isolate and name categories, but to find relationships, dimensions, 
conditions, consequences and interactions between them. With axial coding, the 
relationships between and among categories and their properties become apparent 
and conceptually dense (Strauss 1987, 35, 154). 
At the final stage, selective coding is used for the in-depth coding of what are 
assumed to be the core categories (Strauss 1987, 33). A core category integrates 
the theory (Strauss 1987, 35) and is pertinent to all of the categories. A main 
theme is what is also a main concern for the participants in the setting (ibid.). 
The interviews were analysed using content analysis in the form of grounded 
theory (Strauss 1987). It focuses on the categories and concepts used by the 
participants themselves in their discourse. These categories were discovered 
through grounded method analyses on both the questionnaires and the interviews. 
The results of the analyses of the interviews and of the questionnaires will be 
discussed in the Data Analysis chapter 5. 
3. 4. Conclusion 
Skoldberg & Alvesson (2000, 288) argue that "the decisive quality in qualitative 
research is not the way its different components are managed. Rather, what 
primarily determines its value is the awareness of the various interpretive 
dimensions at several different levels, and the ability to handle these reflexively". 
In the present methodology chapter, it has been established that investigating the 
complex reality of "being-in-the-world" (Rogers et al. 1995) requires adaptation 
of multiple methods. It was argued furthermore that the present study, being a 
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qualitative case study oftalk-in-interaction, justifies and even demands the use of 
multiple methods, as well as reflexivity. 
The data collection and data analysis methods were defined and described in 
detail. The respondents of the study were introduced and the designs of the small 
group conversations, questionnaires and interviews were presented and discussed. 
The aim of the Methodology chapter to clearly define and present in a transparent 
manner the data collection, the sampling of participants, the selection of the 
analysed data set, as well as the methodological framework informing the data 
analyses was therefore met. In the following two chapters, the data analysis itself 
will be presented and discussed. 
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4. Data Analysis and Discussion: Overlaps of Talk 
4. 1. Introductory remarks to data analysis and discussion 
In this chapter, the data analysis of the conversational data will be presented and 
discussed. Section 4.2 will introduce and summarise the results. In section 4.3, the 
overlap categories will be defined and the relevant literature will be overviewed. 
In section 4.4, the conversational data set will be presented using descriptive 
statistics. In section 4.5, the results of the analysis of the conversational data set 
will be presented alongside examples of overlaps that will be discussed. Section 
4.6 will show inferential statistics run on the overlap data in the form of chi square 
tests. Section 4.7 will discuss and conclude the analysis of the overlaps. 
In chapter 5, the second part of the Data Analysis and Discussion, the analysis of 
the questionnaires and the interviews will be in focus. 
During the discussions of the analyses, some references to literature will be 
recapitulated from the literature review chapter. However, some new references 
that are more relevant to the present discussion will be introduced in the present 
chapter. 
4. 2. Analysis of the conversations 
In this section, an overview of the conversational data set and its results will be 
presented. Then the discussion will move on to description of the created 
categories of overlaps. The definitions of the categories will be followed by an 
overall summary of the results and the discussion of the analysis. This overall 
discussion is aimed to create a global picture of the analysed conversational data 
set, which is further purposed to aid in the interpretation of the analysis of the 
separate groups that will be presented subsequently. First, the overview of the 
conversational data set is introduced. 
1 1 1 
From the transcribed and selected sets of data speech, overlaps of talk are coded 
and analysed. These sets of transcripts consist of approximately 4500 lines of 
transcripts, 1500 per conversation. Contrary to the stance of De Gaulmyn (1987) 
and Dunne & N g (1994) among others, the turns are counted so that each instance 
of an uttered turn, an unfinished turn-beginning, a cut off turn-ending, feedback 
and laughter is counted as an individual turn. This is because the view of the 
present study is that all of the uttered turns are interactively significant for the 
participants; all of them are brought to the shared arena of talk-in-interaction; and 
all of them are noticed by the participants in that particular sequence of 
interaction. Contrary to this stance of the present study, De Gaulmyn 
differentiated between "proper turns" and interjections or feedback (1987, 204, 
210). Also Dunne & N g (1994, 50) excluded backchannel responses and 
simultaneous onsets from other simultaneous speech. 
In the analysed transcripts of the present inquiry, the total number of turns of 
speech in all the groups is 3212, of which 1159, or about 36.08%, are produced in 
overlap. Therefore, more than a third of all turns in the conversational data set of 
the present inquiry are produced in overlap. The individual group percentages for 
overlapping speech are as follows: in the Native French (NF) group, 36.01% of all 
turns overlapped; in the Native British English (NBE) group, 45.22% of all turns 
overlapped; and in the Mixed group (FBE), 29.16% of all turns overlapped. It can 
be seen that number of overlapped turns is greatest in the NBE group, with close 
to a 10% difference to the NF group, and the lowest percentage of overlaps is in 
the Mixed group. In the detailed discussion on the separate groups the possible 
reasons for this will be considered. This result is therefore contrary to the original 
hypothesis that the NF group would have more overlaps than the NBE group. 
However, if one follows the model of De Gaulmyn (1987) and Dunne & Ng 
(1994) and excludes feedback from the overlap counts, the difference between the 
two native groups decreases to just 2.68%, with the NF group at 22.54% 
overlapped turns, NBE at 25.22% overlapped turns, and FBE 17.53% overlapped 
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turns. Further discussion will follow in the section on discussion of overlaps. In 
both cases, the Mixed group has the lowest percentage of overlaps. 
Average turn lengths are, in the native NBE group, 11.50 words per turn; in the 
NF group, 8.23 words per turn; and in the Mixed group, 8.70 words per turn. For 
the NBE group, this results in the overall turn count being far less in figures than 
in the two other groups (880 against 1152 and 1180). This renders relevant the 
consideration of tempo and rhythm of talk and the participants' perceptions of 
them. In the Native French and the Mixed group conversations the turn sizes and 
lengths are shorter and the tempo of turn allocation is quicker than in the native 
British English one. The French conversation style in terms of tempo of speech 
seems to be the dominant one in the Mixed group conversation. This is probably 
partly due to the fact that the Mixed group consists of one native English speaker 
and two native French speakers. Other factors will be discussed later in the 
discussion of the overlaps analysis. The analysis of the interviews will further 
shed light on the matter through the participants' perceptions of tempo in talk. 
4. 3. Overlap categories 
The following eight qualitative categories of overlaps are created, including the 
category of Other for uncertain or inaudible instances of overlaps. These 
categories are adapted from and elaborated based on my previous study on 
overlaps (Kohonen 2000).1 They are presented and defined here in the order of 
their frequency in the currently analysed data set, except for the category of Other. 
J The data for my MA Thesis consisted of three sequences of conversations in French by three 
participants of which two were French (one male and one female) and one was a Finn female. 
Those conversations are a part of the Corpus of Spoken French at the University of Jyvaskylii in 
Finland. As the stretches of conversations were shorter, the analysed overlaps were significantly 
fewer in numbers (422) than in the present study. Furthermore, due to the nature of the data 
available in that Corpus, it was not possible to make any comparisons between the French and the 
Finns. 
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4. 3. 1. Overlaps as Feedback 
Backchannel or feedback tokens display the message that the one generating them 
is paying attention to what the current speaker is saying. This phenomenon, in 
terms of interaction, has been called "backchannel" (See Murray 1985; Talbot 
1992; White 1989; Yngve 1970). It has also been referred to as "minimal 
responses" (Coates 1989, 90), "response tokens" (Czyzewski 1995, 74), and 
"continuers" (Schegloff 2000, 5). Backchannel is not engaged in by the current 
speaker but by the recipient of the talk. According to its name, it provides 
interactional feedback to the floor holder. Thus it reconfirms the roles which the 
speaker and the listener are construing interactively, namely, those of a speaker 
and a listener in different relationships to each other. 
In the present study, I call backchannel features feedback. This is due to the 
adopted view that the word "backchannel", although very appropriately implying 
that the produced speech is not competing for the main floor of talk, has a 
connotation of not being as important as the talk it backs up. The word "feedback" 
on the other hand suggests the function of the produced "backchannel" as 
feedback to the main floor holder. The category of feedback in the present study 
consists of short utterances that can either be composed of verbal or vocal 
elements. Verbal elements include such as oh, right, well, you know, really, no 
and in French, ah bon, ben, voila, eh bien, oui/ ouais, non and so on. Vocal 
elements can include anything from mhm or mm to aaa, 000, and so on. 
Elsewhere, feedback tokens in native - nonnative (NS-NNS) discourse have been 
studied by others, for example, by Pennington and Doi (1993) and by White 
(1989), both concentrating on American English and Japanese speakers. The aim 
of these studies has been to compare and contrast the use of backchannelled 
discourse markers in NS - NNS discourse (Pennington & Doi 1993; White 1989) 
and the interpretations that the participants make of their co-participants based on 
their use of back channel (White 1989). 
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The present study, however, does not aim to analyse the uses of feedback tokens 
in other ways than when produced in over lapping talk. Although, in the present 
study, the analysed discourse occurs in NS-NNS setting in the Mixed group, and 
in NS setting in the NF and NBE groups, the aim has not been to compare and 
contrast NS-NNS uses of feedback markers in these groups. Rather, the aim has 
been to discover, firstly, the amount of feedback produced in each group, and 
secondly, how the participants construing talk-in-interaction in each of these 
groups have used those feedback tokens in overlapping each other's talk. The 
focus on overlaps stems therefore from the interest in the overall function of the 
overlaps in the ongoing interaction. 
A common function of Feedback is not to indicate a desire for tum transition but 
to show interest in the ongoing talk and to display participation in the interaction 
(Coates 1989; White 1989; Tannen 1983). Its role is to create and to enforce the 
relationship between the participants and to facilitate the interaction (Coates 1989; 
Tannen 1983). Feedback occurs at TRPs since the meaning of the ongoing tum 
has to be understood by the co-participants before any feedback can be uttered. 
However, the reason for not classifying these overlaps into the next discussed 
category, Overlaps at TRPs, is based on the function of the overlap as well as on 
what happens after it in the interaction sequence. For the class of feedback 
overlaps, the main speaker does not change, as the feedback is uttered by a person 
remaining in a listenership role. On the contrary, for the class of overlaps at TRPs, 
the main tum and the floor holder changes. 
4. 3. 2. Overlaps at Transition Relevance Places (TRP) 
A Transition Relevance Place (Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974) and its 
projected closeness, i.e. inferences made on the possible ending of the turn by co­
participants, convey to the co-locutors that the current speaker is about to end his 
or her turn, and that the co-participants can begin theirs even with a slight overlap 
of turns. This tendency to begin a tum with a slight overlap is such an automated 
and spontaneous practice that in general interactants are not aware of its 
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functioning. In fact, overlaps at TRPs are such a natural part of talking that they 
are not necessarily even considered as overlaps in everyday conversations. 
Schegloff (2000, 5) calls this type of overlaps "terminal overlaps" and also 
affirms that participants do not treat them as problematic in the sequence of 
interaction. On the contrary, their absence and the resulting silences between turns 
might be noticed and could be treated as problematic or as a source of 
awkwardness by some, whereas by others, pauses and silences are required or are 
displayed as longer ones (e.g. Lehtonen & Sajavaara 1982). On the other hand, 
Scollon (1981, 338), for example, discussed how, in his study, the ample use of 
pauses and silences by some participants was perceived as coldness by their co­
participants. The latter was also the case with the French participants of the 
present study. The French participants' views on the awkwardness of pausing will 
be discussed in the analysis of the interviews. 
TRPs are a natural place for the occurrence of overlaps. This is due to the fact that 
for the co-participants in listenership roles, it is at a TRP that the ongoing turn 
reaches its informational or communicative purpose as in Tum Constructional 
Units (TeUs) (Sack, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974; Schegloff 2000). Therefore, 
overlaps related to TRP are the short overlaps that occur when the current speaker 
projects a TRP, or rather, when one or more interlocutors perceive or make 
inferences on a TRP in the ongoing turn and initiate their own turn(s) with a brief 
overlap of speech (Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974; Schegloff 2000). Thus, in 
comparison to the category of overlaps as Feedback, the overlaps at TRP incur a 
change of speaker. 
4. 3. 3. Overlaps as Simultaneous onsets 
Simultaneous onsets are occurrences of two or more participants trying to take 
their turns at the same time, after the previous speaker has finished or is about to 
finish his or her current turn. Frequently only one of the interlocutors will be 
continuing the turn and accomplishing it, as the others drop out. Sacks, Schegloff 
& Jefferson (1974) formulated a rule according to which only one speaker talks at 
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a time. They argued that overlapped speech is treated as problematic by 
participants in talk-in-interaction. Even Schegloff (2000, 4) in his later revision of 
the notion of overlap claims that "[aJll that is wanted for and by the organization 
of the interaction is that the overlap should stop".2 However, in the light of other 
research (e.g. Coates 1989) and the present study, overlapping of talk seems to be 
the rule rather than the breach of a rule. 
Simultaneous onsets, again, occur at TRP. The turn that is perceived available is 
seized by two or more contestants. Simultaneous onsets are created by the 
interactants as they display conformity to the above-mentioned rule of ceding the 
floor, realising that they are engaging in simultaneously uttered speech. Therefore, 
after having realised the overlapping of turns, one participant cedes the floor to 
the other. However, when the ceding does not take place, the simultaneous onsets 
turn into simultaneous turns. 
4. 3. 4. Overlaps of Laughter 
Laughter can have several functions in interaction. It can bring the interactants 
into closer alignment with each other if they are joining in as equal participants in 
the laughing sequence. Furthermore, one interactant can start laughing alone, and 
others may join in, thus exhibiting mutual understanding and creating closeness as 
well as strengthening group identity and in-group membership. This consequently 
establishes or reinforces a relationship or an alignment between the participants. 
Laughter can be also used to impart a less serious attitude towards the previous or 
the following turns (Ellis 1997; 2002). 
In turn-taking terms, laughter frequently occurs at TRP. This is quite natural as it 
is at TRP that the communicative purpose, or the Turn Constructional Unit (TeU), 
of the ongoing turn is reached. Schegloff (2000, 6) defines laughter in the overlap 
group as "choral" in character and constituting a non-problematic overlap for the 
2 Schegloff's (2000) definition of overlap, however, excluded non-problematic overlaps such as 
feedback, terminal overlaps and collaborative constructions. 
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interactants. Laughter intuitively seems to be a phenomenon of a relaxed setting 
rather than of a more formal one, thus being relatively common in the recorded 
free conversations. However, sometimes laughter can point towards uncertainties 
in the ongoing talk. It can further function as a display of discomfort or of 
embarrassment covered by the laughter. It can also be used to cover somebody 
else's embarrassment and therefore function as face work (Brown & Levinson 
1978). Apart from all above-mentioned functions I have additionally identified 
another function of laughter in the current data set. This is the participants' use of 
laughter to signal turn-transition: laughter is used as a transitional filler. 
4. 3. 5. Overlaps as Simultaneous turns 
In contrast to Simultaneous onsets, in an occurrence of simultaneously 
accomplished turns none of the co-Iocutors will relinquish the floor but will 
instead keep on talking until the end of their turns. Wieland (1991, 103,105) 
claims that such simultaneous accomplishment of turns is a frequent phenomenon 
in French, and according to her study, it contravenes the American style of 
communication. Kerbrat-Orecchioni (1996, 72) states that the tolerance of 
overlaps is high in a French communication style.) Such phenomena have also 
been studied by Erickson (1981) who in his inquiry into multi-party dinner table 
conversations among Italian-Americans concluded that simultaneous turns can be 
managed by the participants through operating in the conversation simultaneously 
on multiple floors. 
As mentioned earlier, Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson (1974) observed how 
interactants appeared to prefer not to be talking simultaneously. Schegloff (2000, 
4) argued that the aim of the turn-taking organisation is to enable a quick end to 
any overlaps that are perceived as problematic. Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 
(1974) concluded from cases in their data that when such situations occurred, the 
suitable reaction seemed to have been to cede the floor to just one person while 
3 I am using an indefinite article instead of a definite one in order not to imply that there would 
exist a single type of French communication style. 
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the others dropped out, thus creating simultaneous onsets instead of simultaneous 
turns. This observation, as mentioned above, has not been confirmed in the studies 
of Coates (1989), Wieland (1991), and Kerbrat-Orecchioni (1996) among others, 
nor is it confirmed by the present study. This will be shown in the small numbers 
of simultaneous onsets in comparison with other collaborative overlaps of turns. 
4. 3. 6. Overlaps as Joint construction 
Joint construction refers here to the joint completion of the ends of turns. There 
seem to be two kinds of functions of joint construction. First, the listening party 
may be able to infer what the current speaker is about to say and joins in to 
complete the turn, rather than to compete over the next available tum. Joint 
completions can further signal involvement and interest of the party who is 
producing them. Therefore, they can be counted as a form of non-problematic 
overlap, as defined by Schegloff (2000, 6). Schegloff (2000) has described 
collaborative utterance constructions as overlaps that give a conditional access to 
the turn. 
On the other hand, joint constructions or completions can also be performed by 
the co-participants in case they perceive that the speaker has trouble finishing his 
or her turn. The speaker may start producing drawls, repetitions and pauses that 
will convey difficulties in finishing the turn and thus signals to other participants 
that they may step in to help in the completion of the turn, such as the case of a 
word search (Schegloff 2000, 6). 
4.3. 7. Overlaps as Interruptions 
As discussed in the Literature Review, the analysis of interruptions can be 
approached from the analyst's point of view and from the participant's point of 
view. From the analyst's point of view, interruptions can be coded when an 
utterance infringes the sequential progression. Therefore in this part of the 
analysis, an intelTuption is an observable situation in the particular sequence of 
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interaction. The current speaker has started his or her turn as a second person 
speaking through an audible overlap or a pause (i.e. an Interjacent Onset, 
interruption without audible overlap, Lerner 1989, 170), thus interrupting a 
previous speaker. Other categories of overlaps are separated from interruptions, 
i.e. overlaps at TRP, feedback, sequences of interaction with simultaneous onsets, 
and simultaneous turns. 
Secondly, interruptions can be approached from the participants' point of view. 
This perspective is based on observations of the speaker's rights and of the 
sequential progression as performed by the participants. Wieland (1991) 
investigated participants' perceptions of interruptions by interviewing them and 
showing them extracts of the transcripts of the conversations they took part in. 
Her participants were asked to explain how they had experienced those particular 
overlaps or interruptions. In the present study, the decision was to rather conduct 
the interviews within a week from the recording of the conversations than to let 
time lapse during the transcribing of the conversations. Therefore the participants 
were not shown any detailed excerpts of transcripts to comment on. Instead, a 
more general approach was adopted, asking the participants to define an 
interruption and to relate personal experiences of interruptions. These will be 
discussed in chapter 5. 
4.3.8. Other 
When analysing a phenomenon as complex as interaction and turn-taking 
specifically, it is evident that one will come across cases of overlaps that do not, 
to the analyst, seem to "make sense" in the sequence they are in.4 Or, even if they 
do make sense in the contextual sequence, the characteristics of the categories 
might not be clearly manifested in them, thus making it difficult to code those 
particular overlaps. Another frequent reason for not being able to code some 
overlaps was that they were inaudible on the recordings. 
4 Even if the analyst does not understand all the overlaps, it does not mean that the participants 
would not have understood them in the unfolding interaction. 
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Moreover, in some cases, overlaps do indeed seem, at first, to fit the descriptions 
of more than one category at the same time. According to CAprinciples, what 
should count most in the analysis of such cases is the immediate context of the 
prior and subsequent turns (e.g. Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974; Schegloff 
2000). Other researchers have emphasised taking into account the participants' 
perceptions rather than carrying out the analysis purely on a structural basis (e.g. 
Bennett 1981). In the present study the most important factor has been to endorse 
the turn sequence based analysis of the turn as in how the participants themselves 
react to any particular turns in the course of the following interactional sequence. 
However, if this analysis has not provided any clearer answer, the particular 
overlap has been assigned to the category of Other. 
4. 3. 9. Concluding remarks 
This section has established the overlap categories and presented their definitions 
with reference to the relevant literature. Seven categories of overlaps were 
introduced, and additionally the category of Other that consists of uncertain and 
inaudible cases. Next, the conversational data will be overviewed before 
proceeding into the discussion of the analysis of the overlaps. 
4.4.Pr~entingtheconvenationaldata 
In this section, an overall picture of the obtained conversational data and of its 
transcription procedures are introduced. 
The transcription was effected as follows. The conversations were transcribed in 
two parts. In the first place, approximately 30 minutes or 1000 lines from the start 
of each recording onwards was transcribed. These stretches of data consist 
therefore of the moments in which the actual recordings were started, of some 
introductory words on my behalf, of me giving the floor to the participants, of the 
start of their discussion and its continuation. Secondly, other stretches of data 
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were transcribed, namely, approximately 15 minutes or 500 lines of the ends of 
each recording. The endings of the conversations are marked by the end of the 
tape rather than by a closure in the conversation itself. The total transcribing 
corresponds to 126 minutes and 25 seconds (2h 6min 25sec) of the recorded 
conversations which are altogether approximately four and a half hours long. In 
transcriptions the analysed conversations comprise 91 pages. The transcriptions, 
once finished, were read through and re-listened to on the audio as well as on the 
video tapes. The video recordings function only in a back-up role in the present 
study, as discussed in the Methodology chapter. 
White (1989, 62) has pointed out that analysing extracts from the beginning and 
the end of a conversation can be problematic. However, her point of reference was 
dyadic conversations between participants who did not know each other in 
advance. In the present study, there are three reasons as to why choosing stretches 
of talk starting at the beginnings and finishing with the ends does not impose 
problematic instances for analysis. First of all, most of the participants knew each 
other prior to the recorded sessions, except for B8 in the NBE conversation. 
Nevertheless, the informality of the situation combined with the fact that B4 and 
B7 know each other and work to accommodate B8 results in her eased entry to the 
group. 
Secondly, the first 30 minutes of each conversation consist of more than just "the 
beginnings". It can be observed that about five minutes into the conversations the 
participants reach a relaxed fluency that is manifested in a smooth thematic 
progression and in the increase of overlapped turns. Thirdly, in the recording 
sessions for the present study, the participants did not actually know when exactly 
the recording was going to end. This can be clearly seen in the actual ends of the 
conversations which are prompted by the fact that the tape ends, rather than by a 
lack of topics to talk about, or by any closing sequence within the conversations. 
Furthermore, the fact that the transcribed and analysed sections are separate from 
each other (the first 30 minutes and the last 15 minutes) and also have a time lapse 
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of about 45 minutes in between them, provides a testing point to the consistency 
of the turn-taking behaviour engaged in by the individual participants. Moreover, 
using the last 15 minutes in addition to the first 30 minutes enables a conclusion 
to be drawn on the possibility of interference of the recording equipment to the 
communicative behaviour of the participants. On the whole, the participants seem 
to enter into a relaxed and fluent interaction within five minutes from the start of 
the recording. This can be observed, as mentioned above, in the form of non-stop 
thematic progression in the conversations as well as in the increase of overlapped 
turns. Furthermore, participants F2 and B8 mention in their interviews that the 
way in which the recording equipment was placed in the room, and the way I did 
not place myself behind the camera, worked to create a relaxed setting and 
enabled them to forget that they were being recorded5. 
In addition, analysing lengthy extracts from the beginning and the end proves 
especially important in the case of the Mixed group interaction during which 
English and French are being switched to and from. In the Mixed group recording, 
the first 30 minutes are largely in French, whereas the last 15 minutes are in 
English. Analysing data from the conversation in both French and English 
provides meaningful insights into the communicative behaviour of the 
participants, especially B4, the native British English participant who in the 
interview reports her French skills being not as good as she would have hoped 
them to be.6 The amount of B4' s input as turns of speech is dramatically lower in 
the French speaking stretch of the conversation, during which only 17.9% of the 
turns are hers, compared to 31.3% when the language used in the same 
conversation was English. The latter percentage corresponds to her proportion of 
turns in the NBE conversation. 
Table 4 below shows the percentages of the input in the number ofturns taken per 
participant in each of the analysed conversations. Other fluctuations in the 
numbers between the first 30 minutes and the last 15 minutes can be explained by 
5 F21. 584-620, B81. 119-121 
6 B4 I. 132,293-295, 442-443 
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situational reasons. For example, in the NF conversation, the input of Fl 
decreases towards the end, due to the fact that she seems to be rather tired by the 
end of the conversation. F2, on the other hand, is eating for a while during the first 
30 minutes of the same NF conversation, which influences her input in the 
conversation. F2, in the FBE conversation, talks about 10% less in the final 15 
minutes. In her own interview, she states that she would speak less in English than 
in French. The last 15 minutes of the NBE group conversation are indeed in 
English. 
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Table 4. Participation input in percentages oftums taken 
NF NBE I FBE 
% Beg. End Total Beg. End Total Beg. End Total 
Fl 41.7 27.3 36.9 - - - 40.3 40.3 40.3 
F2 20.7 36 25.8 - - - 33.9 23.6 30.5 
F6 35.9 36.6 36.1 - - - - - -
B4 - - - 27.6 32 29.3 17.9 31.3 22.3 
B7 - - - 28.2 22.4 26 - - -
B8 - - - 34.2 45.5 38.5 - - -
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This section has presented an overall picture of the recording sessions and the 
amount and some of the characteristics of the data that was obtained. The 
discussion will now proceed to describe the overall results of the analysis so as to 
present an overview of the totality of the analysed overlaps. More detailed 
descriptions and cases of examples will be discussed subsequently. 
4. 4. 1. The totality of the overlaps 
In what follows, first of all, the totality of the analysed overlaps in the data set will 
be discussed. In the second instance, the results of the separate groups will be 
presented and interpreted in light of the total figures. 
The seven categories of overlaps in the present study can be regrouped into three 
sub-categories based on their function in the interaction. First, overlaps related to 
conveying the collaborative activity that talk-in-interaction is (Feedback, Joint 
construction, Simultaneous turns, Laughter on some occasions); secondly, 
overlaps related to natural speaker changes (TRP, Laughter on some occasions); 
and thirdly, overlaps related to negotiation of speakership (Simultaneous onsets, 
Interruptions). The majority of all overlaps are collaborative and they display the 
joint responsibility of construing talk-in-interaction. 
As to the discussion of overlap categories between the three groups (NF, NBE and 
the Mixed group), it is established that the NBE group has most overlaps at 
45.22%, whereas the NF group has 36.01 % and the Mixed group has only 29.16% 
of the turns overlapped. The structuring of the overlaps differs slightly in that the 
NBE group has the largest category of Feedback, whereas the NF group has 
slightly more TRP overlaps and the Mixed group has slightly more Simultaneous 
onsets compared to the others groups. Mixed group also has the fewest overlaps 
among the three groups. 
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The average of the three conversations for the collaborative overlaps (Feedback, 
Joint construction, Simultaneous turns, Laughter on some occasions) is 46.7%. 
The second largest category is the overlaps related to natural speaker changes 
(TRP, Laughter on some occasions), with the average of 33.9%. Overlaps 
associated with the negotiation of speakership (Simultaneous onsets, 
Interruptions) have the average of only 11.21 %, of which possible Interruptions 
constitute just 1.63%. All in all, 91.8% of all the overlaps in the three 
conversations are accounted for, leaving only about 8.19% of the turns remaining 
in the category of Other. Figure 1 and Table 5 below show the average of the 
three groups of all overlaps in frequencies of each overlap category. 
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Figure 1. Average of all total overlaps 
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Table 5. 

The frequency of different categories of overlaps of talk in the three groups. 

Groups 
Overlaps of talk NF NBE FBE 
Feedback 37.40% 44.22% 39.90% 
TRP 35.00 24.87 31.80 
Simultaneous onsets 8.70 9.00 11.30 
Laughter 4.00 9.54 6.50 
Simultaneous turns 0.70 1.50 0.90 
Joint construction 2.50 2.26 0.60 
Interruption 1.17 2.26 1.00 
Other 10.58 6.28 7.40 
~100.00% ~100.00% ~100.00% 
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4. 4. 2. Overlaps in the separate groups 
Now the discussion will proceed into discussing in detail the overlaps in the 
separate groups. The Figures are shown below the discussion. In contrast to the 
numbers in Table 5 above, the Figures present the percentages rounded to the 
nearest full percentage. Instead of referring to these rounded percentages, it is 
regarded of importance to present the percentages with decimals in Table 5 above 
and also elsewhere in the conclusions. 
First, taking a look at the NF group, in Figure 4 on total overlaps, the amounts of 
TRP and Feedback are close to equal: TRP are at 35% and Feedback at 36%. In 
Figures 2 and 3 comparing the two extracts of the conversations, note the levelling 
between overlaps at TRP and as Feedback. What can be seen in these percentages 
of the first 30 and the last 15 minutes is that the frequency of overlaps at TRP 
increases and overlaps as Feedback decreases proportionately as the conversation 
progresses. Furthermore, the number of Joint constructions averages 3% in Figure 
4 on the total overlaps after increasing from 1 % to 6% between the two extracts. 
Laughter has a total of 4% in the final count, in Figure 4, and in Figures 2 and 3 it 
can be seen that it increases slightly as the conversation progresses. 
The number of Simultaneous onsets remains practically the same, with only an 
increase of 1 %, from 8% to 9% as the conversation carries on. Interruptions hold 
on to the same percentage throughout, 1 %. The instances of overlap classified in 
the category of Other decreases from 15% to 11 % between the two stretches of 
talk, which further validates the analysis. 
Secondly, looking at the NBE group, as shown in Figures 5, 6 and 7, the analysis 
of the two stretches of talk provides support for the point that the NBE group, in 
this study, produces and uses the largest amount of Feedback. At 44%, it remains 
the largest individual category in the whole of the conversational data set. 
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Overlaps at TRP average 25% in the total, as shown in Figure 7, after increasing 
from 24% to 27% between the two extracts, as shown in Figures 5 and 6. 
Simultaneous turns are at 2% in the total count, having a slight increase from 1% 
to 3% as the conversation progresses. Furthermore, Laughter remains a prominent , ~r.
· .. 
factor within the overlaps, at 10% in the total, increasing from 8% to 12% 
"..between the two extracts. Joint constructions are 2% in the total count after a I ,­
" 
decrease from 3% to 1%. The category of Other decreases from 8% to 6% in the 
·· '. 
total amount of overlaps. 
· ;; 
'11 
" 
The proportionate amount of Interruptions increases slightly from 2% to 3% 
between the two analysed stretches of the conversation, giving an average of 2% 
in Figure 7. The percentage of Simultaneous onsets remains the same, at 9%. 
Finally, looking at Figures 8, 9 and 10 for the Mixed group, the most significant 
difference seems to lie within the levelling of the gap between overlaps at TRP 
and as Feedback. As shown in Figure 10, the total counts of Feedback and TRP 
overlaps stand at 40% and 32%. In the analysis of the first stretch of talk, shown 
in Figure 8, the percentages stand at 27% and 42% respectively, whereas in the 
analysis of the final 15 minutes, as shown by Figure 9, TRPs increase to 43% and 
Feedback decreases to 35%. Simultaneous onsets have 11 % in the total count and 
are the largest category of simultaneous onsets. They decrease from 12% to 9% as 
the conversation progresses. Simultaneous turns, which are non-existent in the 
first 30 minutes of the conversation, emerge with 3% in the last 15 minutes, and 
give a total of 1% in the total overlaps, as can be seen in Figures 8, 9 and 10. Joint 
constructions do the same by 2% in the last 15 minutes, equalling a total of 1% in 
the final count in Figure 10. Laughter remains practically the same throughout, 
with 7% in Figure 10. 
The category of Other in the Mixed group decreases from 10% to 7% between the 
first 30 minutes and the total overlaps. Interruptions proportionately decrease 
from 2% to 1%. However, what seems relatively interesting is that the largest 
amount ofSimultaneous onsets within the three groups is still in the Mixed group. 
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In the first 30 minutes it is at 12%, and in the final 15 minutes it comes down to 
9%, and is in the total count, in Figure 10, 11 %. This decrease seems suggestive 
of the fact that some fluency is established in the allocation of speakership roles 
and the carrying out of speaker changes during the conversation. 
Moreover, the emerging of simultaneous turns and joint construction in the final 
15 minutes also speaks for the possibility of establishing fluency and for the effort 
put into the joint activity in the Mixed group's interaction. Nevertheless, the 
Mixed group has the lowest percentages of overlaps as a whole among the three 
groups studied. 
As to the discussion of overlap categories between the three groups (NF, NBE and 
the Mixed group), it was established earlier that the NBE group has most overlaps 
at 45.22% whereas the NF group has 36.01% and the Mixed group only 29.16% 
of the turns overlapped. The structuring of the overlaps differs slightly in that the 
NBE group has the largest category of Feedback, whereas the NF group has 
slightly more TRP overlaps and the Mixed group has slightly more Simultaneous 
onsets compared to the other groups. 
Table 6 below, comparing the total numbers of overlaps of talk between the first 
30 minutes of each conversation to the final 15 minutes, shows that some changes 
occur, of which the most substantial appear to take place in the NBE and the 
Mixed group. In the NBE group, the number of overlaps decreases towards the 
end of the conversation, from 47.80% to 41.01 %. A similar kind of decrease is 
observed in the Mixed group, from 31.10% to 26.25% between the first 30 
minutes and the last 15 minutes of the conversation. 
For the NBE group, some of this decrease may derive from the fact that B8 did 
not know B4 or B 7 before meeting them at the recording session. It will be 
concluded later that overlaps of talk seem to be related to establishing in-group 
membership. This increased percentage at the beginning of the NBE conversation 
would therefore also point towards that conclusion. As two of the participants met 
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for the first time the third participant, it is likely that some in-group establishment 
activity took place in the first stretch of the conversation. This activity seems to 
have been partly accomplished by an increased use of overlaps, compared to the 
number of overlaps in the last 15 minutes of the same conversation. 
In the case of the Mixed group, the decrease of overlaps is likely to be due to the 
language change in the conversation. The group consists of two French and one 
British English participant. It is therefore possible that the language switch has 
contributed to this decrease of overlaps. Furthermore, the other French participant, 
F2, as will be shown later in Data chapter 5, tells in her interview that she would 
contribute less to a conversation if it were in English. 
Some differences are observed between the native and the Mixed groups. If joint 
constructions and simultaneous turns are put together, the two native groups have 
4% each, whereas the Mixed group has only 2% of them. Moreover, the Mixed 
group has the slightly larger amount of Simultaneous onsets, with 11 % against 9% 
in the two native groups. Simultaneous onsets are occasions when the floor is 
ceded to one speaker at a time, instead of keeping on talking and thus making the 
turn-in-progress into a simultaneous turn. The Mixed group furthermore has the 
lowest percentage of overlaps as a whole, and the smallest number of Joint 
constructions as such. Therefore it can be suggested that in the Mixed group there 
is more ceding of floor to one speaker at a time and less joint construction 
occurring than in the two native group conversations. 
A striking similarity among all three groups seems to be formed by the two largest 
categories, which are Feedback and TRP in each group. It would therefore seem 
that some kind of existence of universal patterns of overlaps is at work. Indeed, in 
light of the overlap analysis, such a universal "pattern" should be called that of 
collaborative effort, seeing that the collaborative overlaps constitute nearly half of 
all the overlaps, and overlaps portraying natural speaker changes constitute a third 
of them. Altogether, the collaborative and natural overlaps encompass a grand 
total of 80.58% of all overlaps. However, as we shall see below in 4.6, the chi 
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square tests run on the frequency data will show that the frequency patterns have 
significant differences across the groups. 
Feedback is a prominent category in all the conversations and it is the single 
largest category of overlaps in all of them. If, however, feedback is omitted from 
the analysed overlap set, following De Gaulmyn (1987) and partly Dunne & Ng 
(1994), the figures change dramatically. Instead of having a lead of almost 10% in 
the number of overlapped turns, the NBE group would has only 2.68% more 
overlaps than the NF group. Even if Feedback is omitted from the analysed 
overlap set, the amount of collaborative and natural overlaps would still be at 
59.53 % of all overlaps instead of the above mentioned 80.58%. In that case, the 
total amount of overlaps among the totality of the turns would be 21.48% instead 
of the 36.08%. The role of feedback is thus clearly significant among the overlaps. 
The average turn length seems to emerge as a significantly different factor 
between the three analysed conversations. The NBE conversation has 11.05 words 
per turn, the NF has 8.23 words per turn and the Mixed group has 8.70 words per 
tum on average. This renders important and relevant the issues of tempo and 
rhythm of speech, which are also confirmed in the perceptions of the French 
participants' interviews. The accounts of the French participants comply with the 
above-mentioned result of the English conversation having longer turns than the 
French conversation. However, this feature of longer turns seems to result in the 
NBE participants producing the largest category of Feedback to support these 
long turns. 
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Table 6. 
Overlaps of talk in the first 30 minutes and the last 15 minutes across the groups 
First 30 minutes Last 15 minutes 
NF 36.12% 37.59% 
NBE 47.80% 41.01 % 
FBE 31.10% 26.25% 
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4.5. Overlap categories: Results and discussion of samples 
In this section, the results of the overlap analysis will be presented in a more 
qualitative manner. Examples of each overlap category from the three groups will 
be analysed and discussed. The aim of discussing the overlap categories with 
examples is to provide insights into the kind of qualitative analysis that was 
effected on the overlaps. The discussion will therefore make more transparent the 
process of analysis and it will also make more tangible the above presented 
quantitative results. 
4. 5. 1. Overlaps as Feedback 
In the analysed data set the most common overlap is feedback, or backchannel, 
and it is produced in order to facilitate the interaction and to support the existing 
interactional roles of the participants. In the NF group, they constitute 36% of the 
analysed set; in the NBE group, 44%; and in the FBE group, 40%. 
In the analysed data set, feedback seems to function, first of all, as a token of 
agreement about the distribution of the interactive roles. An interactant can take 
on what I would call a listenership "contract" and manifest it by uttering short 
feedback in relevant "places" or during relevant moments, as the interactant in the 
speakership is talking. Fant (1989) and Goffman (1976) describe such 
interactional roles taken on by the participants. These kinds of interactional roles 
can also be seen as a rapport management activity, as discussed by Spencer-Oatey 
(2000c). 
Secondly, the listening party will produce the feedback to show that the speaker is 
being listened to and understood. These feedback tokens are produced in overlaps 
at TRP. Feedback occurs at TRP as the meaning of the ongoing turn has been 
understood by reaching the Tev. For the class of feedback overlaps, the main 
speaker does not change, as the feedback is uttered by a person in a listenership 
role. As discussed in section 4.3.2, for the class of overlaps at TRP, the main turn 
and floor holder changes. 
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A wareness of this listener role is also displayed in the interviews with F 1, F2 and 
B4.7 The participants are aware of situational variations in talking and listening 
behaviour, and in their accounts they describe the acquired social rules related to 
examples that they provide. For example, PI first talks about the fact that French 
people want to keep on talking all the time, but adds that "we listen too", 
providing examples of a counselling situation. F2 in her interview exhibits the 
strong relationship between feedback tokens and being sure you are listened to. 
B4's example of turn-space awareness such as in answering a question III 
somebody else's place provides evidence for the existence of some kind of 
speaker rights in the minds of the interactants. 
To show an example of feedback tokens, let us look at extract (1 a). It is taken 
from the NBE group and it manifests the listenership role of B8 in that particular 
sequence. In extract (1 a), B4 is taking on the speakership "contract". She is in the 
middle of telling a story about the final project she and B7 need to do as their 
dissertation. This final project is different from the general type of dissertations as 
it deals with radio production in practice. B8 is displaying tokens of her 
listenership. She is producing her feedback tokens ("OH: right", "oh: right" and 
"yeah") as a sign of comprehension. 
The first overlap, indicated by arrow (1), occurs as B8 produces feedback ("oh 
right") while B4 engages in the continuation of her prior turn. The second "oh: 
right" at arrow (2) is produced by B8 in overlap with B7's explanation of the 
workload that the project implies. The third "oh right" is uttered at the TRP of 
B4's tum ("four modules") at arrow (3). The "yeah" token on the last line of the 
sequence at arrow (4) is a prime example ofa feedback overlap at a TRP, initiated 
after a vowel drawl ("do:"). The simultaneous utterance of "you do a special 
project" is coded under Simultaneous turns and will be discussed later. 
7 Fl 1. 183,298,547-560; F2 1. 89,1134-1142,1310-1323; B41. 567-579,636-644 
I 
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(1 a) 

B4: it's actually: it's like uhm: most people do a dissertation. 

1-7:B8: [OH right.] 

B4: [in media] [you do a special project.) 

B7: [you do a special project.] 

2 -7B8: =OH: [ right.] 

B4: [it takes up the] whole of the last semester. 

B7: it's four [modules.J 

3-7B8: [oh:right] 

B4: =so we're managing that for x and uhm: but all- obviously all the preparation takes a lot 

longer than a month to do: [so.J 

4 -7B8: [yeah.] 

(NBE I. 208-218) 

Extract (1 b) is taken from the NF group and it shows F2 producing feedback 
("ouais c'est ya", "ouais") at arrows (1) and (2) in relation to the account of F6 
and to the completion provided by Fl. It can be seen how the feedback tokens are 
again produced at TRP, at which the imminent meaning of the ongoing turn has 
been inferred by the participant uttering the feedback. Furthermore, what can be 
seen in this particular sequence is the problems within the tum of F6, displayed by 
the repetitions of "de: de:", and the consequent stepping in of FI ("de maisons") 
to complete the unfinished turn. This phenomenon will be discussed in more 
detail under section 4.5.6 for joint constructions. 
(lb) 

F6: =quand on parle des cites, c'est plus HLM, he in [c'estJ c'est x rassemblement 

1-7F2: [ouais c'est ya) 

F6: de: de: 

FI: =de maisons [hein. voila.] 

2-7F2: [ouais] 

(NF/end 1.422-426) 

(J b) (translation) 
F6: =when you talk about estates, it's no longer HLM ((council estates)), yeah [it's] it's x 
F2: [yeah that's it] 

F6: a district o:f o:f 

FI: =ofhouses [yeah. right.J 

F2: [yeah.] 

Let us move onto discussing overlaps at TRP in more detail. 
ifi 
Jot I 
I ~ I 
i .1 
I; 
.' 
Ht 
I 
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4.5.2. Overlaps at Transition Relevance Places 
In the present data set the NF group does the most overlaps at TRPs (35%); the 
NBE group 25%, and the FBE group 32% respectively. Accordingly, Fl, F2 and 
F6 state in their interviews that they would treat silences within a conversation as 
problematic. Fl recounts her initial "culture shock" in relation to the "calm" way 
of talking in England. She says it was annoying and stressful for her not to be able 
to talk "properly". F2 refers to pausing and silences as something "awful" which 
creates an uncertainty of whether the recipient is interested in what you are 
saymg. All the French participants depict the French communication style as 
constant talking. They acknowledge that coming to England has made them adjust 
their communicative behaviour for instance in speaking more slowly than what 
they are used to in France.s These issues will be elaborated further in the analysis 
of the interviews. 
In order to portray some of the difference experienced by the French participants, 
I will try to compare different sequences from the groups. In extract (2a), from the 
NF conversation, F 1 seeks clarification on the nationalities of the colleagues of F6 
at her work. The speed of the exchange is made visible with the equal signs. F 1, at 
the end of the line marked with arrow (1), has not yet finished her question that 
she continues at arrow (2). F6 answers her before she has even finished asking the 
question ("ils sont fran<;:ais,"). Furthermore, the intonation contour of the answer 
of F6 implies that the answer is a list or at least is not complete as such - and it is 
not. She also adds "belges" before rapidly adding "yes" in acknowledgement of 
Fl 's second part to her question ("ou ils sont francophones"). 
At the end of the exchange, indicated by arrow (3), at what could be the farthest 
possible TRP (i.e. "fr[ancophones]" instead of "francopho[nes]" for instance), 
having waited to hear F6 say "yes", without waiting for the explanatory 
continuation, Fl rushes into asking if they are still looking for more people to 
work for them. In some circumstances this could have been taken as an attempt to 
8 FII. 528-566, 632-637; F21. 1091-1096, 1316-1335; F6 I. 115-120,503-505,606-672 
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interrupt, but not in this rapid exchange. In fact, this sequence further portrays the 
collaboration which is characteristic of joint constructions of talk-in-interaction. 
(2a) 

F6: °yeah. yeahO 

17FI: =mais: ils so- ils sont: ils sont franyais, ou ben ils sont: 

F6: =ils sont franyais[,:] 

27Fl: lou ils] sont francophones, 

F6: =belges=yes. que des fr[ancophones] 

37Fl: [mais ils en] recherchent toujours? 

(NF 1.276-281) 

(20) translation 
F6: yeah. yeah. 

17F I: =but they a- they are: they are French, or are they: 

F6: =they are Frenc[h,] 

2 7F I : [or are] they Francophones, 

F6: =Belgians=yes. Only Fr[ancophones] 

3 7FI: [but are they] still looking for people? 

Overlaps at TRP are more common in the NF data than in the NBE data. Example 
(2b), from the ending of NBE group conversation, shows how in the British 
English data speaker changes occur at TRP after an actual acoustic ending of the 
tum, instead of being initiated by an overlap. These starts are indicated by arrows 
(1), (2) and (3). At arrow (4) B4 continues to speak after her own tum once the 
tum space is left free. None of the speaker changes are done via an overlap at a 
TRP. All of the overlaps in this particular sequence occur 	not as floor change 
indicators but as feedback at overlaps. 
(2b) 
87: if- which a lot of them don't. but by our standards of prices it's [not that] expensive 
88: 	 [no oh yeah] 
87: but: but by what they earn. Like McDonalds or something was like about their week's 
wages or something like that at McDonalds out there. 
17B4: it's funny McDonalds is actually a pretty good way of working out what the prices are. 
27B8: yeah. even in yeah: in Thailand. they have McDonalds but [it's] not somewhere 
B4: [mm.] 
88: that Thais can afford to eat. 

3784: no. when I was in Switzerland it was like EIGHT quid for a: a meal. Like­

[wh- by-] our x but then that's kind of- what they earn. what [their] own 
B8: [mm.] [yeah] 
84: national [waJges are. 
88: [yeah.] 
B4: that's. (1) al[right.] H.H. 
88: (yeah.] 
47B4: 	whereas you're like EIGHT quid here and you're thinking ERM: [excuse me,] 
[for McDonalds,] «aB8: 
meaningful clearing of throat)) 
84: yeah. 
(NBE/end I. 472-491) 
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In the sequence in sample (2c) from the end of the Mixed group conversation, as 
they are speaking in English, the participants are comparing living conditions in 
the university student halls to those in privately rented accommodation. F2 has 
been listing the good sides of living in a privately rented house. At arrow (l) Fl 
starts her turn with an overlap at a TRP, again, at a moment when the meaning of 
the previous turn can be inferred. 
(2c) 
FI: yeah: 
F2: you've got· you're peace[fu:I,] 
l.-7Fl: [well you've] always got no- noise, but you can have your 
PRIVacy: 
B4: yeah. [ x xl 
Fl: [people arou:ndJ and uh you see a hou:se you can clean the house=you make sure 
your house is clea:n, 
(FBE/end 1.68·74) 
In this particular example the French speaker, although speaking in English, can 
be seen to produce an overlap that is more common in the NF data than in the 
NBE data. 
4. 5. 3. Overlaps as Simultaneous onsets 
Simultaneous onsets occur in 9% of the data in the NF group; in 9% in the NBE 
group; and in 11 % in the FBE group. The number is thus highest in the Mixed 
group. It is possible that this difference has to do with establishing the group's 
communicative style. Since the number of simultaneous onsets decreases down to 
9% in the last 15 minutes of the FBE group, it would seem that some kind of 
development has taken place between the first stretch and the second stretch of 
analysed talk. It could be that the group, towards the end, establishes a more 
fluent speaker change system and thus reduces the amount of simultaneous onsets 
while increasing the number of joint constructions, as will be seen later on under 
joint constructions. 
-----------~--
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In their interviews, F2 and B4 mentioned having "talked over each other" during 
the small group conversations. B4 stated it did happen but not to the point she 
would have thought it problematic or interruptive.9 
At the start of sample (3a), taken from the NBE group conversation, a pause of 
approximately one second makes the next turn available to all participants. Turn 
negotiation can be observed in this particular example. B7 and B8 take the 
available turn simultaneously, at arrows (1) and (2). B8 cuts off her "yeah" into 
"ye-" after she realises that a simultaneous onset has occurred. Although B7's 
utterance remains inaudible, it is apparent from the video recording that B7 does 
the same: she stops after realising that simultaneous onset occurred. B8 is the one 
who takes the floor. However, as B8 pauses in the middle of her turn ("one of 
my"), B7 displays immediately her understanding of the distribution of the 
interactive roles by producing a listener token with an ascending intonation 
("mh,"), thus encouraging the main speaker (B8) to continue in her speakership 
role. After this brief turn negotiation B8 can then elaborate her turn to its end. 
(3a) 
(1) 
B7: [x] 
B8: [ye-Jone of my­
B7: mh, 
B8: =yeah: one the subjects. that I'm doing is psychology based. (h) and 1- tha- find that 
really difficult. 

(NBE 1.522-527) 

Sequence (3a) and the next example (3b), compared to the example (2a), reveal 
features of dissimilar patterns of communicative behaviour among the groups, 
during speech overlaps. Extract (3b) is taken from the ending of the FBE group 
conversation. B4 and Fl are talking about the University's student radio and the 
way it functions. As B4 was involved in the production of the programmes in the 
year of my data collection (2001), F1 wants to ask how they got their news 
material together. What can be observed here is that at arrows (1) and (2), after 
B4's affirmation ("yes.") and a very brief pause, B4 and F1 engage in 
simultaneous onsets, and B4 cedes the floor to Fl. Similarly to extract (2a), Fl 
comments or clarifies during overlap. The difference between example (3b) and 
9 F21. 1217-1239; B41. 639-641 
-._--- ,--­
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(2a) is that B4 actually cedes the floor to FIance she realises that turn overlap is 
taking place, whereas in sample (2a) F6 keeps on talking as FI insers her 
comments into the sequence. 
(3b) 

FJ: yeah. =but who's providing the news. to you. 

B4: oh, well, mostly it's teletext.mH.mH. (h) and uh: the internet =but NAME was who got 

the news, I don't think- I don't know if! know anyone else. 
FJ: uh the news of the- oh really, 
I -7B4: yes. [that he thought-] 
2 -7FI: [in the newspaper] or whatsoever. 
B4: yeah,""'newspaper: television: they'd sort- they sorted [x xl 
FI: [what about-] what about the news 
from the university itself. 

(FBE/end 1.438-444) 

Sequence (3c), also taken from the FBE group but this time from a stretch spoken 
in French, shows how a pause of approximately two seconds prompts a 
simultaneous onset by B4 and F2. The participants are talking about the movies 
The .Mummy and The Mummy Returns. F2 has in effect addressed the question 
"t'as vu Ie premier" to B4, and as B4 takes her time in producing the answer, F2 
steps in. It is at the same moment that B4 answers the question, as seen at arrows 
(1) and (2). Two short turn beginnings are then uttered as the participants do not 
seem to be clear about who will take the next turn. Instances such as these further 
function to exemplify why the Mixed group had the largest category of 
simultaneous onsets. 
Finally B4 takes the next turn and answers the question, although only achieving 
it with difficulty, which is also portrayed in her own laughter at arrow (3). This 
laughter functions as embarrassment laughter and is joined in by F2 who 
originally asked the question. Different functions of laughter will be discussed in 
the next section. 
(3c) 

Fl: ((coughing)) alors [c'est-] 

F2: [/t'as/] vu Ie premier? 

(2) 
1-7B4: [non] 
2-7F2: [c' etait-] 
B4: ehm, 
F2: c'est­
B4: je je deteste. cette 
?: =x [x] 
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3784: [x ]H. de ce H.H. de ce genre de film. H.[H.H.] 
F2: [H.H.H.] 

F1: ah ouais, 

(F8E 1.504-513) 

(3c) (translation) 
F1: «coughing)) so [it's-] 

F2: [have you] seen the first one? 

(2) 
84: [no.] 

F2: [it was-] 

84: ehm, 

F2: it's­
84: 1 I hate. that 

?: =x [x] 

84: [x] H. of that H.H. of that kind of movies. H.[H.H.] 

F2: [H.H.H.] 

FI: oh yeah, 

4.5. 4. Overlaps ofLaughter 
In the analysed extracts, the NF group shows 4% of overlaps in laughter; the NBE 
group 10%; and the FBE group 7%. 
The functions of laughter at TRPs and as a way to signal turn-transition, as 
discussed in section 4.3.4, can be observed in the extract below. The laughter 
token at arrow (5) is used by B4 as a turn-transitional point, as she initiates her 
turn in overlap with the laughter. 
Let us look at the sample in (4a) in some more detail. The NBE group is talking 
about their studies and the modules they are taking. B8 finishes off an earlier 
sequence on modules for research methods and then, at arrow (2), with an audible 
in-breath, starts a brief story about optional modules that includes some irony. B8 
is mimicking a person identified as her course co-ordinator. This reported 
discourse is marked with the asterisk. B8 initiates laughter and repeats the word 
emphasised by the course co-ordinator ("strongly"). At this point B4 and B7 start 
their simultaneous comments. At arrows (3), (4) and (5), all the participants join 
in laughing. In the stretch of talk that follows the laughing sequence, at arrow (6), 
B8 provides an explanation to the laughter with which B4 and B7 agree: all of 
them are familiar with such suggestions. 
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As to the instances of laughter and their function in this sequence, first of all, at 
arrow (1) an unidentified participant laughs at the TRP ofB8's explanation of her 
dislike of statistics. This can be seen as a portrayal of in-group membership, as in 
agreement on not liking statistics. The second laughter particle is at the end of 
B8' s second turn at arrow (2), after she has completed the imitation of her course 
co-ordinator. The joint laughter occurs after the comments made by B7 and B4 
and it functions as a feature of established in-group identity. 
Returning to the example (3c), an example of laughter for embarrassment is 
displayed by B4 as the nonnative speaker and it is joined in by F2, a native 
speaker, in order to accommodate B4 rather than to laugh at her. 
(4a) 
88: I don't mind the research methods but I'm not overly keen on [statis:tics:] 
1-78?: [x] H.H.H. 
2-788: (h) but you know- they: they were like- last year they were like- our: module. the uh: 
course co-ordinator was like- (h) *and I really would STRONG:L Y suggest that you take 
this option module. * H.H. STRONG:[ly.] 
87: 	 [ I say take i:t] 
84: [take it. yeah] 

3 -784: [H.H.] 

4-787: [H.H.] 

5-788: [H.H.] 

6-788: 	 yeah it was kind oflike this is an option=no it's not=module H.[H.] 
84: 	 [yeah.] yeah. I know what 
you [mean.] 
87: [mean.] 
(N8E 1.263-276) 
Therefore, laughter can be used as a transitional filler, as a portrayal of in-group 
membership and as occurring at TRP when the meaning of the prior turn has been 
achieved, as well as a portrayal of discomfort or embarrassment. 
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4. 5. 5. Overlaps as Simultaneous turns 
Ceding the floor after simultaneous onsets does occur relatively often in the data 
set; it is among the major categories of overlaps. Simultaneously produced turns 
are somewhat rare in the present conversational data set. In the NF group, 1 % of 
all produced overlaps are simultaneous turns; in the NBE group, 2%, and in the 
FBE group, 1 %. 
To show just one of these rare examples, in example (5), the participants have 
previously been talking about the different laws in use in different parts of Britain 
and how this affects choices made by prospective students of law. B4 finishes her 
account of a friend who had to drop her first choice university because it was in 
Scotland. At the end of her first turn B4 produces a vowel drawl ("so:") before 
deciding to continue her turn. B7 takes this drawl as a sign of a TRP and starts her 
turn simultaneously at the point when B4 decides to continue hers, at arrows (1) 
and (2). In those particular turns, B4 is finishing off her train of thought while B7 
is actually addressing B8 in this context. However, neither B4 nor B7 give the 
floor to the other. Therefore the whole turns are produced in overlap, only B7's is 
the longer one, so hers continues even after B4 has finished. B4 does not cede her 
turn in this case, as she did in example (3c) when she cut off her own turn after a 
simultaneous onset. However, the context here is that B7 is actually addressing 
B8. This example can therefore be seen as a type of mUltiple floored conversation 
that was described in the literature review chapter (Erickson 1981). 
(Sa) 
B4: she has to go to Exeter in the end so: 

1 ":7B4: [she was quite disappointed.] 

2 ":7B7: [are you gonna stay] in Guernsey or: 

(NBE 1.625-629, abbreviated for the example) 

In extract (5b) below, from the native French conversation, an example of a 
simultaneous onset is given. F2 and F6 react simultaneously to the question of 
Fl. F 1 seems to be confused about the transition of topic made by F6 prior to the 
sequence shown here, and Fl is not sure if F6 is talking about Africa and Congo 
specifically, which has been a topic earlier in the conversation, or about the 
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Vatican. Her question is intended for F6 who has been telling the others about 
French TV broadcasts to Africa and about her trip to the Vatican. F2 joins in the 
answer at arrow (1), although based on the prior talk, the question is addressed to 
F6. Therefore F2 is answering in F6's place, and as they initiate their turns 
simultaneously, F2 is actually using even more emphasis than F6 is. At arrow (2), 
FI performs a self-correction based on the simultaneous "no" answers by F2 and 
F6. This happens to coincide with F2's continued answer and thus the participants 
utter "au Vatican" simultaneously. 
I believe this is a case of displaying an established alignment of shared sub-group 
membership between F2 and F6. Knowing the answer and answering in the place 
of the original addressee seems to be treated as a strong display of group 
membership by the participants, as is also mentioned by B4 in her interview. F2 
has been able to follow F6 in her topic shift whereas FI apparently has not. 
Furthermore, F2 and F6 are both Roman Catholics whereas F 1 sees herself as an 
Evangelical Christian. The fact that F2 and F6 share this common background and 
knowledge of what usually happens in the Vatican creates an alignment that is 
displayed in this sequence of overlaps. The topics of conversation veer more than 
once onto the lines of religious talk in which F2 and F6 can be seen to align 
together. 
(Sb) 
FI: <fa c'est au Congo? 
1-7F2: [NO:] [au Vatican,] 
F6: [non] [ 
2-7FI: [au Vatican,] 
F6: yes. 
FI: ehbenc'estBIEN:, 
(NF 1.423-428) 
(56) translation 
FI: this is in Congo? 

F2: [NO:] [in the Vatican,] 

F6: [no] [ 

FI: [in the Vatican,] 

F6: yes. 

FI: well how about that 
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A further example on simultaneous turns is shown in the sequence (5b). F6 and F2 
engage in simultaneous turns as they discover a topic that they share in their 
expenences. 
(Sc) 
F6: mon pere, m'as dit, les filles, votre premier mari, c'est vas dip16mes. ((bang on the table)) 
F2: A[AA, punaise Hx.Hx. il me dit moi aussi] c'est clair. 
F6: [ x x x va c'est la: la science de man pere <fa] 
(NF ending 1.144-147) 
(5c) (translation) 
F6: my father told me, girls, your first husband is your degree. ((bang on the table) 

F2: A[AA,pants Hx.Hx. my father told me too,] that's for sure. 

F6: [x x x that's the: the science of my father that is.] 

In contrast to simultaneous turns that are, as has been seen, produced in a lengthy 
overlap, joint constructions of the ends of turns display less lengthy instances of 
collaborative completions. 
4.5.6. Overlaps as Joint construction 
In the analysed data set, the ends of turns are jointly produced by the NF group in 
3% of cases; by the NBE group in 2% of cases; and in the FBE group in 1 % of 
cases. Joint constructions occur in two ways: first, as a full co-participation of 
completing a turn's end, and secondly, as a help for the main speaker who is 
producing vowel drawls or repetitions to display that she has troubles finishing 
her turn. 
Sometimes vowel drawls and repetitions are produced in order to maintain the 
tum. This is especially so in the French data set, as well as from the remarks made 
by one of the British English informants. 1o However, these signals can also be 
interpreted by the participants as invitations to take the tum, or to complete the 
current speaker's unachieved turn. Wieland (1991, 113) claims that the French 
very often complete others' unachieved turns whenever there seems to be a 
problem within the fluency of the ongoing tum. This is confirmed in the present 
study, and is shown in example (6a). Moreover, a similar claim can be made 
10 UE10!(Q.38) 
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based on the data in the NBE group, of which sample (6b) below will be an 
illustration. 
At the end of the sequence in extract (1 b) an example was given of problems 
within the fluency of a turn. However, in this particular example, the completion 
offered by F1 is not quite produced in an overlap, but nevertheless, in a very rapid 
continuation to F6's repetitions of "de:". Naturally it is not counted as an overlap 
as joint construction. However, the sequence exemplifies clearly the kind of 
overlap that could be produced in such situations. 
(Ib) 

F6: =quand on parle des cites, c'est plus HLM, hein [c'est] c'est x rassemblement 

F2: [ouais c'est ,<a) 

F6: de: de: 

FI: =de maisons [hein. voila.] 

F2: [ ouais] 

(NF/end 1.422-426) 

A case of an overlapped joint construction produced by F6 after repetitions of 
structure by F2 is shown in extract (6a), in which the topic of discussion is good 
schooling and getting it by choosing the area to live in. F2 replies to Fl 's assertion 
by bringing up the issue of cost. F6 anticipates F2's turn and as F2 utters 
repetitions of structure, thus displaying some difficulty in completing her turn, F6 
steps in at arrow (1 ). 
(6a) 

Fl: choisis I'endroit ou tu habites. 

F2: =mais des fois t'as pas le- t'as pas Ie cadre [d'argent de Ie FArRe] hein. 

]-;)F6: [I' argent] 

(NF/end 1.317-319) 

(6a) (translation) 
F I: choose the area where you live. 

F2: =but sometimes you don't have the- you don't have the frame [of money to DO it] 

1-;)F6: [the money] 

Examples of joint full participation are given in samples (6b) and (6c). The first 
sequence is from the NBE data, and the second one is from the NF data. What 
constitutes a fully joint participation can be seen from these two examples. No 
hesitation occurs by the main speaker (F1 and B4) in either case. This type ofjoint 
completion also implies a strong in-group membership between the persons who 
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are joining in it. It establishes and confirms relationships, especially clearly so in 
sample (6b) in which B4 and B7, who are course mates, are explaining to B8, who 
is from another faculty, how their final assessment is carried out. B7 joins in the 
construction of B4's turn at arrow (1). The full context of this sequence was 
shown in extract (1 a) in section 4.5.1. 
(6b) 
B4: it's actually: it's like uhm: most people do a dissertation. 
B8: [OH right.] 
B4: [in media] [you do a special project.] 
l~B7: [you do a special project.] 
(NBE 1.208-211) 
In extract (6c), the fact that the three participants of the interaction all take part in 
the unfolding of the story creates a shared aspect to it. The earlier part of this 
same sequence was seen in example (Sc) above. F2 and F6 share this experience 
of their fathers having emphasised the importance of getting a degree. F1 is in the 
role of one clarifying what she heard by repeating it at arrow (1). F6 anticipates 
the ending ofFl 's turn and joins in completing it, at arrow (2). 
(6c) 

F2: EXACTEMENT, excatement. «clap of hands)) c'est c;:a qu'il me dit. 

1 ~Fl: ton premier mari, c'est, [ton dip16me.] 

2~F6: [ton dip16me.] 

Fl: n'importe quoi=c'est quoi ce x x. 

(NF 1.149-153/ end) 

(6c) translation 

F2: EXACTLY, exactly. (clap of hands) that's what he tells me. 

1 ~F 1: your first husband is [your degree.] 

2 ~F6: [your degree.] 

Fl: what nonsense=what on earth is this x x. 

4. 5. 7. Overlaps as Interruptions 
In the analysed data, interruptions occur in the following frequencies: in the NF 
group, 1 %; in the NBE group, 2%; and in the FBE group, 1 %. The NBE group has 
a slightly larger amount of interruptions among the three groups. 
One of the clear signs of an interruption, as in example (7a), is that the ongoing 
interaction is somehow ruptured for a while. The participants seem to realise all of 
a sudden that they are talking simultaneously and both stop for a while. After B7's 
'I 
;'1' 
" j 
I 

I 

"I 
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first turn in the extract, B8 provides a short comment that seems to have been 
perceived by B7 as a feedback token rather than a new turn: B7 initiates a 
continuation to her account at arrow (1) with ("and eh:"). She could be thus 
interpreted as displaying a desire to add something to the story. 
However, at arrow (2), B8 is starting her comment of B7's previous account. 
Before B8 finishes, B7 takes the floor at arrow (3). Both B8 and B7 stop briefly 
and both start again simultaneously. B8 finished the word "destroying" which 
indicates that she perceived to possess a right to complete her turn that she 
perhaps saw intervened in by B7 at arrow (3). B7 produces most likely an 
inaudible simultaneous onset and restarts her turn at arrow (4). Interruptions such 
as this often do not seem to be produced on purpose. This can be seen at arrows 
(2) and (3) as B7 and B8 pause for a while once they realise they are talking 
simultaneously. However, it seems odd that B7 should have continued her account 
in the middle of B8's turn, at arrow (3), unless she regarded B8's turn at arrow (2) 
as a prolonged feedback token to her previous "oh: he:ll" back channel. 
(7a) 

B7: «...)) Nasty Nigel or someone that says (h) * WHY did you bother coming to the audition 

x, you are completely RUBbish* =like we HAVE got a teacher like that. 
B8: oh: he:[ll.] 
1-"787: [and eh:] 
2 -"7B8: that must be [de-] 
3-"787: [SOME-] 
(1) 
88: [de]stroying. 

B7: [x] 

4-"7B7: but sometimes like she can talk to you in such a way that she like REALLY puts you off 

ever wantin' to go into the profes[sion,] 
B8: [mm.] 
(NBE l. 484-492) 
Extract (7b) is an example of interruption in the form of topic shift. It has been 
discussed in earlier research that this kind of interruption is often the one that the 
participants themselves regard as the most offensive one (Bennett 1981 and 
Bilmes 1997). Or indeed, a thematic interruption is the kind of overlap that the 
participants would say is an interruption in the first place. It is even stated by F 1 
in her interview to be the kind of interruption she would experience as a very rude 
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one. However, in this particular example, she does not react to the interruption of 
F2 as offensive at all. 
Note however, that in the larger context within which this exchange occurs, the 
participants have just finished a sequence on the theme of finding jobs through 
different journal and newspaper supplements. Perhaps the participants feel they 
have entered a topic transition phase in which topics can be introduced even with 
turns that seem to cut previous turns without being taken as interruptive. The 
connector "au fait" used at the turn-initial place by F2 might function, first of all, 
as a signal of returning to an earlier topic in the sequence, in which F 1 has been 
talking about taking up teaching Spanish in Luton for her individual clients. 
Secondly, in this particular sequence, "au fait" can also function as a token asking 
for permission of a cut-in as a re-introduction of this theme. As the exchange 
evolves, it can be observed that F 1 is quite happy to remain with this re­
introduction, providing F2 with appropriate answers. From the prior and 
subsequent talk it can be concluded that Fl indeed did not experience the turn as 
an interruption: she does not return to the topic of her teaching in London. 
(7b) 
F2: mhm. 
Fl : comme- quand j 'y- quand j 'enseignais [a Londres,] 
1-7F2: [au fait,] alors t'as retrouve tes: tes clients, ou: 
euh:. ('a laisse tomber pour I'instant. 
FI: AH BEN j'ai d'autres clients, alors voila. done: euh c'est bon H.[H.] 
F2: [quand est-ce que) quand 
est-ce que tu les a eontaetes- ils [font eontacte] ou: 
Fl: [eh ben:] j'en ai un: euh: qui veut prendre des cours 
d'espagnol =la, j'ai un peu PEUR lit: dis done, l'espagnol euh: 
(FBE 1.1003-1012) 
(7b) translation 
F2: mhm. 
FI: as- when I - when 1was teaching [in London] 
F2: [by the way,] so have you found your: your clients or: 
ehm: have you given up for now. 
FI: WELL I have other clients, so there you go. So ehm that's good. H.[H.] 
F2: [when did you] when 
did you contact them- did [they contact you] or: 
FI: [well,] I have one ehm who wants to take Spanish courses= 
I'm a bit scared about that, I mean Spanish ehm: 
I'll 
I I', 
, I 
: l: 
; ij 
·1 
: I 
I 
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Some interruptions 	 seem to be taken by the participants as role-based 
interruptions. These interruptions seem to be produced from a specific 
interactional role that each participant has m different sequences of the 
interaction. The fact that the participants are holding some particular role can 
enable or even force them to interrupt the ongoing interaction. In extract (7 c), 
taken from the Mixed group data when they were speaking in English, F2 is 
seeking for clarification from B4 to a word she is using in describing a scene from 
the movie Pearl Harbor. B4 interrupts F2 at arrow (1) after she has realised that 
the word being used in the context is a wrong one. Once she understands this from 
F2's account she can be seen to have a right to interrupt, as a native English 
speaker, to correct the mistaken word that she herself at first confirmed to F2. 
(7c) 
(2) 
F2: taking off? the plane. 
B4: yeah taking off, yeah, 
F2: and uh-(J) SO SHE SEES him. she's smiling [like] 
1~B4: [what's] oh he's come back.[-] so 
F2: [yeah] 
B4: so he's landing the plane. 
F2: =yeah. 
B4: =right yeah got ya. t 	 (1) 
F2: she's la- she's [smiling] 
Fl: [x the plane yeah,) 
(FBE 1.197-205) 
Another role-based interruption can be seen in the sequence (7d). The topic of 
conversation is still movies. This time it is from the role of hostess that I intervene 
and interrupt F2's account of Philadelphia as I hear and see Fl wiping her 
trousers. Snacks and soft drinks were available in the course of the recordings, 
which I must have concluded was the reason for her wiping something off. The 
responsibility of the role of hostess steps in, and I appear to have a right to 
interrupt F2 to ask if Fl was alright. Some kind of an action to resume back to the 
normality is then produced by me at arrow (2). After this sequence I decide to go 
on to welcoming the participants and describing to them the purpose of the 
recording. 
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(7d) 

F2: I've seen: Philadelphia. with Tom Han[ks.] =Tom Hanks was great as well. 

B4: [oh: ]yeah. 

«sound of someone wiping something)) (2) 

F2: but it was SO sad and [x x] 

1 7R5: [you alright?] 

Fl : =x x 

RS: you want °a x x.o 

FI: x yeah just uh x x attracting all kind of mess [x.] 

27R5: [ANY]way. (2) 

(FBE 1.412-420) 

Finally, an example of an interruption that can be interpreted as a role-based 
interruption, extract (7e), taken from the NF data, is on exams and revising. F2 
perceives, from the criticism by F6 and Fl, that her first turn on the first line of 
the sequence has been misinterpreted. This prompts F2 into clarifying the kind of 
revising for exams she and her friend had done together. Her action of clarifying 
her meaning, for her, supercedes the turn of Fl which is thus cut off by her further 
explanation, at arrow (1). 
(7e) 

F2: (h) on avait revise ensemble, (h) et euh: 

F6: =mais x x ca marche pas. 

F1: =x pas, moi, non non non parce [que:] 

17F2: [NON NON] NON mais je veux dire euh par exemple 

euh pour se motiVER on dit bon allez aujourd'hui, on va: on va a la biblioTHEque, enfin 
on va x chacun de son cote, 
F1: =mhm. 
(NF/end 1.37-43) 
(7e) (translation) 
F2: (h) we had revised together, (h) and ehm: 
F6: =but x x doesn't work. 
F1: =x not, me, no no no bel cause:] 
F2: [NO NO] NO but I mean ehm for example ehm in order to 
motivate one another okay today let's go: let's go to the library, I mean each of us doing 
her own thing, 
Fl: =mhm. 
4. 5. 8. Other 
In the process of analysing overlaps, creating a category of Other signifies that 
proper reflection was undertaken by the researcher instead of coding an uncertain 
occurrence under a category that just seemed to be the most likely one. 
Furthermore, in some cases, especially in the NF group, I was unable to transcribe 
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some words, turns or parts of turns due to the fact that it was impossible to hear 
them on the recording. This is because one of the participants (F6) speaks in a 
very soft and quiet voice. On some occasions a voice can be heard, but not with 
enough clarity to transcribe what is being said. 
Nevertheless, the category of "other" classifications does remain, and for the 
moment it seems to remain rather significant (NF 11 %, NBE 6%, FBE 7%) in all 
the analysed data sets. Further, careful analyses have been carried out on the 
unsure instances, wherever it has been possible. For example, watching through 
the video recordings clarified a few unclear instances. In some cases, however, the 
sequences remained ambiguous, either due to being inaudible or otherwise 
unclear, and such instances thus remain in the category of Other. 
I present here some examples of instances that still remain in the non-classified 
category. Sample (8a) is taken from the ending of the FBE data. The participants 
have been discussing previously how different people manage their jobs at the 
university. Fl has brought up a rather touchy topic by suggesting that if somebody 
is a Christian they would do their job better. Prior to the sequence in this example 
she performs a kind of an apologetic self-correction. Nevertheless, the 
introduction of the topic seems to have disturbed slightly the fluency of the 
exchange, which can be seen on the first five lines of the sequence. It is the tum in 
the form of a possible return to her prior, unfinished turn, produced by FI at arrow 
(1), which has remained dubious and non-classified in this particular sequence. 
(8a) 

B4: =yeah. 

Fl: you know what I mean[, itl's just uh: 

B4: [yeah.] 

F2: yeah but it doesn't mean that [self x x] 

J 7Fl: [there are some things where:] 

(1) 
F2: 1 mean- being a Christian. is: 
Fl: =x [x] 
F2: [it's a ble]ssing but in the same time. [YOU CAN]not say that: if­
Fl: [x x-] 
F2: everybody's Christian every- everything is gonna be: you know. 
Fl: =noo=but I think they try their best, like. «NAME» (1) she's [part] of the 
L?: [mm.] 
FI: security. 
(FBE ending 1.241-254) 
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On the other hand, it remains under doubt if occurrences such as the ones below 
should be called interruptions. Rather, they include elements of turn negotiation, 
as in the examples C8b) and (8c), when the participants are producing interjected 
elements or beginnings of turns in the middle of another's turn, at arrows (1). It 
seems as if the person doing that was indicating that they will be taking the tum 
whenever the next opportunity presents itself in the form of a TRP, which they do 
in the end in both examples. In sample (8b), F6 waits till F 1 has finished her tum 
before continuing the turn that she initiates at arrow (1). Also in (8c), B7 waits for 
a while longer into B4' s turn before starting her own turn that she signalled at 
arrow (1). 
(8b) 
Fl: (h) mais t'as - Cas pas: euh: mais toi, iJ faudrait vraiment que tu euh: tu te depJace hein 
que tu as easyj- easy jet. 
F2: where's that. 
Fl: c'est Lu- c'est a Luton. !'aeroport [de) Luton. 
17F6: [c'est) 
F6: derriere, enfin euh: 
Fl: I'aeroport de Luton, tu prends Ie bus ils- ils te deposent la-bas directement =ou bien tu 
prends Ie train. 
(NF I. 870-877) 
(8c) 
B7: and they think it's not academic and that we don't really work. °an: or:o 

B8: no that's just not x is it. 

B4: I do a lot- probably do a lot of harder work [than] some people in other parts 

17B7: [where-] 

B4: parts of [the university.] 
B7: [1 think WHERE] we don't have to do so much written work we still gotta 
actively F1LM things and learn [x and:] 
(NBE 1.433-439) 
4. 5. 9. Concluding remarks 
The purpose of the discussion of the examples of overlaps was to provide insights 
into the kind of qualitative analysis that was effected on the overlap data. The 
percentages of the individual overlap categories were also thus rendered more 
concrete, and likewise the coding principles were made transparent. Next, further 
quantitative analysis will be carried out on the frequency data in the form of cross­
tabulation and chi square tests. Finally, to conclude the presentation of the 
conversational data, the totality of the results will be discussed. 
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4.6. Overlap counts: Cross-tabulation and chi square results 
In addition to the descriptive statistics presented in section 4.4 as to the 
frequencies of overlaps, inferential statistics in the way of cross-tabulation and chi 
square tests were carried out on the frequency data. The chi square tests were run 
on the overall level in three by eight and two by eight designs. II The purpose of 
the chi square tests was to find out whether there was a relationship between the 
dependent variable, the coded overlaps, and the independent variable, the groups. 
The chi square test would reveal whether there was any difference in pattern of 
the distribution of different categories of overlaps across groups. 
The results of the chi square tests are shown in Tables 7, 8, 9 and 10 below. 12 For 
the test run on the three groups in Table 7, the p-value was less than 0.005 and 
therefore significant. Because the three-way comparison was significant, further 
two-way comparisons on each pair of groups were carried out. For the 
comparisons between the two native groups, in Table 8, p-value was less than 
0.001 and therefore highly significant. However, the result was not statistically 
significant (though at p-values near 0.1 the comparison is in each case suggestive) 
when either of the native groups were compared, in the two-way companson 
procedures, to the Mixed group, as shown in Tables 9 and 10. 
The chi square tests show therefore that there is a statistically significant 
difference between the two native groups. The results of the tests between the 
native groups and the Mixed group did not however achieve significance. In sum, 
the primary group difference is in the two native groups, with differences related 
to native language being less in evidence in the Mixed group. 
II Separate two by two cross-tabulations per overlap category were not carried out on the present 
data set, as the purpose was to compare the overall difference in patterns between the groups. 
12 Statistical procedures were carried out in consultation with Dr. Francis Yue, a statistician at City 
University of Hong Kong, working with Professor Martha C. Pennington of the Language 
Research Centre at the University ofLuton. 
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Table 7. 
Chi square test on overlaps of talk in the three groups (Native French, Native 
British English, and Mixed French and British English) 
Groups 
I ~ 
,1'1..Overlaps of talk NF NBE FBE Total 
i ~ 

II 

Feedback 159 176 134 469 

TRP 149 99 107 355 

Simultaneous onsets 37 36 38 111 

Laughter 16 38 22 76 

"1Simultaneous turns 3 6 ,) 12 

Joint construction 11 9 2 22 

Interruption 5 9 5 19 

Other 45 25 25 95 

Total 425 398 336 1159 

X2 = 33.812 

DF = 14 

P-value = 0.002 (significant for p < 0.005) 
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Table 8. 

Chi square test on overlaps of talk in the two native groups (Native French and 

Native British English) 
Overlaps of talk 
Feedback 
TRP 
Simultaneous onsets 
Laughter 
Simultaneous turns 
Joint construction 
Interruption 
Other 
Total 
Groups 
NF NBE Total 
159 176 335 
149 99 248 
37 36 73 
16 38 54 
3 6 9 
11 9 20 
5 9 14 
45 25 70 
425 398 823 
X2=27.121 
DF=7 

P-value = 0.000 (significant for p < 0.001) 
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Table 9. 

Chi square test on overlaps of talk in the Native French and the Mixed (French 

and British English) groups 
Overlaps of talk 
Feedback 
TRP 
Simultaneous onsets 
Laughter 
Simultaneous turns 
Joint construction 
Interruption 
Other 
Total 
Groups 
NF FBE Total 
159 134 293 
149 107 256 
37 38 75 
16 22 38 
3 3 6 
11 2 13 
5 5 10 
45 25 70 
425 336 761 
X2 =11.681 
DF=7 
P-value = 0.112 
(non-significant for p < 0.05) 
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Table 10. 

Chi square test on overlaps of talk in the Native British English and the Mixed 

(French and British English) groups 
Overlaps of talk 
Feedback 
TRP 
Simultaneous onsets 
Laughter 
Simultaneous turns 
Joint construction 
Interruption 
Other 
Total 
Groups 
NBE FBE Total 
176 134 310 

99 107 206 

36 38 74 

38 22 60 

'"l6 .j 9 

9 2 11 

9 5 14 

25 25 50 

398 336 734 

X2 = 11.766 
DF=7 
P-value = 0.109 
(non-significant for p < 0.05) 
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4. 7. Discussion on the analysis of overlaps 
As it was established in section 4.4, the total transcribing corresponds to 126 
minutes and 25 seconds (2h 6min 25sec) of the recorded conversations. The 
number of analysed lines is approximately 4500 which constitute 91 pages of 
transcripts. The total number of turns is 3212 of which 1159, or 36.08%, are 
produced in overlap. The present analysis focuses on these overlapped turns and 
their coding into seven categories of overlaps depending on the function of the 
overlap, as well as into the category of Other should the case have demanded it. 
It was established that the two analysed stretches of each conversation function in 
two ways. First, they function as a test of reliability as to the consistency of turn­
taking patterns in the beginning, in the middle part and at the end of the 
recordings of the conversations. Secondly, they function as a test on the 
possibility of interference of the recording equipment on the communicative 
behaviour of the participants. The time lapse of 45 minutes between the two 
stretches of talk that were transcribed provides these testing points. 
It was concluded that changes do occur between the two stretches of talk in the 
patterns and distribution of overlaps in the different categories, but that the overall 
categories remain in the same order of frequency throughout each conversation. It 
was further concluded that any possible interference of the recording equipment is 
effaced five minutes into the conversations. 
Seven categories of overlaps are developed and additionally the category of 
Other. These seven categories are also divided into three sub-categories based on 
their function in the ongoing talk-in-interaction: 1) overlaps related to conveying 
the collaborative activity that talk-in-interaction is; 2) overlaps related to natural 
speaker changes; and 3) overlaps related to the negotiation of distribution of 
speakership. The majority of overlaps, with 80.58%, is in the first two sub­
categories, and is considered collaborative as well as natural in the ongoing talk­
in-interaction. 
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Interruptions constitute only 1.63% of the total amount of overlaps. In total 
numbers, 91.8% of the overlaps are coded into the seven categories, leaving only 
8.19% of the overlaps remaining in the category of Other. 
4. 7. 1. Similarities across the groups 
Feedback is a prominent category in all the conversations and it is the single 
largest category of overlaps in all of the groups. If, however, feedback is omitted 
from the analysed overlap set, following De Gaulmyn (1987) and partly Dunne & 
Ng (1994), it was shown that the figures would change dramatically. Instead of 
having a lead of almost 10% in the amount of overlapped turns, the NBE group 
would have only 2.68% more overlaps than the NF group. It was further shown 
that the role of feedback is clearly significant among the overlaps. 
When looking at the Figures of overlaps, the overall frequency patterns for TRP 
and Feedback clearly form the largest categories of overlaps. It could be therefore 
suggested that some type of universal pattern of overlaps is at work. In light of the 
overlap analysis, such a universal "pattern" is that of collaborative effort, based 
on the result that the collaborative and natural overlaps encompass a total of 
80.58% of all overlaps. However, these collaborative efforts seem to be 
manifested in slightly different ways in the two native groups. This was shown in 
the cross-tabulation and the chi square tests. 
4. 7. 2. Differences across the groups 
The chi square tests confirm the observation that the differences are clearer and 
stronger between the NBE and the NF groups, in other words, between the two 
native groups. The Mixed group (FBE) does not differ significantly from the 
native groups (though there is some difference). Therefore, although in all the 
groups the two largest categories are the same, i.e., Feedback and TRP, 
differences exist across the two native groups in the overlap frequency pattern. 
-
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As to the discussion of overlap categories between the three groups, it was 
established that the NBE group has most overlaps at 45.22% whereas the NF 
group has 36.01% and the Mixed (FBE) group only 29.16% of the turns 
overlapped. It was noted that slight changes occur in the number of total overlaps 
between the first 30 minutes and the last 15 minutes of the conversations as is, 
shown in Table 6 (p.l34). 
In addition to the difference in percentages of the total overlaps, it was also 
established that the average turn length is markedly different between the three 
analysed conversations. The NBE conversation has approximately 11.05 words 
per tum, the Native French one has 8.23 words per tum and the Mixed group has 
8.70 words per turn on average. Tempo and rhythm of speech are thus confirmed 
to be a significant factor, which will also be confirmed in the French participants' 
interviews. However, this feature of longer turns seems to result in the NBE 
participants also producing the largest category of Feedback to support these long 
turns. 
4. 7. 3. Reflection and conclusion 
In sum, although the same categories of overlap seem to be the largest ones across 
the groups, the chi square tests showed that there nevertheless are significant 
differences in the overlap patterns across the groups studied. This difference was 
the clearest in the two-way test on the two native groups. Based on the above 
disscussed analyses, two things could be suggested. First, that there are some 
universal tendencies towards collaborative efforts in producing talk-in-interaction. 
Secondly, that there are differences in the actual turn and overlap production 
preferences in the groups studied. It is therefore of importance to ask what could 
have accounted for these observed differences, and most of all, how the 
participants treated and responded to these differences, if they did. 
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Some issues related to plausible explanations of these differences will be explored 
in this section. 
First, there is a seeming discrepancy that occurs between observed behaviour and 
reported behaviour. The fact that the NBE group has the largest amount of 
feedback makes one wonder why the English participants and informants report in 
the questionnaires that they would use more signs of listening in French than they 
would in English. One plausible explanation is that the awareness of one's 
communicative behaviour is more heightened in the foreign language use than in 
the mother tongue use. This hypothesis is also supported by the findings from the 
interviews and the questionnaires, as will be discussed in chapter 5. 
Secondly, below are proposed some possible reasons related to the results of the 
chi square tests for the Mixed group, which were not statistically significant. It 
seems, based on the average word count per tum and some of the frequencies in 
percentages, that the Mixed (FBE) group has more similarities with the Native 
French group, except for the fact that the FBE group has the lowest percentage of 
overlaps as a whole. This similarity in the average word count per turn could have 
been due to the fact that the Mixed group is composed of two native French 
speakers and one native English speaker. Furthermore, the native English speaker 
in question evaluates her French skills not as fluent as they should be l3, which is 
also evident when looking at the difference in percentage in her participation as in 
number of turns when the Mixed group is speaking in French (17.9%) and in 
English (31.3%). This is a weakness of the design of the present study and is 
acknowledged as such. It accounts for some imbalance in the research setting, and 
is likely to have caused some of the statistical non-significance. 
This imbalance can furthermore be observed in the Mixed small group 
conversations, especially the one with the convergent task (which was abandoned 
from the analyse data set). In fact, in her interview, concerning the convergent 
task conversation held in French, Fl does say, "we couldn't give them [the native 
13 B4 I. 132, 442-443 
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English speakers] enough time to speak, to express themselves, because of the 
time limit.,,14 On the other hand, both Fl and F2 state that the interaction was 
more balanced in the free conversation in the Mixed group. IS The overall 
enthusiasm and participation in the conversations is evident in the free-style 
Mixed conversation, although B4 in her interview states that even then she had 
difficulties in trying to understand French (and to contribute in French)16. 
Nevertheless, the above discussed imbalance does not annul the validity and 
reliability of the qualitative results of the overlap categories, nor does it nullify the 
significant differences between the two native groups. Although this imbalance 
has rendered the Mixed group data statistically less distinguishable from the two 
native groups, it has brought with it an aspect of insight into the collaborative 
efforts that would perhaps have otherwise remained undiscovered. The thus 
uncovered aspect is the efforts that the participants engage in as they strive to 
make all the participants full in-group members in the particular setting of talk-in­
interaction. This is displayed in the conversational data as the large amount of 
collaborative overlaps, in the increased number of overlapped turns in the first 30 
minutes of the NBE and the Mixed conversation, and in the interviews that will be 
discussed in chapter 5. 
Another feature of the FBE conversation is worth mentioning. It was discussed 
earlier that the amount of simultaneous onsets, and thus of ceding of floor, is 
higher at first in the Mixed group, and the total number of overlaps is smaller than 
in the two native groups. However, the number of simultaneous onsets decreases 
in the course of the conversation while joint construction increases. It can be 
therefore suggested that the FBE group learn as they go along a more fluent 
speakership and tum allocation style, while they increase the joint, collaborative 
efforts of the talk-in-interaction. It could be therefore suggested that the 
intercultural setting in the Mixed group took some "getting used to" in terms of 
fluent speaker changes by the participants conversing with each other. This could 
14Fl I. 119-128 
15 Fl I. 298 
16 B4 l. 186 
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have been partly due to the foreign language difficulties experienced by B4, as is 
seen in example (3c) in section 4.5.3. However, these suggestions cannot be 
confirmed any further in the present study. 
As to the NF group, it is worth noting that this group has the slightly larger 
category of overlaps at TRP than either of the other groups. The difference is not 
large in percentage terms, but it is nevertheless suggestive in comparing the 
overlap patterns of the NF and the NBE groups. Having more TRP overlaps than 
Feedback overlaps could be perceived as quicker allocations of turns in the 
participants' experience of the conversation, especially if the particular 
participants are used to producing longer turns and receiving more supportive 
feedback for their turns, as show the results of the NBE group. Such observations 
in the tum-overlap patterns between the two native groups could prove, and will 
prove in the present study, to be significant for interpreting the way the 
participants from each group experience the interactive behaviour of their 
counterparts. 
4. 8. Concluding remarks on the conversational data 
To recapitulate, in the present data set, the NBE group has the largest amount of 
overlaps at 45.22%, the NF group has 36.01% and the FBE (Mixed) group has 
29.16% ofturns overlapped. 
When looking at the totality of the overlap analysis, it was established that in all 
three conversations, more than a third (36.08%) of all turns are produced in 
overlap. It was also established that the created seven categories of overlaps could 
be regrouped under three main categories: 
1) Overlaps that convey the collaborative nature of talk in interaction (Feedback, 
Simultaneous turns, Joint construction, some instances of Laughter) 
2) Overlaps related to natural speaker changes (Transition Relevance Places, 
some instances of Laughter) 
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3) 	 Overlaps including elements of speaker negotiation (Simultaneous onsets, 
Interruptions). 
The majority of the overlaps (80.58%) are collaborative. Only 11.21% of the 
overlaps are in the categories of simultaneous onsets and interruptions. 
Interruptions as a separate group comprise only 1.63% of all the overlaps. Among 
the overlaps, 91.79% therefore are accounted for in the data set, leaving only 
8.21 % in the category of Other, which includes uncertain and inaudible instances 
of overlaps. 
When looking at the Figures it can be observed that the all the three groups seem 
to display some similarities in the largest categories of overlaps, Feedback and 
TRP. However, the chi square tests confirm that the patterns of overlaps in the two 
native groups differ significantly. Differences in the interaction patterns as in 
categories of overlaps are thus detected. Nevertheless, as the largest categories in 
each group are the same (Feedback and TRP), it is also suggested that the 
collaborative nature of the majority of overlaps is shared by all the groups in the 
present study. It is in the actual manifestation of the collaboration that significant 
differences do exist, on the level of turn-taking or turn-overlap preferences across 
the two native groups. 
As to the differences of overlap patterns between the groups, the NF group has a 
slightly larger category of overlaps at TRP among the three groups. It was 
suggested that this kind of a difference in the overlap patterns may result in slight 
clashes in an intercultural situation of communication. If a person from a group 
such as the NBE group in the present study is interacting with a person from a 
group such as the NF of the present study, the following could occur. The NBE 
person is used to longer turns as well as producing and receiving more feedback 
overlaps than speaker transitional overlaps, whereas the NF person is used to 
shorter turns and displaying more speaker transitional overlaps. It is therefore 
likely that some kind of an adjustment process needs to take place when the two 
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come together. The Mixed (FBE) group provides a suggestive glimpse into the 
kind of adjustment that might occur. 
In the first 30 minutes of the FBE group conversation, no overlaps as joint 
constructions or as simultaneous turns are produced, whereas the amount of 
simultaneous onsets is the largest among the three groups. As simultaneous onsets 
are related to the negotiation of speakership, it can be suggested that the FBE 
group faces some difficulty in reaching fluent transitions of speakership in the 
first 30 minutes of their interaction. Furthermore, the lowest percentage of 
overlapped turns indicates also that something is lacking in fluency in comparison 
to the two native groups. The first 30 minutes of the Mixed group conversation 
are spoken in French, and this emerges, in the present data set and design, to be 
the reason for the above described difficulties. As is shown in example (3c) and 
will be shown in the interviews of B4, FI and F2, the French language 
competency of B4 is experienced as problematic. All of the participants involved 
are aware of the issue. 
In companson, the final 15 minutes of the same conversation, carried out in 
English, see the participants engaging in joint construction, simultaneous turns 
while the an10unt of simultaneous onsets decreases to the level of the two native 
groups (9%), as is shown in Figures 8, 9 and 10. Furthermore, the participation 
levels ofB4 increase from 17.9% to 31.3%, as is shown in Table 4 in section 4.4, 
which corresponds to her participation levels in the NBE conversation. 
Another difference that emerges from both the conversational data and will 
emerge from the interview data is that the French turns were on average shorter 
than the British English ones. The NBE group has also the longest turns on 
average, with 11.50 words per turn, whereas the NF group has 8.23 and the FBE 
group has 8.70 words per turn. Although, therefore, having longer turns, the NBE 
group also produces the most feedback to support those longer turns, as they have 
the single largest category of Feedback in the whole of the conversational data set, 
at 44%. The participants also perceive differences in tum lengths. The French 
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participants state in their interviews that it seems to them that French people speak 
with a more heightened tempo than the British English do. Rhythm and tempo 
therefore prove to be something significant and of relevance in both the analysis 
of the conversational data as well as in the participants' perceptions of the 
interaction. 
It can be concluded that the overall aim of all the participants in the present study 
engaging in talk-in-interaction, despite their different turn-taking patterns as 
confirmed by the chi square tests, is to construe or create an in-group that is 
accessible to all the participants present. All of the participants are aware of the 
problematic situation in the Mixed group setting, as is expressed in their 
interviews. The French participants FI and F2 furthermore display satisfaction at 
the end of the conversation for having been able to switch to English and to fully 
accommodate B4 as an in-group member of that particular talk-in-interaction. The 
participants therefore display concern for including everyone in the interaction at 
hand. 
N ext, the discussion will move to presenting the results of the questionnaires and 
the interviews in chapter 5. 
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5. Data Analysis and Discussion: Questionnaires and Interviews 
5. 1. Introductory remarks 
This chapter aims to present the results of the analysis of the questionnaire and the 
interview data. These two additional sources of data, along with the 
conversational data, have been elicited in accordance to the principle of method 
triangulation described in the Methodology chapter. The present chapter will 
discuss the findings from the questionnaires and the interviews. These results will 
later on be incorporated to the final conclusions drawn on the totality of the data. 
In section 5.2, section IV of the questionnaire will be discussed in detail. The 
relevant themes that emerge from the questionnaires will be overviewed. These 
themes will be further explored in section 5.3, in the analysis of the interviews, 
which confirms the preliminary themes of the questionnaires as relevant for the 
participants. Some of the emerged categories will also confirm certain choices 
made with regard to the theoretical framework of the present study. Lastly, in 
section 5.4, the participants' own explanations for interruptions will be explored. 
5. 2. Analysis and discussion of questionnaires 
The purpose of the questionnaires in the present study is to break the new ground 
in relation to exploring the respondents' experiences of conversational style 
differences and similarities in the two studied languages. The questionnaires have 
a probative value especially among the group of informants. For the participants, 
the questionnaires function as stimulation for discussion during the individual 
interviews. The questionnaires retrieved from the informants also aid in 
consolidating the conceptualisation of the coding of the relevant themes and 
categories in the interviews. They are not discussed in more depth due to reasons 
explained in the Methodology chapter section 3.2.4.3. 
' _ _ _ __ 
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The purpose and aim for presenting section IV of the questionnaire is to highlight 
the participants' insights and perceptions of the interaction and communication in 
the respective foreign language. The section of the questionnaires specifically 
focused on, section IV, aims to elicit information on experiences of differences. It 
is also this particular section that provides the insights into the analysis of the 
interviews and the coding of the relevant themes. These themes start emerging 
already in the questionnaires, although it could be said that the questionnaires 
only suggestively point towards them, whereas the interviews reveal them in 
depth. Nevertheless, the fact that the questionnaires hint at these themes and that 
the interviews confirm them proves that a relevant core category is being 
discovered in the present inquiry. 
Next, section IV of the questionnaire will be focused on. It addresses the 
perceived communicative behaviour differences that the respondents judged they 
would perform themselves if they were taking part in a conversation in English 
and in French. These experiences of differences consist of behavioural differences 
in communication styles, such as eye-contact, proximity, silences and pauses, and 
interruptions. These experiences, as reported by the respondents, will be discussed 
below. 
In order to provide a visual aid for the discussion of section IV of the 
questionnaire, I copy here that particular section of the questionnaire in both 
English and French, in the form in which it was administered to the respondents. 
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5. 2. 1. Experienced differences in communicative behaviour 
IV Consider yourself as a participant in two situations: talking with some French people in French 
and talking with some English people in English. 
Are there any differences in the way you behave? No 0 Yes 0 
If yes, what differences? Tick all the differences that apply. 
a) more eye-contact 
b) less eye-contact 
c) physically closer 
d) physically distant 
e) asking more questions 
f) asking less questions 
g) more signs of listening 
h) less signs of listening 
i) more interruptions 
j) less interruptions 
k) speaking at the same time 
I) more silences and pauses 
m) less silences and pauses 
French English 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
IV Imaginez que vous partlclpez pleinement dans deux situations diverses: d'une part vous 
conversez en anglais avec des anglophones, d'autre part vous conversez en fran<;:ais avec des 
Fran<;:ais. 
Est-ce que vous vous comporteriez de manieres differentes dans chacune de ces situations? 
Non 0 Qui 0 
Si oui, quelles sont les differences? Cochez toutes les differences qui s'appliquent. 
a) plus de contact oculaire 
b) moins de contact oculaire 
c) moins de distance physique 
d) plus de distance physique 
e) degre d'initiative eleve 
f) degre d'initiative faible 
g) plus de signes d'approbation 
h) moins de signes d'approbation 
i) plus d'interruptions 
j) m0 ins d' interru pti ons 
k) parler en meme temps 
I) plus de silences et de pauses 
m) moins de silences et de pauses 
anglophone francophone 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 [l 
0 0 
'J 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
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5. 2. 2. Results 
No quantitative tests were run on these results as the number of respondents (24), 
or when broken down, ten English informants, eight French informants, three 
French participants and three English participants, is not sufficient for statistical 
analysis. Instead, as it was discussed in the Methodology chapter, the purpose of 
this data analysis is to observe the overall patterns that emerge in section IV of the 
questionnaire. Several suggestive observations can be made based on the results 
that are presented in Table 11 below. 
~ 
\ 
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Table 11. 

Results of questionnaire section IV 

English situation French situation Total response 
A 5 FR 6 E, 4 FR 15 
B 4 E, 3 FR 5 FR 12 
C 3 FR, 2 E 8 FR, 2 E 15 
D 8 FR, 1 E 2 FR, 2 E 13 
E 5 FR, 1 E 7 E, 6 FR 19 
F 5 E, 2 FR 3 FR, 2 E 12 
G 8 FR, 1 E 8 E, 3 FR 20 
H 5 E, 1 FR 5 FR, 1 E 12 
I 3 FR, 3 E 6 FR, 4 E I 16 
J 5 FR, 3 E 4 E, 3 FR 15 
K 7 E, 1 FR 9 FR, 2 E 19 
L 8 FR, 2 E 6E 16 
M 5E 8 FR, 2 E 15 
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On experienced levels of more eye-contact in item A, five of the French 
respondents selected the English situation of communication, whereas six of the 
English and four of the French respondents selected the French situation of 
communication, as including more eye-contact. Again, for item B, four of the 
English respondents and three of the French selected the English situation, 
whereas five of the French respondents selected the French situation for using less 
eye contact. 
F or item C, on physical proximity, eight of the French respondents and two of the 
English selected the French situation of communication to have more physical 
closeness. Three French and two English respondents selected the English 
situation to have more physical closeness. For item D, the same eight French 
participants and one English respondent selected the English situation to have 
more physical distance, whereas two French and two English respondents selected 
the French situation to have more physical distance. 
On item E, asking more questions, seven of the English respondents and six of the 
French respondents selected the French situation of communication to include 
more questions, whereas five of the French respondents and one English selected 
the English situation to include more questioning. Item F, asking less questions, 
received five ticks from the English respondents and two from the French for the 
English communication, whereas the French situation was selected by three 
French and two English respondents. 
For item G, on more signs of listening, eight of the French respondents and one of 
the English selected the English situation, whereas eight of the English 
respondents and three French respondents selected the French situation. For item 
H, on producing less signs of listening, five of the English respondents and one 
French respondent chose the English situation, whereas five of the French and one 
English respondent chose the French situation. 
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With item I, on doing more interruptions, three French and three English 
respondents selected the English situation of communication, whereas six French 
respondents and four English respondents selected more interruptions to be 
engaged in a French situation. With item J, for fewer interruptions, five of the 
French and three of the English respondents chose the English situation of 
communication, whereas four of the English and three of the French respondents 
chose the French situation of communication. 
On item K, for speaking at the same time, seven of the English participants and 
one French selected that simultaneous speech occurs in the English situation, 
whereas nine of the French and two of the English respondents selected the 
French situation for the same item. 
For item L, having more silences and pauses, eight of the French and two of the 
English respondents selected the French situation, whereas six of the English 
respondents selected the French situation. For item M, on less silence and pauses, 
five of the English respondents selected the English situation of communication, 
whereas eight of the French and two of the English respondents selected the 
French situation of communication for the same item. 
5. 2. 3. Discussion 
As to the experienced differences presented above, it is discovered that for items 
on more eye-contact, more signs of listening, more silences and pauses, and less 
interruptions, a possible direction in which the respondents seem to associate them 
is rather to the foreign language usage than to their mother tongue usage. As 
discussed and shown in the overlaps analysis, this perception is not correct in the 
NBE group who produce the largest category of feedback tokens, whereas they 
ticked they would do more so in French. This could be either due to a heightened 
awareness of their communicative behaviour in the foreign language; or, in the 
case of speech overlaps and interruptions, to experienced lack of fluency and of 
language skills in the respective foreign language. 
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In relation to heightened awareness of communicative behaviour in foreign 
language, one of the informants states in her questionnaire that her "thought 
processes are much more distinct when speaking foreign languages". 1 The same 
idea is brought up by B3 in her interview as in "everything being heightened" 
when you are using a foreign language.2 These remarks further confirm the 
possible direction of observation that the communicative behaviour awareness is 
raised among the respondents when they speak in the foreign language. 
The mother tongue usage in both groups, on the other hand, can be described as 
associated with using less eye-contact, less signs of listening, less silences and 
pauses, as well as more interruptions and more talking at the same time. Talking 
at the same time more in the mother tongue is in part confirmed with the 
observation from the conversational data. In the discussion section of the overlap 
analysis I point out that the native language groups have more overlaps as joint 
constructions and as simultaneous turns than does the Mixed group. The Mixed 
group engages more in ceding the floor which is manifested in a higher 
percentage of simultaneous onsets in comparison to the two native language 
groups. Furthermore, the total percentage of overlaps of talk is lowest in the 
Mixed group. 
In addition, in the interviews, eye-contact will seem to emerge as something the 
participants associate with trying to understand what their interlocutor is saying in 
the foreign language, rather than as something that is a part of everyday 
communication.3 The same type of answers emerges in the questionnaires of all 
the respondents. Based on the above data, it can be suggested that using more eye­
contact is selected for the foreign language use whereas less eye-contact has a 
tendency to be associated with the respective mother tongue. The French 
participants, in sum, selected that they would have more eye-contact when 
speaking in English than in French, and vice versa. For further reflection of the 
phenomenon, F2 in her interview expresses an awareness of having to use all of 
I UE71 38 
283 I. 632 
3 F2 1. 903-977; Fl I. 481-482 
-
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her senses in order to successfully understand an English speaker who is not 
known by her personally. This is probably related to lip-reading and a need to 
keep focused on the facial expressions of the interactant who is speaking in a 
language that is not the recipient's mother tongue. This hypothesis is confirmed 
later in the interviews: F2 reports she has to look at the face of the English 
counterpart more in order to somehow patch together the meaning of their 
message. 4 It could be suggested that such behaviour in tum could lead to a more 
heightened awareness of eye-contact in the foreign language situations of 
communication. 
One issue needs to be addressed at this point. As the awareness of such 
communicative behaviour as signs of listening, eye-contact, silence and pauses 
and awareness of using fewer interruptions emerges as more significant or more 
heightened to the respondents, it can be argued therefore that retrieving 
information from the participants is likely to be biased. However, the very 
purpose of the questionnaire in the present study is to access personal experiences 
of such communicative situations, and experiences are bound to be biased. Rather 
than functioning as an "objective" point of comparison of communicative 
behaviour in the two groups, the information retrieved by the questionnaires 
should be viewed as experience-based, as suggested by the name of the section IV 
of the questionnaire. 
The purpose can therefore be restated here as accessmg the respondents' 
experiences in communicating in the respective foreign languages. In conclusion, 
this aim was met. It was discovered that the awareness of those experiences points 
towards the possibility of them being clearer in the native language situation 
concerning more simultaneous speech and interruptions. On the other hand, the 
answers for signs of listening, eye-contact, silences and pauses point towards the 
possibility of them being associated more with the foreign language situations of 
communication. This confirms the observation in the analysis of the overlaps that 
the Mixed group has more ceding of floor and less joint construction and 
4 F2 J. 903-977 
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simultaneous turns than the two native groups, especially during the first 30 
minutes of the conversation. 
5. 2. 4. Perceived areas of problems from the analyst's point of view 
This section points out some possible areas of problems in the questionnaires, in 
addition to those discussed in the Methodology section 3.2.4.5. First, some of the 
French informants state that while filling in the questionnaire, the difficulty lay in 
deciding which experience of an English speaking situation to reflect on, as most 
had had contacts with Americans, Canadians, Australians, Irish and British 
English. As a matter of fact, one informant clarifies that she has chosen the British 
English to reflect on because, of all her English speaking contacts, they appear 
"the coldest" to her. 5 This would seem to point towards a suggestion that the 
perceived difference, out of all English speaking contacts of the informant in 
question, is the largest between the French and the British English. 
Secondly, the above-mentioned possible ambiguity in the wording used in section 
IV of the questionnaire on the differences in communicative behaviour between 
French and British English may have caused inconsistencies in the answers of the 
informants. One of the difficulties lay in trying to make the examples sound 
relevant, understandable and realistic in a natural way. With the participants, 
however, I was able to go through the items one by one and clarify their 
understanding of each point in the interviews. 
Next, the interviews of the participants will be discussed. 
5 FR8! 42 
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5. 3. Analysis and discussion of interviews 
In this section, the main themes and categories that emerge in the interviews of 
the participants will be presented and discussed. The interviews were analysed 
using grounded theory (Strauss 1987). The analysis was carried out by open 
coding, followed by axiomatic and selective coding, as presented in the 
Methodology chapter. The core category thus discovered is that of establishing in­
group membership, as is also pointed towards by the questionnaire answers. 
References to the questionnaire answers that highlight similar themes will be 
made in the course of the discussion of the interviews. 
As to the role of the interviewer, my overall aim in relating to the interviewees 
was to try to create an atmosphere in which I was not the only one who was 
allowed to ask questions, especially in the second part of the interview. (For 
details, see Methodology chapter.) I related to all participants as a fellow foreign 
language speaker and learner by recounting some of my own experiences in 
communicating in French or English. This reciprocal disclosure in turn altered the 
nature of the interview towards a more mutual relating of accounts and personal 
narratives. Moreover, towards the end of the interviews, I explained my interest 
and reason for conducting the present study. 
5.3. 1. Central themes in the interviews 
In this section, the mam categories that emerge from the interviews will be 
discussed. As mentioned above, the core category is that of establishing in-group 
membership. A core category is described as the most pertinent category that is 
relevant in relation to all other main categories (Strauss 1987, 81). This is the case 
for in-group membership in the interview data and this will be shown in the 
discussion below. 
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5. 3. 1. 1. Awareness of foreign language skills: struggle for in-group 
membership 
The interviewees display an awareness of going through different stages in 
foreign language competency and fluency. The two most marked stages deal with 
fluency. In the first stage, the experience of hindered fluency for instance in 
needing to think before speaking, or translating from mother tongue to foreign 
language, is referred to by all of the participants who were interviewed. In the 
second stage, the crucial and conscious turning point occurs when one's foreign 
language production becomes natural and does not require the passage via mother 
tongue first. These themes emerge also in the questionnaires of the respondents. 6 
In close connection to this, the interviewees portray the process of learning to be 
competent in their respective foreign languages as a struggle to make oneself 
understood. 7 In my view, the struggle to make oneself understood displays a 
desire to become an accepted, full member of whatever group the interaction is 
creating. F2 describes the struggle as comprising of aspects of being able to use 
the right words and the right expressions, as well as getting the timing right in 
terms of managing to say what you want to say at the right moment in the 
evolving interaction.8 Therefore the underlying goal is to achieve a native-like 
competence in being able to interact in the foreign language, accompanied by a 
native-status acceptance as an in-group member. Again, similar categories of 
themes are found in the questionnaire answers of the respondents.9 The 
respondents' answers further highlight the ability to joke and to have a 
transferable sense of humour as an important factor for establishing in-group 
membership. 
6 (from translation into fluency) FR1I37; FR6! 28, 35, 37; FR7/22, 32; FR2! 24; FR6! 31,32; 

FR8! 24,25,28,33; UW1I33; UE8! 22, 24; UE9! 34; UEI O! 23; UN5! 34; B3! 34 

7 F21. 341-344, 377,866-890 

8 F2 I. 195-197 

9 (uncomfortablel struggle) FR2! 28; FR6! 28; FR7/28; B4! 36; UN4! 15; UN5/38; UE8!23; 

(reached fluency & adaptability & sense of humour) B3! 34; UW 1123, 33; UW2! 33; UN4! 28; 

UN6/34; UE7/28; UE8/22, 24,34; UEI 0/34; (increase of spontaneity) FRJ! 26,37; FR2!37; 

FR4! 3J, 37; FR6! 35, 37; FR7! 32; FR8! 25,32 
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Another stage towards understanding and embracing the adjustments required for 
a full in-group membership is the awareness of how your own talk can sound to 
different people. In this learning process, Fl, F2 and F6 have become more aware 
of their communicative behaviour on the level of sound and melody (prosody), as 
well as loudness and tempo of speech. 10 The French participants experience that 
French is spoken more loudly than English is and are aware of a need to tone 
down their use of English. F6 gives an example of adjusted communicative 
behaviour: in a phone conversation between herself and her mother, her mother 
asked if F6 was iII or tired because she was speaking French so slowly and quietly 
on the phone. II Thus the modifications in her English usage also touched on her 
way of speaking in French which resulted even in her parents noticing the 
difference and commenting on it. 
F2 is furthermore referring to "sounding different" when speaking in the two 
languages. This was related to her by native speakers of English who had heard 
her speak in the two languages. F2 refers to this experience as 
It's as if it was two persons, because my voice was so different (F2 l. 423-424). 
Her recognising such a significant difference furthermore displays the identity 
work that is taking place between the native communicative behaviour and the 
foreign language one. In addition, the awareness of differences in prosody and 
tempo further make the case for the importance of understanding prosody, tempo 
and rhythm and their influence on communicating in a foreign language. 
While construing her foreign language speaker identity, F2 hints at the notion of 
aiming at a native-like spontaneity and perfect use of "their" language. 
Immediately following this hint, F2 questions the meaning and the existence of a 
perfect language. 
10 F2 l. 390-414, 771-772; FIl. 528-530 
11 F6 I. 679-682 
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With this identity work derived from the perception of alterations in tempo and 
rhythm as well as prosody, there emerges, across the two languages, the 
awareness of the interviewee of there being an 'in-between' language that mixes 
the source and the target languages. 12 This hybrid new 'creole' conveys the two 
realities in which the participants live as they are construing their new identities 
and struggling to become accepted in-group members. 
5. 3. 1. 2. Perceived imbalance in foreign language skills 
The French participants FI and F2 perceive an imbalance in the levels of the 
respective foreign language skills between themselves and B4. B4 is aware of the 
imbalance as well. FI refers to it as a "handicap,,13 and explains how it caused the 
French participants to dominate in the task-centred conversation. In contrast, both 
F 1 and F2 affirm that the free conversations increased easiness, informality and 
changed the nature of the interaction in a way that allowed B4 to take an equal 
part in it. 14 Being able to switch between French and English enabled this change 
to take place. B4, on the other hand, comments on the difficulties she experienced 
in trying to understand the free conversation when it was conducted in French, 
due to words and expressions she did not recognise. 15 
This information feeds into the previous observations on the Mixed group having 
been imbued by the French turn-taking style as to the length of turns which are 
more similar to the NF than the NBE groups (11.05 and 8.23 against 8.70 in the 
Mixed group). Furthermore, the comments on easiness of interaction in the free 
conversations also justify and confirm the decision to omit the convergent task 
conversation from the analysed data set. 
if 
12 F2 l. 479-490 
13 Fl 1. 90 
14Fll.298 
15 841.186 
, 
:~ 
I 
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5. 3. 1. 3. Awareness of foreign language in comparison to native language 
The awareness of communicative behaviour is heightened in a way that seemed to 
be, for the interviewees, more relevant in their experience of foreign language 
than of their native language. This is also observed in the analysis of the 
experienced differences as reported in section IV of the questionnaire. In other 
words, comparisons between the communicative behaviour in the native and in 
the foreign language of the interviewee may be difficult to make due to the 
imbalance in the interviewees' perceptions of their native tongue and foreign 
language behavioural awareness. An example will clarify this point. When FI is 
talking about eye-contact, her reference is to the heightened consciousness of 
having to pay more attention in order to hear what people are saying in English. 
Furthermore, she adds that she does not do it when speaking in French. Therefore, 
Fl relates eye-contact to situations of trying to understand the foreign language 
speaker, rather than to something that people would always do while interacting. 16 
5. 3. 1. 4. Identity construction and in-group membership 
The identity work thus prompted by close contacts to the target language culture 
is further manifested by the French participants actively construing their identity 
as French language speakers and belonging to the group of other French language 
speakers. They talk about "us", referring to the French, and "them", referring to 
the English, in their discourse. The greatest in-group membership struggle is 
experienced by B4. Having had difficulty in fully taking part in the French 
conversation, it seems difficult for her to see herself as a proper participant in 
what took place. She makes two references to the small group as "them" or 
"they", though quickly correcting it to "us" or "we". Behind the initial use of 
"them" and "they" is probably her perception of the imbalance between her 
French language skills and those of the other participants. She is aware of the 
weaknesses in her communicative abilities. Her account of her French use is 
reported with reference to a painstaking translation process from English to 
16 Fl l. 481-482 
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French. 17 Therefore, the observation on speaking the language and its effect in 
becoming an in-group member is confirmed. 
5. 3. 1. 5. Rhythm and tempo of talk 
Closely related to the establishment of in-group membership are the perceptions 
of rhythm and tempo in speech. One of the most pertinent themes that emerges 
from the French participants' foreign language learning and identity construing 
processes are those of speech rhythm and the overall tempo of the conversations. 
In general, the French participants' perception is that English people talk less and 
are more reserved when talking, whereas French people are described as talkative 
and talking "constantly". 18 F 1 gives a colourful description of her insight into the 
rhytlunic differences of the two languages. French is depicted as a continuous 
"blalalalala", whereas English gets a partitioned "tum.tum.tum.tum." Also tempo 
is referred to as the French speaking very fast "tatatatata", whereas her perception 
is that in English one has to pause. Adding to the tempo aspect, she also points out 
that the volume of speech is louder in French, in contrast to the "softness" of the 
English way of communicating. F2 and F6 also confirm this by stating that they 
have to adapt their communicative behaviour during their stay in England. 
From the narration of Fl it becomes clear that her experience of changes in 
rhythm and tempo of language use or communicative behaviour has been a 
dramatic one. In fact, it seems to have been a major cause for culture shock during 
her first year in England. She offers a detailed description of how desperate she 
had felt at her arrival in England and at realising that she would have to get used 
to a slower pace of interaction. She refers to it as "dying", "not being fully 
myself'. It seems to her that people do not converse properly in England. Her 
experience of it was at first, and still is at the time of the interview, "annoying" 
and "stressful". 19 Such a significant change in interaction patterns is likely to have 
an impact on the identity construction of the participants. 
17 B4 I. 64-66, 103-104,440-443 
18 FI I. 544-560, 528-530; F61. 611-620 
19 Fl I. 572-584, 632-637 
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5.3. 1. 6. Awareness of communicative style differences 
Further along on the route towards establishing full in-group membership, a 
strong awareness of the intercultural differences in communicative behaviour and 
its interpretation is displayed by B3. Although all participants are aware of the 
context-bound nature of communication, the difference between school-taught 
French and the French in real life use, as well as the differences between body 
language and gestures in French and English, the only participant who explicitly 
talks about context-bound interpretations on communicative styles is B3.20 She is 
aware of the different meanings that people from France and England attribute to 
sentences due to different intonation and prosodic features?l 
Furthermore, B3 acknowledges that these differences in intonation can lead to 
misperceptions of the intention behind the utterance in question. As an example, 
she says that a French person trying to be assertive can be perceived by the 
English to be arrogant. Another example relates to a simple question asked from 
her by a French person in English, "Are you going out?", the meaning of which to 
her seems to be more along the lines of "Where do you think you are going?", 
merely due to the imposing of a French intonation pattern in English.22 B3 is 
aware of these interpretation processes and of them being subconscious most of 
the time. Furthermore, she acknowledges that it was good to be aware of them and 
states that having been part of my research makes her even more aware of the 
processes involved. 
5. 4. Participants' descriptions of interruptions 
According to the conclusion of the Literature Review, one of the ways in which 
interruptions are studied in the present inquiry is through discovering the 
participants' perceptions and descriptions of what exactly constitutes an 
interruption. In the present study, as discussed earlier, the interviewees were not 
20 83 I. 591-610, 712-760, 782-785 
21 Intonation: The use of changing pitch to convey syntactic information. 
2283 I. 591-610 
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presented excerpts of the transcripts of the conversations they took part in. 
Instead, the question of interruptions was approached on a more general, 
descriptive level, although still grounding it in the participants' own experiences. 
In order to access the participants' perceptions on interruptions, I left the 
discussion of such a tOllchy issue towards the very end of each interview session. 
Talking about interruptions especially in relation to the co-participants was 
considered likely to raise issues of face work and saving the face of the co­
participants in not accusing any co-members directly of interruptions. 
What is discovered is that the societal value judgements for interruptions are 
strongly embedded in the participants' viewpoints. This is manifested in the way 
in which the participants associate the need to apologise for interrupting someone. 
Furthermore, the notions of rudeness and impoliteness are closely linked to 
interruptions. It seems almost an impossible task to find out some kind of open 
and honest accounts of people's experiences of interruptions, as underlying these 
experiences are the value judgements of the interruptor being rude and impolite. 
Therefore, when being questioned as in the present study, it is possible that face 
work steps in and people rather not imply that their co-participants were "rude" 
and "impolite". 
Different kinds of interruptions are mentioned by the interviewees. First, thematic 
interruptions are prominent in the descriptions. Secondly, interruptions are 
associated with institutional settings, such as political debates or customer service 
situations. Thirdly, the word 'interruption' is used as a descriptive label for 
feedback and overlaps at TRP. 
5. 4. 1. Thematic interruptions 
B4's definition of an interruption becomes evident in her description of how she 
says she deals with interruptions. Interruption would mean to her not being able 
"to come in somewhere" and not being able to "say what you want to say". 
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Despite several occasion of "speaking over" each other, B4 describes that the 

group conversations never reached "the point" that she could name as an 

interruption. In addition, B4 presents her own concept of handling interruptions in 

which she asserts that she usually would find a way to "worm it in".23 

Only on one occasion during the task-oriented session (which was abandoned 
from the analysed data set although transcribed) does a participant claim she has 
been interrupted. It becomes clear from the context that Fl, who claims having 
been interrupted is referring to having been interrupted as she was developing a 
topic in the discussion. This would therefore confirm Bennett's (1981) and 
Murray's (1985) statements that participants themselves would consider only 
thematic ruptures as interruptions. Thematic interruptions infringe the right of the 
speaker to develop his or her point, thus prompting a demand of the right to the 
floor, in case it is possible in that particular context to present such a demand or a 
claim of interruption. 
F 1 displays an emotional response with feelings of having been offended several 
times by English people interrupting her. By interruption she refers to thematic 
interruptions in which the subject is changed by "cutting" the current speaker. Fl 
, 
considers this extremely rude. In sum, she links interruption to not being able to 
finish a train of thought or a point that is in the process of being elaborated, as do 
B3 and B4 also?4 This is also the kind of interruption FI claims she was a victim 
of in the task-centred discussion. 
In this extract taken from the task oriented conversation, FI can be seen to hold a 
claim that she had been interrupted earlier in the conversation, at arrows (l) and 
(2). As the participants in this sequence return to the same topic that had been 
earlier "interrupted", as claimed by FI, she returns to what she had been saying at 
that time and presents her accusation. F2 actually apologises at arrow (3) and 
23 84 I. 637-644 
24 Fll. 502-517; 831. 800-844 
n 
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makes amends at arrow (4) to summanse Fl's proposal she had earlier 
interrupted. 
(9) 

B3: pour les problemes de drogue, 

F2: =exactement. [x x] 

l-:;}Fl: [voila-voila] ce que j'ai dit, je vais dire, [enfin voila 

F2: [qui soient x ] 

2 -:;}F 1: DROGUES: et tu: m'as COU:]Pe: 

F2: egalement,J «F2 is speaking out what she is writing down)) 

(I) 
F1 : tu m'as interrompu. 
3 -:;}F2: hh. °pardon.o [axe] 
FI: [mmMMMmm] tu vois? j'arretais pas dire pour avoir la drogue il faut 
[un true euh:] 
4 -:;}F2: [okay- done en] fait, tu dis, qu'il faut un centre mediCAL, de conseil, et de psychanalyse, 
par rapport aux problemes de [drogues:] °ouais.o 
B4: [Oouaise] 
(Task-centred, FBE l. 947-961) 
(9) (translation) 
B3: for the drug problems, 

F2: =exactly. [x x] 

l-:;}FI: [there you go - there you go] that's what I said, 1 will say, [1 mean, really.] 

n: ~~~~ 
2 -:;}FI: [DRUGS, and you CUT] me. 

F2: [ equally] 

(I) 
FI: you interrupted me. 
3 -:;}F2: hh. °sorryo. [axe] 
Fl: [mmMMMmm] you see? I kept on saying that in order to have the drugs 
sorted you need [the uhm:] 
4 -:;}F2: [okay- so in] fact, you are saying that we need a medical centre for 
counselling and for psychoanalysis in order to get the drug problems [sorted.] "yeah.o 
B4: [OyeahO] 
Fl therefore holds a claim of having been interrupted earlier, which prompts an 
apology from the part of F2 who was being accused of having done that particular 
interruption. This behaviour is exactly according to the description of interruption 
and its sanctions as recounted by F2 in her interview. F2 and also B3 emphasise 
the need to apologise if ever interruptions are committed, thus linking the societal 
value perception of impoliteness to interruptions.25 
25 F2 l. 1186-1208; B3 1. 800-844 
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5. 4. 2. Interruptions in institutional settings 
As to the institutional settings for interruptions, B8 mentions lectures. This is 
described as the lecturers "just cutting you", presumably in the middle of 
developing an idea or even in the middle of the sentence.26 F2 talks about 
customer services situations, and B3 refers to political debates. They thus refer to 
the kinds of interruptions that include a heightened awareness of the interruptive 
behaviour and the social sanctions that are applicable in case an interruption 
occurs. 
Most of the examples of interruptions mentioned in the interviews point towards 
perceptions of interruption in situations of heightened awareness of one's 
behaviour, such as political debates, lectures or customer service situations would 
entail. However, another type of use for the word 'interruption' occurs when B3 
and B8 really talk about feedback and overlaps at TRP to which they refer as 
'interruptions'. The participants perhaps do not have names for these other 
overlap categories but they describe the functions of such 'interruptions' as non­
offensive and as giving input. 
5.4.3. 'Interruption' as a term for collaborative feedback 
Prompted to elaborate on interruptions, B3 provides descriptions that relate 
interruptions, first of all, to a lively discussion, and secondly, to evidence of one's 
counterpart listening to what one is saying (as in wanting to ask for clarification). 
In fact, as a consequence of lack of "interruptions" in the small group session she 
had been part of, she reports she had experienced the session as "artificial". It is 
clear from the context that by this notion of interruption she is referring to a non­
offensive, non-rude interjection that functions as feedback. 
26 B8 I. 144-146 
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At the point when B8 describes the NBE conversation as relaxed and lively, she 
refers to backchannelling as interruption?7 The connotations and associations of 
the words "interrupt" or "interruption" B8 can be seen to effect a self-correction 
that reveals the kind of negativity associated with the words. 
I think as it progressed we started to interrupt, or no- giving input a lot more frequently 
(B81.74-75). 
This type of self-correction in regard to the use of the word 'interrupt' is a 
fascinating piece of insight into the underlying societal value judgements of what 
interrupting can mean. When prompted to elaborate on this, B8 continues, 
No not really interruption, it was more like instead of waiting for someone to perhaps 
completely finish the sentence you'd go 'oh yeah yeah I know what you mean' (B8 1.130­
132). 
She thus displays her own category of what conversation analysts call a Transition 
Relevance Place. 
5.4.4. Awareness of turn space and turn rights 
B4 recounts an account that revealed awareness of turn space and rights. With 
further reflection as a side-path to interruptions, B4 narrates an incident that she 
recounts as if an interruption was somehow implied in it. She and her boyfriend 
were talking with some friends, when her boyfriend asked one of these friends a 
question to which B4 gave the answer although she was not the one being 
addressed.28 This is evidence for there being an awareness within B4 of having 
done something she maybe should not have in somebody else's place, or literally, 
in somebody else's turn space. It is only the deviant case incidents such as the one 
she reports that make people aware of the intricate workings of turn-taking that 
usually remain entirely subconscious. 
27 88 I. 36-37, 79-80 
28 B4 I. 659-664 
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5. 5. Concluding remarks on questioning of participants 
This section aims to conclude the present Data chapter. First, overall remarks will 
be made on the purpose and the aim of questioning the participants. Secondly, 
concluding remarks will be made on the analysis of the questionnaire and the 
interview data. 
5. 5. 1. General remarks 
It is concluded that eliciting participants' experiences and their perceptions on 
communicating in the respective foreign languages enhances the analytical scope 
of the present inquiry. The main theme and the core category emerging from the 
interviews is that of establishing in-group membership, which is also pointed 
towards by the questionnaires. However, it is in the interviews that this hint found 
in the questionnaires is proven to be a relevant and a significant theme in the 
discourse and the experiences of the participants. 
The analysis of the interviews thus confirms the preliminary remarks made on 
possible main categories of themes. As in the analysis of the questionnaires, it 
emerges that the aim of foreign language communication is a proper two-way 
interaction that enables all participants in that interaction to be full in-group 
members of the particular group. In other words, the learners of foreign languages 
go through a struggle in regard to reaching a level of natural easiness of 
interaction, and they are highly aware of this struggle. As the perceived 
communicative competence attains the level of native-like ability, the foreign 
language speaker can more easily make an entry as an established in-group 
member into the group of the native speakers of the particular language, which is 
the cause of a sense of satisfaction and of accomplishment. A similar kind of a 
concern for in-group membership is also displayed for the co-participants, and a 
similar kind of a sense of accomplishment follows when such equal m-group 
membership is established. 
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It is further concluded that the access to participants' own descriptions of 
interruptions provides valuable information for the present analyses. These will be 
discussed in more detail below, in the conclusion section of the present Data 
chapter. 
5. 5. 2. Concluding remarks on the questionnaires 
In the present inquiry, the main purpose and function of the questionnaires is an 
introductory stage to the interviews. Nevertheless, the questionnaires have also 
two major areas of input as to the insights they provide. First, the questionnaires 
point towards certain relevant themes that are later confirmed in the interviews. 
The relevant theme they allude to is the effort put into establishing rapport and in­
group membership. Secondly, the questionnaire section IV highlights the 
participants' perceptions of the differences in communicating in their native 
language and in the respective foreign language. The results of section IV show 
that there is a possibility that the awareness of communicative behaviour is more 
heightened in the foreign language than in the mother tongue. Accordingly, the 
respondents' answers point towards a suggestion that their native language 
situations of communication would, in sum, include less eye-contact, more talking 
at the same time and more interruptions. On the other hand, the answers seem to 
point towards awareness of using more eye-contact, more signs of listening, more 
silences and pauses and less talking at the same time and interruptions in the 
foreign language situations. 
These perceptions of the participants are not entirely confirmed in the analysed 
conversational data. The conversational data shows that the NBE group has the 
largest number of Feedback produced than the two other groups, therefore not 
confirming the perception that the NBE would produce fewer signs of listening 
when talking in English than in French. Thus the awareness of one's 
communicative behaviour seems to differ between the mother tongue and the 
foreign language. 
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5. 5. 3. Concluding remarks on the interviews 
The main theme and the core category emerging from the interviews is that of 
establishing in-group membership. It emerges that the aim of foreign language 
communication is a proper two-way interaction that enables all participants in that 
interaction to be full in-group members of the particular group. In other words, the 
learners of foreign languages go through a struggle in trying to reach a level of 
natural easiness of interaction. The participants display a high awareness of this 
struggle. As the nonnative participants attain the communicative competence that 
they perceive as a native-like ability, they can more easily become established in­
group members in the group of the native speakers. This in turn results in a sense 
of satisfaction and of accomplishment. 
The participants who were interviewed see interruptions in terms of thematic 
disruptiveness. In other words, interruptions are instances of cutting off a possible 
thematic development in the turn at hand. Otherwise interruptions are associated 
with institutional settings, such as political debates, customer services or lectures. 
On the other hand, the perception of turn rights and turn space is alluded to by one 
participant (B4) in her account of having answered a question in somebody else's 
"place", realising that it had not really been her turn to speak. 
Next, the Conclusion chapter will draw comprehensive conclusions of the thesis, 
including conclusions incorporating the analyses of both of the Data chapters. 
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6. Conclusion 
In this chapter, comprehensive conclusions of the present study will be drawn. 
6. 1. Purpose, aim, objectives and originality of thesis 
6. 1. 1. Purpose of thesis 
The purpose of the present study was to discover the conversational behaviour 
patterns in native settings as well as in an intercultural setting composed of 
participants from the two native groups. The specific scope among conversational 
patterns and tum-taking were the produced overlaps of talk. The present inquiry 
purposed to discover regularities of communicative behaviour in overlaps of talk 
within conversational tum-taking by using triangulation of theories, methods and 
data. This section will summarise the findings as stated in the purpose, aims and 
hypothesis set in the Introduction ofthe present thesis. 
6. 1. 2. Aim and objectives of thesis 
The main aim of the present inquiry was to compare the conversational behaviour 
of French and British English participants in relation to the overlapping of turns. 
The aim and the specific objective 1 was to discover whether the tum-taking and 
overlap patterns differ in the two groups and in a third group that was a composite 
of the two. The hypothesis related to the main aim was that the French group 
would effect more overlaps of talk than the British English group. This hypothesis 
was proved wrong. In the total numbers of produced overlaps, the Native British 
English group had 44.22%, the Native French group had 36.01 %, and the Mixed 
group had 29.16% of all turns produced in overlap. 
However, it turned out that the significant difference did not lie in the total 
numbers of overlaps, but rather in the frequencies of categories of overlaps 
produced in each group. Thus the objectives 2 and 3 were met and insight into 
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overlap patterns in the two native and the Mixed groups was gained, as the 
discovered similarities and differences in the conversational data set of the three 
groups were analysed. The results of the most frequent types of overlaps in each 
group results will be summarised in detail in section 6.4.1 of the present chapter. 
Objective 4, incorporating findings from the interviews and the questionnaires 
into the analyses of the conversational data, was also accomplished in the course 
of the analyses. 
Objective 5 was to develop a theoretical framework applicable for the analysis of 
talk-in-interaction in both native and intercultural settings. This was arrived at by 
situating the present study in the field of interaction studies, by discussing its 
theoretical basis, and by reflexively posing questions to that theoretical basis in 
the Literature Review. 
Objective 6, achieving a research reflexive outcome that takes into account and 
explicitly clarifies the general ontological and epistemological assumptions of the 
adopted frameworks was reached in the present study by theory, method and data 
triangulation as well as by reflexivity. The reflexive outcome was manifested in 
the quality of the elicited data and the subsequent analyses effected on the data. 
Therefore the hypothesis of the present research benefiting from the triangulations 
in the research design was confirmed. 
The conclusions that were drawn from the analyses offered new ways of 
approaching the study of conversational interaction. These proposed opemngs 
were discovered through the triangulation of theories, methods and data. This 
triangulation of theories, methods and data is furthermore one of the primary 
original contributions of the present thesis in the field of analysis of overlaps and 
of talk-in-interaction in general. The originality of the theory triangulation will be 
summarised next, followed by overviews of the method and the data triangulation 
effected in this study, as well as a summary of the results and the conclusions that 
were thus reached. 
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6. 1. 3. Originality of thesis 
This section presents the originality of the present thesis as introduced above. The 
originality is accomplished on three levels: theoretical, methodological, and 
related to the results of the data analyses that were effected based on the applied 
theories and methods. 
To begin with, the theoretical basis will be summarised. First, a detailed 
discussion of situating the present study among the communication and 
interaction studies was presented, and the present study was described as 
subscribing to the interactional model of communication. The interactional model 
of communication postulates that the participants situate communicated 
infonnation so as to allow cues for the interpretation of that information for their 
co-participants. 
Secondly, three theoretical frameworks informing the present inquiry were 
discussed. These three theories were interactional sociolinguistics, conversation 
analysis and interactive roles' analysis. All of these frameworks were classed 
under the interactional model of communication, although the level of 
situatedness focused on by each of them was discussed to differ slightly. 
Thirdly, the interruption literature was presented, followed by a challenging 
question of whether the nature of talk is truly understood by its analysts. It was 
concluded that the interruption literature in general, in light of the present study, 
did not take into account the "bigger picture" of the unfolding nature and the 
construing of interaction, or other features of talk such as tempo and rhythm of 
talk and co-operativeness in specific. 
Co-operativeness displayed through overlaps of talk and tempo of talk were the 
most prominent concepts that were found missing from the interruption literature. 
If the discussion and description of overlaps in the present study had only 
revolved around disruptive versus co-operative interruptions, as it seems to have 
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been the case in several of the reviewed studies on overlaps and interruptions, 
something of the collaborative nature of talk would have been lost. Moreover, had 
the focus been on interruptions, it is the stance of the present inquiry that the 
processes of construing interaction effected by the participants would not have 
been comprehensively understood. It was demonstrated that the view of the 
present study is that focusing on the word 'interruption' to describe overlaps of 
talk would undermine and even negate the collaborative efforts displayed by the 
participants. 
The above summarised theory triangulation and the reflection on interruptions 
form the original contribution of the present thesis as to the theoretical framework 
for analysing talk-in-interaction and overlaps in specific. 
This choice of theoretical framework triangulation was confirmed and 
consolidated with the results of the data analysis. The data itself was elicited from 
multiple sources and through method and data triangulation. Quantitative and 
qualitative types of data were thus obtained. The overlap frequency data was 
tested with inferential statistics. The chi square tests further consolidated that the 
overlap patterns in the two native groups of the present study differed 
significantly. The differences in the overlap patterns across the groups were thus 
statistically confirmed. 
With a closer, qualitative analysis of the types of overlaps it was discovered that 
80.58% of all the overlaps were collaborative or related to natural speaker 
changes, whereas only 1.63% were coded as interruptions. These numbers argue 
further against using the word 'interruption' to describe the types of overlaps in 
the present study. 
In the present study it instead proved more relevant to refer to overlaps and their 
degrees of naturalness and co-operativeness in the ongoing talk-in-interaction. 
This finding of co-operativeness was also confirmed in the questionnaires and the 
interviews of the participants. 
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The importance of viewing communication as a situated activity is therefore 
confirmed by the present study. This situatedness has been seen on three levels. 
First, the participants situate their overlaps in relation to the ongoing talk (see also 
Dunne & Ng 1994). Secondly, the information thus situated serves to establish, 
with 80.58%, the collaborative efforts and the natural changes of speakers. 
Thirdly, the participants use their interactional roles as cues to one another as to 
the situated interpretation of overlaps. This is especially so with displaying 
listenership and speakership roles, and the roles for doing interruptions. These 
interactional roles are seen to justify or even to demand certain types of overlaps, 
as was discovered with examples (7c), (7d) and (7e), which arise from a right or 
an obligation to correct misunderstood prior turns. 
The findings of the centrality of co-operativeness and of the confirmed 
situatedness of talk-in-interaction summarise the original contribution of the 
present thesis as to its theoretical framework, its methods, and its results of the 
data analysis. Next, each of the chapters of the present thesis will be summarised 
in a somewhat more detail than in the above discussion, thus further clarifying the 
originality of this thesis and the ways in which the originality was reached. 
6. 2. Theoretical conclusions 
This section summarises the theoretical framework chapter and its discussion. 
6.2. 1. Ontology, epistemology and reflexivity 
The theoretical framework chapter demonstrated that ontological and 
epistemological views influence the choice of theoretical and methodological 
stances of any study. The present inquiry was described as subscribing to social 
constructionist and postmodern paradigms. This was shown to result in the use of 
multiple methodologies, in relativism as a starting point in the interpretation of 
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data, as well as in endorsing reflexivity and reflective methods (Denzin & Lincoln 
1998; Rogers et a1. 1995). 
The epistemological stance of the present study was explicated to have a social 
constructionist view on discourse. According to it, participants are believed to re­
construe their identities and roles in talk-in-interaction. This process of construing 
identities and roles relies on the previously construed personal histories, a product 
of interaction themselves. It is the epistemological stance of this study that the 
kinds of realities thus produced in discourse also portray the rules and acceptable 
conversational behaviour patterns available to the participants. (Berger & 
Luckmann 1966; Gumperz 1982a; Rogers et a1. 1995; Shotter 1993) 
It was shown that from this epistemological stance it follows that talk-in­
interaction can be studied through an inquiry into natural conversational data as 
well as through an inquiry into the perceptions and narratives produced by the 
participants. 
The central notions of the study were then described. Culture was defined as 
regular occurrences of behaviour that people manifest in their interactions (Strauss 
& Quinn 1997). In the present study, therefore, culture has been studied as 
regularities of behaviour in tum-taking and overlaps of talk. In relation to 
communication and the various models that aim to represent it, the present study 
was defined to subscribe to the interactional model of communication. The 
interactional model of communication holds the view that it is the way in which 
communicated information is situated that forms the basis for the processes of its 
interpretations by the participants. Finally, the notion of miscommunication was 
discussed, and it was suggested that it would be preferential to see communication 
not as something linear but rather as non-linear, a joint activity of establishing and 
negotiating shared meanings. 
Personal reflexivity was addressed as a central characteristic of the processes of 
analysis and interpretation, especially so as in the present study I as the researcher 
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am not a native member of either of the groups studied. The possible problematic 
nature of that fact was discussed (Moerman 1996). Nevertheless, it was 
established that measures have been taken in the present study to ensure that with 
the use of personal reflexivity methods, the I have raised my own awareness of 
communicative behaviour patterns beyond my own immediate primary 
socialisation environment. Furthermore, it was established that not being a native 
member of either of the groups studied has been advantageous in the present 
inquiry in gaining the trust of the participants from both groups. Had I been a 
native member of one of the groups studied, it is possible that face issues would 
have arisen in the participants' relating to me. 
6. 2. 2. Theoretical triangulation 
The present study aimed to triangulate theories, methods and data. The theoretical 
triangulation, as discussed in the Literature Review, was accomplished by 
combining conversation analysis (Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974; Schegloff 
2000), interactional sociolinguistics (Gumperz 1982a), and the analysis of 
interactional roles and their effect on the interaction (Goffman 1981; 1967; 1971; 
1976; Spencer-Oatey 2000c). 
As was discussed, these frameworks share in common the view of the situatedness 
of communicated information. The co-participants interpret the meaning and 
intention of the communicated information based on the way in which it has been 
situated in the discourse by other participants. Although the above mentioned 
frameworks share this view, they emphasise different levels on which the 
situatedness occurs. Interactional sociolinguistics focuses on the situated 
information in terms of the socioculturally specific contextualisation cues. 
Conversation analysis, on the other hand, focuses on the sequential contexts that 
are created by the participants in the sequences of turns that they produce. The 
interactional roles' analyses portray situatedness as a framing or bracketing 
activity that provides cues for the interpretation of the particular activity, for 
example through interactional roles taken on by the participants. It was 
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established in the present study that these roles influence the ways in which 
participants view their interactional rights and obligations. 
Furthermore, literature on interruption was discussed in depth. Three branches of 
explanations of interruptions with models for their coding were presented. First, 
the turn-internal and turn-sequential structure based explanations were discussed 
(Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974; Schegloff2000; West & Zimmerman 1983). 
Secondly, the situational context explanations were introduced. They were further 
divided in four lines of explanations: the intercultural differences explanation 
(Wieland 1991; Kerbrat-Orecchioni 1996); the models of disruptive and co­
operative uses of interruption (Bull 1989; Goldberg 1990; Li 2001; Ulijn & Li 
1995; Makri-Tsilipakou 1994; Murata 1994); and the moral consequences 
explanation (Bennett 1981; Hutchby 1996; Lerner 1989). Finally, explanations 
denying the codability of interruptions were discussed (Bilmes 1997; Drummond 
1985). 
The vast array of the interruption literature was then challenged by asking the 
question whether the nature of talk-in-interaction is truly understood by its 
analysts. More comprehensive views on talk-in-interaction were then introduced, 
with regard to tempo and rhythm of talk (Scollon 1981), co-operativeness of 
overlaps (Coates 1989), and the notion of multiple floored conversations 
(Erickson 1981). Furthermore, the epistemological issue of seeing interaction as a 
non-linear rather than a linear progression was returned to, and more 
comprehensive aspects of intercultural explanations to talk-in-interaction were 
introduced. 
These comprehensive explanations included, first, Moerman's (1988) 
combination of ethnography and conversation analysis in his study of Thai 
conversations. He argued that each overlap "is culturally - as well as socially, 
sequentially, and even linguistically - constituted" (1988, 28). Therefore, he 
concluded, in addition to counting overlaps, qualitative analyses needed to be 
carried out on the particular overlaps. Secondly, White's (1989) study of 
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backchannelling behaviour among Japanese, American and mixed Japanese­
American conversations concluded that interaction patterns are adjusted towards 
one another in the mixed group setting. And thirdly, Fant's (1989) study on 
Hispanic and Swedish interaction patterns found that establishing group 
membership was displayed differently in the two groups of his study. For the 
Swedish, the group membership was in place by a taken-for-granted group 
solidarity, whereas the Spanish established it by interruptions or overlaps of each 
other's talk. 
In conclusion to the theoretical framework chapter, it was stated that the analysis 
of overlaps in the present study was to have two forms of inquiry. These forms of 
inquiry corresponded to the adopted and adapted framework for analysing 
overlaps as suggested by the present study. First, the qualitative coding of 
overlaps was to be effected, as well as their analysis in the context in which they 
occurred with reference to the sequential, sociocultural and situational aspects of 
context. Secondly, the overlaps were to be counted and frequencies of occurrence 
were to be presented. The procedures of the analysis included seven overlap 
categories and the additional category of Other, which consisted of unsure or 
inaudible instances of talk. Furthermore, the analysis of overlaps embraced the 
consideration of participants' points of view in terms of the interactive context, 
the analysis of interactive roles, and the explanations and narratives produced by 
the participants in their interviews. 
6. 3. Methodological conclusions 
This section will summarise the Methodology chapter. 
6.3.1. Transparency 
In the Methodology chapter, the importance of transparency in relation to the 
methods of data collection and data analysis were highlighted. These processes of 
transparency included explicating the sampling decisions, the data collection 
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procedures, how the analysed data set was composed and produced, and how the 
data was analysed. (Huberman & Miles 1998; Punch 1998; Silverman 2000) 
It was established that the design of the present study was that of an exploratory 
case study that combines qualitative and quantitative methods according to the 
appropriateness of each method to the study of the phenomena in question. The 
purpose of such a study was confirmed not to provide statistically generalisable 
results, but rather to gain a holistic view of the topics studied in order to acquire 
an in-depth understanding of them. (Punch 1998; Silverman 2000; Tindall 1994) 
The Methodology chapter introduced and described the methods of the present 
inquiry. Its qualitative data collection methods were recordings of natural 
conversations in French and British English in three groups of three participants, 
of which two were native settings and one was a mixed setting. Other qualitative 
data collection methods included questionnaires and interviews. 
As to the qualitative data analysis methods, they were presented as conversation 
analytical transcription methods and coding of overlaps (Sacks, Schegloff & 
Jefferson 1974). The basis for the qualitative coding of overlaps was derived from 
mUltiple sources of literature as well as from my previous study (Kohonen 2000). 
Grounded theory was used for the interviews and questionnaires, as in discovering 
a progressive build-up of patterns of behaviour, pertinent themes and categories. 
By using open, axial and selective coding, the relationships between the pertinent 
themes and categories were discovered (Strauss 1987, 87). 
Quantitative data analysis methods included counting of overlaps, descriptive 
statistics in terms of frequencies of overlaps and frequencies of tum-taking input 
per participant. Inferential statistics in cross-tabulation and chi square tests were 
run on the frequency data of overlaps across the groups. 
The validity and the reliability of the present study were discussed. Validity was 
demonstrated to be connected to the production, presentation and interpretation of 
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data. Validity was accomplished via data triangulation, method triangulation and 
theory triangulation in the present inquiry (Punch 1998). Data and method 
triangulation were discussed in the methodology chapter. Reliability was to be 
evaluated with the comparison of the methods against the backdrop of the 
theories. It was concluded that reliability in the present study was established by 
drawing on a combination of theories and methods that allowed for a more 
comprehensive investigation to take place. 
6. 3. 2. Data collection procedures 
The conversational data collection procedures were described and the obtained 
data set was defined. In summary, altogether approximately 4500 lines of 
transcripts, or 91 pages of transcripts, carrying 2 hours, 6 minutes and 25 seconds 
of the conversations, were analysed. For the transcriptions, an applied version of 
the conversation analytical conventions was used. The audio recordings were 
transcribed, whereas the video recordings functioned as a back-up for the 
purposes of double checking the transcripts and of providing visual and 
orientational cues not available through audio tapes. The conversational data set 
was evaluated to be fully adequate for the purposes of the present inquiry. It was 
noted, however, that with the help of a multi-track recording system, instead of 
the single track used in the present study, the quality of the recordings might have 
been improved. 
The questionnaire design was then described. In sum, the purpose of the 
questionnaires was to elicit participants' background information, their 
experiences of learning using the respective foreign language, their experiences of 
communicating in it in the past and the present, as well as their experiences of the 
differences between their mother tongue and the foreign language communicative 
behaviour. 24 questionnaires were retrieved altogether; six from the actual 
participants and 18 from contact persons outside the University of Luton. 
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Section IV of the questionnaires was focused on in the analysis, specifying the 
experience of differences in communicative behaviour. It was assessed that the 
questionnaires did not work to their full potential unless they were connected to 
the interviews, which was the case of the six participants. When connected to the 
interviews, the questionnaires functioned as a launch pad for discussion. 
Nevertheless, it was assessed that the information accessed via the questionnaires 
pointed towards relevant themes that were revealed in depth in the interview data. 
The interview design was then described. It was established that the interview 
design of the present study was a semi-structured method falling under the 
ethnomethodological and social constructionist interviewing models (Burman 
1994; Clandinin & Connelly 1998; Silverman 2000). Also a touch of the 'new 
paradigm' interviewing was used in the second part of the interview in the form of 
mutual exchange of personal narratives (Burman 1994). The purpose of the 
interviews was to access the participants own wordings and descriptions for their 
experiences in communicating in the respective foreign language. 
It was evaluated that the interviews exceeded the expectations put on them. Using 
the sections II, III and IV of the questionnaire in the interviews triggered informal 
discussion in which both I and the interviewees related to each other. 
Next, the data elicited VIa these multiple methods of data collection will be 
summarised. 
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6. 4. Conclusion of Data Analysis and Discussion 
This section aims to draw conclusions of the two Data chapters of the present 
study. 
6. 4. 1. Comprehensive conclusion of conversational, questionnaire and 

interview data 

The centrality of context and situatedness of communication were confirmed 
throughout the data analysis of the present study. This was noted on three levels 
of the data analysis. First, it was noted that the participants situate their overlaps 
in relation to the ongoing talk. It is the situatedness of each overlap that is the 
basis for their interpretation by the co-participants and by the analyst. Secondly, 
the communicated information thus situated was concluded to serve to establish, 
with 80.58% of the overlaps, the collaborative efforts and the natural flow of 
interaction. Thirdly, it was concluded that the participants use their interactive 
roles as cues to situatedness in order to display to each other the kind of overlap 
rights and obligations that they are playing according to. This was especially the 
case in relation to the displaying of listenership and speakership roles, and of roles 
for doing interruptions. The interactional roles taken on by the participants were 
found therefore to justify or even to demand certain types of overlaps, as in 
listenership roles (Feedback), as with examples (1 a) and (1 b). This was also true 
with roles displayed for Interruptions, as was discovered with examples (7c), (7d) 
and (7e), which arise from a right or even an obligation to correct 
misunderstandings ((7c) and (7e) or to reconfirm roles related to the context of 
the setting ((7d». 
It was furthermore my observation throughout the analysis of overlaps that the 
effect and the power of co-operativeness in construing sequences of turns exceed, 
in most cases, any claim to an interruption, or any reason for a claim to an 
interruption. Only in one occasion throughout the conversational data did a 
participant directly claim that she had been interrupted, and this was in the context 
Om, lUI 
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of the task-centred conversation which otherwise was omitted from the analysed 
data set. 
It is therefore concluded that the overall aim of all the participants engaging in 
talk-in-interaction, despite their different turn-taking patterns shown by the chi 
square tests, is to construe or create an in-group that is accessible to all the 
participants present. The switches to English in the Mixed group conversation 
functioned therefore to accommodate B4 as a full in-group member. The 
participants displayed satisfaction towards having been able to switch into English 
and thus to accommodate B4 better into the construed in-group. The participants 
therefore displayed concern for including everyone in the interaction at hand. 
The core category arising from the analysis of the interviews was that of creating 
in-group membership. In their interviews the participants displayed concern not 
only for their own in-group membership in relation to adopted foreign language 
use, but also for the in-group membership of the other participants, especially 
when significant language competency problems were detected. 
It is suggested that the in-group membership is re-enacted or construed in the 
conversational data through the use of collaborative overlaps. The fact that 
80.58% of all of the overlaps were collaborative or related to natural speaker 
changes argues for the conclusion that the overlaps serve as tokens for the 
participants to display their effort and concern in establishing in-group 
membership among the group, both for themselves and for their co-participants. 
The group specific differences and similarities will be discussed next. 
6. 4. 2. Concluding remarks on the conversational data 
6. 4. 2. 1. Differences in overlaps across the groups 
In recapitulation, in the present data set, 91.79% of the overlaps were accounted 
for, leaving only 8.21 % in the category of Other, which consists of uncertain and 
inaudible instances of overlaps. The Native British English group had the largest 
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amount of overlaps at 45.22%, the Native French group had 36.01% and the FBE 
(Mixed) group had 29.16% oftums overlapped. This was contrary to the original 
hypothesis of the present inquiry. It was expected that the NF group would have 
produced more overlaps of talk than the NBE group. 
However, it was also discovered that the significant differences were in the 
frequency of the types of overlaps most produced in each group rather than in the 
total amount of produced overlaps per group, which was confirmed by the chi 
square tests. 
The chi square tests showed that the patterns of overlaps in the two native groups 
differed significantly. In an overall three-way design the three groups had a p­
value less than 0.001, and in a two-way design on the two native groups, the p­
value was less than 0.005. However, no statistical significance was discovered for 
the comparison of the Mixed group to either of the native groups. The results of 
the two-way tests for the native groups and the Mixed group were only suggestive 
with a p-value near to 0.1. 
As to the tum lengths, the NBE group had also the longest turns on average, with 
11.50 words per tum, whereas the NF group had 8.23 and the FBE group had 8.70 
words per tum. Although having longer turns, the NBE group also produced the 
most feedback to support those longer turns, as they had the single largest 
category of Feedback in the whole of the conversational data set, at 44%. The NF 
group, on the other hand, had the slightly larger category of overlaps at TRP 
among the three groups. 
It was suggested that this kind of a difference in the overlap patterns may result in 
negotiation of speaker change patterns in an intercultural situation of 
communication. The NBE person is used to longer turns as well as producing and 
receiving more feedback overlaps than speaker transitional overlaps, whereas the 
NF person is used to shorter turns and displaying more speaker transitional 
overlaps. It is therefore likely that some kind of an adjustment process needs to 
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happen when the two come together. The Mixed (FBE) group provided a 
suggestive glimpse into the kind of adjustment that might occur. This was 
discussed in chapter 4 section 8. 
B4's weaker foreign language skills in the Mixed group session therefore caused 
some imbalance in the design of the present study. The imbalance affected the 
statistical comparability of the Mixed group setting in relation to the two native 
group settings. It was evaluated that in order to make the Mixed group setting 
fully comparable to the two native groups, the NBE member should have had a 
stronger foreign language competence. Nonetheless, this imbalance proved out 
also to be beneficial. It shed light on an issue that otherwise might have remained 
less accentuated. This issue was the effOli that all participants of the present study 
display in trying to work at establishing a full, equal membership of all the 
participants in a particular setting of talk-in-interaction. B4's weaker foreign 
language skills therefore clarified even further the efforts that the participants put 
in place in such occasions, in order to establish the in-group membership of all 
present. 
It is therefore concluded that the overall aim of all the participants in the present 
study engaging in talk-in-interaction was to construe or create an in-group that is 
accessible to all the participants present. All of the participants were aware of the 
problematic situation, as was expressed in their interviews. The participants 
displayed awareness for a desire to establish the in-group membership of 
everyone at hand. This was also displayed in the higher percentages of overlaps of 
turns in the first 30 minutes of the NBE and the Mixed conversation, as was 
shown by Table 6. 
The French language problems encountered in the Mixed group were addressed 
and amended by the participants by switching into English, which further 
enhanced the fluency of the interaction by reducing the amount of Simultaneous 
onsets that are signs of speakership negotiation. The French participants F 1 and 
F2 furthermore displayed satisfaction for having been able to switch to English 
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and to fully accommodate B4 as an in-group member of that particular talk-in­
interaction. The participants therefore displayed concern for including everyone in 
the interaction at hand. 
6. 4. 2. 2. Overlap counts in aU three groups 
When looking at the totality of the overlap analysis, it was established that in all 
three conversations, more than a third (36.08%) of all turns were produced in 
overlap. It was also established that the created seven categories overlaps could be 
regrouped under three main categories: 
1) Overlaps that convey the collaborative nature of talk in interaction (Feedback, 
Simultaneous turns, Joint construction, some instances of Laughter) 
2) Overlaps related to natural speaker changes (Transition Relevance Places, 
some instances of Laughter) 
3) Overlaps including elements of speaker negotiation (Simultaneous onsets, 
Interruptions). 
80.58% of all the overlaps were collaborative or related to natural speaker 
changes, leaving only 11.21 % for the speaker negotiation related overlaps, that is, 
Simultaneous onsets and Interruptions. Only 1.63% of the overlaps were 
Interruptions. 
6. 5. General conclusion of thesis 
The present study was inspired by Wieland's (1991) research on French and 
American turn-taking behaviour in cross-cultural dinner table conversations. As in 
Wieland's study, gender variables were brought under control by opting for all­
female groups. Adaptations to Wieland's study included restricting the amount of 
participants in a group to three (she had had four participants per group), as well 
as restricting the researcher's participation in the interaction during the recordings. 
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In her study, Wieland (1991) focused on the functions of overlaps and 
interruptions in each particular interactional sequence they were in. Despite 
producing descriptions and clarifications that echo in the overlap categories of the 
present study, such as "speaking simultaneously" (Wieland 1991, 104), or even 
referring to the ~'several type of overlaps" that she had identified (Wieland 1991, 
106), Wieland still presents all of her data of overlaps under the concept of 
'interruption' . 
Moreover, majority of the work on interruptions in the field have developed 
around the notions of intrusive versus co-operative interruptions (e.g. Murata 
1994, Li 2001), which have also been called power interruptions (implying 
impoliteness), versus rapport interruptions (implying co-operation) (e.g. Goldberg 
1990). It has been therefore acknowledged by the above-mentioned researchers 
among others that 'interruptions' or something that has been labelled as 
interruptive overlaps cannot be simply labelled 'interruptions' due to the 
complexity and the multifaceted nature that talk-in-interaction can be. Despite this 
acknowledgement, no real solutions or alternatives have been as yet presented to 
tackle this dilemma related to understanding of the nature of talk-in-interaction. 
In challenging the above mentioned dilemma observed in the interruption 
literature, co-operativeness and aspects of tempo of talk emerged as meaningful 
features of overlapping talk. If the discussion of overlaps in the present study had 
only revolved around analysing disruptive and co-operative interruptions, as was 
suggested by several of the reviewed studies, something would have been lost on 
the level of understanding the processes that the participants engage in to construe 
talk-in-interaction. Had the present study focused on interruptions, it would have 
undermined or even negated the collaborative efforts displayed by the participants 
in the data set of the present inquiry, and therefore an analysis focusing on 
interruptions only would have been unfaithful to the nature of the data set. 
As it was discovered, 36.08% of all turns in the data set were produced in overlap. 
With a more detailed qualitative analysis of the various types of overlaps, it was 
"---._, '-"--'~--.----.-----.---~---.---
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concluded that 80.58% of all the overlaps were collaborative or related to natural 
speaker changes, whereas only 1.63% were coded as interruptions among the 
totality of the overlaps. These numbers argue against using the word 'interruption' 
to describe those collaborative efforts. Had the present study endeavoured to 
distinguish "disruptive interruptions" from "co-operative interruptions", the very 
word choice would have distorted the nature of interaction as portrayed by the 
data. This observation of the collaborative nature of the data was confirmed 
further in the analysis of the interviews. 
Therefore, the present study questions the emphasised focus on interruptions as an 
approach to analysing overlaps in talk-in-interaction. Instead of focusing solely on 
interruptions, and in fact arguing against approaching talk-in-interaction and the 
analysis of overlaps from the perspective of interruptions, the present study has 
undertaken the analysis of overlaps and turn-taking in talk-in-interaction in French 
and British English conversations without reverting too quickly to the notion of 
interruption. Some of the above mentioned categories and notions of interruptions 
developed by Wieland (1991), Murata (1994), Li (2001) and Goldberg (1990), 
among others, are comparable to the non-interruptive overlap categories of the 
present study. 
Having been submerged in transcribing conversation data for a considerable 
period of time, it is becoming ever clearer to me that labelling overlaps as 
interruptions, even when talking about co-operative interruptions, plays against 
the very premises on which talk-in-interaction seems to be construed by the 
interactants. Furthermore, this effort displayed by the participants appears to be 
the case regardless of the cultural background of the primary socialisation and 
communicative behaviour models of the particular participants. 
Instead, the interactive culture created by each particular group of interactants is 
what should be focused on. The present study argues that no meaningful 
conclusions can be reached by approaching the analysis of talk-in-interaction with 
a strong emphasis on interruptiveness of talk or by referring to the broad cross­
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cultural differences between the participants. It further argues that concentrating 
on the analysis at such levels neglects the overall management of talk-in­
interaction by its participants. This has been confirmed in the present inquiry in 
the effected roles' analysis on the coded interruptions, and is also echoed in the 
reviewed literature by Strauss & Quinn (1997) and Ge, Banks & Baker (1991). 
The difficulties in recognising and coding interruptions have therefore been 
addressed. Instead of promoting an approach that endorses interruption as the core 
level of analysis of turn overlaps in talk-in-interaction, the present study argues 
that much is gained through a more inclusive perspective that accounts for talk 
tempo and rhythm as well as the interactional roles taken on by the participants. 
Rather than trying to unveil the different functions of interruptions as has been 
attempted in previous research (for example, Wieland 1991; Goldberg 1990; 
Murata 1994; Li 2001), it is proposed that when analysing turn-taking and 
overlaps of talk, it is necessary to adopt a perspective that embraces a social 
constructionist stance for the study oftalk-in-interaction. 
It is therefore proposed by the present study that the emphasis of analyses of 
overlaps in talk-in-interaction should be placed on matters of speaker and role 
negotiation, without neglecting the conversation analytical focus on the way in 
which the co-participants treat each other's turns in any particular sequence of 
talk-in-interaction. The present inquiry furthermore proposes that interaction and 
overlap studies be approached with triangulation of theories, methods and data, 
and preferably also with triangulation of investigators. 
Furthermore, this present inquiry has purposed to suggest the analysis of overlaps 
of talk as a key to enhancing the understanding of intercultural communication. 
Communication, in essence, is persons engaging in interaction, turn by turn 
establishing the shared discourse world thus produced. Most of these processes 
displayed in differing turn-taking patterns may escape our conscious thought 
when we are involved in a conversation. Nevertheless, it is evident that these 
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acquired processes influence the way we perceive and interpret the world around 
us and our co-participants' intentions and meanings that they try to convey to us. 
In conclusion, the present study has aimed to show that there is more to be 
discovered in the study oftalk-in-interaction than may have been suggested by the 
code model or the inferential model of communication. It has been demonstrated 
in this present inquiry that understanding the nature of talk-in-interaction and the 
nature of overlaps of talk needs to be taken forward from the mere analysis of 
errors of turn-taking or interruptiveness of talk. It is proposed that talk-in­
interaction should be studied from the perspective of social constructionism, 
which takes into consideration the collaborative effort that construing social 
interaction requires. In the present inquiry, this collaborative effort was observed 
especially in the conversation of the Mixed group that strained to establish a 
natural flow of speaker changes and the in-group membership of all of its 
participants. 
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Appendix 1. 
Questionnaire in French 
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Merci de vouloir participer acette enquete ! 
Le but de ce questionnaire est d'obtenir des informations sur certains aspects des 
interactions entre des francophones et des anglophones. Cette information va etre 
utilisee dans Ie developpement de mon projet de recherche (PhD) a l'universite de 
Luton (Bedfordshire, Angleterre). 
Ce questionnaire est done indispensable pour les etapes suivantes de cette 
recherche. L'information obtenue par ce questionnaire va etre analysee et les 
resultats vont etre publies comme une partie de la these. L'anonymat de chaque 
informateur et informatrice est garantie. 
APRES AVOIR REMPLI LE QUESTIONNAIRE, VEUILLEZ L'ENVOYER 
A: 
Susanna Kohonen 

Research student 

Department of Foreign Languages 

Humanities, 

University of Luton, 

Park Square, 

Luton, Beds. 

LUI3JU, 

England 

Email: susanna.kohonen@luton.ac.uk 

Tel: +44-1582-489 017 (bureau) 

-------
-----------------------------
------------
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I L'information personnelle 
1. 	 Age 
2. 	 Sexe (Entourez la bonne reponse s.v.p.) F M 
3. 	 Nationalite 
----~-------------4. 	 Langue maternelle 
-~----------5. La competence lagangiere 

A) La competence langagiere 

6. 	 Depuis combien d'annees etudiez-vous l'anglais? 
7. 	 Selon vous, quel est votre niveau de competence en anglais? (Entourez Ie chiffre 
con-espondant avotre reponse, s.v.p.) 
a) Parlez-vous l'anglais 

Couramment 
 2 3 4 5 Tres mal 
b) Ecrivez-vous 1 'anglais 
Couramment 2 3 4 5 Tres mal 
8. 	 Selon vaus, est-ce que l'anglais est 
a) Facile 2 3 4 5 Difficile aapprendre 
b) Facile 2 3 4 5 Difficile aparler 
c) Facile 2 3 4 5 Difficile aecrire 
9. 	 Si, dans une situation donnee, vaus pouviez choisir, quelle langue prefereriez­
vous PARLER, Ie franyais ou l'anglais? 
Pourquai? _______________________________________________ 
10. Dans quel genre de situation vous souvenez-vous avoir utilise l'anglais? 
Pouvez-vaus donner des exemples, s.v.p., 
a) 	 trois (3) exemples de situations d'anglais parle 
b) 	 trois (3) exemples de situations d'anglais ecrite 
-------------------------
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B) Les contacts 
11. Avez-vous visite un pays anglophone? Non 0 Qui 0 
8i oui, lequel / lesquels? _____________________ 
a) 8i oui, pour combien de temps? __________ 
b) OU? 

c) Quand? ______________________________ 

12. Avez-vous habite dans un pays anglophone? Non 0 Oui 0 

8i oui, lequell lesquels? ____________________ 

d) Si Qui, pour combien de temps? _________ 

e) Ou? ___________________________________ 
~ Quand? _______________________________ 
C) La communication verbale avec des anglophones 
13. Avez-vous des contacts avec des anglophones? Non 0 Qui 0 
14. Si oui, precisez le(s) pays anglophone(s), s.v.p. ____________________ 
15. Si oui, quelle est la frequence de vos contacts avec eux? 
16. OU est-ce que vous les avez rencontres? ________________ 
17. Ou est-ce que vous vous rencontrez en general? _____________ 
18. Quand est-ce que vous les avez rencontres? _______________ 
19. Quand est-ce que vous vous rencontrez en general? ____________ 
20. Quel est leur age, leur sexe? ____________________ 
Pensez aux situations 00 vous aviez une conversation avec vos contacts 
anglophones. 
21. Est-ce que vous vous souvenez encore des premieres fois quand vous vous 
engagiez dans une conversation avec eux? Non 0 Qui 0 
Si oui, ilsl elles <Staient du quel pays anglophone? _______________ 
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II Maintenant lisez les propositions suivantes et pensez avos premieres 

conversations en anglais avec vos contacts anglophones. 

Entourez la bonne reponse, s.v.p. 

22. J e trouve que la maniere dont j'ai aborde la conversation m'a satisfait. 

Tout afait Plutot Sans Plutot Pas du tout 

d'accord d'accord opinion pas d' accord d'accord 

Pourquoi? ________________________________________________________ 

23. Je trouve que la maniere dont ils/elles ont aborde la conversation m'a satisfait. 

Tout afait Plutot Sans PlutOt Pas du tout 

d'accord d'accord opmlOn pas d'accord d'accord 

Pourquoi? _____________________________________________________ 

24. 1'avais l'impression qu'ils/elles m'ont bien compris. 
Tout afait Plutot Sans Plutot Pas du tout 
d'accord d'accord opmlOn pas d'accord d'accord 
Pourquoi? 
25. Moi, je les ai bien compris. 

Tout afait Plutot Sans Plutot Pas du tout 

d'accord d'accord opmlOn pas d' accord d'accord 

Pourquoi? ________________________________________________________ 

26. Quelque chose m'a gene dans la conversation. 
Non 0 Oui 0 
Si oui, pouvez-vous preciser ce qui vous a gene, s.v.p. ______________________ 
27. Au COUTS des conversations j'ai eu besoin de recourir ad'autres langues que 
I 'anglais. 
Non 0 Oui 0 
Si oui, precisez la langue s.v.p. ______________________________________ 
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28. En pensant it rna maniere de communiquer que j 'utilisais it I' epoque avec les 
anglophones, j'estime que j 'avais de bonnes competences langagieres en anglais 
(grammaire, vocabulaire, prononciation). 
Tout it fait Plutot Sans PlutOt Pas du tout 
d'accord d'accord OpInIOn pas d'accord d'accord 
Pourquoi? _______________________________________________________ 
III Maintenant, lisez les propositions suivantes et repondez selon la situation 
d'aujourd'hui quand vous avez des conversations avec des anglophones en 
anglais. 
29. Avez-vous des contacts reguliers avec des anglophones ? Non 0 Qui 0 
30. Si oui, ils/elles sont du que I pays anglophone? __________ 
31. J e trouve que la maniere dont j'aborde la conversation me satisfait. 
Tout it fait Plutot Sans Plutot Pas du tout 
d'accord d'accord OpInIOn pas d'accord d'accord 
Pourquoi? ________________________________________________________ 
32. Je trouve que la maniere dont ils/elles abordent la conversation me satisfait. 
Tout it fait Plutot Sans Plutot Pas du tout 
d'accord d'accord OpInIOn pas d' accord d'accord 
Pourquoi? ________________________________________________________ 
33. J'ai l'impression qu'ils/elles me comprennent bien. 
Tout afait Plutot Sans Plutot Pas du tout 
d'accord d'accord opinion pas d' accord d'accord 
Pourquoi? 
34. Moi, je les comprends bien. 
Tout it fait Plutot Sans Plutot Pas du tout 
d'accord d'accord opmIOn pas d' accord d'accord 
Pourquoi? 
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35. Quelque chose me gene dans la conversation. 
Non 0 Qui 0 
Si oui, pouvez-vous preciser ce qui vous gene, s.v.p. ____________ 
36. Au cours des conversations j 'ai besoin de recourir ad'autres langues que 
I' anglais. 
Non 0 Qui 0 
Si oui, precisez la langue s.v.p. _____________________ 
37. Selon vous, pensez-vous avoir change vos manieres de converser avec les 
anglophones depuis I' epoque de vos premiers contacts? 
Non 0 Qui 0 
Si oui, pouviez-vous preciser ce qui a change? ______________ 
38. En pensant arna maniere de cornmuniquer que j'utilise maintenant avec les 
anglophones, j'estime que j'ai de bonnes competences langagieres en anglais 
(grammaire, vocabulaire, prononciation). 
Tout afait Plutot Sans Plutot Pas du tout 
d'accord d'accord opinion pas d' accord d'accord 
39. Vous rappelez-vous de conversation avec des anglophones qui vous a frappee? 
Non 0 Qui 0 
Si oui, pouvez-vous preciser ce qui vous a frappe, s.v.p? __________ 
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IV Imaginez que vous participez pleinement dans deux situations diverses: d'une 
part vous conversez en anglais avec des anglophones, d'autre part vous 
conversez en franlj:ais avec des Fran'tais. 
40. Est-ce que vous vous comporteriez de manieres differentes dans chacune de ces 
situations? Non 0 Qui 0 
Si oui, quelles sont les differences? Cochez toutes les differences qui s'appliquent. 
anglophone francophone 
a) plus de contact oculaire 0 0 
b) moins de contact oculaire 0 0 
c) moins de distance physique 0 0 
d) plus de distance physique 0 0 
e) degre d'initiative eleve 0 0 
f) degre d'initiative faible 0 0 
g) plus de signes d'approbation 0 0 
h) moins de signes d'approbation 0 0 
i) plus d'interruptions 0 0 
j) moins d'interruptions 0 0 
k) parler en meme temps 0 0 
I) plus de silences et de pauses 0 0 
m) moins de silences et de pauses 0 0 
41. Y a-t-iI d'autre aspects que vous considerez comme important amentionner? 
42. Y a-t-il quelque chose que vous voudriez ajouter, concernant ce questionnaire? 
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Questionnaire in English 
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Thank you for participating in this study! 
The purpose of this questionnaire is to get insights into the interaction between the 
French and the English. This information will help in the development of the research 
questions of my MPhillPhD research project at the University of Luton. This 
questionnaire is therefore vital for the continuation and the following stages of 
the research project. 
The information from this questionnaire will be analysed and the results of the project 
will be published. However, all confidentiality and anonymity is guaranteed. Please 
tick the box below to give your consent to this. 
o 	 I give my consent to the use of the information given in this 
questionnaire for research purposes and publication. 
WHEN YOU HAVE FILLED IN THE QUESTIONNAIRE, PLEASE SEND TO: 

Susanna Kohonen 

Research student 

Department of Foreign Languages 

Humanities, 

University of Luton, 

Park Square, 

Luton, Beds. 

LU13JU 

Email: susanna.kohonen(t4luton.ac. uk 

Tel: 01582- 489 017 (office) 

---------------
----------------------
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.. 

I Background information: 
1. Age: ___ 
2. Sex (circle as appropriate) : F M 
3.a. Nationality:__-:-______________ 
3.b. Ethnic background: 
4. Mother Tongue: ___________ 
5. Other language skills: 
A) Language skills: French 
6. How long have you studied French? 
-~~-~-~----------7. What would you say is your level of proficiency? (circle the appropriate number) 
a) I can speak 
Fluently 1 2 3 4 5 Nat well at all 
b) I can write 
Fluently 1 2 3 4 5 Not well at all 
8. 	 In your opinion, French was/ is (circle the appropriate number) 
a) Easy 2 3 4 5 Difficult to learn 
b) Easy 2 4 5 Difficult to speak 
c) Easy 2 ., J 4 5 Difficult to write 
9. If you were able to choose in a given situation, would you rather SPEAK 
English French (circle as appropriate)? 
Why?______________________________________________ 
10. What kind of situations can you think of when you have used French? Please list 
a) 3 situations when you used spoken French _____________ 
b) 3 situations when you used written French _____________ 
B) Contacts 
11. Have you ever visited a French speaking country? No 0 Yes 0 
------------------------------
-------
-------------------------------
-----------------------
----------
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Please name the country/ countries. 

a) If yes: for how long period(s) of time? 

b) Where? 

c) When? _________________________________ 

12. Have you lived in a French speaking country? No 0 Yes 0 
Please name the country/ countries. 
d) If yes: for how long period(s) oftime? 
e) Where? ___________________ 
D When? ________________________________ 
C) Experiences in communicating with the French 
13. Do you have contacts with the French? No 0 Yes 0 
14. If yes, which French speaking country are they from? ________________ 
15. If yes, how often do you have contacts with them? 
16. Where have you met them! do you usually meet them? _______________ 
17. When have you met them/ do you usually meet them? __________ 
18. What is their age, and their sex? 
-----------------
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Think of the times when talking with your French contacts, individually or in a 

group. 

19. Do you still remember the first times you had a conversation in French with a 

French speaker/ French speakers? No 0 Yes 0 

If yes, which French speaking country were they from? 
II Now read the statements in relation to your first contacts with the French 

speaking person(s) and circle the appropriate answer according to you. 

20. In general, I was happy with the way I talked and interacted with them. 
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree 
Why? _________________________________________________ 
21. In general, I was happy with the way they talked and interacted with me. 
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree 
Why? _____________________________________ 
22. I felt they understood me well. 
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree 
Why?_________________________________________________ 
23. I understood them well. 
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree 
Why? ____________________________________________ 
24. Something about the conversations made me feel uncomfortable. 
No 0 Yes 0 
If yes, can you give specific examples? 
25. During the conversations I resorted to some other languages besides French or 
English. 
No 0 Yes 0 
If yes, which language(s)? _________________________________ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------
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26. If I consider my ways of interacting with the French at that time, I feel that my 
language competency (as in grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation) was good. 
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree 
III Now, consider the following statements based on the situationTODAY when 
you are talking in French with a French speaking person. 
26. Do you have contacts with French speaking persons today? No 0 Yes 0 
27. 	 Which French speaking country are they mostly from? 
28. 	 In general, I am happy with the way I talk and interact with them. 
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree 
f 
! 	 VVhy? __________________________________________ 
29. In general, I am happy with the way they talk and interact with me. 
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree 
Why? 
30. I feel they understand me well. 
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree 
Why?_________________________________________________ 
31. I understand them well. 
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree 
Why? _________________________________________________ 
32. There is something about the conversations that make me feel uncomfortable. 
f 
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No 0 Yes 0 
If yes, can you give specific examples? 
33. I resort to some other languages besides French or English. 

No 0 Yes 0 

If yes, which language(s)? __________________ 

34. In your opinion, have you changed in any way the ways in which you have a 
conversation with the French since your first contacts? 
No 0 Yes 0 
If yes, can you give examples on how you have changed? 
35. If I consider my ways of interacting with the French now, I feel that my language 
competency ( as in grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation) is good. 
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree 
36. Do you remember of any occasion when something about the conversation struck 
you specially? No 0 Yes 0 
If yes, can you give specific examples? 
EY"'f 
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IV Consider yourself as a participant in two situations: talking with some 
French people in French and talking with some English people in English. 
37. 	Are the any differences in the way you behave? No 0 Yes 0 
If yes, what differences? Tick all the differences that apply. 
French English 
a) more eye-contact 0 0 
b) less eye-contact 0 0 
c) physically closer 0 0 
d) physically distant 0 0 
e) asking more questions 0 0 
f) asking less questions 0 0 
g) more signs of listening 0 0 
h) less signs of listening 0 0 
i) more interruptions 0 0 
j) less interruptions 0 0 
k) speaking at the same time 0 0 
I) more silences and pauses 0 0 
m) less silences and pauses 0 0 
38. Are there any other aspects you feel are important to mention in addition to the 
list? 
39. Finally, is there anything else you would like to comment about (either any of the 
issues in the questionnaire or anything about this questionnaire)? 
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Susanna Kohonen 

Research student 

Department of Foreign Languages, Faculty of Humanities 

University of Luton 

Park Square 

Luton, Beds. 

LU13JU 

Email: susanna.kohonen@luton.ac.uk 

Tell office: 01582-489 017 

Supervisors: Chantal Lewis-Villien (University of Luton) 

Prof. Martha C.Pennington (University of Luton) 
Dr. Henriette Hendricks (University of Cambridge) 
PhD research project: FRENCH - ENGLISH INTERACTION 

THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS RESEARCH PROJECT! 

Without your help, I would not have anything to research! 

This is a leaflet that will explain you what my research is about, and it will also 

explain you your rights as a participant in this study. 

I am doing a PhD degree at the University of Luton. My research is focusing on 

interaction between French and English people. At a later point I will be giving 

you more details about the scope of the research project. 

The confidentiality ofthe recorded material (the video and the audio tapes, as well as 

the questionnaires) is guaranteed by the research team (I and my supervisors). 

I will analyse the recordings and the questionnaires for my research which will be 

published in the form of a PhD Thesis and also in the form of articles in scientific 

journals. 

Your identity (name) will NOT be revealed at any point. I will rename the you A, 

B, C, D ... 

At any time, if you wish, you have the right to withdraw from the research. You 

do not need to give your reasons, and the withdrawal will not affect you in any way. 

Every researcher needs to have recorded the participants' agreement to take part in the 

study. 

For this purpose, I would need to obtain your consent. 

Please tick the boxes and sign on the following page. 

Feel free to ask any questions you would like to ask! 
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Susanna Kohonen 

Research student 

Department of Foreign Languages, Faculty of Humanities 

University of Luton 

Park Square 

Luton, Beds. 

LU13JU 

Email: susanna.kohonen@luton.ac.uk 

Tell office: 01582~489 017 

Supervisors: Chantal Lewis-Villien (University of Luton) 

Prof. Martha C.Pennington (University of Luton) 
Dr. Henriette Hendricks (University of Cambridge) 
PhD Research Project: French - English Interaction 
Yes No 
1. Have you read the research information leaflet? 
2. Have you received enough information about the study to 
decide whether you want to take part? 
3. Do you understand that you may withdraw from the study at 
any time without giving your reasons, and that this will not 
affect you in any way? 
4. Do you understand that the members of the research team will 
treat all information as confidential? 
5. Do you agree to take part in the study? 
Signature ________________ Date ________ 
Name in block letters, please. _________________ 
I confirm that quotations from the recordings can be used in the final research 
report and other publications. I understand that these will be used anonymously. 
Signature _________________ Date ________ 
Name in block letters, please. ___________________ 
------------------- -----------
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Susanna Kohonen 

Research student 

Department of Foreign Languages, Faculty of Humanities 

University of Luton 

Park Square 

Luton, Beds. 

LU13JU 

Email: susanna.kohonen@luton.ac.uk 

Tell office: 01582-489017 

Supervisors: Chantal Lewis-ViHien (University of Luton) 

Prof. Martha C.Pennington (University of Luton) 
Dr. Henriette Hendricks (University of Cambridge) 
PhD Research Proj ect: French - English Interaction. 
Individual Interviews. 
Yes No 
1. Have you read the research information leaflet? 
2. Have you received enough information about the study to 
decide whether you want to take part? 
3. Do you understand that you have the right to refuse to answer 
any question you wish not to answer? 
4. Do you understand that you may withdraw from the study at 
any time without giving your reasons, and that this will not 
affect you in any way? 
5. Do you understand that the members of the research team will 
treat all information as confidential? 
6. Do you agree to take part in this interview? 
Signature ____________________ Date _________ 
Name in block letters, please. ____________________ 
I confirm that quotations from the recordings can be used in the final research 
report and other publications. I understand that these will be used anonymously. 
Signature Date 

Name in block letters, please. ______________________ 

I 
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Appendix 4. 
Transcripts of the Native French conversation, the first 30 minutes 
followed by the last 15 minutes 
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Date: June 19, 200 1 
Time: starting at 6.30PM 
Place: J405b, University of Luton, Vicarage Street (a conference room) 
Participants: LI = Fl 
L2=F2 
L5 =F5 
L6=F6 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
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L5: 0­
2 L1: H.H.H. tu sais, X des x de vocabulaire, euh: c'est:. 
3 L6: oui c' est <;a, 
4 L5: x x H.H. 
5 L1 : allez-y. (h) comme on est en fin de journee hein, tu sais euh. (2) la chose euh: 
6 auquella chose, dis-moi c'est quoi. 
7 L6: voila. ps que t'as x 
8 L1: puis tu regardes H.H. la chose, quoi, 
9 L6: x. c'est <;a en plus. 
L1: (H) y a plusieurs choses x autour de toi tu vois, 
11 L6: x c'est euhm: ma mere s'est enervee pour c;a H.H. 
12 L1: =ah ouais?H.H. 
13 L6: quel truc heu. 
14 L1: (HH) 
15 L2: surtout mon pere iI utilise tu sais machiner. 
16 L1: ah ouais? ah Itout Ie temps./x/ 
17 L2: tu vois Ie truc m- machiner machin. euh: (h) 
18 L?: [«cough))] 
19 L2: [mais, elle] x elle It'a rien fait/xl 
L5: H.H. 
21 L1: mhm. 
22 L2: Ie truc du machin qui appartient a la CHOSE, tu m'expliqueras unjour ce que 
23 c;a veut dire. parce que franchement c;a Im'acharne/xl beaucoupH.[H.H.H.] 
24 «smiley voice)) 
25 L1: [H.H.H.] 
26 L6: =non [mais x ] 
27 L1: [(HH)] x x 
28 L2: c'est excellent. «smiley voice)) 
29 L1: [euh:] 
L6: [ils x-] x qui padent ne s'en rendent pas compte, quoi. 
31 L1: ben [oui, hein.] 
32 L2: [surtout les:] 
33 L6: [ils voient- ] ils voient ce qu'ils veulent dire, 
34 L1: =mOUaIs. 
35 L2: surtout [les gens] de de: 
36 L6: [x x] 
37 L1: ~UaIs. 
38 L6: ils font ya. 
39 L1: ils font ya. ah la la, dis done, 
L2: ah la la, 9a m'eNERVe. 
41 L1 : ben ouais: (1) 
42 L2: [x x] 
43 L1: [MACHIN] la-bas: euh: 
44 L2: ils ont- ils ont [des x ]je sais pas si t'as r'marque. 
45 L1: [x x] 
46 L1: =OUaIs. 
47 L2: (tcuk. tcuk) 
48 L1: mhm, 
49 L6: mm. 
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51 L6: ouais c'est- x sont [mieux x des] choses ouais. 
52 L?: [xx x] 
53 L?: [x x] 
54 L7: [x x] 
55 L1: ouais. 
56 L2: H.H. 
57 L6: x l'africain 
58 L1: OUAIS x [x] avec Iquelqu'unlxl «pretending someone's voice?» 
59 L2: [H.H.] 
60 L2: H.H. 
61 L6: H.H. x. 
62 Ll: je t'assure hein, 
63 L6: mais: c'est: [x] x mal, tu fais ya x [x] 
64 L1: [H.H.] [c'est pas POLl, hein,] 
65 L2: ouais. [he,] 
66 L6: [exactement. ] 
67 L6: t'as plus x [quoi] 
68 L2: ret va, rna mere ne x x] 
69 L1: [=x x] mm, bou[m,] 
70 L7: [H.H.H.] 
71 L7: [H.H.H.] 
72 L6: beaucoup heu 
73 L?: H.(HH) 
74 L6: elle m'a Isurprise/xl 9a. 
75 L1: tu Ixl perds/les dents, [«screeching sound» ] tu mords la langue. 
76 L2: [mH.HmH.mH. ] 
77 L2: Hm.H.m.H. 
78 L1: mon dieu x euh x tu remontes la langue x x un instant. Iboum/xl A «scream» 
79 L6: =x xx 
80 L1: NON, c'est pas vrai- ­
81 L6: [x x x] 
82 L2: [AAAIE:] 
83 L1: [HaHaHaHa.] «scream» 
84 L2: [H.H.H.H.] 
85 L6: x Cas fas les larmes, qui [x x x franchement x x] 
86 L2: [(HH)mH.H.m.H.H.m.H(hh)H.H.H.H] 
87 L1: x x x dans ton syste:me. 
88 L?: OUl, 
89 L1: H.ouais. tu comprends PAS les memes- «tcuk» [x] 
90 L7: [mm,] 
91 L2: 9a, c' est pour 9a que des fois j 'ai vraiment souffert, 
92 L1: mH.m: 
93 L2: il avait quoi. (1) trois ans. mais il etait TURBUlent =c'etait affreux. 
94 L1: mm. 
95 L2: alors on avait tu sais, tu- tu sais Ie cora: cora a x un gars que je connais x 
96 (1) 
97 L1: «bang) 9a ira mieux, 9a x x 
98 L2: oui- voila. 
99 L1: ouais j e sais pas si ya existe touj ours. si 9a [x.] 
100 L2: [ill est toujours lao 
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'.01 Ll: 
102 L2: 
103 
104 
105 
106 L6: 
107 L2: 
108 Ll: 
109 L2: 
110 Ll: 
111 L2: 
112 L6: 
113 L2: 
114 
115 L6: 
116 L2: 
117 L6: 
118 L2: 
119 
120 Ll: 
121 L6: 
122 L2: 
123 
124 Ll: 
125 L2: 
126 L2: 
127 L6: 
128 L2: 
129 Ll: 
130 
131 Ll: 
132 L?: 
133 
134 L?: 
135 L6: 
136 L2: 
137 L6: 
138 L2: 
139 
140 L6: 
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149 L2: 
=ah ouais, 

et mon p'tit frere commence achanter. (1) LA: LA LA: La- et puis 9a y est on 

est- c'est vraiment un jour de QUE pas POSSIble=tout Ie monde attend, (hh) 

les magasins sont pres de fermer. >et il chante,< LA: LA LA: et puis touche a 

tous les arTICLEs et puis «smiley voice)), (h) il fait sa p'tite blague, quoi. 

ouais. 

et puis aun moment donne, il se couche par terre. 

[mhm.] 

[tu sais,] comment les enfants font=[ils bou-] ils bougent les jambes, 

[mhm.] 
(hh) et il chante. et il chante. rna mere, on In' a pas vu revenir/xl 
«cough or laughter)) 
Delle l'a arrete.O Ek-SCRLANG, elle est hop partie tout de suite elle a- elle e­
«smiley voice)) tu sais [x] 
[elle a laisse l' enfant? par terre,] 
mais non mon pere il etait juste derriere. 
=okay. 
et benj- sais pas elle avait. sch WIMM, elle est pas r'venue, (hh) et il 
commen9ait- la: la: [la: «crying voice))H.H.H.] 
[HaHaHahHa] 
en pleuran:t 
(HR) et lui tu sais normalement il est cense de x de mon p'tit frere il etait 
tellement [x (H.H.H.)] «smiley voice throughout)) 
[tres bien, tres bien,] tres bien. oui [c'est 9a.] 
[(HH)] 

[oh non x c'est toujours-] 
[x x x x] 

ils sont trop marrants. 

ils sont xx. 

(2) 
[x] 
[x] 
(1) 
[x] 
[moi] je- j'ai dev6loppe euh mes photos de: de ROME, 
alors, 
=alors que je vous ai- je vous en montre, et euh: [x x] 
[mais It'aslxl] tu m'en as pas 
parIe de <;:a. justement. =parce que (hh) [x x] 
[justement] j'en parle atrop de monde 
et apresje sais pas aquij'ai parle [x x.] 
[ouais. ] 
tout al'heure. 
mhm, 
tu faisais un article.= pourquoi, 
(1) 

en fait, euh:. Ie: secretaire general du Pape il vient de mon pays il est 

congolais. et moij'savais pas du tout, quoi. 

mhm, 
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L6: 
L2: 
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L1 : 
L2: 
L6: 
L1: 
L2: 
L6: 
L1: 
L6: 
L2: 
L1: 
L2: 
L6: 
L1 : 
L6: 
L2: 
L1: 
L2: 
L1: 
et: ah: on a- on x done on m'a dit, que: en fait, c'est: c'est pour montrer, que: 
en fait y a pas que: au Vatican, tu vois des Italiens, pretres- c'est- c'est c'est 
vraiment: multinational, [quoi.] 
[mhm.] 

il y ales noirs, il y a- il y a TOUT, (1) et e'est c;a queje continue a [x] 

[ouais 

d'accord] 

et: euh: y avait des eongolais, ils m'ont dit, qu'ils etaient partis: euhm. jubile. 

la-bas [en] en deeembre, 

[mhm,] 
yeah. 
mhm. 
decembre dernier, ils sont partis pour unjubile la-bas pour prier quoi. °voila x 
x et tout,O (h) done tu vois: j'ai euh: 
x x [tout <fa.] 
[voila.] 

et t' as rencontre done Ie secretaire general, du [Pape.] 

[du Pape Jouais. 

qui est de [ton pays quoi.] 

[xx] 
ye[ah.] 
[il t'as dit quoi,] 
c'etait magnifique, [quoi.] 
[il] t'as parle en congolais, 
ben ils: parlent en toutes les langues, hein. italien, il fait les messes en italien, 
(1) >tu sais c;a fait quinze ans qu'il vit la-bas, il sait deja [x quoi.]< 
[x J il est 
polyGLOTTE, 
t'as vu, italien, °en eongolais, en franc;ais, XO il a dit qu'il ne reste plus que 
l'anglais mais que <fa va venir. 
ah OUAIS, c'est bizarre qui [x x parlent pas l'anglais.] 
[ c ' est genial] 
en fait t'es trOP, x 
ouais. ouais dans [ce x] 
[ett'as vu I' PAPE?] 
non,j'ai pas [x parce] que: 
[ah tu ne I'as pas] vu: 
non: j 'ai rate en fait parce que Ie Pape, il sort a tous les jours: a taus Ies 
dimanches a midi. done t'as l'angelus. 
mhm. 
=c'est quoi son an[gelus c;a.] 
[un angelus,] _ 
e'est: 
c'est quoi. 
la bene[ diction] 
[ouais- ouais-] 
[benediction en public,] 
voila. 
OUaIS, 
(2) 
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200 L6: done euh: la, ils m'offrent- iis m'offrent euh Ie billet, encore pour retoumer, et 

201 puis la: euh: [x x] 

202 L2: c' est: [ genial. x] 

203 L6: ils ont de: c'est xje suis partie pour Ie travail done il y avait pas trop de temps 

204 pour [moi de:] 

105 L1: [x x] 

206 L2: [he- et alors t'as parle au-] t' as parle au pretre et tout, tu tu as demande 

207 d'exposer ses ses [x pen sees] 

208 L6: [voila] ouais: 

209 L2: et c'est quoi la chose la la plus importanteeuh qu'il a: qu'i1 a soulignee, (1) 

210 L6: ben: il y avait pas mal de trues, qu'il a: qu'il a: qu'il a: qu'il a dit, quoi. 

211 L2: =vous parliez en quelle langue, 

212 L6: en fran<;ais, parce que: les les secretaires vont etre x euh: 
213 L1 : [en fran<;ais,] 
214 L2: [x x,] 
215 L6: yeah: (1) on x les cassettes et tout, 
216 L2: c'est genial, 
217 L6: mm. ((cough)) 
218 L1: parlez plus fort. 
219 L6: x x [x] excuse-moi. 
220 LS: [h.<;a va. h.] 
221 L5: non non [c'est bon.] 
222 L6: [on va vendre] les cassettes, 
223 LS: =c'est as- juste ce: parce que si <;a: c'est cach- uhm. 
224 L1: oui oui [c'est vrai] <;a va et' toute [Ie x voila]=voila. Ie son: euh. 
225 L5: [cache,] [x x] 
226 (1) 
227 L6: puis voila quoi ben on x en fran<;ais: Get tout.° (h) MAIS euh: c'est pas Ie 
228 probleme, quand si on prefere euh en anglais, on 1'fera, [c' est xx] alors 
229 L1 : [x x] 
230 L6: >tout Ie monde Ie parle c'est tout tu vois< c'est pas un probleme, c'est <;a. 
231 L2: c' est: geniAL, 
232 L6: c'est pas un probleme. and euh: dans Ie studio, tu peux [tel faire quoi Ie 
233 Ll: [mm.] 
234 L6: montage, 
235 L1 : OUaIs. 
236 L2: tu x Ie montage. 
237 L6: ouais: il y a pas de probleme euh. (1) y a pas de pro[bleme.] 
238 L2: [x x] 
239 L1 : [x x] c'est pas prive,: ou: 

240 euh: tu [x x x] Ie film, 

241 L2: [tu travailles pour euh: quelle euh branche.] 

242 L6: non: ben non c' est c'est c'est prive: mais bon comme moi je travaille la­

243 dedans quoi j'ai les privileges aussi. 

244 L1: ouaIS 

245 L6: =parce que j'aurais une video amoi pour envoyer ames parents en France 

246 pour qu'ils x (h) [x] [ouais.] 

247 L1: [AH OUAIS,] [c'est] BIEN, <ta. 

248 L2: =mais-mais-[tu travailles] pour quelle chaine, ou quelle euh: 

249 L6: [x x les avantages.] 

252 
250 L6: Africa vision. 
251 L2: mhm, 
252 L6: [x x] c'est nous: c'est que nous: euh enfin quandje: (h) quandje commence a 
253 travailler en decemb', [ben] c'est la qu'ils vont x commencer [x] 
254 L1: [ouais.] [ouais,] 
255 L6: °ah [ouais.O] 
256 L1 : [Ie dema]rrer, quoi. 
257 L6: =oah ouais.o [j' e]tais la seule employee,=maintenant on est sept, 
258 L1: [mm.] 
259 L1 : vous etes SEPT? 
260 L6: °ou[aisO] 
261 L1: [AlE] AIE AlE ya a BOUrne. 
262 L6: 9a fait qu' deux semaines hein qu'on est sept. [toutes les] deux semaines. 
263 L1: [mhm.] 
264 L1: et ouais. 
265 L6: j e rencontrais les autres personnes et tout, [x x] 
266 L1: [x x] sont franyais, ou bien 
267 [: d'or]igine franyaise, [x] 
268 L6: [euh] [euh] y en a qui sont de x qui viennent de la Belgique, 
269 un qui vient de Belgique, [-] x x x 
270 L1: [mm] 
271 L2: mhm, 
272 L6: =y en a une qui vient du Congo, [-] il ya d'autres qui resident ici en: 
7.73 L1: [mhm.] 
274 L6: [ en Angleterre] 
275 L1: [qui resident ici, en Angleterre,] 
276 L6: °yeah. yeah° 
277 L1: =mais: ils so- ils sont: ils sont franyais, ou ben ils sont: 
278 L6: =ils sont franyais[,:] 
279 L1 : [ou ils] sont francophones, 
280 L6: =belges=yes. que des fra[x x] 
281 L1: [mais ils en] recherchent toujours? 
282 L6: ben: je sais pas, c'est: moi, je peux demander, quoi. mais c'est pas mOl qui: 
283 [(hh) c'est] pour 9a, tu vois, comme x x les cameraman: [pas] unjournaliste 
284 L1: [ouais.] [ouais.] 
285 L6: (hh) moi,j'ai deja fait dujournalisme en FRANCE, 
286 L1: oualS. 
287 L6: =donc, tu vois, j' avais x x j'avais filme, j'avais parle. 
288 L1: mhm. 
289 L6: done on etait deux au debut, ya allait doucement, quoi. et apres 9a, quand 
290 l'argent commence a rentrer, ben il faut un tresorier:, tu vois, tous ces petits 
291 trues lao 
292 L1: ben oui: euh: our ais.] 
293 L6: ret] c'est ya qu'ils embauchaient ces x 9a. 
294 L1: ouais. pour- pour les differents postes [x interessant,] 
295 L6: [voila. tresorier:,] 
296 L2: tu m'avait dit que la BBC est interessee, par euh: 
297 L6: la BBC, ils nous fournissent du materiel, c'est <;a [x] 
298 L1: [c'est BIEN:] 
299 L6: ouais. la tri a demande d' aide euh: 
------------------------
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------~--
300 L1: [a London,] 

301 L6: [a Londres] yeah: 

302 Ll: OUaIS: 

303 L6: et euh: c'est BBC qui nous a repondu,: et ils nous avaient mis du materiel des: 

304 des: x x 
305 Ll: Sl Sl. 
306 L2: en echange de quelque chose, au [euh:.] 
307 L6: [NON,] [non. x x ] x gratuit 
308 L1: [non. x x] 
309 Ll: [ ouais:] ouais: 
310 L6: [x x] 
311 L6: c'est gratuit, quai. 
312 L2: [c'est BIEN,] 
313 L1: [au moins] t'as une aide, hein, (h) ils ont pas demande au: Business x address 
314 ou: 
315 L6: [comment?] 
316 Ll: [comment] tu as x business et tout. ben- iI a quel age. 
317 L6: il a il a trentaine x x 
318 L1: ah oui, peut-etre x l'aussi trente-et-un an, 
319 L6: x il faut demander, enfin je sais x 
320 Ll: =mais c' est pas son business [x] 
321 L6: [Oyeah:o x] 
322 L1: enfin c'est comme tu x x tu te rappelles, quand on avait fait Ie: la presentation, 
323 L6: ouais. [ouais] 
324 Ll: [l'expose] 
325 L6: mhm. 
326 Ll: =comme tu x ton business, t'as: euh en dessous de: trente-et-un an, (1) euh: ils 
327 peuvent t'aider quai. 1 'age- euh l'agence de commerce peuvent l' aider quoi. 
328 (1) [tel donner: euh a peu pres dans les: dix mille francs, quinze mille francs, 
329 L6: [mhm] 

330 L6: et tu pourras m' ecrire Ie nom et l' adresse, comme va, tu vois, je pourrais [x x] 

331 L1: [x 

332 adresse ouais] 

~~~ 
,),),) L6: =et changer x x euh: qui me [x x] 
334 L1: [x c'est bon quoi] 
335 L6: =parce que la en fait on cherche du sponsor. 
336 L1: ah ouais [ben] x x pourra vous aider, he in, 
337 L6: [yeah:] 
338 L6: pour x comme [ya,] pour nous aider, quoi. 
339 L1: [ouais.] 
340 L2: et la IBBe/xl elle ne peut pas vous sponsoriser? 
341 L6: ben la BBC nous a deja fourni du materiel [x x] 
342 L1: [ECOUTE euh: x x quoi.] 
343 L6: [x xl 
344 L2: [mais fas vu] comme ils grossissent, euh: [ en nombre et x] 
345 L1: [x x en can] FIANCE. <;:a sera [x] 
346 L2: [ben] 
347 je sais pas moi s'ils les sponsorisent. 9a sera JUSTEMENT une euh: (1) 
348 L6: mais c'est pas [pratique] 
349 L2: [une carte.] une carte dans la x. 
254 
350 Ll: =mais non mais: tu sais euh: la BBC, comme tu dis, ils aussi euh: ils 
351 travaillent dur- dilr pour avoir de L' ARGENT, aussi. [parce que l'argent-] 
352 L6: [parce que: x ] e'est pas 
353 BBC qui paye les gens, ee sont les sponsors. 

354 Ll : mhm.x. 

355 L6: [x x x] 

356 Ll : [mais si si, c'est <;a, hein, mhm.] ben oui, 

357 L6: les gens d'a cote, quai. 

358 Ll: et puis qu'il y a les pubs aussi, hein, 

359 L6: voila c' est [<fa. 

360 Ll: [la-voila] qu'il y a beaucoup de pubs [done ce qui fait que:] ben oui 
361 L2: [a- hAAA,] 
362 Ll: euh. c'est comme <fa qu'ils ant x d' argent, hein, 
363 L6: e'est comme <fa que j'ai decouvert que avant, moi sh- j'pensais que c'etait euh: 
364 [tu vois] les chaInes qui [x] 
365 Ll: [mhm] [NON:] 
366 L6: pas du tout. 
367 Ll: ouais. laquelle x xc'etait assez cher hein. 
368 L6: °ouaiso 
369 Ll: mhm. 
370 L6: c'est <fa. 
371 Ll: =tu vois, des chaines x les chaines privees, ils passent beaucoup de publicite 
372 hein. 
373 L6: =OUl-OUl, 
374 L2: oh Ia Ia. TF l. 
375 L1: [non] meme- meme pas TFI. peut-etre- peut-et-et maintenant [ya a] change. 
376 L2: [en France.] [x au milieu de] 
377 Ll: NON non-non. 
378 L2: j'etais 0- j 'etais oblige [de x ] que je regardais. [c'etais] P ASSIOnnant. 
379 L?: [HH.] [x x] 
380 Ll: avant que TF!: que c'etait public hein. c'etait: c'etait sponsorise par I'etat. 
381 L6: [maintenant c'est plus l' cas] 
382 Ll: [x x] c'est pri ve maintenant. 
383 L2: mhm. (1) non mais franchement t'es: en PLEIN en film en Canal plus hein. 
384 [x] 
385 Ll: [ouais] (1) t'as VU les chaines privees Ite genent/xl et tout ben: pour avoir de 
386 l'argent, ben ils x beaucoup de publicite. 
387 L6: =c'est ya. 
388 L1: =ouaIS. 
389 L2: mais la TF!, c'est la premiere CHAINE? 
390 LI: la publicite, c'est c'est apeu pres cinq mille BALles hein, 
391 L2: c'est plus que ya. c'est par minute maintenant et ils ont [x 
392 Ll: [x maintenant] tu vois, 
393 t'as vu? 
394 L6: avant, c'etait les secondes maintenant c'est les minutes? 

395 L2: =euh: par seconde. 

396 Ll: ~UaIS. 

397 L6: =paree que la: euh [x xH.H.] 

398 L1: [parle-parle-parle] 

399 L6: cinq mille balles, hein, c' est sur. 

255 
.100 L2: =et <fa va vite, et: et aussi: une une seeonde, mais c'est affreux, 
401 L1: mhm. (2) 
402 L6: °tu te rends compte,O (1) e'est pour s:a que x xje gagne pas beaucoup parce 
403 qu'ils x x comme s:a, 
404 L1: ben oui, 
405 L6: done euh 
406 L1: =mhm. 
407 L6: =en plus, quand s:a: (1) parFOIS c'est diffuse euh: (1) au Congo, 
408 L1: mhm. 
409 L6: les emission on les envoie on les envoie TOUS les weekends. Tous les 
410 samedis on envoie des emissions x x, 
411 L1: OUaIS. 
412 L6: et c'est NOUS qui payons- pour que s:a sera diffuse la-bas. tu vois done on fait 
413 QUE depenser pour l'instant. l'avant [x x] [x x] 
414 L1: [ah vous reeevezJ ah ouais voila [vous 
415 recevez] rien ouais. 
416 L6: MEME mon: mon voyage au Vatican, 
417 L1: ~UaIS. 
418 L6: c'est: ss: ils ont eotise, quoi. 
419 L1: mhm, entre eux? 
420 L6: =pour les adultes, ouais. 
421 L1: =OUaIS. 
422 L6: les six adultes la-bas ils ont eotise pendant Ique j'aille/xl 
423 L1: <fa c' est au Congo? 
424 L2: [NO:] [au Vatican,] 
425 L6: [non] 
426 L1: [au Vatican,] 
427 L6: yes. 
428 L1: eh ben e'est BIEN:, 
429 L2: t'as parle l'italien? 
430 L6: j 'sais pas trop parler italienH, je parlais- plus en fait en espagnolH. qu'en 
Bl italien. 
432 L1: mhm. 
433 L6: °yeah.o 
434 L1: x x en italien, non, 
435 L6: mm. 
436 11: desormais. 
437 L6: H.B. ouais paree que: je vois que: fils] ont vraiment apprecie mon travail, les x 
438 L1 : [mm.] 
439 L6: plein de gens qui m'ont appele deja, 
440 L1: MHM? 
441 L2: [qui] 
442 L6: [oui] paree que Ole: leO pretre m'a appele, il est en Belgique let 
443 L1: =mhm, 

444 L6: il est parti Ox XO x/jubilel en Belgique, O[l'a]nnee demiere.o 

445 L1: [mlun.] 

.~46 L1: mhm. 

447 L6: et c'est de la Belgique qu'il m'a appele, 

448 L1: mhm, 
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449 L6: pour me faire des felicitations, et quand il est rentre de la Belgique, encore il 
450 m'a appele. (1) °donco 

451 L1: il y avait personne pour les filmer en Belgique? pourquoi tu fais pas une 

452 tournee.=tu les suit euh: 

453 L2: [=mais et l'argent,] 

454 L6: [= x x] il manque l'argent. [x x] 

455 Ll: [il manque l'argent ZUT hein.] 
456 L6: comme c'est nous-memes qui x de l'argent de poche, (1) 
457 L1: [ah ouais:] 
458 L?: [x x] 
459 L6: c'est: il y ajuste ya °qui [x XO] 
460 L2: ret ce qui m'eTONNE,] c'est que d'aut' chaines ne 
461 sont pas interessees par votre: vos talents, ou: 
462 L1: [ben ils sont interessant, mais x x les moyens] 
463 L6: [x x x] 
464 L6: pour no us lancer, quoi. 
465 L1: =ben ouais. =est-ce qu'ils ont les moyens aussi les chaines. (1) s-s j'sais pas x 
466 x x qui ont aussi les moyens de vous financer. (2) 
167 L6: c'est ya aussi. 
468 Ll: =ouais. et puis il faut savoir aussi si x x les chaines x concurrence x vous 
469 [aussi. non,] 
470 L6: [tu vois] (1) ya fait a peine six mois qu'on [x] Ox x XO 
471 Ll: [mhm] 
. . .. .. 
472 L6: maIs: SIX m01s: SIX mOlS. 
473 Ll: :=: done vous aviez meme pas x anglophone, il y avait que des francophones x 
474 cette chaine. 
475 L6: francoPHONES, mais maintenant comme: tu vois, parce que parfois c'est des 
476 [x x] 
477 Ll: [elles doivent] et' biLINGUES, hein, 
478 L6: voila, x x on fait des reunions, x x on aurait dit que: nous c'est Africa vision, 
479 c'est [pas x] vision ou [quoi.] done il faudra qu'on elargis[se,] 
480 Ll: [ouais.] [mhm.] [bi]LINGUE? 
481 L1: [ah oui.] 
482 L6: et[: ] yes. <fa fait un moment que j 'commence a parler en anglais, [et:] 
483 L2: [et] en 
484 franyais. 
485 L1: [ ouais] 
486 L6: [en fran]<;ais, et apresje parle en anglais. [tu] vois. 
487 L1: [ ouais] 
488 L1: ~UaIs. 
489 L6: j 'suis obligee, hein. 
490 Ll: mais pourquoi t'ecris pas aux pays euh: en Afrique et tout hein. contact x en 
491 Afrique existant en Afrique, 
492 L6: x x toutes les: to utes les chaines de tous les pays d' Afri[que enfin parce que:] 
493 Ll: [ouais: ouais] 
494 L6: et puis Ox quoi [x.] x x.O 
495 L1: [ouais.] 
496 L1: et puis ecdvez aussi hein avos: candidats:, euh:. les hommes politiques en 
497 Afrique et tout [ceux] qui ont les moyens. 
'498 L6: [Oouais.O] 
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499 L6: °e'est t;a, hein.o 
500 Ll: =ben OUAIS paree que: vous: x xj'sais PAS moi: de: promouvoir l'AfrIQUE, 

501 hein, 

502 L6: °e'est t;a aussi.o ((bruit de papier)) 

503 L2: essayer d'autre chose 

,504 Ll: ouais. ((bruit de papier)) 

505 (2) 

506 Ll: DONNE DES idees a ton a ton employeur. ((bruit de papier)) 

507 L6: mhrn. 

508 Ll: qu'il ecrive au president, qu'il explique sa visi[on,] 

509 L6: [x x x ah Ie pauvre] 

510 Ll: ou[ais.] 
511 L2: [x, ] comment 9a. ((bruit de papier)) 
512 L6: c'etait comme c'est nouveau done il y a PLEIN de trues afai[re, ] 
513 Ll: [faire] ouais. 
514 plein de choses auxquelles ils doivent penser, 
515 L6: =voila. 
516 Ll: =ouais. (2) mais- ils doivent faire un business plan, (1) 
517 L6: mh[m.] ouais: 
518 Ll: rhein,] 
519 Ll: =alors- il font un business plan comme 9a euh: pour etre sponsorise il faut 
520 faire un business plan. comme 9a euh: Ie st- x enfin tout est clair quoi. (1) 
521 L6: [voila] 
522 Ll: [explicite. ] 
523 (2) 
524 Ll: et puis faire en: en- en differents exemplaires, tu vois. =plusieurs exemplaires 
525 >et puis< Ies envoyer au president, aux hommes politi:[ques:] 
526 L6: [x x x] 
527 L1: ben c'est C;A, ben il f- il f- il [faut de l'argent,] 
528 L6: [x x] 
529 LI: ben: dis-lui de faire 9a un peu tu vois, un business plan, (1) i- i- il sait ce que 
530 c'est- c'est pas comme x x qu'il aille ala chambre de commerce, 
531 L?: mhm. 
532 Ll: et puis bon- tu lui montres comment Ie faire et tout, (1) et puis qu'il qu'il euh: 
533 qu'ille- qu'ille fasse en plusieurs exemplaires et l'envoie a des hommes 
534 politiques en Afrique=un peu partout hein. 1 'homme- I 'homme au Vatican 
535 aussi [x x ceJ que c'est. 

536 L6: [ah- moi x x] 

537 L1: hein? 

538 L2: faire des: de: de: justement focaliser journalisme sur les: 

539 Ll: mhm. 

540 L6: ben c'est t;a [aussi x-J 

541 L2: [les: les: les:] hommes euh: 

542 Ll: ah- (1) religieux? 

543 L2: les choses religieu[ses] 

544 Ll: [ ouais-] ouais. 

545 L6: si SI ON a: [x] 

546 L2: [en]courage- encourager les gens ala [oris,:] 

547 Ll: [mhm.] mhm. faire un 

548 
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549 documentaire tu veux di[re.] [ouais.] 
550 L2: [voila] [faire ] des documentaires: 
551 L6: parce que tu vois chaque fois qu'on envoie des emissions a: au Congo, 
552 Ll: mhm, 
553 L6: on x x toujours par les pubs parce que moi je t'ai dit, on filme pas mal de type 
554 religieux c'est MAGNlfique. 
555 Ll: ~UaIS. 
556 L2: [==ah bon?] 
557 L6: [==x j'ai tou ]jours x x pour un clip religieux 
558 Ll: ah ouais, 
559 L6: x toutes [x x] en anglais ou en fran [ c;ais.] 
560 Ll: [EEEH:] 
561 L2: [il est chretien,] lui aussi? 
562 Ll: HE- il faut que tu viennes, toi. 
563 L6: tout Ie temps. [x x] c;a. c'est magnifique. 
564 Ll: [a l'universite:] 
565 Ll: ah il faut que tu ailles a un true HEIN? tu viens? [a-a- parles]-en aton patron. 
566 L6: [x x x] 
567 L6: okay. 
568 Ll: a l'universite paree que moije vais faire un true euh: au mois de septembre lao 
569 (1) 
570 L6: [x x] 
571 Ll: [va] va sera euh: c;a sera chreTIEN, quoi.== x x, (1) et puis je [x x pas mal de:] 
572 L6: [x x x] on a 
573 tellement aehete de cassettes que: [x] on va x X. il faut toujours qu'on 
574 Ll : [mhm.] 
575 L6: parte en- en-Ie dernier parce que [tu] vois quand meme euh: (1) on va x x tu 
576 Ll: [mhm.] 
577 L6: vois les: la: paree que souvent, on a des on a des sujets, par [ee x] 
578 Ll: [mhm.]=mhm. 
579 L6: et il ff- faut toujours x par les messages pour les x [quoi.] done moi je dit 
580 Ll: [ouais.] 
581 L6: que chaque fois, 
582 Ll: mhm. 
583 L6: chaque fin de: de: d'emission, [ill faut faire un peu de [xl 
584 Ll: [mm] [mm] mm. 
585 L2: et t'as pas peur que va uhm: (2) ce qu'il y a pas que: (2) tu diras de religieux 
586 mais: comment les autres religions peuvent =paree qu'en Afrique il y a 
587 beauCOUP de religions==non? (2) 
588 Ll: y [en] a beaueoup mais tu vois, 
589 L6: [oui] 
590 Ll: ==animiste, euh: il y a un peu d'tout hein. 
591 L2: =voila, 
592 L6: mais euh: les gens, ils x x qu'on parle[x x] 
593 Ll: [ben justement] la fois: la fois en 
594 genEeral,] 
595 L6: [c'est pas qU'on] parle de Jesus, tu vois. non e'est des choses, tu vois des: 
596 des gens religieux, [x x] 
597 Ll: [ouais.] 
598 L2: mhrn. 
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[mais MEME, tu parIes de Jesus,] point finAL, e'est quai Ie problerne. 

[x en anglais:, en fran9ais,] 

H.H.H. 
il y a un seul Christ, il y a un seul sauveur, c'est Jesus, (1) queUe que soit la 
denomination, il y a un seul sauveur, il y a un seul, tu vois: un seul euh: tu vois 
redempteur, c'est Jesus, c'est tout, [quoi.] 
[x x] 

ben: tu: tu x et la et puis comme 9a, euh: je [vais demander,] 

[OUAIS:] done c'est au mois de 

septembre. parce que il me faudrait un cameraman, [pro ]fessionnel. 

[ oui,] 

x H. t'en as une devant toi H.H. 

=juste[ment, ]c'est va. 

[(HH)] 
[H.H.] 

[je] l' en ai parle mais bon: euh: (1) voila done j'ai pas mal de personnes dej a. 

j 'ai contacte pas mal de personnes de x de chant [ eurs,] 

[ done] tu as trouve, 
(2) 

done il me faudrait: que 9a soit vraiment euh: 

xx, 

bien organise, ouais. 

c'est enfin quand en septembre parce que je compte euh voyager en 

[septembre] je retoume it la maison H[.H. x x rentrer] 

[EUH:] [A-A-A] tu seras lao tu seras lao tu seras 

la= vers Ie trente septembre.[voila.ouais.] 

[okay. yeah.] 
ben c;a c' est la rentree, hein, 
alors aI' entree tu commence avec un: 
ouais un concert. 
wow. concert. 
ouais. ben il vaut mieux, parce que: (1) H.H.H.(H) il faut qu'ils sachent: qui je 
sui:s, ce que j 'ai l'intention de fai:re, euh: mon programme, (2) 
wow. 
et tout=ben oui, hein, (1) les plans, (1) tout ce que je planifie pour euh: voila Ie 
programme, quoi. pour cette annee, quoi. (2) comme c;a, tout Ie monde dans Ia 
rentree, ala rentree, savent vraiment qui est leur president, enfin bon- les 
etudiants internationaux, et puis euh: Ie programme °quoi et puis euho. (2) mes 
heures de disponibilite, quand ils veulent me parler, orne rencontrer,O (1) 
mhm, c'est bien, 
mais tu sais, comme <;:a, c'est: a- j'pense Ie meilleur moyen de rassembler tout 
Ie monde tu vois. 
°mn1.o 
et puis je vais melanger aussi =parfois 9a sera: un concert, euh multiculturel. 
Den fin de compte.° 
non, c'est [x x] 
[c;a va,] 
c'est quoi Ie [proble]me. 
[ouais. ] 
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649 Ll: non mais bon- parce que- c'est- iI- ah- eh-a- Afrique euh [vision, euh:] 
650 L2: [AH- c'est] vrai. 
651 L6: =enfin c'est non c'est Africa vision, mais: (1) mm- on expose. a: l'Afrique, du 
652 mal, parce que tu vois, Africa- euh: [eh-] x Africa, sur x France, [x] que des 
653 L1: [ouais.] [mhm] 
654 L6: choses qui se passent en France. yeah. pour Ies gens, len fait/xl ils connaissent 
655 pas trop euh: l'Angleterre, tu vois, [x x] 
656 Ll: [oui bien sur] 
657 L2: [x Africa, ] c'est en France? 
658 L6: OUI, em ce em Africa. [x ce] sont- ce sont- c'est: que des emissions qui se 
659 L2: [ah bon?] 
660 L6: passent euh en France, quoi. (1) 
661 L2: [x x] 
662 L6: [em ce em] euh normal, et em ce em Africa. 
663 L2: je croyais qu' em ce em Africa, c'etait ce ss- x de l'Afrique, 
664 L6: NON-non. ya, j 'ai x . euh il est euh. aPaRIS, Ia- Ies: Ies journalistes que je 
665 connais, etje travaille avec cer[taines,] et la, qui habitent acote de chez moi, 
666 Ll: [mhm,] 
667 L6: done c'est: c'est- c'est: tout acote, quoi. 
668 L?: voila, 
669 Ll: tu les a contactes? (1) [x] 
670 L6: [E-Euh] c'est une concurrence, tu [vois x] 
671 Ll: [ah c'est x] c'est ya 
672 ouais. [x x] 
673 L2: [ aaHa.H [a.Ha.] 
674 L6: [j'avais] pense au debut, mais a[pres xx] 
675 Ll: [ouais- main ]tenant c' est une 
676 concurrence ouais. 
677 L2: ils vont jamais x vous envoyer (H)[H.(h)] vous envoyer x quoi. 
678 L6: [1'as vu,] 
679 L6: meme x x [x] 
680 L1: [ouais.] 
681 L?: [x x] 
682 Ll: mais- mais- mais, consac' euh: comme j'ai dit euh. tu x pas trop de faire un: 
683 un business plan, ((bruit de papier)) qui- qui- qui il envoie son: euh: (1) qu'il 
684 les envoie it ta- enfin ato us les presidents: euh: tous les hommes politi:ques: 
685 (hh) un peu partout. (1) IPrince's Trust/x/: 
686 L6: moi, il x x comment on fait ici, [x x] 
687 L1: [ouais, ben ouais,] si- si, ouais, 
688 L6: bon: je: je: je vais le mettre au courant d'abord, 
689 Ll: =un business plan. c'est s-tres- c'est tres important. bien bati, bien: solide hein. 
690 (2) 
691 L6: °okay.o 
692 Ll: =okay? tu I'envoies, puis tu- tu verras. et prie aussi hein, okay, [mhm= ouais.] 
[ouais.]693 L6: 
694 L1: <fa d'abord. 
695 (2) 
696 L6: et puis comme <fa, si on a x x apres, y a plus d'offres. done [x x] 
[ben- tu vois,] 697 L1: 
698 justement: hein, 
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699 L6: tu vas x x: 

700 Ll: [mhm.] 

701 L2: [moi,] j'aimerais BIEN: acquerir de 1- de la uhm: de l' experience. 

702 L6: parce que pour l'instant, y a qu- y a que moi, quoi. qui: qui: qui filme, et qui: 

703 [qui: qui] parle =le x filme, 

704 Ll: [mhm-mm-mm] 

705 Ll: mhm. (1) 

706 L6: et la, il y a une journaliste, qui vient du Congo, qui est arrivee, quai. [x ] filme 

707 Ll: [mm] 

708 L6: comme elle elle: e1le parle comme x x tu vois. 
709 Ll: =mm. [ouais.] 
710 L6: [moi] je peux pas venir, 
711 Ll: oualS. 
712 L6: done elle est la, 
713 Ll: mm. 
714 L6: °done tu vois, ss- ° les: les autres employes ils sont x pour euh: contre 
715 l'elarge[ment, x x x] 
716 L2: [mais: tu PENSES que je pourrais aller demander,] tu-tu sais, c'est 
717 comme une- une- une, tu vois ce que c'est, une demande de genre de: (1) de 
718 stage. (1) c'est pas paye, (1) mais tu: tu AIDES euh: (1) 
719 L6: oh yeah: [x] 
720 Ll: [tu fais] du benevolat °en fin [de compteo.] 
721 L2: [ouais- c'est] une SORTE de 
722 beneVOLAT, mais t'acquiers l'experience acote. 
723 Ll: ben- c' est [normal,] enfin ouais, bien sUr, 
724 L6: [x x] 
725 L2: est-ce que tu penses, que ce serait possible. que je fasse ya. parce que 
726 j'aimerais VRAIMENT, m- ya ill' interesse vraiment. 
727 L6: [voila] 
728 Ll: [tu Imets/x/] x cette forme d'emploi, tu vois, 
729 L6: mm. 

730 Ll: tu x: [x] 

731 L2: [comme ya] j'aurais acquis- acquis une experience que j'ai jarmais-] 

732 Ll: [ouais.] 

7"" (2)
.J') 
734 L6: c'est- ya- ya serait BIEN, si tu pouvais rester pour 1'ete parce que: pendant 

735 l'ete on a beau:coup beaucoup de demande. [beaucoup de demande] 

736 L2: punaise- [si- si tu me dit.] que cet ete. 

737 (hh) il y a beaucoup de demande, tu sais moi je laisse mes affaires la, et je 

738 reste. 

739 L6: ouais, mais t'as besoin d'argent aussi. tu m'avais dit que t'allais pour travailler 

740 en France. 

741 Ll: ouais- ce que tu avais dit voila: euh: amoins que tu x parallelement, ici. 

742 L6: voila. parallelement, comment ya se fait. 

743 Ll: ben: il y a: il y [a: ] 

744 L2: Ue sais] H.H.(H.] 

745 Ll: [c'est adire,] 

746 L6: Ox x XO 

747 Ll: mais NON, parallelement, i[ci. en restant ici] 
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748 L2: [non-non. x x] enfin en Angleterre, pour avoir un 
749 job, e- [tu sais] Teseo, ils eherehent, Sainsbury, iis cherehent, 
750 L6: [ah bon] 
751 Ll: ouais: et puis y a- y a meme aussi qui cherchent iis cher[ ehent] 
752 L2: [x les cours] de 
753 franyais, 
754 LI: easyj et, ils cherchent. 
755 L2: what for, euh- pour quoi faire. 
756 (1) 
757 L?: [x x] 
758 Ll: [ben- x] receptionniste euh: (1) non-non, mais il [x x] tu sais il faut x x 
759 L2: [(HH)] 
760 LI: je x les deux fran- dix hommes franyais euh par l'univer[site,] 
761 L2: [ils cherehent des 
762 Franyais?] 
763 Ll: ils eherehent des Franyais, mais il faudrait aller: euh sur place. 
764 L6: ah bon, 
765 Ll: ouais. x x je pense qu'il y a pas mal de monde done [x x ] 
766 L2: [ben ecoute euh:] eeoute 
767 e- ya te dirait de m'aider afaire mon CV? 
768 LI: mouais. tu t-te- t- tu veux faire ton CV. x xCV? 
769 L2: non, mais j , sais pas faire en anglais, 
770 Ll: °d'accord okayo. 
771 L2: H.H.[H.] 
772 Ll: De] pensais que tu avais FAIT? 
773 L2: non e'est x Laurence. 
774 Ll: =ah d'aceord. 
775 L6: lui Ox x [x.O] 
776 Ll: [mm.] 
777 L6: oil y a quelques mois. ° 
778 (2) 
779 L2: done OUI, =alors. serieusement. si tu me dis qu'ils reeherehent, e'est bon. je: x 
780 ya y est 
781 L6: =C'EST PAS qu'ils disent qu'ils recherchent paree que j 'ai pas encore 
782 demande, 
783 L2: =non malS­
784 L6: =mais je sais que x [x x] l'ete hein: il y a pas mal de boulot, quoi. 
785 Ll: [mm.] 
786 L2: tu peux m'en parler, [via internet] =T'AS mon email [x x] 
787 L6: [Oouais ouaisO] [yes euh] oui tu me l' as 
788 passe. 
789 L1: mhm. 
790 L6: et euh: le- Ie: Ie plus important, c'est qu'il faut qu'on ait un local. de toute 
791 fayon, on a un local, la, franehement x je-je x x pas besoin de: de: de dire 
792 attends, je vais demander paree [que] des qu'i! y a: un local, e'est SUR 
793 L1: [mm.] 
794 L6: qu'il y a du boulot. [x] la tu vois, tous les matins, il x sa maison, tu vois, 
795 L1: [mm.] 
796 L6: et: et la x x son salon, tu vois, Ie pauvre, ya me fait pitie, mais:. non, c'est pas 
797 amusant, quoi. 
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[x x X] 
[X XX] 

°c' est sur. ° 

petit a petit l' oiseau fait son nid, comme t' as dit. 

OUaIS. 

et si tu peux- si tu bases (2) ta- la priere d'abord. et ensuite vous travaillez, 

°c'est bono. 

(2) 

vous allez fshuu. «a whistling noise» 

ouais justement. 

si c'est touj ours mal X pass- enfin a la volonte de Dieu, 

=ouais, ah <fa seRA la volonte de Dieu, parce [que] 9a a commence, 

[x x] 

m-m. 

(2) 

°ah ouais.o 

°ouais.O 

(2) 

mais: il faudrait que vraiment euh: (1) faudra trouver des strategies en fin de 

compte. «background noise» faudra trouver des strategies pour pouvoir euh: 

euh: c'est adire euh: pour faire connai'tre. 

c'est va. «background noise» 

OUaIS. 

(2) «background noise, something scratching against the table» 

[on a beaucoupJ de publicite hein. 

[x x x] 
OUI. 
pUblicite et tout. et puis euh MEME euh: x ils arrivent les cassettes, (1) co- par 

exemple euh: avec te: ton: ton: business plan, tu peux envoyer des cassettes= 

des echantillons. comme va ils verront- ils verront votre travail hein. ils feront 

estimer vot' travail en fin de compte. 

okay: 

parce que bon: tu peux- tu peux expliquer ce que tu fais, mais: est-ce qu'y- y a 

RIEN qui garantit que vous faites du bon boulot, quoi. (2) que vot' travail est 

vraiment[: euh:] 

[okay bon] tu crois que: je fasse euh: je prenne des- des: euh: des 
sequences, [des certaines] 
[voila, des voila] des x justement il faut faire un petit montage, 
mhm, 
de differentes euh sequences, tu vois, et puis euh: faire un montage, et puis les 
envoyer. [comme] ya il y aurait pas que QU'UNE SEUle CHOse, il y aurait 
[oui] 
par exemple a Rome, [alors s-J ou la au cafe tu mets dans les differents coins 
de: 
[ oui] 
de Londres, et [x x] pays, 
[Ovoila, oui. oJ 
si vous allez en: en: 
ben [voila.] 
[Scotland.] en Eco(:sse] «smiley voice» 
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» 
848 Ll: [osse] tout c;a, 
849 L6: c;a veut dire, on bouge, 
850 Ll: [ ouais.] 
851 L6: [ oui.] 
852 (1) 
853 Ll: [x x] 
854 L2: [on est vraiment] quelqu'un motive, eksetera, vrai[ment mo ]tive. 
855 Ll: [ouais:] 
856 L2: et puis x il faut vraiment qu'vous hh. vous vous mettiez sur un piedestal. 
857 Ll: mhm. 
858 L2: mais dans la tete vous savez x x 
859 L6: c'est <fa rhein,] 
860 Ll: [e'est du] boulot, hein. 
861 (2) 
862 L6: [c'est c;a.] 
863 Ll : [c'est du] boulot hein. c;a c'est euh: quand tu- quand tu commences en general, 
864 [x x euh:] 
865 L2: [x x x] 
866 (1) 

867 Ll: [ ouais] 

868 L6: [ouais] moi, Ie probleme, c'est que tu vois, la, ouj'travaille, c'est c'est comme 

,r 869 si euh: c'etait des x, quoi. comme on [x x x] 
870 Ll: [mm-mm.] (h) mais t'as - t'as pas: euh: 
871 mais toi, il faudrait vraiment que tu euh: tu te deplaces hein que tu as easyj­
872 easy jet. 
873 L2: where's that. 
874 L1: c'est Lu- c'est a Luton. l'aeroport [de] Luton. 
875 L6: [c'est] 
876 L6: derriere, entin euh: 
877 Ll: l'aeroport de Luton, tu prends Ie bus i1s- i1s te deposent la-bas direetement =ou 
878 bien tu prends Ie train. 
879 L6: okay. 
880 Ll: Luton euh: vas-y, hein, 
881 L6: paree que j 'ai vraiment besoin d'un boulot, 1a [x] 
882 L2: [il n'y a] qu'a y aller 
883 enSEMBLE, 
884 L6: okay. 
885 Ll: [ouais x] ouais. 
886 L?: [x x] 
887 (1) 
888 Ll: [euh x] 
889 L6: [moi je suis] contente paree que t' as les: (l) [x x] 
890 Ll: [MAIS NON:] je- j'ai- j'ai un: j'ai 
891 leur x signe avec euh: l'universite done euh. 
892 L6: =ils t'ont appelee? 
893 Ll: j'attends. (1) c'etait positif, done euhj'attends. 
894 L6: e'est euh: c'est sur quoi, (1) 
895 Ll: oh- j'ai demande un travail dar ns:] dans les bureaux internationaux. 
896 L2: [x x] 
897 L6: maintenant demain, je: je: jeudi, e'est bon. 
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898 L1: mm. 
899 L2: jeudi? y a pas de probleme =AAH, zut, =ah NON, c'est bon, 
900 L6: oui, c' est x h.h.h 
901 L1: ouais. (1) c' est x. 
902 L2: easyjet. 
903 L1: ouais. 
904 L6: en plus, x x ils Iredonnent des postes qui viennent/xl done euh: 
905 L1: mais- mais: 
906 L6: =ooop, 
907 L6: non mais: x c;:a vient tous lesjeudis, quoi. [comme] 'faje pourrais voir si'ils x 
908 L1: [Oouais.O] 
909 L6: [x x] 
910 L2: [AH] 
911 L1: mm. 
912 L2: j'ai pas vH.uH.H.H. x [x ](hhh) x x tu viens me voir et tout 'fa [x x] 
913 L6: [ah] [NON] mais tu 
914 sais que: j 'ai: j 'ai un: grace it c;:a, j'ai euh j 'ai I 'occasion de voir beaucoup de: 
915 de de d'editeurs, et tout, [x] je me suis beaucoup deplacee, quai. (1) 
916 L1: [d'emissions hein] 
917 L6: franchement, ce: ce boulot, (1) c'est vrai que c'est difficile, [au debut,] 
918 L2: [mets-Ie] ala 
919 bouche. 
920 L6: c'est difficile au debut, mais: [euh:] j'ai quand-meme des: des privileges, quoi. 
921 L1: [mm.] 
922 L1: mm. 
923 L6: 0y a beaucoup de privileges.o (2) deja,juste mon voyage au Vatican, c'etait 
924 euh: 
925 (3) 
926 L1: c'est un bon x hein. 
927 L6: ah ouais. 
928 (2) 
929 L6: et puis c'est bon pour mon CV, quoi. 
930 L1: ouais bien [sur] 
931 L2: [Ia tu] m'etonnesH.H.(H) je x x. 
932 (2) 
933 L1: c'est vrai que c'est un atout, hein. 
934 L2: <;a c'est x 
935 (2) 
936 Ll: c'est pas tout Ie monde qui x du travail pour les chaInes de television, tu vois, 
937 L6: °ah oui.o 
938 L1: et puis- essayez la radio aussi, euh: I'annee prochaine aussi =tu sais la radio. 
939 c'etait dans x, [la radio] 

940 L6: j'ai- la, j'ai en [voye mon] eVa: au truc euh: j' sais pas si tu connais 

941 ((PRENOM» euh: O((NOM»O 

942 L1: sr sr sr, [il est] chreTIEN, oui x 

943 L6: [x x] 

944 L6: et j' envoyais man CV [Ox x x x x 0] 

945 L2: [is he?] 

946 L1: [il est chretien,] ouais. 

947 (2) 
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948 Ll: i! est: euh: (l)((tcuk» ((NOM» il est chretien, tu sais? 
949 L5: oui OUI, [je sais.] 
950 Ll : [ouais] ouais. 
951 L5: H.H.H. 
952 L2: mais- il- il fait que! [x x] 
953 L1: [x ben- ben oui,] on se rappelle, x on avait prie 
954 ensem[ble la-bas oui,] 
955 L5: [oui- oui, x x on a prie [ensemble ouais.] 
956 Ll: [il est chretien, ouais.] il est chretien, done euh: 
957 c'est une /approehe/x, hein. 
958 L6: il est comme tu sais, [Ie] me-Ie me-Ie ma[nager, de:] 
959 L1: [mm] [si SI, hein.] t'as x BIEN, si SI, mais 
960 il s'occupe de Ia PRE[SSE iei.] il est CHEF, hein, x x. 
961 L6: [x x] 
962 L6: =oui, quoi. j'ai demande s'il y avait pas [de:] 
963 L5: [en PLUS,] il fait des:. il- il fait des­
964 cinema, il eommente [x comment] ya s'appelle. 
965 L2: [YEAH?] 
966 L1: e'est quoi. 
967 L5: t'as PAS VU? 
968 L2: des rubriques cine[mato: 
969 L5: [in Luton] and Dunstable. Thursdays.he: 
970 L1 : =AH OUI, il fait des commentaires. 
971 L5: =oui, des commen[taires, ouais:] 
972 L1: [la voila. je l'ai vu.] si-si, [je I'ai VU, ouais.] 
973 L2: [x x x] 
974 L5: [x x x] 
975 L1: =ouais-ouais. justement. SI-SI,je l'ai Iu, ouais. 
976 L6: je lui envoyais mon CV, je demandais s'il avait pas [de:] Ode boulot hein.o 
977 L1: [mhm.] 
978 L1: t'as pas son numero de telephone, pour Ie contacter, 
979 L6: si: j e I'ai . [x] 
980 Ll: [ben-] appelle-Ie, tu- dis-lui que t'es ehretienne hein. 
981 L6: °okay.o 
982 L1: on x x. t'as Jesus hein. comme sponsor. hein comme reference. 
983 L?: H.H. 
984 L1: ben OUI, hein, tu sais euh: par exemple, no us on s'entend- on s'entend 
985 bien,(1) et puis il cherehe aussi acollaborer avec des chretiens= parce qu'il 
986 nous demandait: euh: (1) au: aPotentiel, de: (2) des- des lui faire des 
987 temoignages. hein. qui /etaient/xl vraiment publies dans dans Ie journal de: de 
988 l'universite de- d'un x universite. 
989 L?: [x] 
990 L2: [mais] iII'a fait, deja. 
991 L1 : si si: mais bon [il peut-] il peut- il peut Ie refaire encore tu vois, 

992 L2: [x x?] 

993 L?: 

994 L5: tu veux du the?o[o:] 

995 L1: [non] ya un x. c'est bon. ouais. (1) 

996 L1 : mais il faut rester en contact, avec lui. (l) c' est a- c'est un truc= ben moi, je x 

997 je reste en contact avec lui pour l' annee prochaine hein. (1) ah ben OUI, hein 
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; 
998 tu SAIS euh: il est chretien x alors >il faut que tu en proFITES,< (2) si t'as: un 
999 artic'= je x un artie' et tout, (1) tu: tu lui donnes ton article, hein, si fas un true 
1000 it: qui: qui passe par la tete, au /ben toi/xl aussi, 
1001 L6: mhrn, 
1002 Ll: et puis euh: il va- je pense pas qu'ils ant les noms, hein, au contraire, 
1003 L6: moije- moije suis pas [x x] 
1004 L5: [par c~ntre, il y a une autre,] une autre euh: femme qui 
1005 travaille: pour la: security. [x] 
1006 Ll: [oui] «PRENOM) «repeated» «repeated» elle 
]007 est chretienne aussi:, (hh) si si, [mais] elle est superbe, hein, 
J008 L5: [x] 
1009 L5: oui: mais elle va parti[:r] 
]010 Ll: [ah BON?] 
1011 
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1 L6: c'est comme si c'etait hier. rna mere m'a tue elle etait plus en panique que 
2 moi. (h) 
3 Ll: moi j e xl'annonce a tout Ie monde. 
4 L6: ah bon, 
LI: j'ai passe mon bac. Alors imagine si tu Ie rates. 
6 L6: c'est 9a. 
7 LI: tout Ie monde te demande alors la.[ x x] annonce a tout Ie monde. 
8 L6: [ton but x] 
9 LI: 9a el1e etait elle etait coiffee dans son salon, 
L6: mhm, 
II Ll: oui il y a ma- il y a rna niece qui passe son bac y a ((tcuk tcuk». 
12 L6: tout Ie monde est au cour[ant.] 
13 Ll: [tout] Ie monde est au courant quoi alors [meme] si tu 
14 L6: [mais meme-] 
L1: Ie rates on Ie sait apres que tu l' as rate. 
16 L2: =ouals. 
17 L6: =en plus nous, il y a un systeme de journaux, tu passes dans un journal, [x x] 
18 Ll: [si si 
19 ouais] 
L6: t'as les- t'as les resultats [x] 
21 L2: [Ox XO] 
22 L1: [ouais ouais] ouais. c'est ya [ouais.] 
23 L6: [Oehrn journal XC] 
24 L2: [franche] 
ment je sais [pas: (h)] 
26 Ll: [non dans] mon epoque la il y avait pas: i1 y avait pas les resultats 
27 dans les journaux.= [A LA TELE.] 
28 L6: [Ox XC] 
29 
L6: 
31 LI: OUaIS 
32 L6: =c'est PIRE 
33 LI: =ouais. 
34 L6: vraiment pas bien, 
L2: =moi, [Ie pire, x rna meilleure-] enfin j'avais rna rneilleure amie euh de 
36 Ll: [non mais tu etais la premi-] 
37 L2: l'epoque avec moi, (h) on avait revise ensemble, (h) et euh: 
38 L6: =mais x x ya marche pas. 
39 Ll: =x pas, moi, non non non parce [que:] 
L2: [NON NON] NON mais je veux dire euh par 
41 exemple euh pour se rnotiVER on dit bon allez aujourd'hui, on va: on va aIa 
42 biblioTHEque, enfin on va x chacun de son cote, 
43 Ll: =rnhrn. 
44 L2: sinon, si je ne comprends pas 9a, tu peux m'expliquer, (h) 
Ll: mhm. 
46 L2: c' est tout. (h) mais enfin, au vrai sens, on est aIle et tout, (1) et euh: on arrive 
47 devant Ie tableau, rna mere eHe cherche pour moi parce que moi j'etais 
48 tellement en panique que je savais merne plus queHe est [x x] (h) 
49 L6: [x x] 
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50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
L2: 

L6: 

L2: 

L6: 

L2: 

L6: 
L2: 
L6: 
Ll: 
L6: 
LI: 
L6: 
L2: 
L2: 
L6: 
L2: 
L1: 
L6: 
Ll: 
L6: 
L1: 
L6: 
L2: 
Ll: 
L6: 
L1: 
L2: 
L6: 
Ll: 
L6: 
L1: 
L6: 
L2: 
L6: 
L2: 
que 1 etait mon nom, mon numero, (h) et apres ita, (1) rna copine elle cherche 

son, 

°et alorso 

elle se retrouve pas. °elle va au niveau des gens qui ont pas, (1) elle voit son 

nom.o elle se retourne, 

°aieo. 

Delle s'en va.o Ox Xo e1Ie ne l'avait pas. (h) alors moi,j'etais contente d'avoir x 

x x tu vois, majoie etait completement (1) MACHEe parce que [eUe n'avait-] 

[x x ] il y avait 
trop de prejuges hein. tu sais parce que moi je parle de ita =MAIS: enCORE, 
j' ai enCORe, j' ai comme une image un x x. et done, tout Ie monde avait des 
projets x x x et on dit que bon, on sait que on, x x il y a sept pour cent de gens 
qui vont rater, alors x qui disait bon, ((NOM)), H.B (h) il etait [x] H. (h) x H. 
[pourquoi,] 
xxxB. 
=x a dire. 
ouais voila [ x x x] quoi je rigole, tu sais je rigole, vraiment je parle pas [x x] 
[x x x] [mais] 
les conversations betes hein. 
[x x x] 

[x x x] et surtout en- nous, tu vois, on est en s, (h) et euh les profs de toute 

fait0n c'est tout °t'es nu:l et tout.° 

(2) 

[ils Ie font de la fait0n x] moi, je vous dis, dans cette classe, il n'y a meme 

[x x x x] 

pas sept qU'ont Ie bac. (h) et ben, tu vois, dans notre classe, il y en a eu PLUS 

de la moitie qui avaient passe [Ie bac.] 

[ben tu vois, alors.] 
mais moi, je peux dire [que: (h)] 
[c'est dur,] 
=moi et rna copine, la. parce que t'as une copine. (2) x x x H.H. (h) Ie bac. 
les jeunes qui avaient tro:p 
=il y avait trop de [x x] 
[x x voila ouais] 
[x x x ] surtout Ia: si t'as- non, c'est comme quand tu x 
revises pas, tu vois autant, 
c'est 'fa, [c'est 'fa.] 
[oui. ils] [pensent que- xx] 
[les xx] les redaublants c' est les plus marrants. 
Ia x x, toujours pas eu, quoi. 
=ben [c'est 'fa,] ils [estiment TROP,] 
[xx] [xxx] 
pour eux, ils connaissent Ie sujet, 'fa y est, c'etait [pas la peine de:] 
[non: x x parler, il faut] pas 
parl[er:] 
[moi j , -] moi j'avais un copain, 
°pas parler [Xo] 
[bon] alors a chaque fois il essayait de me distraire pendant les 
cours, et: (h) tu vais, dans rna famille c' est [les etudes, les etudes, les etudes,] 
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100 [((bang bang bang, on the table))] 

101 L2: tu te laisses pas avoir, tu vois, surtout quand t' es une fiUe, c' est les etudes=les 

102 [etudes,] 

103 L6: [mm.] 

104 L2: (h) 

105 Ll: pourquoi- pourquoi une fille. 

106 L6: on a plus de la pression pour Ies filles, les parents, ils f: [font x plus, la:] 

107 L2: [c'est CLAIR] 

. . 
108 L2: OUaIS, OUaIS. 

109 Ll: et: pourquoi Ies garyons, hein: 

110 L2: bon dans rna famille, mon papa, haha, (h) la fiUe, ((bang)) tu dais avoir tes 

I11 examens.[=d'ailleurs] qU'est-ce qu'il x me telephone, rna fille, tu vas pasH. 

112 L6: [0 x XC] 

113 L2: H.H. ((voice mixed with laughter, can't make any sense ofit))H.[H. (h)] 

114 L6: [ils ant] plus 

115 de contra Ie des filles les parents. 
116 Ll: =non, mais il faut x aussi les garCONS, 
117 L2: =mais ils sont [x X,] 
118 Ll: [x x] pas mur aussi, hein. 
119 L2: =mais: attends, mais: les gar90ns plus dur hein.= x x [des problemes x] 
120 L6: [x x x je sais pas dans IaJ 
121 tete hein: 
122 Ll: MUR, avec Ie mur [tres tot.] 
123 L2: [ouais il faut] attendre apres ouais. 
124 L6: =parce que meme- des qu'il y a un probleme, mais (h) h. (h)h. on Ie va it x x 
125 chez moi. 
126 L2: =mais pourQUOI, mais que I est le-Ie- Ie: pour[QUOI t'as fait] CA,H.H. 
127 L6: [H.H.] 
128 L2: H.H. [(h) H. ET: x] H.H. 
129 L6: [x xx] pourquoi tu me par1es. mets les poubelles. mais papa, ecoute, on 
130 est: [x x x] 
131 L2: [non mais x x] 
132 L6: attends, on va tout faire aussi dans la maison, quoi. [ah ] 
133 L2: [mais] c' est clair. 
134 L6: on dit x x x x les poubelles. 
135 Ll: mais ils ont peur pour a- pour avoir x la gro:ssE:sse euh: il y a des trues qui x 
136 eux aussi [hein.] 
137 L2: [ c ' est clair.] 
138 L6: ils mettent toute la responsabilite sur no us done euh. x t'as la pression, quoi. 
139 Ll: sans ya il faut casser sur tes etudes si tu penses aux gar90:ns [euh x] 

140 L2: [AA(h)] oh LA 

141 LA. 

142 Ll: ya c'est [x] 

143 L2: [xxxx] 

144 L6: [ x x x x] man pere, m'as dit, les filles, votre premier mari, c'est vas 

145 diplames.((bang on table)) 

146 L2: A[AA, punaise Hx.Hx. il me dit moi aussi] c'est clair 

147 L6: [ x x x ya c'est Ia: la science de man pere ya] 

148 L6: Ia x x x H. [H.H.] 
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149 L2: [EXACTEMENT, excatement.(clap of hands») c'est 9a qu'i1 me 
150 dit. 
151 Ll: ton premier mari, c'est, [ton dip16me.] 
152 L6: [ton dip1ome.] 
153 Ll: n'importe quoi=c'est quoi ce x x. 
154 L2: mais- [est-ce que x le dire,] 
155 Ll: [x x] 
156 L2: 9a veut dire quoi. 9a veut dire 1a SEUle (bang» chose sur laquelle tu peux 
157 «bang»vraiment compter, [e'est] ton diplome. 
158 L6: [x x] 
159 Ll: 1a voila. 
160 L2: =i1- il pourra jamais faire defaut ton dip1ome. 
161 L1: ben voilajuste- ah mais non [x x on n'est pas euh:] 
162 L2: ret c'est pour va:] c'est pour ya non non non. 
163 L6: H.H. 
164 L1: ~UaIs. 
165 L6: la, mon pere euh. 
166 L1: =ah mon pere, moi, il me l'as toujours dit. (1) j'avais- attends, j'avais quel 
167 [age. x x H.H.] 
168 L6: [mais- x x] 
169 L6: =x x il a quatre x x 
170 L2: =ah ouais moi aussi- mais moi je 1es mettrais x x. (h) et: mais mon pere, il me 
171 disait, NAME, j 'ai pas eu Ie temps avec les gar90ns. 
172 L6: H.H. 
173 L2: hein, quoi, mais j'ai rien fait, 
174 L6: tu comprends pas. 
175 L2: NON, rnais au depart, maisje n'ai rien, compris, 9a m'est arriv[e:] 
176 L6: [en grand] x tu 
177 cornprends ce qu'il veut [dire.] 
178 L2: [mais- et- heureusement qu'il a commence ame Ie 
179 dire a cet age [paree ] qu'apres, euh: je suis arrivee en sixieme euh x 9a 
180 L6: [ouai:s] 
181 L2: commencait deja bien. 
182 Ll: [ah x x] 
183 L2: [et- et-] puNAIse. «whistle» 
184 L6: =attends- mais- c'etait PIRE, alors ala rentn~e de sixieme, tu vois, t'as quitte 
185 euh I'eeole primaire, pour x x deja huit heures, (h) je comprends x x et tout (h) 
186 rna grosse tete et tout, H.(h) 
187 L1: =m. 
188 L6: x x tu sors avec moi, et moi, je suis restee comme 9a, NAME, j'ai rien compris 
189 [quoi.] 
190 L2: [H.H.[H.] 
191 L6: [x x x ta mere quoi,je fais a l'ecole, (h) inconsciemment, quoi. [t'as x] 
192 Ll: [ouais] 
193 L6: x H. je raconte H. 
194 Ll: mH.mH. 
195 L2: =H.H.x x (h) 
196 L6: =premier jour de l'ecole, ala rentree, il a [x x x] 
197 L2: [ouais ouais,] 
198 L2: ouais ouais, ah [ouais.] 
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199 L6: [x xH.] 
'200 L2: H.H. ah ouais, c'est: 
201 L6: quoique, quand tu conduis, tu reponds ava, [x x x] 
202 L2: [a- mais c'est clair,] et meme 
203 heureusement, que- apres <fa, qu'il y a: (h) 
204 Ll: =c'est [maman, avant Ie copain,:] 
205 L2: [ah non, mais c'est clair x x] 
206 L6: =oualS. 
207 Ll: =si t'as pas de copain, tu ch- t'es completement dans les x, hein, 
208 L2: [=non mais, non mais] surtout apn~s <fa, surtout quand t'arrives aux a­
209 Ll: [x x x] 
210 L2: aux alentours de quatorze ans. 
211 (1) 
212 L2: je suis a- au troisieme, quatrieme, troisieme, alors eux, ils sont dechailles. 
213 L6: franchement [x] 
214 L2: [mais X X,] ils ont /pas de tenue/x/ 
215 L6: =enfin atout- atout x x tu te rendes a: x x mH.mH.((whispered)) 
216 L2: (aH) ah non: mais: il y a pas de tenue, et puis alors euh franchement, c'est 
217 EUX qui ont- °qui ont plus de besoin du x X, parce [que: r 
218 Ll: [OouaisO] 
219 L6: =NON mais [euh:] 
220 L2: [mais SI:] 
221 L6: (h) ee: la preuve de x, il est franehement [x x x] ils ont besoin, d'une 
222 L2: [x x x] 
223 L6: education. 
224 L2: (aH[H) franchement,] 
225 Ll: [qu'est-ce qu'elle a] 
226 (0.5) 
227 L2: ret t'as x x x] 
228 Ll: [x xx] laisse aller. 
229 laisse aller. 
230 L6: [college, x c'est n'importe quoi] [n'importe 
231 L2: [non non non, c'est pas x] il y a- il y a plus rien.(h)moi- moi je t'ai- U'ai- j'ai­
232 
233 L6: quoi x] 
234 L2: attends.] mon petit frere, il est encore en tr- en troisiEME, 
235 L6: mm. 
236 L2: mais- maisj'entends des TRUeS, mais mes oreilles, elles FUMENT, 
237 L6: t'as vu, 
238 L2: je rigole PAS= quand moi,j'etais en troisieme, quandj'ai su- paree que: 
239 U'ai toujours ete plus jeune que [les autres] 
240 L6: [ x x x] [ 
241 Ll: [e' est notre] generation [ quoi. x] 
242 L2: U'ai toujo[urs ete-] 
243 L6: [x x x] 
244 L2: exaetement, [paree] [que:]j'ai tOtuours ete plusjeune [x x,] 
245 Ll: [ [x x ouais] [x maintenant] 
246 L6: [x x] 
247 L6: =OU31s. 
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248 L2: et euh les trucs, que tu vois, des chases, mais: mais meme, les adultes, ne 
249 feraient pas ce qu- ce qu'ils ont fait. 
250 L6: ou[i.] [x de n'importe quoi] 
251 L2: [et les-] et [les FILLEs,] les filles euh, elles sont- elles sont: des que: des 
252 que: yen a beauCOUP hein qui perdent leur virginite a quatorze, quinze ans, 
253 L1: [=ouais,] c'est norm[al, c'est c'est l'age, hein] 
254 L6: [=ouais] [c'est Ia au euh:] t'es la: tu sais les: soit t'es euh: 
255 n'importe quai, au soit tu choisis Ie bon chemin qu[oi.] 
256 L2: [exac ]tement. 
257 L1: [ ouais.] 
258 L6: parce que c'est c'est: [x x n'IMPORTE quai.] 
259 L2: [au c'est 9a, au c'est ya.] c'est clair 
260 L1: =oah ouais.o 
261 L6: (h) des que tu vas pas ala: [x] 
262 L2: [ils fument,] ils­
263 L6: taper les profs, tu vois, [x] 
264 L2: [exactement] exactement. 
265 L6: =x [x. x x x] 
266 L2: [H.H.x xH.[H.] 
267 L6: [quoique: ouais] ils promenent x x des types qui restent euh: a: 
268 x 
269 L1: [=ouais.] 
270 L2: [=mais tu SAIS qu'il,] tu sais qu'il y a un qui est MORT, a x x 
271 L6: chaque annee, euh il y a [il y a:] 
272 L2: [il y a- ]y a- y a un prof qui s'est fait poignard­
273 pardon- qui s'est fait poignarde, °et euh: et: euh:O [x x la mort hein,] 
274 L1: [x moi, vraiment, je- je suis] 
275 (1) 
276 L1: je suis plus en France, tant mieux hein. 
277 L6: 9a devient n'importe quoi. 
278 L2: aje te dis hein, c'est- e'est e'est haIluci,nant. 
279 L6: =x [x] 
280 L2: [et man frere, man frere] man frere, il a x: plusieurs fois, parce que bon, (h) 
281 comme man frere il est Ie plus petit, il a pas son x, donc il est en troisieme, (h) 
282 mais comme il est Ie plus petit de sa dasse, euh: (1) x on Ie frappe, on vol ses 
283 vetements, 
284 L1: mhm. 
285 L2: on- on- on on: Ie: on lui x ses vetements, que des trues comme ya, 
286 L1: il est au, ton frere. 
287 L2: il est: ben: il est en Mont- college Montaigne= avas x c'est pas loin de de: a 
288 quelques kilometres du [centre ville] 
289 L6: [x x mHo ville] mHo c'est trues euh bien repetes quai. 

290 L2: ah voila. 

291 L1: c'est debile, dis done euh: 

292 L2: eh ben ouais. [et:] alors justement, c'est des: des fameux endroits des pires, 

293 L1: [x x] 

294 L1 : mm. 

295 L2: mais- si tu demandes d'interrogation [x x] 

296 L6: [des qu'ils x x] ouje sais pas quoi la H. 

297 9a me fait rire, moi.[ H.] 
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298 L2: [x x] x education prioritaire. 
299 L6: wow. 
300 L2: et en fait- non, rnais- ma- rna mere, eHe Ie fait changer de classe. (h) mais si 
301 l' as pas I' argent pour Ie mettre. 
302 L6: en pri[ve] 
303 L2: [en pri]ve, c' est bon, tu Ite vas avoir.!xl 
304 L6: rnais il y a des fetes aussi en °plus x x.O 
:305 L1: [x] 
306 L2: [c'est] finale, x n'est pas Ie problerne, tu peux rien faire ah s- e'est- 1'as t'as 
307 des gosses, ils doivent- ils doivent etre psy- psychologiquement, 
308 L6: oh. 
309 L2: c'est c'est ORA Ve hein. (h) enfin brefmais moi j 'ai entendu des choses, mais 
310 je vous [dis pas,] 
311 L6: [x xje sais] pas quoi. 
312 L2: rnais du con, mon frere, maintenant il a sa tete brulee.(1) et c'est DANgereux, 
313 une tete brulee. (2) et c'est ce quej'y- apres <;a, apres cette annee il va au 
314 lycee, au lycee x. mH. moi je te dis. mes enfants, je les envoies pas lao 
315 L1 : s- tu peux choisir ton endroit ou tu habites. 
316 L2: mm. 
317 L1: choisis I'endroit ou tu habites. 
318 L2: =mais des fois t'as pas le- t'as pas Ie cadre [d'argent de Ie FAIRe] hein. 
319 L6: [l'argent] 
320 L6: 
321 L1: ouais [c'est <;a.] 
322 L6: [toutes les cites] x ce phenomene ce: [ee sys]teme de HLM [x x] 
323 L2: [(aHH)] [ah la-Ia lala:] 
324 L6: =un gros bleu H.x x (h) 
325 L1: <;a ressemble a des x 
326 L2: exaetement oui et puis les: les vo:les,((clap of paper on table» les: 
327 (1) 
328 L6: c'est x du n'IMPORte quoi mais vrairnent, (h) moi va me deprirnerait de forcer 
329 x x c'est vrai[ment x x] 
330 L2: [tellement va] me fait pleurer, parce que Ie: front national gagne 
331 des voix des voix des voix a- a tel point, que ch- comment il s'appelle, Le Pen, 
332 (h) [mais: mais:] 
333 L6: [mais x lui] aussi hein. c'est bete. 
334 L1: l'en fais pas. 
335 L6: mH.i1 se divident fils x] 
336 L1: [comme x] tu vois, un royaume divise ne subissait pas, done 
337 euh: (1) [il vont pas tenir-] il vont pas tenir X. 
338 L6: [il faut prier pour que:] 
339 (1) 
340 L2: ((humpf)moije te dis hein. (2) c'est X. ((snap of fingers» mais la, par 
341 exemple, 18. si tu vas avoir deux chiens. 
342 L1: c'est [partout pareil mainte]nant tu sais =on- ils- tout Ie monde a besoin 
343 L2: [x x x] 
344 L1: de Dieu c'est tout. 
345 L2: °ah c'est clair. ° 
346 L1: alors c'est depuis les chretiens il faut prier pour leur [/pays/x/] 
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347 L6: [avec les x] qu'on a: nous, 

348 on x x, x, parce que: 

349 L1 : mm. 

350 L6: parce que tu vois, quand on etait petit on etait tous baptises en meme temps. 

351 [quand] t' es petit, c' est tout <fa: (h) catechisme, et tout <fa. enfin: une vingtaine 

352 L1: [m.] 

353 L6: de jeunes de man quartier etait tout de suite baptise, (h) on est la seule famille 

354 qui est restee euh: a [a l' eglise] 

355 L2: [a x] 

356 L1: ouais, 

357 L6: pas x, mais qui a restee x, euh. 

358 L2: mhm. 
359 L6: c'est quand tu finis ta x, on dit quoi: ben: vous etes euh: 
360 L2: vous etes ((clap of hands») con, vous choisissez, et: vous allez a l'[egli:se:] 
361 L6: [non x x] on 
362 dit que: maintenant que vous etes euh des messagers de Dieu, voila, que vous 
363 etes maintenant [x x] 
364 L1: [mais apres- non] c'est pas: c'est pas: c'est pas apres la 
365 renonce, 
366 (2) 
367 L6: je sais pas [moi.] 
368 L1: [y a-] y a: [la communion, ouais] 
369 L2: [non-communion, x x x] 
370 L1 : =la renonce. voila. 
371 L6: on a fait tout <fa, [la.] 
372 L1: [la renonce, c'est comme] si tu renonee au monde. 
373 L6: voila. 
374 L2: tu renonces au diable aussi. 
375 L1: x x, de diable euh 
376 L6: on nous a bien dit, pendant x x, maintenant c'est vous, c'est x x qui sont pas 
377 encore chretiens, ben: c'est avous, d'aller euh: [les x, quoi] tu vois euh 
378 L2: [les encourager,] 
379 L1: mm.m. 
380 L6: tout <fa=franchement, je veux dire que: H. il etait meme pas passe un an que: 
381 tout Ie monde l'a arrete euh.(l) et nous, on etait les seules- qui x x est partie a: 
382 la cathedrale, parce qu'on part en famille, quoi. 
383 L1 : mhm. 
384 L6: ah veus allez au, ala cathedrale, 
385 L1: mHo 
386 L6: Ii tu vois, [x x x] 
387 L2: [nous, c' est pareil, hein,] 
388 L6: [franchement] 
389 L2: [nous c'est pareil,] attends- on est une grande famille, on est une famille de: 
390 (h) sept personnes. 
391 L1 : mhm. 
392 L2: mais: taus les- tu vois, taus les dimanches, on y va. alors tu vois man pe:re, il 
393 est x habille, et tout, on y va. mais tu vois les voisins, la toe-toc-toc. alors, euh­
394 L6: pas quand tu etudies et tu reussis dans un true, iis ils disent mais- ils 
395 deviennent j aloux aussi, [x x] 
396 L2: [AH qu'ils sont] JALOUX, 
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397 L1 : =SI Sl. 

398 L2: =mais tu t'imagines, ehez- ehez- tu- tu t'imagines que: par exemple la- la 

399 voisine qu' on a, (h) ben eIle te dis jusqu' it dire, qu' on faisait de la magie x j e 

400 ne sais pas trap [quai,] 

401 L6: [ne t'inquietes] pas, t'es pas la seule, hein NAME. (h) nous, 

402 on entend ces trues, mais du [X,] 

403 L2: [mais] c'est halLUCINANT, 

404 L6: franchement, 

405 L2: =qu'on etait des gens: euh biZARRes, euh. (h) 

406 L1: [OouaisO] 
407 L6: [qu'on touche] x c'est impossible que euh: que x x parce qu'ils font euh: 
408 L2: exacteMENT, euh: nous euh: comme mon pere- parce qu'on a pas ete accepte 
409 enfin x, (h) c'est x XO euh: Ies gens ils commencent Ii dire >x x x x< Ie voisin 
410 d'a cote, il commencait Ii dire, (h) que man frere, euh ((NAME»), celui qu'a 
411 dix-neuf ans, c'est un dealer, (1) 
412 L6: ((silent laughter)) 
413 L2: que c'est un gars gui fuMAIT, man frere x de l'asthma done il peut pas fumer. 
414 euh: qu'iI ramenait que des x gue des voleurs dans Ie guartier pour qu'on vole 
415 dans leurs maisons, (h) mais qu'est-ce gue j'ai pas entendu, (1) 
416 L6: [non mais: cites,] franchement, cites [x x] 
417 L2: [ie te dis pas,] [non mais] c'est pas x cites, c'est dans 
418 les pavillons, et tout, 
419 L6: moi aussi,j'habite dans un- dans un pavillon ((clap of hands)) [mais:] 
420 L2: [maisj'ajoute] 
421 c' est pas possible, ((clap of hands)) 
422 L6: =quand on parle des cites, c'est plus HLM, hein [c'est] c'est x rassemblement 
423 L2: [ouais c' est 9a] 
424 L6: de: de: 
425 L1: =de maisons rhein. voila.] 
426 L2: [ ouais] 
427 L6: [x x] que! bordel, lao 9a- 9a a x un cite, hein, (h) parce quej'ecris 
428 ala dame x qui x c'etait sur les cites, [H.]H. 
429 L1 : [mm.] 
430 L6: je- je ramenerai Ies bandes et les cassettes et: je te montrerai comment on 
431 travaille. (l) 
432 L2: franchement, [mais:] franchement mais Ies gens, ils MENTent. 

433 L6: [x x] 

434 L2: ils sont jaIoux. 

435 L6: jaloux pour rien, iIs- ils- demandent pas comment, tu vois, 

436 L2: mais on- on- on SOUFFre hein comme euh: comme tout Ie monde, rhein. on:] 

437 L1: [on est] 

438 persecute, enfin de compte 

439 L2: on a- on a Dieu avec nous, c'est tout, vous avez qu'a faire la meme chose, 

440 L6: moi, ce qU'etait x, c'etait gu'on a taus grandi dans Ie meme quartier, on a taus 

441 eu les memes profs, 

442 L1: mhm. 

443 L6: tu vois, il y a pas Ii dire euh ii y a des: des: [x x] 

444 L2: [inegalites] 
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445 L6: on a tous- on a- la meme boulangerie, on a to us freqH.uenteH., tout, mais non. 
446 maintenant, apres, en grandissant, c'est tout, hein si tu veux rester dans: dans 
447 ta merde, 
448 Ll: mm. 
449 L2: ben voila. 
450 L6: tu vois, 
451 L2: ah c'est clair, evidemment. (h) et apres <;:a, la: la: je-je t'ai dis, ah ouais. (h) 
452 qui tu SAIS, Ies dames tu vois qui veulent aller a I' eglise, qui veulent aider, 
453 etce [ tera,] 
454 L6: [mmm.] 
455 L2: =j'en ai parle avec Susanna et «(NAME» il y a pas longtemps. 
456 L6: ya, c'est: mHo 
457 L2: punaise, une des- une de nos [voisines,] 
458 L6: [ c' est parisien,] ya. mHo 
459 L2: =exactement-une de nos voisines qui fait <fa, (h) et puis apres <fa, on a: on a 
460 decouvert que c'{~tait une femme, qui faisait beaucoup de mechancete=et c'est 
461 elle qui fait- qui fait Ie ca- Ie catechisme, (h) et elle a dit in true, et <;:a c'est: et 
462 tout Ie monde Ie sait maintenant. elle a dit, on a toujours des problemes avec 
463 des gens de couleur. 
464 L6: mm, (1) ya c' est pour te dire que: 
465 L2: alors apres <;:a, les gens ils v~nt pIus aller aI' egLISE 
466 (2) 
467 L2: qU'est- qu'est-que tu veux dire a <;:a.«(clap of hands» 
468 (2) 
469 L2: les gens iis disent ouais: euh: elle fait Ie catechisme a nos enfants, [x x] 
470 Ll: [ben elle] 
471 est pas nee de nouveau, c'est tout hein. 
472 L2: m, 
473 L1: elle n' est pas nee de nouveau hein. 
474 L2: c'est clair. enfin x x. parce [que:] 
475 L6: [H.H.] H. 
476 Ll: elle est pas de Dieu cette femme, [x x juste la] parce que bon: 
477 L2: [ah non, c'est x on puisse dire] 
478 L6: non, mais si t'es chretien, on ne va pas [x x si t'es] chretien, 
479 LI: [il faut x x] 
480 L1: OUaIs. 
481 L2: =exacte [MENT.] 
482 L1: ret que c'est] un x pas x 
483 L2: exactement tout a fait. (1) c'est tout a fait vrai. 
484 Ll: ((SOUPlRE») done c'est quai la enfin vos: vos: vas: trues, vos experiences 
485 euh: negatives je ne sais quai lao traumatisantes. 
486 L2: de quoi, 
487 Ll: =vous faites quoi, vous allez a la pIage, euh: ce que vous comptez faire pour 
488 vos vacances. 

489 L2: experiences traumatisantes aux travail. 

490 L2: mH. il devrait [x] 

491 L6: [moi, je]suis la. 

492 Ll: hein, 

493 L2: =on ira toujours [pas.] 

494 L6: [moi,je suis] la 
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495 L2: =tu vas travaillez aplein temps, pendant l'ete, 
496 L6: je sais pas, je veux bien que je trouve un travail. que ya soit en plein temps au 
497 part time, (1) [9a m'est egal] 
498 11: [ah ouais,] 
499 L2: ah- Sainsbury, i1s recherchent, Tesco, i1s recherchent. 
500 L1: maintenant, la, 
501 L2: oui, i1s ont- i1s ant envoye des annonces. 
502 L6: ils recherchent euh: [x en quoi] 
503 L2: [ils recherchent] cashiers. 
504 L6: °mhmo 
505 L2: ou: ser- service x systems. something like that.' (h) et ils recherchent un euh: 
506 mais la, dans tout Arndale, ils mettent plein d'affiches, t'as- t'as rempli, des 
507 application forms, 
508 L6: non. j'a- j'appelle, j'appelle, et depose mes CV s un peu par[ tout,] 
509 11: [non mais.] 
510 remplis les applications forms, les formulaires. 
511 ((END OF RECORDING) 
512 
513 
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Appendix 5. 
Transcripts of the NBE conversations, the first 30 minutes followed 
by the last 15 minutes 
2 
281 
Date: November 27,2001 
Time: starting at 17:30 
Place: Language Centre, room J405b 
Participants: L4 = B4 
L5 =RS 
L7=B7 
L8 =B8 
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1 L5: okay h. now you have all the st[ uff] 
2 L4: [mH.mH.] yeah. 
3 L5: do you have- (1) you have one more cup here, (2) 
4 L4: do you like it, 
5 L7: =I'm alright [and I] look better °ifI:o 
6 L5: [H.H.] 
7 (1) 
8 L5: [he-] just to- give you first. [uhm:] it's like: explaining. you've- you've [seen] 
9 L4: [x] [mhm,] [yeah] 
10 L5: it before =explaining about. what. this stuff is all about. (2) so this is a PhD 
II research project, into French and English - actually but this is just English. 
12 this one is like my: compari[son ] group. (1) and: 
13 L4: [mm.] 
14 L?: ((cough)) 
15 L5: and this is. uhm: (1) you have certain rights, as a participant, you can: at any 
16 point. if you want to: you can just leave. without, you know, and: it's: it's 
17 alright. you know. (1) 
18 L4: [you] might cH.rH.yH. [apart from] that ((smiley voice)) 
19 L5: [x] [H.H.] 
20 L4: H.[H.H.] 
21 L5: [yeah] I might cry. H.H. (h) so this is- this is a part ofmy data I'm 
22 collecting so: it's possibly- hopefully the last one that I'm going to be 
23 recording, (h) and then I compare the way English and French people TALK. 
24 basically. (h) and: yeah. and- this IS con- confidential, (1) so: you know I will 
25 not. ever tell who you were, a- I'll just name you A Band C, or something like 
26 that. AND: I need to: obtain your consent, please. And this is why I have these 
27 things for you to sign, (2) tick and sign, ((paper rustling on the background all 
28 the time») I have a few: pens Ox x XO ((rustle rustle») 
29 (5) 
30 L5: and the- the: uhm. information. leaflet. also has my. contact information on it. 
31 if you ever you want to: ask anything x or: anything at all, (2) and uhm: 
32 (3)H.tHere's also one more thing before we start. (1) before- well actually well 
33 you- you start. I won't be: talking =1'11 just listen to you talking, (h) uhm: (2) I 
34 WOULD need to: organise: individual INTERviews. with the: two of you. 
35 Christina: and Beth. because: (h) I've already interviewed Lena: but: (h) but 
36 that's going to be about forty-five minutes or thirty forty five minutes. so: 
37 uhm: 
38 L8: when are you hoping to do [that.] 
39 L5: [actual]ly you could- yeah: it depends really how: 
40 when you can: when [you are available.] [so:] 
41 L?: [ooh: Ox XO] 
42 L4: [Ohey:O] 
43 L5: if you can. write me your name and: (1) contact information and then give me 
44 few dates when you would be avail[able.] 
45 L8: [you want to] do it before Christmas I take 
46 [it. ] 
47 L5: [IT] would be better because it would- it- this would still be in your fresh 
48 memory. 
49 L8: right. 
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50 L5: =yeah, (1) so: I'm actually: I'm going to- go for Christmas break already on 
51 the fourteenth. so hh. (h) 
52 L4: [that's] when we finish anyway. 
53 L5: [x] 
54 L5: yeah it is- the holiday [Ox XO] 
55 L7: [what] do we just- do we just repeat our name again, 
56 L5: YEAH, it's the same: the same: sort [of: x] 
57 L4: [OyeahO] it's two different things you're 
58 agreeing to. 
59 ((pen writing)) (3) 
60 L5: yeah. 
61 (5) «writing)) 
62 L5: °ifyou can give me-o uh: your details. x x three, to be exact. 
63 «MAJOR RUSTLING)) 
64 L5: I'll do all the rustling now so [it won't be.] rustling. much [more.] on the tape. 
65 L4: [yH.eH.aH.] [mm.] 
66 «(RUSTLING)) 
67 L8 uhm- do you wanna- x that I'll have to think about possible dates (for the 
68 L5: [yeah you 
69 L8: interview, so.] 
70 L5: can: we can] think about it. 1 can even: 1 can even give you a ring afterwards 
71 so: [uh: or] email or anything 
72 L8: [mhm.] 
73 «RUSTLING)) 
74 L8: I'm afraid I'll have to suck the chocolate off I don't like brezil nuts but I do 
75 like chocola[ te] 
76 L5: [OH-] H.H.H. (1) I was- I actually last time I actually: (2) bought 
77 also something non-chocolate but this time for some reason the two are 
78 chocolate. 
79 L4: mH.mH. 
80 L5: you just have to- BEAR with the chocolate. 
81 (13) «1 must have gone out ofthe room) 
82 L7: what's the date next Thursday. 
83 L4: uhm: Ox x x brainso 
84 L8: Monday is the: third. that helps H.H.H. 
85 L5: [Onext Thursday. x XC] 
86 L7: [x x yeah] Wednesday the fifth Thursday the sixth. [x] YES. 
87 L5: [sixth] 
88 L4: cause I've got exam [on the seventh.] 
89 L5: [you could do] the sixth 
90 L4: Friday. 
91 L7: yeah. 
92 L5: oh you [have- hh.] 
93 L4: [x] no: I've got exam the sixth. [x] 
94 L5: [OH.] yeah. any time. any [x] 
95 L7: [x] I can 
96 do anytime on Thursday. 
97 L5: YEAH REAlly. so maybe we could just- say: (3) 
98 L7: 1 don't mind. 
99 L5: one o'clock, two [o'clock] or so. 
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100 L7: [yeah] 

101 L5: one o'clock, 

102 L7: =yeah. 

103 L5: okay. 

J04 L7: °1 better write that downo 

105 L5: YEAH. (1) yeah me too.mB.mH. 

106 (2) 

107 L5: it's just a few- people. you know x in the interview your impressions and your: 

108 (h) I have also a questionnaire I'll give you to fill in at home. but uhm: 

109 L8: mhm. ((RUSTLING)) 

110 L5: so: 

Ox XO1 I I L7: 
112 ( (rustling)) (4) 
113 L5: 
114 L8: mhm. 
115 (3) «(RUSTLING)) 
116 L5: you're- you're Amanda, right. 
117 L7: Samantha. 
118 L5: yeah Samantha. okay. 
119 L7: where do 1- do you want me to meet you here. 
120 L5: uhm: it's actually I ha[ve: I'm I'm sharing an office,] in [J -J three 0 one. I can 
121 L7: [((RUSTLING))] [oh right] 
122 L5: do it there. (2) 
123 L7: °okay.o 
124 L5: so: it'll be private. «RUSTLING on the background)) 
125 (2) 
126 L5: oKAY. great. I'll just take: these:[ -] forms and you can keep the information­
127 L7: [mhm,] 
128 L5: do you want to have another information leaflet. 
129 L4: oh- «(RUSTLING)) 
130 L5: mH.mH. 
131 L4: I know what you are doing. 
132 L5: =Lisa is so: 
133 L4: =unless you've changed the rules [x xH.H.] 
134 L5: [no: I haven't] I've just had to change the 
135 address- ehm- NAME of the the depart [ ment] because they: 
136 L4: [yeah:] 
137 L4: you gone to Business School now, haven't you. that's how it [works] 
138 L5: [yeah] 
139 (2) 
140 L5: oh yeah. °xo okay. (1) RIGHT, now the- the- the thing is basically. I: because 
141 I'm not a native speaker of English, I won't be talking. with you. so: (h) uhm: 
142 I'm sure you can: you'll find things to talk about so you can ea: you can you 
143 know eat and drink and: chat. let's °what time is it nowo okay: about five 
J44 thirty, so: (h) an hour would do. it would be great if you could just chat for an 
145 hour. okay, uhm: (2) I believe it's still working because it's still red, so: hh. (h) 
146 L4: is there anything you want us to start off from. 

147 (2) 

148 L5: not really, I mean if you: don't know each other maybe so you could just 

149 introduce you-your[selfOx XC] 
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150 L?: [mhm,] 
151 L?: lOx XO 

152 L5: I still have to check once more ((CLICK, checking if the recording works)) 

153 (CCLICK)) 

154 L?: mH.mH. 

155 L5: oKAY­
156 L4: °okayo 

157 (2) 

158 L4: shall I x or do you want to start. 

159 L8: well I'll start an-like- you two obviously know each other [don't you.] 

160 L7: [yeah] 

161 L?: yeah. 
162 L.8: are you doing the same course and things [or:] 
163 L7: [>yeah<] I do: media performance 
164 and you do media production =but we're both doing our special project. 
165 together, [x x] 
166 L8: [x x] third years. 
167 L7: yeah. 
168 L4: =yeah 
169 L4: we've met while doing French. in the first year. so: (h) 
170 L4: [x] 
171 L8: [so x x] media s: you're doing like media studies and French. or: [x] 
172 L7: [I] was doing 
173 ehm: media performance with French as a minor. 
174 L8: oh, right [yeah] 
175 L7: [and] I met Lisa in French. but- because: we've both or she does: 
176 production =so she does radio modules. do you do [x minor,] 
177 L4: [yeah] French 
178 
179 L4: wasn't- French wasn't my minor. radio was my minor =but I have to do this 
180 uhm: (1) [elective] 
181 L?: [ extra] 
182 L4: WELL- I just: you know I liked it when I was at: uni I thought well it might be 
183 a nice idea to actually: when I was- at college. [I] thought it might be a nice 
184 L?: [mhm.] 
185 L4: to get it fluent. never actually happened. 
186 L8: H.[H.H.] 
187 L4: [a nice idea.] and I studied it for like four modules. 
188 L8: yeah. 
189 L4: =and gave up completely. [no-] no- no- no. H.[H.] 
190 L8: [oh] 
191 L7: [and] our paths: just crossed 
192 because: we did- have you heard of Luton FM radio [society.] (h) we uhm: 
193 L8: [yeah.] 
194 L7: took part in that last year and the year before. (h) and uhm: we know that: last 
195 year the station managers did that as a special project. 
196 L8: mhm. 
197 L7: and: we were both interested in: doing it as our special project. but- different 
198 aspect. 
199 L8: [x] 
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200 L4: [so] we're running the station next year. along three other per ople.] 
201 L7: [people.] 
202 L4: she's taking on marketing. (h) so she's gonna be: getting us the money. 
203 L8: =oh: [right,] [so you're like- ] 
204 L4: [and] telling the world x [to get us some] air 
205 L8: =is that- so x- what yours is four years then. 
206 L7: it's three [years.] 
207 L4: [no: ] it's actually: it's like uhm: most people do a dissertation. 
208 L8: [OH right.] 
209 L4: [in media] [you do a special project.] 
210 L7: [you do a special project.] 
211 L8: =OH:[ right.] 
212 L4: [it takes up the] whole of the last semester. 
213 L7: it's four [modules.] 
214 L8: [oh: right] 
215 L4: =so we're managing that for x and uhrn: but all- obviously all the preparation 
216 takes a lot longer than a month to do: [so.] 
217 L8: [yeah.] 
218 L?: or couldn't do it.o 
219 L4: °yeah:o 
220 L8: or know, /grief/x/.o 
221 L7: >what about you. < 
222 L8: ehm: sports and exercise scie[nce.] 
223 L4: [00- ] fair enough. H.H.[H.] 
224 L7: [are you] on your third 
225 year or: 
226 L8: nah- second year. yeah. so: I'm on- third's like sort of- you've got to start 
227 thinking about your. disser[tation] and I'm like- God. H.[H.] 
228 L7: [special proj ect] 
229 L4: [but you've] only got 
230 a couple [of modules] to do don't you, 
231 L8: [already ((smiley voice))] 
232 L4: you get like- [to DO it. ] 
233 L7: [you get- you x] 
234 L8: =yeah r know- yeah: it's just one that it's- it runs: throughout my third year. as 
235 one: in the first semester and one [in the second] °semester.° 
236 L7: [mhm.] 
237 L8: so yes r still have other stuff to do as well. 
238 L4: which is weird for us [because we do it all x you know-] [GET there- and x] 

239 L?: [H.H.H.] 

240 L7: [x x ] and then 

241 there's: four modules next semester and it's just special project °isn't it.O 

242 L8: ah no- we've- to do it- as well as doing our ordinary: [x] work. [which is a bit] 

243 L7: [like-] [but you're not 

244 really] discussed, up till NOW: sort of this week REAlly the detail of our 

245 project have we. 

246 L4: no. but then we KNOW what we're doing. >just that people have to work it 

247 out. < 

248 L8: yeah: >r mean< we have to choose ours: r have choose mine. next semester. 

249 L7: mhm. 
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250 L4: =do you know what you're doing yet. 

251 L8: no- H.H. I've just had this uh: *make sure turn up to your dissertation tutor 

252 that you know- have some idea[:*] 

253 L4: [mH.mH.] 

254 L8: [nAAA:] 

255 L7: [my boyfriend does uhm:] business studies. (h) and: at the end of his second 
t 256 year last year he did eh: module called business research me[thods, ] 
257 L8: [mm.] 
258 L7: it was a WHOLE module preparing you for your special project. [he really] 
259 L8: [yeah.] I'm 
260 doing that at the moment =research methods and statis:tics:. 
261 L7: =oh: right. 
262 L?: I don't mind the research methods but I'm not overly keen on [statis:tics:] 
263 L?: [x] H.H.H. 
264 L8: (h) but you know- they: they were like- last year they were like- our: module. 
265 the uh: course coordinator was like- (h) *and I really would STRONG:L Y 
266 suggest that you take this option module.* H.H. STRONG:[ly.] 
267 L7: [ I say take it:] 
268 L4: [take it. yeah] 
269 L4: [H.H.] 
270 L7: [H.H.] 
271 L8: [H.H.] 
272 L8: yeah it was kind of like this is an option=no it's not=module H.[H.] 
273 L4: [yeah.] yeah. I 
274 know what you [mean.] 
275 L7: [mean.] 
276 L8: it says option read core. and next year it IS going to be core so: I sup[pose] it 
277 L7: [mlnn.] 
278 L8: makes sense [but x] 
279 L7: [it's GOOD] preparation isn't it. 
280 L8: =well it is but it Qis such a nn:ightmareo. =1 mean you kind of think- well- you 
281 know, I'm doing all this and finding it SO tough =how these people are just­
282 gonna. (h) come straight in. somebody's gonna have to tell them what to do. 
283 L7: =mm. 
284 L8: =because there's just no way they're going to be able to DO it otherwise, 
285 L4: so there- there are lot of people do you reckon who HA VEN'T taken that 
286 [mo]dule. 
287 L8: [mm,] 
288 L4: (h) 
289 L8: [yeah, so:J [1 don't know] what they're going to be. 
290 L4: [x x ] module H.[H.H.] 
291 L7: we don't have ANY modules like that really,: it's just: 
292 L4: well: nor: but we have all FOUR.H.] 
293 L7: [x x x] 
294 L4: we've got all four. [mod]ules. [x that we did last semesteL] 
295 L7: [yeah] [x x research.] 
296 L8: but I suppose it's ehm: very different. I mean like your disse- your f-final 
297 project it is comPLETEly different to writing a dis~er[tation.] 
298 L7: [more of a] HANDS­
299 ON: sort of [x] 
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300 L4: [yeah] but then there are- there are people who do dissertations:, 

30] people who do- perfor:mances:, 

302 L8: =ooh, right, 

303 L4: =uhm: video:s, =all sorts of things. we' [ve) got quite [unusual one.] rea:l1y. 
304 L8: [yeah.] 
305 L7: [x x.] 
306 L4: we've got a VERY unusual one to do. (1) but uhm: yes. script vvriting all sort 
307 [of stuff] 
308 L7: [but I liked it] because it was FOCUSed. rather than having to make like really 
309 airy fairy way [that] can go off the point and everything 1 thought. I'll focus 
310 L8: [mm.] 
311 L7: on this one I know what I've got to achieve. (1) 
3]2 L8: yeah. yeah I'm hoping to do like experiment. other than that- the big- problem 
313 with that i5- is finding people, mH.[mH.(H)] 
3]4 L7: [mm.yeah:] 
315 L8: =especiaUy ones that are prepared to do EXercise, H.H.[H.] 
316 L7: [I'm lone ofthose/x/] 
3]7 like- the fi :rst year. cause like media performance is highly sort of a group 
318 work orientated [-] subject. but: if you've got a script obviously you've got­
319 L8: [right] 
320 L7: you'd be in groups offou[:r] or fi:ve or somethin': (h) you'll have to learn it. 
321 L8: [mm.] 
322 L7: =1 used to have- real problems with just one person in each group just 
323 wouldn't turn up, yeah but- then we got to the end of second year and now: 
324 everyone KNOWS that it counts everyone turns up an: 
325 L8: oh well [we're] still waiting for that to happen. we've got a group­
326 L7: [x x] 
327 L8: presentation we've got to do on Tuesday. (h) and we've had one guy who has 
328 not. yet. [turned up] to any of the meetings=and it's like- *the presentation is 
329 L7: [turned up] 
330 L8: Tuesday, * 
33] L4: yeah: =in the end, you just start to say well you're not in gro[up,] 
332 L8: [yeah] certainly 
333 we'll just have to say- tell it to the tutor that I mean he might physically tH.urn 
334 up but he's done no wor:k. (1) 
335 L4: [that's what I was gonna] SAY, 
336 L8: [it's not fair.] 
337 L8: yeah­
338 L4: =he can't just wing it. CAN he. 
339 L8: well:[I don't know x] well- >we will have had to< prepare it. 
340 L4: [x x x] 
341 (1) 
342 L8: because if we- like we- we'll get a GROUP mark so if: we've- not inCLUded 
343 that section of the work. we'll get downGRAded =so we've had to DO his 
344 [work.] 
345 L4: [yeah.] (1) there's no reason why he: should [come] along and say it.[1S there.] 
346 L8: [yeah.] [xxit'sa 
347 L7: [that-] 
348 L8: lot of work.] 
349 L7: that happened to me [last year. ] 
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350 L8: [Ox time.O] 

351 L7: not last year. no the year before. (h) I did a budgeting module, and ehm: there 

352 was this girl that I worked with. (h) and sh- we basically split the work 

353 between the two of us. because it was- a two person project. (h) and: she'd­

354 delegate me all this stuffto do. and we'd split it between us. 

355 L8: mm. 
356 L7: and then: WHen it got to the DAY of the presentation: I sat down and went­
357 right. I've done all the research. done all the budgets and everythi:ng ==1 said 
358 you were just doing the log. like- have you done it. (h) and she hadn't done it, 
359 (h) an: I had to sit and rush it in the [library.] (h) and: afterwards she got a 
360 L8: [Oyeah.O] 
361 L7: better mark than I did. and [(name)] , I said to (NAME) afterwards. right, 
362 L8: [aw-] 
363 L7: sh: I've done more work than her basically, (h) and he said well if you'd come 
364 and see me before there's something I could have done about it =but now: it's: 
365 L8: [that's the thing isn't it] 
366 L7: [too late=you] have to get in: like [now.] 
367 L8: [mm.] 
368 L7: 0' cause other[ wiseoJ 
369 L8: [(h)yeah:] it is- it's just- it's really annoying=you DON'T wanna 
370 grass people UP, but- (h) yo- you know, you kinda HAVE to. [=you] reach 
371 L?: [x x] 
372 L8: the stage where you HAVE to. °don't you. otherwiseo yeah: it's YOUR 
373 MARK that- that suffers for it. >oand you think°< well come on, it's not fair, 
374 L7: [=yeah] 
375 L4: [=exactly] yeah,=it was quite funny of- uhm: 'cause I'm doing a: a thirty credit 
376 module. (h) on radio=and every- every week or so =or every. eight days. we 
377 make a new programme. 
378 L8: mhm. 
379 L4: so it's like the music, comedy: student life that sort of thing =just on drama. 
380 (h) but- uhm: uh: at the end of our: (l) end of our first one I think= or start­
381 yeah, END of our first show. (h) uh: we got a new MEMber. 
382 L8: mhm. 
383 L4: =who last year proved not be very reliable. and uhm: our teacher she said to 
384 H.himH. =look. I know you're not very reliable. if you: (h) if you don't turn 
385 up. I'm gonna mark you down.=so it's funny [because] well we didn't even 
386 L8: [yeah.] 
387 L4: have to comPLAIN. she just said straight a WAY to him. you better x up your 
388 ideasH. orH.: [(h) H.]H.or you're out of the place. 
389 L8: [that's good] 
390 L8: mm- that's what you need is uh: you know- tutors like a bit [proACTIve] like 
391 L7: [on the !ball/x] 
392 L4: [yeah] 
393 L8: that. yeah. (h) ours tend to be a bit- I mean we had- CLASSic today we turn up 
394 for a lecture. (h) yeah, ten past: nobody there, okay. one of us goes up to: like 

395 knock on the dB.oor and say- >you know,< you've- (h) you'H.ve got a lecture 

396 to do now, (h) an: uh: find out that- she's not in. she'd CALLED the: course 

397 co-ordinator to tell him she wouldn't be coming in to ask him to notify us. (h) 

398 and he'd decided not to bother. 

399 L4: WHY. 
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400 L8: mH.mH. cause he's Welsh. [x short 'cause he's Welsh.] 
401 L4: [H.H.(h) H.H.] 
402 L4: H.H. 
403 L8: no: he's just this real: I mean- he's: some sort of- he's on some sort of POwer 
404 trip=and every time he gives us a lecture he's like ((tcuk» (h) oh- oh but I 
405 wouldn't expect you to know THAT thing you're only second years you 
406 [know,] 
407 L7: [mm.] 
408 L8: after all I'm a: (h) just start [x] 
409 L7: [I've] got a teacher like that [x] 
410 L8: [you get REA:]lly 
411 ugh.h. 
412 L4: so PATronising.isn't it=cause you think look, if you taught this x properly. I'D 
413 know it TOO. 
414 L8: =yeah. 
415 L7: do ya know I'm doing a law module, 
416 L8: yeah, 
417 L7: ='cause like- you can take eLECtives and every[thing] and: there's ehm: 
418 L8: [mhm.] 
419 L7: copying- copyright module, 
420 L8: ALright. [yeah.] 
421 L7: [but it- ] sort of: falls under media because it's about (h) performing: 
422 and: writing books or anything=how to protect your work [if you] go into the 
423 L8: [mhm,] 
424 L7: profession. (h) and: we've got a teacher from the department of Law, (h) and I 
425 was asking him questions about these sample essays he gave us today. (h) he 
426 was- I went- well WHY are these points underlined and these points aren't 
427 >and he went< * I wouldn't expect you to know that because you don't do 
428 law.* (h) and * all you media students are so airy-fairy.* just won't be 
429 bothering like- worth my hassle. ((rustling noise on the background)) it's- it's 
430 [x] explain it to you. [and I thought how:] 
431 L8: [1 H:ATE it.] [I H:ATE people who think we have] no brains. 
432 L7: and I think it's not academic and that we don't really work. can: or:O 
433 L8: no that's just not x is it. 
434 L4: Tdo a lot- probably do a lot of harder work [than] some people in other parts 
435 L7: [where-] 
436 L4: parts of [the university.] 
437 L7: [I think WHERE] we don't have to do so much written work we still 
438 gotta actively FILM things and learn [x and:] 
439 L4: [NO, I mean] I'VE- I've had to do 
440 essays, and it's not as if we actually just-(l) !bouncelxl around. [is it.] 
441 L7: [yeah.] 
442 L8: no I mean I know law is: (1) ACAdemically [very hard as a subject.] 
443 L7: [((tcuk» LAW's ha:rd- ha:rd] 
444 L4: =I'm not denying [that hard x] 
445 L8: [but there's STILL no] reason for him to take the mick out 
446 of anything else. 
447 L7: =°1 know,o 
448 L4: exactly. I mean it's not as if: w- we haven't chosen to do media 'cause it's a 
449 Idoss/xl subject=we've chosen because we [x a bit like] you chose to do 
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450 L8: [enJOY it] 

451 L4: sports, 'cause you like it. (l) 

452 L8: yeah: [it's-] 

453 L4: [not] because you just wanna run around the place and do no [thing.] 
454 L8: ['though] I 
455 DO think there are: CERtain members of my course who did-el) [x x] 
456 L7: [OH yeah:] 
457 L4: [yeah x] 
458 L8: [H.H.H.(h) mH.mH.] 
459 L4: [there are people in media who just wanna:] 
460 L8: mH.mH. (h) 
461 L4: (h) just wanna: [x around, x] 
462 L7: [LIKE- I think- PEOPLE on:] some of the people on media 
463 performance had even gone as far as x and they thought- they thought they 
464 were STARS just because they got on the course. 
465 L8: =mm. 
466 L7: =they walked in there and like- * I'm the best. * (1) and: I think some of the 
467 teachers have lowered them down a bit. [x x] Ox x.o 
468 L8: [right. x] 
469 (2) 
470 L8: I suppose there must be like- people Iwho like to think/xl as the DRAma 
471 queens from school. 
472 L7: [oh:] 
473 L4: [oh: ]Go:d = you get some x people don't you yeah 
474 L7: °you do:o 
475 L4: =>especially-< performance. sometimes there are people who make me 
476 LAU:gh. 
477 L7: mm. 
478 L4: (h) 'cause they're SUCH divas. (1) they [x] walk around the place think­
479 L8: [mm.] 
480 L7: >but then-< ONE of our teachers is- you KNOW like on ehm: POP star an' 
481 every thin' =you get the IHANGERlxl [when] you always get like nasty 
482 L8: [mhm.] 
483 L7: Nigel or someone that says (h) * WHY did you bother coming to the audition 
484 x, you are completely RUBbish* =like we HAVE got a teacher like that. 
485 L8: oh: he:[ll.] 
486 L7: [and:] 
487 L8: that must be [de-] [de]stroying. 
488 L7: [SOME-] [x] 
489 L7: but sometimes like she can talk to you in such a way that she like REALLY 
490 puts you off ever wantin' to go into the profes(sion,] 
491 L8: [mm.] 
492 L7: and: (1) sometimes she expects you to know things an' feel like sayin' well if! 
493 knew: then I wouldn't like- be LEARning things NOW. 
494 L8: =you wouldn't be yeah yH.eahH. 
495 L7: I think some of the teachers actually. 'cause they didn't make it. 
496 L?: (HH) 
497 L7: or like [x x x ] 
498 L4; [SA Y the people who go and teach] DANCE, and [stuff. they're failed] 
499 L7: [whatever- they-] 
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500 L4: dancers 
501 L7: =they sort [of] say oh in my time I met bla bla bla bla =it's like THEY don't 
502 L8: [mm.] 
503 L7: want YOU to make it Din a way sort [ofoJ 
504 L8: [THOSEJ who can do those who can't 
505 teach =is to the quote isn't it,H.H[.H.(h) H.H.] 
506 L4: [not that we think that of ALL the teachers,] 

507 L8: H.H.H.(h)H[.H.x x J 

508 L4: [and you have a couple x x J 

509 L7: =WITHOUT experiences you know: 

510 L8: yeah: Go:d. 

511 L4: =but then there's people who can teach REALly well and [you can] see WHY 

512 L8: [yeah:] 

513 L4: they went into it =like my radio teacher's VERY good like that. it's peo- you 

514 know she puts a few people off 'cause she's very to the point. 

515 L7: mm. 

516 L4: but as long as you're doing the sort of things that [she thinks right. she's like] 

517 L7: [x x on and offJ 

518 L4: anything. you know. 
519 L8: =ye[ahJ 
520 L4: [if SHE] thinks it's right, then it's right.mH. just DO it and it works. 
521 (1) 
522 L7: [x] 
523 L8: [ye-]one of my­
524 L?: mh, 
525 L8: =yeah: one the sUbjects. that I'm doing is psychology based. (h) and 1- tha­
526 find that really difficult. 'cause it's all kinda like-( 1) 
527 L7: that's what I found with family [x performance] 
528 L8: [H.H. (h) nobody] really KNO:ws=an' it's like 
529 uh- [erm- x x] 
530 L4: [I suppose that's the thing about sports science] it's there isn't it. you've 
531 got a body. mHo these muscles, 
532 L8: mm. 
533 L4: =i1's that sort of a thing =it's sort of by eh- [you know x] 
534 L8: [well- PREtty much I mean-] yeah: 
535 and- SOME of the anatomy they still don't actually know I mean they don't 
536 REA:lly understand how messages get from your brain to your finger[s.] so 
537 L4: [mm.] 
538 L8: to speak ==but- (h) they DO know they pass along: nerve impulses an' they 
539 know sort of the basics but I mean, (h) as far as how the human brain operates 
540 basically they haven't got a CLUE yet. (h) 
541 L4: it's all guess work innit. 
542 L8: =mm.(h) so: things like the psychology and like WHY- WHY do certain 
543 people exercise and certain people NOT exercise =/which can/xl there's this 
544 model- there's this model- there's this model and so: (h) an' it's like- it's ALL 
545 just like- you've got to learn so many different- POSSible. answers. (h) °o:h 
546 good GRIE:f,o 
547 L4: H.H. 
548 L8: [it's maybe a bit like] LAW. 
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549 L4: [it's probably a bit Eke that] (1) 'cause they do all those case studies don't 

550 they. 

551 L8: =yeah. (h) it's like- well if- IF the judge decides this. then it'll be this. [but] 

552 L4: [mm.] 

553 L8: ifhe decides this then it will be that. an' then may decide. [Ooh: yeah:O] 

554 L7: [with LAW essay 

555 I've] got to write sort ofloads of CASE studies in an' it's sort oflike you've 

556 gotta quote cases in nineteen eighty-six. (h) x anything about ehm: (h) authors: 

557 that write of the: people that want their work to be copyrighted an' then their 

558 economic right for it NOT to be (h) for other people [to make] money out of it. 

559 L8: [mm.] 

560 L7: (h) an' ehm: we've got a study of- three of these case journals: an' QUOTE 

561 them an': 

562 L8: yeah. 

563 L7: it's REAlly hard. 

564 L8: yeah I did that­
565 L7: =it's alliayed out differently [x.] 

566 L8: [yeah:] I did a biss-law. option last time round 
567 and yeah that's like aw, 
568 L7: [x x] [x] 
569 L8: [x] (h) [no]- it is- it is a tough one DEFinately. 
570 L4: =it's a BIT of an English thing that really 'cause- HEY I'm doing a law 
571 module at the mH.omH.ent as well. 
572 L8: H.H.(h) 
573 L7: mm. 
574 L4: sort of our core modules =but­
575 L8: mm. 
576 L4: you know- if- in England- you sort of- you have COMmon law which is what 
577 you kn- unprecedence. 
578 L8: [mhm.] 
579 L4: [you know] what people have decided at some point.(h) in America they have 
580 the constitution. you do this: that's what you do=[that's] pretty much how it 
581 L7: [yeah:] 
582 L4: works. 
583 L8: mm. 
584 L4: it's just like you hear like WELL, (1) you know, if the judge decides you've 
585 done wrong you've done wrong= ifhe doesn't, then- °you kH.[nowH.°] 
586 L7: [did you: ] study 
587 all the basic things in your law =all about how all the county courts and all the 
588 courts inter[act with each other] and: 
589 L4: [we've got it in a book] uhm: there's sort of like uhm: uh: a law for 
590 journalists kind of book which: which I've got and it HAS Eke you know: (h) 
591 what's the difference between a civil case and a criminal case [= can't] 
592 L8: [mm.] 
593 L4: remember it. and we've got an exam next week =but­
594 L8: yeah is that- what- criminal things is like negligence: duty of care: x: that sort 
595 of stuff. (h) and then you get- the other is basically case law. 
596 L4: [yeah] 
597 L8: [it's] sort of what's been previously [decided.] 
598 L4: [that x yeah.] 
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599 L8: (h) yeah. but- no: (2) (h) an' then the French have a COMPLEtely different 
600 system =[they] don't have a duty of care or [x] 
601 L7: [s-] [ with] these LAW things out with 
602 media essays and psychology things to a degree, you can waffle, 
603 L8: mm. 
604 L7: and say: so you can sort of: !blag/xl your way through things, whereas with 
605 this law essay you can't. (h) Iblag/xl anything it's got to be uh: [-] spot on an': 
606 L8: [that's it.] 
607 L7: (h) [you]'re gonna KNOW if you haven't done your homeowork.o 
608 L8: [yeah.] 
609 L8: yeah: I'm in a difficult situa- well. not difficult. UNIQUE situation, I don't 
610 know.(h) 'cause when I was studying: business law. (h) ehm: 1- I live in 
611 Guernsey. and[: (h)] we're not actually governed by British law. 
612 L7: [mm.] 
613 L4: yeah. 
614 L8: we have our OWN law. mHo (h) so I'm learning all this stuff KNOWING. that 
615 all of it is comPLETELY: [irR]ELEVANT.[H.]H.H. (h) an' your motivation 
616 L7: [so you x] [yeah] 
617 L8: is kinda quite LO:W at that pH.oH.iH.nt. you're [like] (h) learning all this stuff 
618 L7: [mm-] 
619 L8: thinking when I get home, I have to throw it out [of the win]dow 'cause that's­
620 L7: [yeah.] 
621 L8: (h) not how Guernsey law is written, [ that's] not what will happen. 
622 L7: [mhm.] 
623 L4: =a friend of mine wanted to go to Scotland: but she wants to start law. and of 
624 course if she goes to Scotland. [It's a] different LA WH.H. so: she has to go to 
625 L7: [they've got a different x] 
626 L4: Exeter in the end so: 
627 L4: [she was quite disappointed.] 
628 L7: [are you gonna stay] in Guernsey or: 
629 L8: UHM: (l) (h) NOW I've got the sport science stuff uhm: probably not now 
630 I'll hopefully get to Australia or New Zealand but- (h) when I was: studying 
631 the business thing and that's the way I thought I was gonna GO then [-] yeah: 
632 L7: [mhm.] 
633 L8: it was. with a view to living and working [in] Guernsey. (h) so: yeah the 
634 L7: [yeah] 
635 L8: British stuff was of kind of: sup- yeah. general knowledge, 
636 L4: yeah. exa[ ctl y. but not x you could actually use.] 
637 L8: [x x general knowledge] H.H.H. 
638 L4: I mean WHY did you decide to come to Luton. 
639 L8: they let me in. 
640 L7: yeah that's what [x x] 
641 L4: [oh yeah] 
642 L8: [B.H.H.] no. mature student so I didn't have. the right sort of 
643 qualifications. [for] most places. (h) I could either have gone HERE or: (h) 
644 L7: [mhm.] 
645 L8: Leeds: Trinity and All Saints, 
646 L4: oh yeah I've heard of that. 
647 L8: yeah: an' I mean: THAT was okay but it's uhm: with FLIGHTS. (h) I fly 
648 basically fly to Gatwick. [(h) so: ] Gatwick to Leeds would have taken me 
---~.--~---
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; 
649 L7: [mhm.] 

650 L8: quite some TI:ME. 

651 L7: RI:ght. 

652 L8: =so it was basically a time factor it's [like] well Luton's closer, 

653 L4: [yeah] 

654 L8: I'm going to Luton. 

655 L4: exactly yeah. 

656 L8: =and there's not a lot in it between Leeds and Luton as far as sports 

657 dH.egH.rH.ees go. [(h) if] it had been like- Loughborough- or Luton, 

658 L7: [mhm.] 

659 L8: I would have- [gone to Loughborough.] 

660 L7: [oh I've been to Loughborough ] 

661 L4: [Loughborough x ] 

662 L7: = University on a radio convention and I actually LOVED it there, 

663 L8: [yeah:] 

664 L7: ['cause] everything is on campus. quite near. 

665 L8: =oh: I would- I mean- if you're doing an: like an English: degree you wanna 

666 be at- Oxbridge. 

667 L4: of course. 

668 L8: if you're doing a sports degree, Loughborough is your goal.H.H.[H.] 

669 L7: [yeah: I 

670 know:] 

671 L8: =they [weren't gonna have me.H.H.] 

672 L7: [x x x] 

673 L4: [x x x] 

674 L4: the thing with media and radio is LUTon is actually pretty GO[OD.] 

675 L7: [good.] for: 
676 L4: it's like eh: on the top three in the country. 
677 L8: oh, [right,] 
678 L4: [I mean if you] REALLY wanna- do media you go to Bourne[mouth.] 
679 L7: 
680 [Bourne ]mouth. 
681 L4: that's [kind of: the] top- that's your goal. but- sort of- Luton's pretty good. 
682 L7: [is the top innit.] 
683 L8: yeah: I mean they've GOT a pretty good research department and the lecturers 
684 are all (h) pretty good here= THEN, I mean it's not BAD facilities compared 
685 to a lot the others but (h) it's just yeah. (l) Loughborough. H. [H.] 
686 L4: [fair enough] 
687 L7: [mm.] 
688 L4: yeah that's the thing isn't it. [it] - it always comes down to ehm: (1) ((tcuk)) 
689 L8: [OyeahO] 
690 L4: repuTATION in the end doesn't [it.] 

691 L8: [yeah.] °yeah. ° 

692 L4: =but I mean Luton is actuaIly- you know. it gets very good- marks for qu­

693 teaching and all that, (h) but- its Luton. you [know.] that's it. 

694 L8: [mm.mH.] 

695 L8: people say oh uhm: where did you graduate. °Luton.o [H.H.H.] 

696 L7: [WELL whenever] I say 

697 I'm from a little called x in Essex. and I get all the Essex jokes when I come 

698 up here an': 

---- .. 
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699 L8: mH.mH. (h) [at least you're not] BLOND. be grateful. [H.H.H.H.] 
700 L4: [and it's not Eke that at all.] [exactly. I KNOW: I 
701 don't- particularly have:] a massive: Essex accent [x x but-] 
702 L8: [NO not at all.] 
703 L7: ehm: I'm losing my point here, 
704 L4: H.[H.] 
705 L7: [what] was I saying. (h) ehm: (1) 
706 L4: come to Luton [University,] 
707 L7: [I came- ] yeah 1came to Luton an' 1- didn't really look around 
708 the town or anything when I came here. (h) an' then: it was totally different 
709 [sort ofx ] 
710 L4: [but you've don't do you] I mean I went- I went to live in Norwich. 
711 L7: and it was a REAlly SUNny day and that always makes [things look] better I 
712 L4: [mRmR] 
713 L7: think. 
714 L8: yeah. (h) no PEOple at home when I said Luton they were like where's THAT 
715 then. * I x just north of London* [H.H.R] 
716 L7: [YEAH: x x that's where the AIR]PORT is. 
717 L8: =yeah: and [that's kind of a problem.] 
718 L7: ['cause they advertise Lu[ton-] Luton Airport.] 
719 L4: [mm.] 
720 L4: mH.mH. 
721 L8: =Oyeah: I know so:o (l)NO-Luton- London's third airport. °isn't that one [x x.]O 
722 L4: [ahh:] 
723 L8: [Oall sorts ofx x.O] 
724 L7: [like Luton x] 
725 L4: =we're not even IN London we're thirty mH.ilHes awH.ayH. 
726 L7: =ONE of the airports are really near London, there's a- [Heathrow x x x.] 
727 L4: [x x [x x.] 
728 L8: [yeah the city-J 
729 L8: yeah the city airport is the one by the docks that's: 
730 L4: I mean Heathrow is IN the TUBE system. [so at least] that's somewhere near 
731 L7: [mm. yeah.] 
732 L4: the area.H. but- (h) like thirty miles north, we're NOT London Luton- we're 
733 LUTON airport.RH. ((smiley voice)) 
734 L8: yeah. 
735 L7: they're a bit- trying to get more money °probably.o 
736 L4: =PRObably yeah: (1) [mind you-] ifit gets- ifit gets people in the town. I 
737 L8: [don't if that works.] 
738 L4: mean I'm actually a Lutonian- born and bread. 
739 L8: =well never mind. 
740 L8: R[H.H.H.] 
741 L4: [1- I REA:lly like the town and I meet people who say- nH.ever] mH.ind. 
742 that's really dePRES[sing.] H.[H.] 
743 L8: [H.H.] 
744 L7: [well I used] to like stay in Luton- Luton with 
745 my boyfriend he's from Luton, 
746 L8: mhm, 
747 L4: =[x x- ] sort of[H.]H. 
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748 L7: ==[ and I met-] [yeah] I met- I met him uhm: sort oflike at the Uni about two: 
749 years ago like when I was living in halls. (h) and I was like chatting to him and 
750 we got on really well. and: like- sort of- we- like we were not on date together 
75] and I was like OH II was like/xl where are you from them. (h) he went OH, 
752 Luton and I'd just been sitting there completely sl[x x Luton.oh- oops- sorry] 
753 L8: [H.H.H.] 
754 L4: [H.H.H.] 
755 L4: that's just- it's all a case oflike: (1) you've gotta get to know the place and not 
756 just [the town] centre x 
757 L8: [yeah:] that's [it.J - [whereas we get a x] 
758 L4: [but-] ­
759 L7: - [x x it's really NICE.J 
760 L8: I mean- AS a student you get a really distorted impression= because you: (h) 
761 have no transport. so you only get [to see.] the middle of Luton. (h) I mean 
762 L7: [x x-] 
763 L8: I'm lucky now I've joined- Stopsley striders running club. 
764 L4: right. 
765 L7: mhm. 
766 L8: so I've- done a lot running out x around x Hi[ll.J 
767 L4: [which] is REAlly NICe places. 
768 [AREN't they.] 
769 L7: [yeah I KNOW:] 
770 L8: [it's GORgeous.] really really lovely and I try to say to people like- (h) it's 
771 NICE- it's about [half an hour a]way. (h) [BEAUTIful.] [LOVely places.] 
772 L7: [x x yeah.] 
773 L4: [even if-] [not even THAT.] 
774 L7: °not eveno [that.] 
775 L4: [ten minute] drive- where- her BOYfriend lives. 
776 L7: =Barton Hills. 
777 L8: =it's [BEAUtifu1.] 
778 L4: [oh yeah.] it's JUST- the centre of Luton is not pretty. >but then it was 
779 an industrial tow[n< and it was] not MEANT to be pretty. [it was] meant to 
780 L8: [that's it, yeah.] [that's it H.] 
781 L4: BUILD things. 
782 L8: = yeah it's not designed to BE pretty= but no, I've tried to say to people NO, 
783 it's just outside. LOVEly places like- [(h) I] mean even like- (l)like if you get 
784 L?: [Oyeah,O] 
785 L8: a bus and go up to Hitchin.(h) [I mJean that's REALly [nice,] 
786 L4: [mm.] [Hitchin's LOVE]ly, 
787 yeah, (h) [uhm-] uhm: (1) Barton, not Barton. 
788 L8: [yeah.] 

789 L7: Barton Le Clay? 

790 L4: =>yeah that's the one was talking about actually< yH.eahH. that's what I 

79] [meant.] [(h) beautiful] down there, [beau]tiful ALL around. Bedford's 

792 L8: [x] [yeah that place.] [yeah-] 

793 L4: actually quite a nice town [as well.] 

794 L7: [ I think the FIRST] year you get here though you 

795 hear all these scare stories about [don't go here don't go there and I think,] (h) 

796 L8: [oh- God- they do, don't they.] pfff. 
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797 L7: 'cause like I come from a relatively like small place. coming here an' then 
798 hearin' all these stories when you're a: FREsher and you [first] GET here an' 
799 L4: [OyeahO] 
800 L8: mm. 
801 L7: sort of puts you off, 
802 L4: =to completely [hones:t.] 
803 L7: [not knowing] where you're going. [x x] 
804 L4: [yeah- I've NEVER] had 
805 trouble in Luton. 
806 L8: NO: =1 mean 1 wouldn't have said. Luton is any worse than any [big] city 
807 L4: [no.] 
808 L8: any[where.] 
809 L4: [that's] it. 
810 L8: (h) but- they DO, they- they SCARE you 1 mean they scared me SILL Y= and 
811 after a [while I thought] (h) 
812 L7: [x x innit,] 
813 L8: 1 thought hang on. (1) you know- stop and think about this =get a grip. (1) 
814 L7: mm. 
815 L8: they- they're worrying about like- I used to: 'cause where 1- we lived earlier 
816 Ifrom/xl Crawley Green last year, [x] (h) and like I had- a couple oflectures 
817 L7: [yeah,] 
818 L8: that didn't finish till eight at NIGHT. and I'd walk BACK and like. (h) you 
819 heard all these x my flatmates like- (h) YOU can't do THAT, an' I was well 
820 WHAT am I supposed to do= pay for a TAXI ever[y night,] (h) I said I can't 
821 L7: [yeah:] 
822 L4: [yeah] 
823 L8: afford THAT, I said I'm in trainers, 1 only got a rucksack, I'll run if! have 
824 tH.[oH.H.H.] 
825 L7: [yeah] 
826 L4: [H.H.H.] 
827 L7: I'd take my umbrella with me [and 1:11 HIT 'em x] 
828 L8: [H.H.H.(h)] [aa:] 
829 L4: [that's the thing,] I mean: it's: [NOT] a 
830 good idea to go walking LATE at night=on your own. 
831 L8: =no. 
832 L4: ==but then: I don't- [x x ] [unless you] live in a small town in 
833 L8: [it's not a good] idea [ ANYwhere.] 
834 L4: Cornwall it's probably eve- you know, you- [you] don't DO it ==it's common 
835 L8: [yeah] 
836 L4: sense in you [x yeah] 
837 L8: [>1 mean] I wouldn't< even really do that in GUERnsey an' I 
838 mean: mh- compared to ENGland [I mean Guernsey is like- safe= DEAD safe] 
839 L7: [I probably would uh: x x] 
840 L8: >but I mean:< 
841 L4: leave your doors open kind of safe. 

842 L8: ah: yeah we don't- we haven't got keys for our front door[H.H.H.(h)H.H. (h)] 

843 L4: [excellent== I wish I 

844 could do that.] we lock EVERYthing. H.H. 

845 L8: =no: we don't we ha- mH.mH. when we bought the house.(h) they had one key 

846 and my mo- my moth- my mother probably LOST it.H.H. (h) so yeah we don't 
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847 lock the front door = I mean, (h) we all come and go at different times and 
848 everythin'== ifthey did lock it we'd be x. [* oh God, ] (h) go again we'll have 
849 L4: [H.H.] 
850 L8: to sit outside. * 
851 L4: =H.[H.] 
852 L8: [* let's just] sit in the shed. * 
853 L?: mB.mH. 
854 L8: but no: I mean it's I mean my GRAN, lives in. the TOWN. In Guernsey== and 
855 she always locks HER door. 
856 L4: yeah. 
857 L8: an' I mean, my BOYfriend is ahm- 0 GOD, he's PARAnoid. he locks the door 
858 when he's in the HOUSE.= I mean I just think that's UTterly biZA:rre. 
859 L4: =that's an interest[ing one yeah.] 
860 L8: [H.H.H.(h)] 
861 L8: yeah >1 mean I'm I'm like-< WHAT are you DOING, what ifthere's a 
862 FIRE.mH. you don't lock [x ] 
863 L7: [what do] you mean =in the HOUSE, 
864 L?: =H.H.B. 
865 L8: he's like yeah but whaAabout people coming in an' I'm like­
866 L7: I lock. [an' all] when I'm at home [x x.] 
867 L8: [YOU'RE A BLOKE,] [yeah, but] you're as: if you're a- single 
868 female I can kind of: I can understand the reasoning= but [(h)] it's like, 
869 L7: [mm.] 
870 L8: he's a single bloke you know, quite strong, he's [got a] dog, 
871 L7: [mm.] 
872 L8: an' I'm like, what muppet's gonna try an' break into a [house with] a dog. 
873 L4: [mH.mH.] 
874 L8: you know, mB. 
875 L4: =exactly= my mom- MY mom does, 
876 L8: ==aa. 
877 L4: =:they're so funny =I'm twenty years old and they'll say * don't open the door 
878 on your own during the day. * o!'m like h. (ht [come on.] 
879 L7: [mH.mH.] yeah [right. ] 
880 L4: [I may be 
881 small.] [but ifI] harden my look. B.H. 
882 L8: [yeah.B.B. ] 
883 L8: °yeahO hhh. 
884 L4: five foot one. mB.mH. 
885 L8: mm- >but x x < that it won't happen to me mentality as [well.] (h) but I mean, 
886 L7: [yeah.] 
887 L8: there's- a Chi- I live with a Chinese girl now and she's ABSOlutely pa- she's 
888 paranoid. complete- I think she's like gone (h) WA:Y over the top 'cause she's 
889 heard all the stories. (h) an': I don't know she must come from some small­
890 very small VILLAGE in Chi[na] she's like (h) yeah. it's dark. that's it she don't 
891 L7: [mm] 
892 L8: go out, unless she's esCOR:ted.(h) by like a group her friends, 
893 L7: mm. 

894 L8: (h) an': 

895 L4: it's SAD because- it DOES HAPpen. you know. people DO get. assaulAed 

896 walking around [alone in the dark.] 
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[I must admit] I would probably be DUBIous about going 
down: Bury Park. [area.] 
[I would.] 
(h) uhm: I think I'm. possibly s: [0-] 
[0-] 
[H. I would just be little bit dubious.] 
[x x x x] 
=1 actually live just outside there. And: even beAer: uhm: my CHURCH is on 

the same road as the MOSque. 

oh right. 

=and I've NEver had ANY problems at all with ANYone. 

[is that right.] 

[ohx.] 

[x x some] people. in Bury Park at all uhm: I've driven [x you] know I live. I 

[mm.] 
live just down the road.(h) my car got nicked. but I live in Luton. that 
[happens. (h)H.H.] 
[yeah I was gonna] say x. it happens anywhere [x] 
[that is] SO: I mean but- I 
mean: you get all these stories about Bury Park. 
=mm. 
=ifyou GO, >1 mean< there are: OBviously: by night people who go out 
looking for trouble. (h) 
mhm. 
but all in all. they're just- you know, people who live there, [there's old la]dies, 
[x x x] 
there is: people with children, (h) [it's]- it's not all young: angry young men 
[yeah:] 
with: with knives. 
=yeah that's it I mean folks are folks doesn't matter: 
eXACtly. [doesn't matter if you're black, or white, or orange,] 
[all sorts of cultures x thugs mH.H.] just thugs. (h) yeah: but no, 1­
I've had a- I DID get (h) a cou- well- I suppose in a way it's RACism. they 
wouldn't serve me. 
OH, re:ally. 
=1 got igno:red. pointedly ignored. 
where was thA:t. 
it was in: some grocers thing in: in Bury Park. I had picked up- I mean I hadn't 
picked up very much 'cause I was just walking through and I just picked up 
like an apple or a banana or something. [(h) ] and I had my money. but- nobody 
[mm.] 
would like. tell me how MUCH it was. °1 was likeo- MMm. 
MMm. 
Go:d. 
=oalright then,o I was like just sod it then =I put them down an' walked off, 

yeah. 

yeah, I was kinda like that was the first time I've ever had ANYthing like thaA 

and I was just kinda like- (h) MMm. 

where was this like- I mean. you can actually [get- ] you can actually get 
[never heard ofthaA] 
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947 L4: really good deals in some of those [places.] I mean- you know. it's not x] 
948 L8: [yeah, (h) well the prices are prel\y good] 
949 L8: but- that's why I thought- EEH, 
950 L4: exACtly. like- you know, I mean- you- you've h. 
951 L8: it doesn't look like Marks and SPENCers. 
952 
953 
954 
955 
956 
957 
958 
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L4: and you realise that they're not all: brash-l- loud mouthed [idiots it's just: 
2 L8: [no. I know they 
3 L4: the ones you see on TV] H.H. 
4 L8: aren't all:] oh no. met a lot of [x] 
5 L4: [I saw] aU: EF 0: last night=kinda thing and. 
6 L8: [oh no=I met] a lot of travelling that­
7 L4: [H.H.H.] 
8 (1) 
9 L8: [were] that bad. 
IO L4: [yeah] 
II L4: =1 believe you yeah. [it goes around- the mid-] around the mid west [x x] 
12 L8: [x x. H.H.] 
13 L7: [about­
14 three months:] before that happened I saw this documentary on the Taleban, 
IS L8: mhm. 
16 L7: =and this woman. =she was English but her roots were from. Afghanistan. And 
17 she w- did- wore sort of Afgha[ nis ]tan: like appearance. 
18 L8: [mm.] 
19 L8: mhm. 
20 L7: =and she went. there. to see like. what it was like for women living under the 
21 Taleb[an.] 
22 L4: [Ooh:] God. 
23 L7: (h) and I watched all that. And then: the bin Laden thing happened then about: 
24 two: weeks ago now it was=it was like a Panorama sort of documentary, 
25 L8: mhm. 
26 L7: she went back to: see if she could find the same people that she met. like. a few 
27 months ago to see if their lives: ifthey'd changed since all this had happened. 
28 L8: °all right, ° 
29 L7: =and all like. the Afghans out there were saying that THEY: ha- weren't told. 
30 until like this reporter told them. (h) that uhm. what- Osama bin Laden 
31 sup [po ]sedly 
32 L8: [yeah,] 
33 L7: had done=they didn't know anything about them [driving x an airplane into] 
34 L4: [well they have no TV 
35 [ stations,] 
36 L7: [the twin towers,] 
37 L8: [they're not] allowed to listen to mu:sic, 
38 L7: no, 
39 L8: women weren't allowed to learn ENGlish, I mean [x x x] 
40 L4: [they weren't] allowed to 
41 WORK I don't think either, 
42 L8: =no. 
43 L4: of course they had to wear the: I can't remember what they [call x] 
44 L8: [yeah] they only get 
45 like- the: this [x x] 
46 L4: [it's like a] VISer=isn't it. 
47 L8: =yeah. 
48 L4: =mm. 
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49 L7: my point was like they sort oflike- you see all these things on the tele of them 
50 burning like. President Bush and: 
51 L8: =mm. 
52 L7: like [x x x] [XX] 
S3 L4: [but it's not-] [it's not all x] is it. 
54 L7: the thing is though it's like. it's- it's not like. the whole of the nation that's doing 
5S that=and also they've not been fed with- with the same sort of information like. 
56 L8: =mm. 
57 L7: =some of the information WE're getting might not- even be true so: (h) 
58 L4: [it's like x =it's like] 
59 L7: [you can't blame] them for being [like that.] 
60 L8: [oh no] 
61 L7:that is just- what- that- [HOW] they've been brought up, really. 
62 L8: [mm.] 
63 (1) 
64 L4: ullin: the thing about the NEWS is that it's all: (1) it's all thought constructed. 
65 L8: =it's propaganda. 
66 L7: [mm] 
67 L4: [yeah] that=and [YOU ONLY:] ever [read x] 
68 L8: [x-] [x x x] 
69 L4: especially in Britain you- you get of what the Allies do.=you don't really hear 
70 what everyone ELSE is doing. this is so- something like- my Dad's always 
71 complaining about =on ITALian TV you get - a LOT of: like­
n L8: =[mhm.] 
73 L7: =[mhm.] 
74 L4: = a LOT of what's going on in Europe especially =whereas- England's very: 
75 (h)(l) ENGL[AND- based.] 
76 L7: [OXXXO] 
77 L4: and people- English people elsewhere are like [Ox 0] 
78 L8: [oh yeah] but I mean: if you listen 
79 to the news in AMER,ica. 
80 L4: =oh no, the rest [ofthe world] doesn't eXIST, 
81 L8: [x x x] H.H.[H.H.] 
82 L4: [they are EVEN worse =that is the thing] 
83 L8: (H) the rHe- the rHest oftHhe wHorld- [x x x inCH.Redible.] 
84 L7: [IT'S LIKE- they have uhm: one thing 
85 x-] they have like- BASEball out there don't they=and they go right, and now 
86 it's the world's base[ball tournament] and you're just like well- [all the teams] 
87 L8: [H.H.H.] [and then-] 
88 L7: are actually AMERican. [x x] 

89 L8: [no= no,= no.] Japan: is normally put in as a team. 

90 L7: [oh well oh, oh well [right] 

91 L4: [oh well that's good, [alright] 

92 L8: [THERE WAS] one competition that- it was 50- it was 

93 something, I can't even- it was- what I view as being a typically American­
94 it's- I don't know whether it was- BASEball or something. (h) but whatever this 

9S tournament was the Japanese won and I f-s- sort of serves, [YOU :] right. 

96 L4: [ wH.ellH.,] 
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97 L4: H.H.H. 

98 L8: H.[H.] 

99 L4: [IT'S] kind of funny you know, we were at war once, but HEY, [H.H. x x] 

100 L7: [well I was 
101 watching the news] like- beFORE that happened. 
102 L8: 
103 L7: and you know like they have had them high school shootings= [like you] hear 
104 L8: [mm.] 
lOS L4: [mm.] 
106 L7: about- quite a few of them over here.(h) it was SO like- if someone gets SHOT 
107 over here, (h) you'd have like a big thing and like this is the scene [of the] 
108 L8: [yeah.] 
109 L7: crime, (h) what have YOU got to say and it's like big news. (h) well I was 
110 watching the news. And it was sort oflike- (h) *and yesterday there was a high 
III school sh:ooting in Illinois, and today, a woman got shot­
112 L8: mphH.H. 
113 L7: =one of the teachers or something and it's just like a FIVE second: (h) 
114 L8: [yeah.] 
lIS L7: [thing] it: [it's just] sort oflike: second nature like oh, there's another shooting 
116 L8: yeah, [Obli:meyO] 
117 L4: my- my fun- the funniest thing I've ever heard on that is uhm: (1) x x went to 
118 San Francisco and did a gig there on some video. 
119 L8: °T thinkOthat's inCREdible. mH.mH. (h) [RH.] 
120 L4: [no- but 1mean] he- he's very =1 mean 
121 [I think] he's brilliant anyway. but- he went over there: and you've got 
122 L8: [MM.] 
123 L4: the- the national rifle association. (h) and uh: apPARently they- their: quote is 
124 that: uhm: it's NOT guns who kill people. it's PEOPLE. 
125 L7: mhm. 
126 L4: who kill people. 
127 L8: mhm. 

128 L4: BUT the guns help. mH.mH. think about it H.H. 

129 L8: [H.H.] 

130 L4: [this guys go:] BANG: [it's not] gonna kill 'em. as long as they don't have a 

131 L8: [H.H.] 

132 L4: REALLY BAD heart. 

133 L8: (H) [yeah:] 

134 L4: [I can't] understand the mentality of these people. (h) 

135 L7: mm. 

136 L4: who: like=oh NO, GUNS don't kill people. UH: yeah. H. have a look at the big 

137 hole in someone's chest and try and guess now. 

138 L8: mm. 

139 (2) 

140 L8: but NO: I mean- the- AMERican attitude to lots of things is really quite a bit- (h) 

141 it's like uhm. like. over-like- you have problem kids. You DON'T HAVE 

142 problem kids in America=they've all got some disORDer or other. 

143 L7: mm. 
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144 L8: so they have all their initials. But- they've all got- they've all got like- some sort 
145 of- disorder =it doesn't just mean it- an irritating little­
146 L4: yeah mH.mH. 
147 L7: yeah. 
148 L8: nah, they've all got some sort of attention deficit disorder, or: attention: and 
149 something or other disorder:, and you're just like (h) (1) they're just IRATE. 
150 H.[H.H.] 
151 L7: [yeah] 
152 L4: if you look at the way maybe they've been brought up or the people they­
153 they're WITH, [then] you can SEE that. 
IS4 L8: [yeah.] 
ISS L8: but no-no-no. [they're SUFFering] from something or another. (h) 
156 L4: [they've got x] 
IS7 L4: they PRObably think they're quite you know, great with SUFfering from 
lS8 something=it's just not us being idiots. 
lS9 L8: yeah: 
160 L4: [they've x now] 
161 L7: [the twin TOWER] thing= going back to that= [actua]lly life is- perspective 
162 L8: [mm.] 
163 L7: that though 'cause you just think like. all them: like parents and things like- you 
164 know all the kids that won't have parents or: 
16S L8: [yeah:] 
166 L7: [or sis]ters and brothers and everything, (h) and youjust SOli ofm- makes you 
167 think I'm here today, and: gone tomorrow =what could happen and: 
168 L4: well THERE's, uhm: it's one thing- really again. ((CLANG on the table)) 
169 brought it to me. Uhm: was: (h) there was a g- and Irish guy. who was working 
170 in there who escaped. (h) but- but on the planes [that went into it] 
171 L8: [that's why x-] 
172 L4: was his- his sister and his [niece] were on that plane. 
173 L8: [Oyeah.O] 

174 L8: =m. 

175 L4: =and you've just got to [think-] yeah. 

176 L7: [oh n-] 

177 L4: (h) you- you can't [you-] 

178 L8: [they were on] their way to visit him. weren't (they.] 

179 L4: [yeah,] 

180 L4: (h) and you think- I've got out but­

181 X: =OI didn't know that.° 

182 L4: pfff. 

183 L8: mm. 

184 L4: =look at all these people who HAVEn't. 

185 

186 L8: °yes:O =a couple like that.= I think there was another one that was eh: just eh: a 

187 fiancee. going. to visit her other half. and (h) you know. °yeah.o he was okay, 

188 and she wasn't. 

189 L4: mm. 

190 L8: =Othings like that and just- wow.o (h) BUT I'm eh: quite a: strong believer in: 

191 when your time's up, your time's up. 
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192 L4: [=yeah.] [exactly.] 

193 L7: [=time's up.] [yeah:] 

194 L8: (h) so it's ALL these people saying =OH no, I'm not gonna fly now=and I'm 

195 kind a thinking we:ll, 

196 L7: it's probably safer to fly [now than it ever] WAS. To be hon[est.] 

197 L4: [x x xJ 

198 L4: [it's- well] THAT, 

199 [but it's-] 

200 L7: [sort of like] bearing that in 

201 mind now, 

202 L8: [=yeah:] 

203 L4: [=but it's-] it's ALWays been safer to fly than it has been to like cross the 

204 roadH 
205 L8: =road. yeah. [I mean-] 
206 L4: [ you can] dH.ie much more eHasH.ilyH in a car accident [thanJ 
207 L8: [mm.] 
208 L4: flying. 
209 L8: =oh and that's ((CLANG on the table)) the other one. that latest. crash. (h) 
210 everybody's Ii [ke-] 
211 L7: [oh] that's sad [x x] 
212 L8: [they're all] like- OH, you know. no it's just- just 
213 a crash. (h) I mean= would the American government actu- actually honestly TELL you 
214 if you even ifit wasn't. (h) so they reckon there's a bi: 
215 there's- like- poTENTially a BIG cover-up happening there. 
216 L7: mhm. 
217 L8: (1) becau[se it's uh:] 
218 L4: [yeah: but] then: I suppose that. (h) you COULD say that. but then 
219 after everything that's happened. 
220 (1) 
221 L4: [you have] I'm gonna be..; I'm gonna be on planes. again. very soon anyway. 
222 L7: [x x x] 
223 L8: no 'cause their only x x 
224 L4: or [is it the Brits sort of got- well we [don't travel we've got holidays to go to.J 
225 L8: [H.H.HH.] [ 
226 L7: [I DON'T THINK I'D MIND FLYING 
227 NOW] but when I was actually stuck out there and wai[ting] I didn't 
228 L8: [yeah.] 
229 L7: particularly want to get on one at THAT time. 
230 L4: =but then you hear [about the one in America.] 
231 L7: [OXXXO] 
232 L4: =but then there was one in Zurich. last [week]= that I hadn't even HEARD 
233 L8: [mm.] 
234 about. 
235 L8: oh right= [x x of that] 
236 L4: [and then I read it in the paper] =in the small bit of the 
237 paper=yeah, there was [one-J I mean: and of course: they had the fire in the: 

238 L8: [yeah.] 

239 L4: ehm: tunnel going on under the Alps. 
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L8: =mm. 

L4: =there as well, so [ x x as well.] 

L8: [yeah. x x though] 

L7: =mm. 

L4: but we hear nothing about Switzerland. 

L8: oh no. it's 'cause the eh: yeah, Americans, bigger and bett[er H.H.H.H.] 

L7: [no but it's x x] in 

Wales recently x as [well.] 

L4: [yeah,] 

L8: =oh yeah those people that went. yeah. down. what's that steal. factory or 

some[thing.] 

L4: [yeah.] =1 mean I can SORT of understand. the Americans. NOT. really. 

knowing WE're there. 

L8: that's right. (1) 

L?: [x x] 

L4: [so x x] country have to be honest. six million people =six «(tcuk») (H) SIXTY. 

million [people.H.] 

L8: [mm.] 

L4: =oh dear, just reH.ducedH. our populH.ationH. H. 

L7: =with quite a lot. 

L8: =oops. H. 

L4: (h) whereas they have two hundred and fifty million people =they have quite a 

lot people to think about. but then you'd like to think. you know. «CLANG on the 

table)) there is a world out- [outside of America.J 

L8: [and WE're- we're maybe a] small bit. (h) but 

look at like. China. 

L4: mm. 

L8: =so many peop[le there.] 

L7: [one thing I ] noticed about going to America though is all the 

SPAce they've got around their HOUses and just the GEN[ eral] space and 

L8: [yeah,] 

L7: when you come back it's all really [really] closed [in.] and: 

L4: [yeah] [ 

L8: [mm.] 

(1) 
L8: °yeah I knowo. 
L7: we're overpopulated here now [a bit I think.] 
L8: [yeah. you- if] you want space try Australia. PFF. 
L4: [yeah.] 
L8: [huge ex]panses of ABsoLUTely NOThing. 
L4: =especially if you travel down the middle. 
L8: yeah. 
L4: ='cause [it's-J 
L8: [it's- it's] it's kinda like the x [x.J 
L8: it's not like- it's not that it's cases. fields. no- there's there's just- nothing. 
L 7: =nothing. 
L8: H.H. 
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287 L4: I think, as if x x to the point that they don't even have a NAME for this 
288 nothingness [then:] 
289 L8: [H.H.h.h.] 
290 L4: =what's the point.H.H. 
29] L8: m. 
292 L4: no because- I think there's quite a lot ofAus-Australia that hasn't REALLY 
293 been explored. 
294 L7: =mm. 
295 L4: because once you [get IN,] you got NO resources. (h) 
296 L8: [yeah x x] 
297 L4: [so:] 
298 L8: [x] there's nothing- absolutely nothing there= no WA:ter: x (h) 
299 L7: I've got relatives out there but I haven't been out there yet. 
300 L7: we've talked about [x] 
30] L8: [TRY and] get though it's. it's an incredible country. 
302 L4: which bit did you like the best. 
303 L8: PFFF. I think I preferred the west coast. which was the: the nothing area. 
304 because it was: just so different to anything I'd ever experienced like (h) RED dust. lots 
305 of red dust. lots offlie:s. and uh they've got what they call the coast road. the road- the 
306 ONE road there is only the [one.] (h) that runs up the west 
307 L7: [mhm.] 
308 L8: coast of Australia = but it's like FIFty kilometres. from the COAST.[H.H.] 
309 L4: [x x] 
3]0 L8: (h) to ev- and every. like you say. the little towns are o-ON the coast=so you 
3]] have to get UP the road. DOWN fifty kilometres =BACK fifty kilometres. Red [du:st] 
312 L4: [oh: no.] 
3]3 L8: but- I mean- there's- the PEOple that live in those places and the: it's there- it's 
314 incredible. (h) just the: the scenery and everything I mean (h) like- sat here, one evening 
315 we were camping out, and uh (h): kangaroos were- as close as you are. [to] us now. we 
316 were like sat there doing our tea. ((whisper x x)) 
3]7 L7: [00:] 
318 L8: (h) the wildlife there it's just. 
319 L4: oh they- oh boy have they got wildlife there H.xH. 
320 L8: yeah. x- NINE of the ten most deadliest snakes in the world all live in Australia, 
32] like that kind of thing, H.H.[H.] 
322 L4: [spi:der:s,] mosqui:toe:s, scorpion:s, 
323 [x you've got it they'll kill ya.] 
324 L8: [H.H.H.] 
325 L8: (h) if it's deadly, Australia has probably got some =yeah. 
326 L4: =have you, read uhm: Bill Bryson's uh:m. 
327 L8: [NO:] no, [I have] seen it though. 
328 L4: [x] [read it.] 
329 L4: =read [it.] 
330 L8: [=yeah,] 
33] L4: uhm The Lost Continent I think his Australian book is. 
332 L8: °yeahO 
333 L4: =1 mean, you'll- you'll recognise bits =have you been to Adelaide. 
334 L8: oh yeah. 
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335 L4: they're really pan =there's [no] camera. Yeah. [they] really pan. [Pan] x H.H. 
336 L8: [yeahJ [*x x *] [* x x*] 
337 L4: H.eh) 
338 L8: * x x* 
339 L4: :=but you should read it =it REAlly is- he's SUCH a good writer. 
340 L8: yeah. 
341 L4: 'cause he doesn't make it very funny. it's so and so's experience of it. (h) 
342 L8: yeah I know CANberra is uh. (l)mH. the FIRST thing you notice is that- it's 
343 American. it was designed by an American and you can SEE that [ when] you 
344 L4: [yeah] 
345 L8: see the layout.(h) and- and it WAS designed. it's: UNlike all the cities in Britain 
346 that have just kinda like evolved. 
347 L4: mm. 
348 L7: mm. 
349 L8: =no. (h) 
350 L4: >1 thought they [had a competition, x<] 
351 L8: [there was NOTHING there:] 
352 L7: :=x with streets like that ((three CLANGS on the table» 
353 L4: =the thing, it's uh: 
354 [((someone stroking the table») 
355 L8: :=it's uh: alllike[- kindof-] radiating circles. 
356 L7: mhm. 
357 L8: (h) and uh: yeah. they were like- 00. we need a capital = but we CAN'T put it in 
358 Sydney 'cause then the m- the: Victorians in Melbourne will be really upset=we CAN'T 
359 put in the Melbourne because then the: New South Wales would- SYDNey would be 
360 upset. (h) I know what. we'll have a bit ofx and both. and we'll go this is Canberra. and 
361 this is our capital. (h) and then they built it. 
362 L7: mm. 
363 L8: and: mH.it's x x. (h) there's NO petrol stations on any of the main roads 'cause 
364 they've tried to keep it looking pretty. 
365 L4: oooh. 
366 L8: you can't FIND anything in this bH.lH.oody place. [it's a NIGHTmare.] 
367 L4: [I mean- apparently.] the 
368 original design. was ACTually quite NICe. but you know, it's like when you get 
369 councils dealing with th[is.] 
370 L8: [no: right.] 
371 L7: =mm. 
372 L4: it starts to get all changed and then- bit by bit it looks nothing lie the original 
373 de[sign.] 
374 L8: [it's like a] NIGHTmare. 
375 L7: =my boyfriend's. ehrn: dad like complained about COUncil tax and everything 
376 and how: [(h)J Luton Borough Council don't spend. ANY money on anything 
377 L8: [mm.] 

378 L7: and do anything apart from: the roundabouts that win the flower [competitions] 

379 L8: [H.H.H.] 

380 L4: oh I'll tell you what= [you want roundabouts-] 

381 L7: [I SAW about TWELVE] people on: one of the 

382 roundabouts [the] other day working. and I started thinking WHY does it take 
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383 L8: [yeah,] 
384 L7: twelve of you, (h) there's about FIVE of them standing there watching 
385 [x] 
386 L8: [x x supervising] a lot of [supervising] in the council. 
387 L4: [H.H.] [ 
388 L7: [yeah:] 
389 L4: =you know the roundabout that goes to Milton Keynes. 
390 L7: [oh yeah:] 
391 L8: [now that's another] BUILT city. 
392 L7: =x 
393 L8: =they went- 00, let's build [x ] 
394 L7: [I think x] 
395 L4: =yeah, they built [it as x-] 
396 L7: [you CANNOT] see the houses when you go to the shopping 
397 centre or [any ]thing. 
398 L4: [no,] 
399 L4: well I thought, let's- what shall we do. (1) roundabouts. that's what we'll do. 
400 and I swear: it- uh- [to get] to Milton Keynes shopping centre you'd go 
401 L8: [mH.mH.] 
402 L4: through at least ten roundabouts. (h) and this is: how many miles, like. three 
403 miles at the most, I [ would have] thought, 
404 L8: [yeah,] 
405 L4: and there's ten [roundabouts, WHY,] 
406 L7: [1 met x x x] here recently and they went oh we LOVE your 
407 ROUNDabouts. 
408 L4: [H.H.] 
409 L8: [H. [H.] 
410 L7: ['cause] they don't have them out there [do they.] 
411 L4: [NO, I tried] explaining a 
412 roundabout. To someoneH. in AmH.erica. and they're like. WHAT? H. I said you know 
413 -the thing in the middle, you go around it, uh- H.H. 
414 L8: what ROTary, 
415 L4: might be,H. I haven't been in any to be honest, 
416 L8: °oh no:, God, nightmare.o 
4 J7 L7: °yeah.o the most far out place I've been to is Russia. 
418 L8: [really.] 
419 L4: [wow] 
420 L7: yeah. 
421 L8: =what area did you go to, Moscow, 

422 L7: I went to: it was Leningrad when I went, but [it's St. Peters]burg, 

423 L8: [Ooh WOOWO] 

424 L4: =yeah. 

425 L7: but, it's all because my sister did a: uh French and Russian degree. At Thames 

426 Valley University which I don't think I think they've shut the languages department 

427 there now, (h) but uhm yeah she did that. and. it all started from a history trip. (h) that 

428 she went on when she was doing her GCSEs.(h) when they were doing like Russian 

429 history, 

430 L8: mhm, 
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431 L7: she went out there and she met a penfriend. and this this was when she was like 
432 fourteen and they kept writing to each other. His name was NAME and he came and 
433 stayed with us.(h) and then: we all went out and stayed with him, and: it's really really 
434 pretty like all the dolls and [all] the- the x the buildings 
435 L8: [Ooh rightO] 
436 L7: and. the [Hermi]tage and everything we sawall that. and: like all those 
437 L8: [yeah.] 
438 L7: theatre productions were like really amazing. (h) and we went in the summer 
439 and it was really really hot and everyone was going oh I bet it was really cold [bUt.] they 
440 have like really good weather in the summer. 
441 L8 : [yeah.] 
442 L 7: (h) but the only. s:ad thing is like all the factors like they can't come out their 
443 country without like- a licence to come out. 
444 L8: [=oh really.] 
445 L 7: [yeah,] not a lot of people know that. (h) but they have to have. (h) Like my dad 
446 had to go to the British Embassy. in London. (h) and say that he was inviting him over 
447 to England on a business trip. 
448 L8: wo[ow.] 
449 L 7: [and] everything and he sort of came over here and he didn't want to go back 
450 afterwards. 
451 L8: mm. 
452 L7: 'cause they really aren't very nice just­
453 L8: what about then like- you hear they're sort of like- not poor, but like everything 
454 is effectively kind of rationed [and you queue for hours,] 
455 L 7: [it is: like: ] bakers and things. pe­
456 people will queque and you'll see no food in the windows at all. (1) and a lot of them 
457 live in towns and have their own little farms. 
458 L8: °oh reallyO 
459 L7: like far out. and then they'll get on a train each day. (h) and go and like. get the 
460 potatoes they've grown themselves and come back with it.(h) so I remember: uhm: 
461 NAME, NAME's dad. And said I will make you dinner tonight and everything.(h) and 
462 we'll go, offhe goes, I've got to go to the farm and get potatoes or whatever and my 
463 mom said oh no we'll just go to a market and get some for you if you want. (h) because 
464 there is food if you've got loads and loads of money. 
465 L8: mm. 
466 L7: if- which a lot of them don't. but by our standards of prices it's [not that] 
467 L8: [no oh yeah] 
468 L7: expensive but: but by what they earn. Like McDonalds or something was like 
469 about their week's wages or something like that at McDonalds out there. 
470 L4: it's funny McDonalds is actually a pretty good way of working out what the 
471 pnces are. 
472 L8: yeah. even in yeah: in Thailand. they have McDonalds but [it's] not 
473 L4: [mm.] 
474 L8: somewhere that Thais can afford to eat. 
475 L4: no. when I was in Switzerland it was like EIGHT quid for a: a meal. Like­
476 [wh- by-] our x but then that's kind of- what they earn. what [their] own 
477 L8: [mm.] [yeah] 
478 L4: national [wa]ges are. 
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479 L8: [yeah.] 
480 L4: that's. (1) al[right.] H.H. 
481 L8: [yeah.] 
482 L4: whereas you're like EIGHT quid here and you're thinking ERM: [excuse me,] 
483 L8: [for 
484 McDonalds,] ((clearing throat)) 
485 L4: yeah. 
486 L8: mmm.[H.H.] 
487 L7: [they are] sort of more x in Russia they're like when- when past this 
488 really nice market, (h) and they were checking like the traders' licences or something 
489 and someone didn't have a licence to be there (h) and she had all this like really 
490 jewellery and dolls and everything and these soldiers just started smashing it all up, (h) 
491 drew the beads apart and: 
492 L8: mm. 
493 L7: they- they're trying to con tourists as well 'cause when we left. (h) and they 
494 didn't realise my sister spoke Russian, 
495 L8: mhrn. 
496 L7: we'd bought some painting and they're only like about two pounds three pounds 
497 by a not well known artist at all. Just. 
498 
499 
500 
501 
502 
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Appendix 6. 
Transcripts of the Mixed (FBE) conversation, the first 30 minutes 
followed by the last 15 minutes 
315 
Date: June 2,2001 
Time: starting at 4.30PM 
Place: my home, 76 Icknield Road, living room 
Participants: 11 = FI 
L2=F2 
L4=B4 
L5 =R5 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
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1 L5: no you can speak anything you want for the [mo mo] for the moment 
2 L1: [mhmJ 
3 L5: but do you know by the way what the - do you know how to - 'cause there's 
4 MF what does it mean - on the screen you know. when I look into the - it 
5 doesn't mean that it's mute does it. 
6 L4: I don't think­
7 L5: =1 HOPE [not] 
8 L4: [uhm,] ((click)) 
9 L4: when you play that there's no sound is there. 
L5: no- 1 can't check it. I mean[ I x x] 

II L4: [do you=you don't have a video player [OhereO] 

12 L5: [no] 

13 L4: 

14 L5: =0 I can't check it out.° (1) Ijust have to trust. h.h. 

15 L4: =well CAN YOU see a button that says that anywhere. 

16 L5: NO, I can't. that's the thing. Ugh- it's okay I'm x [x H.H. (rire)] 

17 L1: [uh- really. x x] 

18 L5: I have to MOVE some- (1) 

19 L4: I know how you can tell if there is sound coming out. 

L5: can you. 
21 L4: =Oyeah.o 

22 L5: x x ((too silent to hear)) 

23 L4: x amy cup x do you have any coastersO 

24 L5: =UHM- °you can put it on the table x (3) I mean it's on- MF 
25 L?: 
26 L2 =after that she is pregnant with the new one 
27 L5: no there's [not x x at least I haven't found one] 
28 L2: [and when Ben Affleck comes back and sees that the two of them 
29 are together]- he is so upset because he said that- you know he can 
L1: [mhm] 
31 L2: [he-he] stayed in love because he thought [about this woman- and that's] 
32 L5: [I'll- I'll x x I mean I can check x] 
33 L2: why- [you know that's how uh x x x x] 
34 L5: [ x x it doesn't x x ] 
35 Ll: =they LIE. uhuhm. 
36 L? x x x have a look. x x 
37 L2: so he is very angry at both of them. and after that Pearl Harbor you know is 
38 bombarded by the Japanese. [-] and: uh: they've got to fight together. and uh: 
39 Ll: [mhm.] 
Ll: =oh lao feel x feel X. 
41 L5: =you are going to have to move a bit tH.oH.H. (laughter) the H.H. centre H. 
42 I'm afraid. 
43 L1: oh yeah because the focus is not uhm­
44 L5: =yeah I mean it's not big enough [-] for the whole. 
45 L1: [mhm.] 
46 (3) 
47 L5: H.H.H.H. (nervous laughter) 
48 Ll: x Susanna are you ok, 
49 L5: yes thanks. yeah, just a bit tir[ed.] 
L4: [ ehm] just gonna have a look at one thing. 
--------------~-----
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51 L5: okay. I mean it's not on yet. I mean Ox x.o 
52 L4: yeah. all it means is that it's on the manual focus. 
53 L5: really. 
54 L4: =yeah. wait it hasn't gone back actually. H.H. 
55 L5: =well no plea:se put it on automatic [Ofor meO] 
56 L4: [I just] put it on automatic 
57 L5: =yeah because [I'm not x x] 
58 L4: [I'm not sure] if that's focused though 
59 L5: =because I'm not going to be: uh: 
60 L4: I put it on­
61 L5: I'm not going to be [x x] 
62 L4: [now that] I put it back to manual it doesn't come up 
63 anymore (1) 
64 L2: and uhm [-] and after that­
65 L5: [oh well] x x 
66 (phone rings) 
67 L5: a-ooh. °that's a- perfect timing.o 
68 L2: after this, 
69 L1: mhm. 
70 L2: ehrn. so she's a nurse and for the first time- what- what is interesting that it's 
71 in the- lies in the fact that. ehrn before you know. Pearl Harbor was you 
72 know.(2) 

73 L1 : bombarded yeah, 

74 L2: =nyeah before it was bombarded everything was ok. everybody was living 

75 very well and they didn't really expected this to ha­
76 L1: =oh yeah. 

i" 
r 77 L2: and you know there were nobody uh in the nurse- you know in the infirm­
78 infirmerie, how do you say that. uh. 
79 L1: uh nursing, nurse, x x 
80 L4: oh infirmary is kind of [x x] it's in that direction anyway 
81 L2: [yeah,] 
82 L1: yeah, 
83 L4: yeah. 
84 L2: and uh: so (2) and after that you know everybody comes and they've got 
85 nothing not enough me-medicine and. they have to: to put some some of them 
86 with MORphine and. you know they are just DYIng and she just use her 
87 lipstick- she use F to say fail it means that he's going to die [-J 
88 L1: [mhm.] 
89 L2: and other which are going to be saved. people who can- who can be saved= so 
90 can you iMAGINE how it is at the end. [-] and after that she she sees 1 	 91 L1: [mhm.] 
92 L2: this. uh two other boys you know the guys come back you know they are 
93 giving their blood and you know. you can feel the tension build in everybody 
94 °ando uh. after that, these two person goes to mission. a very top secret 
95 mission. and before leaving. so you see the woman who just comes and talk to 
96 Ben Affleck and says that she will always love him. and she will be but since 
97 she's pregnant. she will never live with him. 
98 L1: =ts[ss °how come.O] [x x how can you say] 
99 L2: [but. she is saying that] in fact she is [saying that] 
100 L1 : you are going to say to someone I know I love you but­
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101 L4: H.H. (laughter) 
102 L1: I will never be able to live with you 
103 L2: yeah and uh- in fact she is saying. you know that you are the one I will always 
104 love. but I'm going to live with the other guy.(1) 
105 L1: °controversial[ityO 
106 L2: [AND] at the end when she: she comes you know the gu- the: 
107 Ben Affleck leaves. and after that her: his friend comes to towards her. and he 
108 says because you know the guy understood what happened and he [said] 
109 L1: [Omhrn°] 
110 L2: you know what 1fear most- the most is that you- you love him a lot more than 
I II 1. (2) 
112 L1: alright so the new ones were x loving the other one more than him. 
113 L2: yeah. BUT he knows: 
114 L1: a bit x you know, 
115 L2: he knows about it- but you know she's- she's not straight with him I mean 
116 she's not clear. And she's told- and she's lying you know everybody can feel 
117 that she is lying when she says °oh 1will always love you and I am waiting for 
118 you.o [so] you know, 
119 L1: [s] she have- she have to make her mind up. 
120 L2: °reallyO 
121 L1: x x expect him BUT. 
122 L2: anyway at the end they go on a mission. 
123 L1: x x who died. 
124 L2: what do you- who do you think was going[x x] 
125 L1: [x x died] 
126 L?: h.h. (laughter) 
127 L2: Ben Affleck. 
128 L1: yeah. 
129 L2: NOOO. [x x] was just going to say- yeah the OTHER guy you know. he's 
130 L1: [x x] 
131 L2 about to [die- [he saved-] he saved his best friend fro[m de-] from death 
132 L?: [xxx] [xx] 
133 L2: because they- they- their. they've been taken by the JapaO[nese.O] 
134 L1: [but] it's GOOD­
135 so: you know they came back together, both of them. 
136 L2: =YEAH- (1) that's what happened=BUT, 
137 L1: /just to!justice! - just to speak. 
138 L2: you know, it's too too s- it's SO exas[Operating x xO.] 
139 L5: [I have] some chicken coming on as 
140 well. 
141 L1: =CHICKEN? 
142 L5: =yes H.H. (laughter) 
143 (laughter) 
144 L5: but 1- you see I didn't actually tell you that I was going to cook=actually I 
145 didn't even know, that °1 was going to cook.O 
146 L1: okay. 
147 (1) 

148 L?: xx 

149 L1: just HAPpened that you had the provision to [cook.] 

150 L5: [YEAH,] 
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200 L4: 
so it's in the oven.[-] some bits and pieces °of a chickeno. 
[OokayO] 
((on the background probably B4 and F2 are helping themselves to the snacks 
and talking very softly» 
°thankso 
thank you=that's kind, 
ye[ah] [I didn't x H.H. ] 
[Othank YOUO] [chicken] it's like AA- out of the blue- CHICKEN. 
((laughter)) 
(1) 
°you [knOWO] 
[Othere's uh-O] 
(1) 

[°I'm just going to-] put this down° 

[°1 mean-oJ 

oh yeah I know it's a bit uh-

NO no I will just leave it under the chair.=yeah? 

YEAH °it's alright it's a bit [awkward yeah.O] 

[ Ox x x.O] 
(3) 

just=you can,- take one,- whole uh.­

°yeahO 

DON'T WORRY I'm going to take °it later XO 

°I'm just going to have one for the moment.° 

H.H.H.((laughter» 

(2) 

uhrn- [°I'mjust going to x XO] ((1 probably leave the room?) 

[so at the end he comes back] and- Ben Affleck is gonna raise a child 
which is not his. 
doesn't matter, 
x x he is going to stay with the 0- the other woman. 
x matter, x x 
=YEAH BUT- WHAT- YOU KNOW what she does. 
m[hm.] 
[oh can I take your coat °awayo.] 
x x [((laughter»] 
it was really not good when I think about it now. (-] 
BECAUSE you know WHEN- when he comes back. she 1- she sees him you 
know x­
((throat noise)) 
ta- ta- take a- clean, (2) 
[is that?] 
[x x] 
(2) 
taking off? the plane. 

yeah taking off, yeah, 

and uh-(1) SO SHE SEES him. she's smiling [like] 

[what's] oh he's come back.[-] so 
[yeah] 
so he's landing the plane. 
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Ll: 
=yeah. 

=right yeah got ya. 

(1) 

she's la- she's [smiling] 

[x the plane yeah,] 

and after that sh- he just. take the coffin of his best friend. 

mhm. 

you know what she does. 

=mhm. 

=she comes and just touch the coffin. and she just. comes into his arms. 

(3) 

((laughter» Ah- I was x x 

x x- that's the kind of woman NO one should get involved [with.] 

[no] 
((laughter» 

x x then finally. okay. 

xx 

((laughter» 

you can have him back now. 

(2) 

noo I'm thinking- x x a movie x x three pound fifty, 

((laughter» 

and uh: 

ANYWAY maybe you can like it, 

noo. 

I don't think so now to be compH.letH.ely honest H.H. 

no there's nothing original or interesting about it really. 

I mean- no: you have certain parts. which are very [Ointeresting] 

[noo.] ((tcuk» I prefer 
something really. x x especially spending money. x x 
[mhm] 
[what kind of-] what kind do you like. 
I like- I like. well quite classic like. Shakespeare in love, things like that you 
[know.] 
[yeah.] [yeah.] 
yeah I think x x a good content you know uh histor[y:] yeah.(1) I gue- I guess 
x x [x] 
[yeah.] ((laughter» 
°Titanic,O 
yeah. Ti- Titanic yeah. very $- you know, true story you know, (1) you see x x 
we call it margo? 
I'VE SEEN IT. 
=OyeahO 
Elizabeth A-[Adjanini,] 
[yeah] yeah. 
and x x [x] 
[yeah.] 
x x I like to see because HIStory and x it's always related to the history of the 
country. 
[Oyeah.O] 
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251 L2: [yeah] but PEARL HARBOR (1) even even at °the end [x XO] 
252 L1: [I never-] I never x x x 
253 [x x x] 
254 L2: America this, America suffered, [and that x] 
255 L4: [THEY'VE DONE it-] they've done it in so 
256 many fil[ms.] 
257 L1: [°1 knowo.] yeah. 
258 L4: there was this- what was it, U521 or something. 
259 L2: mhm, 
260 L4: =uhm- have you ever heard of the enigma machine. 
261 L5: OH YEAH yeah. 
262 L4: it broke it broke the codes that the Germans were sending to each other =>it 
263 was a British machine<. 
264 L1: =yeah, ( mhm] 
265 L4: it was done about - twenty miles from here. [- >and it<] was developed there 
266 and they broke the codes. >but in this< film the Americans were like [NO NO] 
267 L5: [yeah] 
268 L4: NO it's OUR [invention] W.H.E.H. did this. the Americans won the war. but­
269 L5: [yeah yeah.] 
270 L1: mh-mh. noo. 
271 L4: they come to x to twist it. 
272 L1: you see, always. you know, 
273 L2: but they are always cyou knowo uhm­
274 L1: [x x] 
275 L2: [changing] changing history. 
276 L4: yeah. 
277 L2: that's the- THAT's dangerous. [-] even in Pear Harbor you find many things 
278 L1: [mhm.] 
279 L2: °which x x_a 
280 L1: mhm. 
281 L2: [Owhich x XC] don't exist and: 
282 L1: [x x] 
283 L1: but at x x have to be own conception you know. (l) 
284 L2: [BUT BUT TITAnic-] TItanic­
285 L1: [x x x] 
286 L2: everything is based on true things. (l) 
287 L4: [except the love story] 
288 L2: [x except] except the love story=but everything you know the hour, (1) uhrn­
289 uhm 
290 L1: yeah but some[x x yeah yeah] [yeah] 
291 L2: [how the TIme,] how it [SOUnd], what kind of x happened- you 
292 know the can- what they sense, 
293 L4: =yeah 
294 L1: =mhrn. 
295 L2: =everything (2) °so (1) that was.o 
296 L4: =AND it was entertaining (x x x xH.H.H.] 
297 L2: [yeah] 
298 L1: mhrn. (2) 
299 L4: and believable. >you were just saying< that Pearl Harbor isn't- completely 
300 believH.H.aH.[bH.leH. H.H.] ((laughter» 
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301 L2: [no-] no she's not. (1) you know maybe it's not her fault or 

302 guess maybe it's the script's.[-] the script was so, (1) 

303 L?: [mhm.] 

304 L4: or maybe if she has another film. (1 ) you can go and see it and compare and 

305 contr[ ast.] 

306 L2: [yeah.] (2) let's hope for her that she may findH. 

307 anothH.erH.[H.((laughter»] 

308 L4: [yH.eahH.H.] 

309 (1) 

310 L1: but- (1) she is ACting she didn't write the script, trouble is. she's ACting she 

311 [didn't x x] 

312 L2: [YEAH but-] when she says to Ia/thel guy you know I still love you. (2) 

313 L1: she's ACting 

314 L2: =she's not even CREdible ((smiley voice» 

315 L1 : mhm, (1) 

316 L4: it might be a mixture of the two. 

317 L7: °yeahO 

318 L1: maybe she was- because acting because- x have walls you know. 

319 L7: °mhm.O (1) 

320 L1: it's not easy for them >because they know if the movie is boring<, 

321 L?: mhm. 

322 L1: she's there for the money, so it's more difficult for them to act x x 

323 because they know it doesn't make any sense x x. 

324 L4: MA Ybe it DID to them. maybe [x x x] when it was put on the big screen 

325 L1 [I don't know.] 

326 L4: it looked a bit- (2) 

327 L1: well some of them got difficulties you are going to be saying that uhm. (1) for 
328 example that ACTing x is difficult, (2) 
329 L1: yEAH: 
330 L4: well I couldn't do it 
331 L1: yeah: it's difficult=because there was an actor who wanted to say, when was x 
332 x that, he was playing with eh Julia Roberts. and he was saying that. it's good 
333 to play with her because sh-first of all she is clean, 
334 L4: [could you] believe that ((laughter» 
335 L2: [x x] 
336 L1: it's a new movie I forgot its name. 
337 L2: mhm, 
338 L1: x x this guy he said, first of all she's clean, [-] be-because we we got a scene 
339 L?: [H.H.H.] 
340 L1: =where we have to kiss each other. 
341 L4: YEAH °yeah o• 
342 L1: and you see with some actors who don't brush their teeth [and just go and play 
343 L4: [H.H.H.((laughter) 
344 L1: and no cleaning and x x x you know what I mean?] 
345 L4: H.H.H.] 

346 L1: and x x at a scene, 

347 L2: H.H.[H.((laughter»] 

348 L1: [and when they SMELL, x x (CSCREAM»] x x x and she's very 

349 Idubious/xl she's very you know and you know she very x type [of person] 

350 L5: [yeah] 
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=yeah 

person. so it's GOOD to play with her=because some actors actors as we know 

that have good reputation, 

mhm. 

famous they are horrible. 

yeah. 

we could be MOODY:, we do what we WA:NT and it's just-[ you know,] hard 

[you know] 

time. 

can you give us an ex [ample.] 

[so:J 

[exactly.] =they don't see it- you know, we give you 

this j[ob.] you're earning this money. [x H.H.H.H.((laughter))] 

[yeah.] [yeah I know that's what I mean yeah] 
because we go- we got- we're famous already=we got the celebrity xx. 
=yeah. [Omhm.O] 
we can't be bothered, [-] instead people are CHAsing them. 
=exactly. that's the pROBlem isn't it. 
because you go to see watch a movie and say HAA x x was in it, he was in x x 
((SCREAM) 
=yeah 
x not x for the movie but for the, PERson said. 
ehm- when I've seen Pearl Harbor, first I said- first thing I said is, BEN 
AFFLECK IS [THERE, x x x H.H.] [H.H.] 
[H.H.yeah x x x H.H.] HERE'S MY THREE POUND [FIFTY] 
LET ME SEE HIM 
H.H.((laughter)) 
xx 
but when 1- when I went out of the- eh cinema=I said, OH- Ben Affleck was 
rubbish=and then I said, BUT- JOsh [x x ] the x was GREAT. H.H. 
((laughter)) 
[H.H.((laughter)) ] 
[H.H.] 
don't talk to me like that just because: eh: the x.(1) we used to got for Eddie 
Murphy: (1) 
mhm. 
[you know.] 
[WE'VE SEEN NOTH.H. NH.UTHy.H.H.] 
[H.H.H.] 
[x x x] Eddie Murphy non AA that's not 
Eddie Murphy. x x x are not GOOD actually. 
=[I know,] °1 knowo. 
=[yeah.] 
yeah- Aha HaA AhaAHA 
[H.H.H.] 
[H.H.B.] 
Aha Aha AHBA Aha. it's like Eddie x. a PUPPET I don't know. 
=mhm. 
not all of his movies are funny. [yes?] because it's HIM. 
[mhm.] 
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401 L4: yeah. 
402 Ll: we're ALL rushing. 
403 L5: that's right.mhm. 
404 Ll: all rushing. all of them you know, (1) or can't tell if [x XO .J 
405 L2: [and AFter that I like is uh. 
406 Denzel Washington. [-] or don't know if you know himo. 
407 L4: [mhm.] 
408 L5: [Oyeah yeahO] 
409 L4: [r KNOW him but I've] never watched any of his films. 
410 L2: =mhrn? 
411 L4: =1 might have watched one film but I haven't seen many. 
412 L2: I've seen: Philadelphia. with Tom Han[ks.] =Tom Hanks was great as well. 
413 L4: [oh: ]yeah. 
414 «(sound of someone wiping something) (2) 
415 L2: but it was SO sad and [x x] 
416 L5: [you alright?] 
417 L1: =x x 
418 L5: you want °a x x.a 
419 L1: x yeah just uh x x attracting all kind of mess [x.] 
420 L5: [ANY]way. (2) 
421 Ll: okay. 
422 L5: =yeah.[H.H.H.] 
423 Ll: [just s s sJ yeah. 
424 L5: anyway. the: uh. I'm glad you- you could come here=I mean Janet had to go 
425 somewhere else Ox x butuhm.o (2) AH- I'M just gonna 
426 «tape cut off to check ifit worked)) 
427 L5: alright, (2) «noise of putting the recorder down)) so we could actually =1 
428 mean actually, (2) r wa- wanted to ask you if you: uhm. because I'm not 
429 actually (1) going to participate in the discussion.=so: I hope it's not going to= 
430 how do you feel about that.°because I'm not going to.oxo 
431 Ll: [non.J 
432 L?: [x] 
433 L5: it's alright? 
434 Ll: it's YOU. 
435 L5: yeah, 
436 Ll: you'll feel left OUT. 
437 L5: ah- I-well. H.H.H.H. probably yeah. (1) >because last time when I was< just 
438 sitting- x standing behind the >camera and observing I felt SO< unNAtural. 
439 it's unbeLIEvable. 
440 L2: [so-] so what? 
441 Ll: [mhrn.] 
442 L5: unnatural. [x x] 
443 L2: [YOU felt unnatural.] 
444 L5: =yeah it wasn't natural at all. to observe and not °to participateD. 
445 Ll: =1 know [yeah.] 
446 L5: [it's difficult.] 

447 L4: =it's very difficult not to agree isn't it. 

448 L5: yHeH[ahH-] 

449 L4: [you] you can't say anything [so you nod or shake your head.] 

450 L5: [that's right H.H.H.H.H] 
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=or disagree. huh, 

you can't say YEAH I think [x x-] ((might be shaking her head» 

[yH.eah-] yeah H.H.H.H. (1) anyway. uhm: 

this time 1 was actually thinking if you. feel like switching into English. (1 ) 

mhm. 

you can. 

mhrn. 

freely. but. most- mostly if you could try. 

mh. 1speak [slowly] for you. 

[French.] 

°thank you.o 

H.H.H.H. 

[so] 

[1 haven't] got Jean to save me this ti[me.] 

[H.H.] I have the chicken in there so I'm 
just gonna go and prepare the rice [Ox x.O] 
[mhrn, mhm.] 
and: uhm. (1) a- do you- I'm just- 1'11- I'll let you talk, you can talk ANYthing 
you want. 
mhm. 
[x x] 
[x x] °I'm gonna take the raisin.o °the grapes [or] the raisinso 
[OH] 

grapes. 

°grapeso. 

[and x] 

[x the window] [x x x x] 

[the TOIlet's-] the bathroom is upstairs. 
[Oyeah.O] 
[and] I'll be sitting here but 1 need to go and check the chicken now. SO­
xx 
shshsh ((breathing out with sh-sound» 
=on peut changer en frans:ais apresH.H.H 
mm, 

Ox Ion pourrait/o, 

(3) 

j'aime bien les raisins. 

°ouais.O[Ox XC] 

[H.H.H.] 
mm. 
(4) 

merer, (2) 0­
je vais. ehm. (2) 

tu vas y arriver, toi 

je vai5 Ox XO Dpour voir 5i s:a brUle.o 

mhrn-

H.H. 

((humming a song») 

vous allez voir ehrn. (2) The Mummy Returns. (2) 

[c'est quoi- c'est quoi] ce film-1ft tu vas alIer voir. *Mummy Returns.* 
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[x- x-] 
H.H.H. 
j'aime BIEN tu riGOLES j'ai vu Ie premier. 
((coughing)) alors [c'est-] 
[It'as/] vu Ie premier? 
(2) 

[non] ehm, 

[c'etait-] c'est 

je je dea~ste. cette 

=x [x] 

[x ]H. de ce H.H. de ce genre de film. H.[H.H.] 
[H.B.H.] 
ah ouai, 
moij'aime Ble[n:] 
[ c ' est] l'horreur hein. 
NON NON c'est pas- [c;a x] 
[on m'a dit que] c'est marrant =on m'a dit que c'est 
marrant=on m'a dit que [c'est marrant.] 
[ c' est vraiment tres drol e et.] 
=oums 

et l'acteur- cet acteur principal, x x x il avait joue dans- ((atchoum)) pardon 

[excusez-moi] 

[it tes souhaits] 

H.H.H. 
il avaitjoue dans: (1) 
mhm. 
(2) 
/job- job ofl of the jungle. have you seen it, 
=non. maisj'ai: °j'ai entendu-/j'ai entendu.Oj 

c' etait vraiment- STUpide. 

[c'est quoi ya.] 

[c'etait STUpi]de par EXCellence. 

=ELLE, elle est douee pour aller voir des films [vraiment, STUpides.] 

[H.H.H.H.] 
j: suis desolee =je suis desolee H.H. mais: 
H.H.H.H. 

l'AIME Ies films stuPIDES mais H.H.H. x x x (1) 

[H.H.] 

[H.H.] 

mais >en fin de compte j'attends< le: Ie deuxieme °donco. (1) 

[Mummy?] 

[OMummy] Returns. 

= x x done Mummy. (1) c'est quoi ce titre mais [x x.] 

[H.H.H.] 
mais parce qu'AU dePART, t'avais un premier titre qui s'a- un premier film 
qui s'appelait, The Mummy. 
=The Mummy. ah d'accord. x x the return of [x.] 
[c'est Ie deu,xieme.] 
(1) 

j'ai entendu que c'est- c'est tres x. (1) [mais-J H.H.H. 
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551 L2: [mhm.] 

552 L1: =non 

553 L4: H.H.H. 

554 L2: non 

555 L4: [B.B.H.] 

556 L1: [=non x of] Mummy, c'est pas attirant. 

557 L4: B.[H. 

558 L1 : [x] moomie­

559 L4: [H.H. 

560 L2: [ah moi c;:a m'attire.] 

561 L1: 

562 L2: ya [x x] 

563 L1 : [c;:a a I ' air] Eff:rayant: et °tiens [alorsO] 

564 L2: [MAIS C'ESTJ super marrant, 

565 (2) 

566 L1 : OHj'ai vu Marie tu sais. 

567 L2: [mhm,] 

568 L1: [MaJrie, e'est une fille euh: (([sniff) >e'est une etu-] une etu- ouais. une 
569 L2: [franc;:aise] 
570 L1 : Franyaise une etudiante en Era- en Erasmus,< (1) eUe a bronze x x la peau 
571 mais en haut, bien bronze 
572 L2: non non non. el1e va au: (2) 
573 L1 : [x x?] 
574 L2: [x oui: au x x] 
575 L1: e' est pas vrai: 
576 L2: mais S1, 
577 L?: H.H. 
578 L2: H.[H.] 
579 L1: [OH NON, Marie mentit, (1) paree que >tu sais quoi, je l'ai vuj'ai dit < 
580 TIEns, t'as: t'H.as bronZEe, tu t'es exposee au soLEIL? (2) tu vois, elle me 
581 fait ouais=ouais je dit mais dis done t'as l'air ravie, epanouie, paree que tu 
582 sais,: euh: elle a une belle eouleur tu vois bien bronze[-] quoi. [-] en mat. 
583 L?: [Omhm°J [Omhm°] 
584 L1 : x c;:a t'as reussi, (1) elle fait ouais=ouais c'est bien x bon les cours: euh sont 
585 termines, done euh c;:a y est, euh: ya va mieux, quoi. 
586 L2: elle interfere. 
587 L1: ou- [el1e est ou-] 
588 L2: [elle est au soleil,] ensuite e-e- eUe va au true violet. 
589 L1: mais- i1 y a un CENtre, quel centre. 
590 L2: om, 
591 L1: les dix- juste pour les dix? 
592 L2: no. 
593 (2) 
594 L2: Mercha- /or:/auJ: 
595 L4: OH y- uhm: uhm Manchester Street. 
596 L2: yeah. something like [x 
597 L4: [pres des] taxis, 
598 L2: xxx 
599 L1: =>c;a cofite< CHER, c;a hein, 
600 (2) 
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601 L2: elle /x/doit etre motivee./ 

602 L?: ben oui, 

603 L2: H.H.H. 

604 Ll: quelle iDEE =e1le a de l'argent? 

605 L2: j'en sais [RIEN, moi.] 

606 Ll: [9a doit etre] CHER, hein. 

607 (1) 

608 L4: oh is it sun- is it- tanning. (1) machines. 

609 Ll: voila voila. justement ouais. 

610 L4: IL Y A un: ehm maga:sin: au (1) °aho Wellington Street. 

611 L1: ouais, 

612 L4: qui s'appelle The Tanning Shop. 

613 Ll: Tanning Shop. 

614 L2: (x x] 
615 IA: [x x] 
616 L4: H.H.H. 
617 L2: [x x] 
618 L4: [x x] 
619 L 1: 9a doit couter CHER, normalement. hein, une seance une HEUre c'est s- une 
620 demie heure je pense. non, 
621 L2: °j'en saisorien du TOUT moi je n'ai pas besoin d'etre bronzee H.H.H.H. 
622 Ll: x x dis [DOne, quelle idee,] en tant qu'etudiante elle a aussi un x x hein. 
623 L2: [H.H.H.] 
624 (2) 
625 L2: [ben- elle peut faire] ace qu'elle veut, [x x.o 
626 Ll: [Opour se faire bronzer. 0] [NON, j e juge PAS, mais c' est it dire 
627 euh: (1) il faut qu' eUe ait les moyens pour faire ya quoi. il faut avoir les 
628 moyens finanCIERS, [-] ya coute CHER, hein, tu sais euh: 
629 L?: [Omhm.O] 
630 L4: je sais pas, 
631 Ll: mm. j e sais que ya coute CHER, hein, 
632 L?: °h.h.[h.O] 
633 Ll: [yeah.] quel x x. queUe idee vraiment °mais=attends x x tu vois.o 
634 L2: H.H.H. 
635 Ll: x x x x >c' est plutot les professionnels tu vois qui Ie fassent ou ceux qui 
636 travaillent: mais pas vraiment:< euh. °les etudiants,O 
637 (2) 
et puis nous on devrait recevoir une bourse euh Erasmus, je sais pas si- quand638 L2: 
639 l'es 0- venue en France. [-] tu as eu une bourse? 
[Om-oJ640 Ll: 
641 L4: je sais pas [euh:j'ai pas:] euh:. 
[Om_oJ642 Ll: 
[OXO]643 L5: 
644 L2: t' as pas verifie, 
645 L4: °non.o 
et: en fait, nous >on de-on devrait recevoir une bourse< mais Ie probleme avec 646 L2: 

647 cette bou[rse,] 

648 Ll: [Omerci.O] 

[Ox XC]649 L5: 
650 (1) 
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L? 
TIENS ((NAME)- ((NAME), tu sais on va avoir- (1) [NAME] toi en tant que 
[x x.] 
president Odes etudiants j e sais pas trop [quoi °x] 
[voila voila. ouais.] h.h. 
attenTION, parce que- les etudiants Erasmus, [ils] auront droit a une bourse. 
[mhm.] 
OUaIs. 
mais la bourse, tu la peryois a la fin du sejour. 
(2) 

NON­
°si.° 

alors atte[nds,] 

[JE N'AI] TOUJOURS PAS ENCORE PERCU mon ma bourse- la 
bourse. 
donc- evidemment que tu sois en galere que tu: que tu te so is noyee, nH.oH.n 
x x fayon de parler/H.B. 
je sais PAS mais enFIN: 
[x x que] tu sois xx. oui mais? qu'est-ce- x c'est yA 

maintenant? (1) 

[il veut essayer- non] 

[x x x ] pour aller chez toi. c'est it dire, si t'as pas d'argent, /alors it la finJ x au 
moins! l' as I'argent pour rentrer chez toi. [c' est 'ta.] 
[moi-] moi j e pense que c'est: (2) 

pour m- pour s'assurer, 

mhm. 

que les etudiants, v~nt rester, jusqu'au bh.out. 

(2) 
ah ouais, c' est une bonne methode. 
(2) 

°c'est c'est c'est toi, qui sonne?O 

non non nonjuste un peu d'x. 

(1) 

ah ouais, 

c'est une fa90n, ya s- =alors tu sais ce qui s'est passe?[ils] ont telephone chez 

[mhm.] 
ma- a ma- chez rna mere, 
mhm. 
alors euh bon >/on l'a/ma mere a/< dit oui:, bonjour, c'est madame x comment 
c'est qU'elle s'appelle, 
mhm. 
et oui: on: on airnerait savoir- j'aimerais avoir- Maggy au telephone. (1) °ma 
mere fait mhm, Maggy, voila, elle est:O 
mhrn. 
celie est en: eIle est en:O Angle,terre. (1) mais c'etaitjuste une fayon: (1) euh tu 

sais une fayon caCHEe, 

pour=pour verifier vraiment si t'etais [x] 

[pour] verifier si j'etais pas re, ve,nue. 
[mhm.] 
[mhm.] 
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700 L2: rna mere dit NON, NON, alors voila ce que dit la DAME, ah ben c'est bien, 
701 euh: j'aimerais savoir si vous avez un Irib/x/. (1) si Maggy a un rib. mais Ie 
702 probleme, c 'est que j'ai deja, donne un rib. 
703 L1: mhm. (1) JUSTE pour verifier >en fin de compte.< 
704 L2: oui mais rna MEre elle devait renvoyer un deuxieme rib. 
705 (2) 
706 L2: c' est pas x que­
707 L1: il fallait que x x son jeu, 
708 L2: oualS. 
709 (2) 
710 L1: et >qu'ils puissent expliquer pourquoi elle lui avait telephone ausSI, hein.< (1) 
711 >t-t'en rendes COMPte, hein.< 
712 L2: mais de toute fayon, rna mere, elle a tout de suite su, hein. 
713 L1: =ouais. [x x ] 
714 L2: [x x] elle m'avait- rna mere, je l'appelle, elle me fait,(h) oui, j'avais 
715 madame x appeler, c'etai t pour verifier si l'etais pas: euh (1) 
716 L1 : [x x] 
717 L2: [x x] si t'etais pas H.reH.veH.nueH.H. elle me- elle me fait x je dis je voulais 
718 pas: je voulais pas passer des examens d'ici. 
719 L1 : [mHmH.] 
720 L2: [ en] fait j 'ai deja passe- OJ' ai fini mon:o (1) tu sais, j' ai- t'as. Ie deug,[-] et 
721 L4: [mhm] 
722 L2: ensuite la licence. 
723 L4: [ oui.] 
724 L1: [mhm.] 
725 L2: et en Angleterre, c'est seulement degree euh:[je ] pense 
726 L4: [oui.] 
727 L2: done moi j'ai deja tout passe, (l) j'ai deja tout Iu, 
728 L1: [mhm.] 
729 L2: [et] je suis venue en Angleterre apres, pour euh: (2) °je sais plus comment dire 
730 enG franyais, 
731 L1: [ameliorer. x ] 
732 L2: [ameliorer, am-] ameIiorer, mon franyais. [=mon anglais.] 
733 L4: [oui.oui.] 
734 L2: et euh: (2) et euh la, donc j'ai suivi des cours, dans Ie but de: de de voir un peu 
735 comment- comment les professeurs d'anglais: euh (h) 
736 L1: enseignent ouais. 
737 L2: =ense:ignent [x] x compare en France. 
738 L4: [ oui.] 
739 L2; et: done euh. j'ai: j'ai quand-meme: fait les: rendu les devoirs, alors que 
740 j 'aurais cpu ne pas Ie [aire, ° 
741 L4: °ouais.° 
742 L2: et: je: je voulais pas aller aux exams. aux examens. et euh: 
743 L1 : mhH. 
744 L2: rna mere me dit Aurore, tu VOIS si tu vas pas aux exaMENS, ils sont deja en 

745 train de verifier:, s'ils vont t'envoyer la bourse, ou pas. 

746 L1: eben done x ya.o 

747 L2: done je vais: euh je vais: caller assister aux examens quand-[meme.]=et puiso 

748 L1: [mhm] 

749 L2: 
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750 L1 : ya comptera pas de toute fayon. donc c'est pas la peine. [x x x x.] 

751 L2: [Ox x x.O] 

752 L2: y a pas de: [-] oil y a pas de problemeo 

753 L1: [Onon.O] 

754 L1 : [de toute fayon,] ton dipl6me, tu vas l'avoir, 

755 L2: [Ox x XO] 

756 L1: mhm. 

757 (2) 

758 L2: [x x] 

759 L1 : [Ma ]rie, elle va- elle doit r-commencer sa maltrise, elle me dit. hein, 

760 L2: el1e va commencer, 
761 L1 : recommencer sa maitrise. 
762 (1) 
763 L2: ah >oui=oui=oui=oui=oui:< 
764 L1 : parce que. c'est un x annee cours sabbatique, 
765 L2: elle s'est pris[une annee-] elle s'est pris une annee, tu sais, une annee relaxe 
766 L1 : [ah ouais voila.] 
767 L1: [sabbatique] 
768 L2: [x x] pas suivie [x x] ces/ses cours, et: euh. 
769 Ll: [ouais] 
770 L4: mhm, 
771 L1 : =oualS. 
772 L2: elle va recommencer. 
773 Ll: mhm. 
774 L2: et moi, j' attaquais ma maitrise, mais je sais pas si j e vais la continuer en 
775 France, ou en Anglete[rre.] 
776 Ll: [mhm.] 
777 (1) 
778 Ll: parce que LA tu seras en x et en tant que: qU'etudiante ErasMUS, 
779 L2: je ne serais Iplus/xi ((background noise» en tant qu'etudiante Erasmus= il 
780 faudrait que je- mais en- mais si j'etudie- je continue a etudier des Iangues, 
781 L1 : mhm. 
782 L2: =j'/accederais/xl a une bourse, (1) qui fera que je paie qu-quasiment rien. =en 
783 tant que [x x] 
784 Ll: [mais-] mais il faudrait vraiment que tu t'inscrives DANS ton 
785 universite,(1) i' faut q'tu t- non parce que- x x tu vas pas percevoir des 
786 bourses, hein. (1) tu percevra pas de bourse. y a des x x qui pourront t'aider 
787 L2: =ovoi[la] 
788 Ll : [qui] pourra payer tes- pourra payer tes eTUDes, (1) mais en ce qui 
789 eoncerne: tu vois Ie soutien financier euh: (2) tu vois x pour les achats: ou bien 
790 euh: Ie colit de la vie, non tu pourras pas, hein. 
791 (1) 
792 Ll: [c'est moi] ils m'ont propose de payer mes couts, mais je dis je me debrouille 
793 L2: [x x] 
794 Ll: pour trouver un x, et puis me x, me soutenir moi-meme, quoi. 
795 (1) 
796 L2: a- au fait, en parlant de ya, tu sais:, euh: Michelle. 
797 Ll: °ah il faut que je x les trues, zut.° oui, Michelle oui. 
,.. 
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798 L2: Michelle, elle m'a dit qu'elle aurait: euh a dou- parce qu'au fait, elle m'a 
799 trouve- (1) H.grace aDieu je trouve==elle m'a trouve un job a x x quoi. ce que 
800 je voudrais faire. prof de franyais, 
801 Ll: mhrn. 
802 L2: enfin- ASSistant de franyais >parce que je suis pas encore prof<=meme si, (1) 
803 L 1: [m-] 
804 L2: [meme] si j 'ai mon degree, euh: 
805 L1: mais: il faut a- [il faut en completer ouais.] 
806 L2: [i1 f- tu SAIS, i1] faut que j'aie vraiment un dip10me particulier, 
807 pour enseigner en tant que Franyais. 
808 L4: euhm, 
809 L2: enfin c'est ce qu'il me dit. 
810 L4: pourquoi pour moi c'est s- s- [x] 
811 L2: [enseigner J 
812 L4: je PENse que non. 
813 Ll: [si. si.] [si. si.J 
814 L2: [a- a- assistant J 
815 L4: [oui?] [oui.J 
816 (1) 
817 L2: [pour assistant] 
818 Ll: [pas pour assistant mais en tout cas x x ouaisJ 
819 L4: [x x x x euhm:] f 820 Ll: i1 FAUT. 
821 L4: euh: oh: ehm: (2) what's it called. second- [second] I 822 L2: [c'est quel x] 
823 L4: euhm: je pense que tou: a besoin d'un: pe ge de eu.I 
824 L2: pe ge ce eu. ~ 
825 L4: pe ge CE euhH. oui. I 
I 826 L2: oui c'est [ya.] effectivement. c'est ce que je dois faire,[-] et euh: MAIS 
827 Ll: [mhm.J [mhm] 
828 L2: nous on dit qu'i1 faille que j 'aie de 1'experience, avant. et pour avoir de 
829 l' experience, il faut que tu sois assistante. 
830 Ll: [mhm.] 
831 L4: [mhm.] 
832 L2: done au fait ce qui se passe, c'est que: tu dois, avoir ton degree, apres ya tu 
833 prends UN AN d'experience en tant qu'assistant, ret] apres ya tu reprends, 
834 L4: [mhm.] 
835 L2: tes etudes, (1) en tant que pe ge ce [eu: et: ] et: en tant que pe ge ce eu tu seras 
836 Ll: [mhrn] 
837 L2: forme aussi.[-] ce que tu peux faire, c'estjuste apres ton degree, tu: contactes 
838 L4: [mhm] 
839 L2: une ecole, et tu passes ton: ta maitrise pe ge ce eu. 
840 Ll: mhm. 
841 L2: Ie prob1eme c'est que moi,[ x x ,J 
842 Ll: [t'as l' tien,J tu peux faire les deux, 
843 L2: oui==oui==oui=mais: quandje x pour retoumer en France, TOUTES Ies 
844 inscriptions ont ete faites.=et 1es inscriptions ont ete faites en MARS. (1) 
845 quand MOl, j 'etais ICI. done je pouvais pas yallef. 
846 L4: mhm. 

847 Ll: aaah: ZUT=m-je pensais que tu avais trouve que1que CHO:se. 
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848 L2: et apres, [j'ai:] 

849 L1: [de: de] de Ia f- depuis Ia France t'avais trouve quelque [chose] 

850 L2: [mais] en fait 

851 oui. parce que tu sais, t'as des: vous avez- vous avez des: (2) dossiers 
852 d' assistanat. 
853 L1: ouais voila. 
854 L2: pour pouvoir aller ens eigner, en Angleterre. j'ai rempIi, on m' a dit que j'etais 
855 aceepte. on m'a toujours pas dit OU, (1) pour faire croire, [-] commentje m'y 
856 L1 : [mhm.] 
857 L2: rends- >euh parce que il faut fa-faire toutes les demarches, =pour trouver.< 
858 euh: (1) un endroit ou loger, et [cetera,] etje n'ai pas trouve encore. puisque­
859 L1: [mhm.] 
860 L2: >je n'ai- je sais meme pas ouj'irais,=je sais pas sije serais pas en ECOSSE, 
861 (1) ou sije serais [pas:<x] 
862 L1: [x x x: ] contactent pas aussi. pourquoi tu les a pas 
863 con[taete.] 
864 L2: [x paree qu'ils m'ont dit qu'ils allaient me recontacter. 
865 L1: non: contaete-les: tu sais euh: il- s- t'es pas la seule aavoir postule pour ce 
866 poste. (2) t'es pas la seule a avoir postule [x c'est pas x] 
867 L2: [ah x je peux] pas me permettre de 
868 les contaeter, de toute fayon j e peux pas. je: j'ai rien, il faut que j'appelle rna 
869 mere, queje lui demande tout et s'ils m'ont accepte ou [x x](h) il faut queje 
870 L1: [mhm.] 
871 L2: retourne en France. (h) done je vais retoumer vers Ie vingt-huit, 
872 L1: mh[m.] 
873 L2: [je] vais faire des demarches apres ya. 
874 L1 : ben oui hein: 
875 L2: mais: mais je pense que: d'apres ee que Gwenn me disait,=Gwenn, c'est une: 
876 une: une amie: euh. commune, (h) elle disait qu'il fa11ait que je contacte deja 
877 les: (2) ales: les:o (1) Ies ecoles. [j 'en] ai eontaete: une, et apres ,(a, je: j'avais 
878 contaete °je crois que e'est National Bureau of euh: Educational: some[thingO] 
879 L4: [oh] 
880 U: mhm. 
881 L2: Get euh:o ils m'ont euh rappele, et ils m'ont donne un numero, (2) °et pour: 
882 comment dire.o (2) sh-je-sh- je parle fran<;ais normalement. 
883 L1: mH.[mH.] 
884 L4: [mB.mH.] 
885 L2: [ILS M'ONT] donne un numero, pour contacter un: un-un monsieur qui 
886 me: qui: he deals with it. [-] he knows about it[-] 
887 L4: [OyeahO] [mhm.] 
888 L1: [mhm.] 
889 L2: ret] euhm. 
890 L1: mH.mH.[mH.] 
891 L2: [e'est pas] DROLe-­
892 L1: qui s'en occupe. [x x] 
893 L2: [voila.] qui s'en occupe. 
894 L1: mhrn. 
895 L2: done euh:. (2) il faut que je l'rapPELLE, '(a fait une semaine qu'on m'a donne 
896 son °numero pour que je leO [rappelle], il faut que je l'email- faut que je 
897 L1 : [mhm--] 
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898 L2: l' envoie un eMAIL, 
899 L1: mhrn. 
900 L2: et: moi je vais faire ya la: maintenant, =mais j e pense que lui donnerais ton 
901 adresse, pour [euh: x puisque:] 
902 L1: [ouais bien sur, pour la:] pour la reponse. 
903 L2: puis que moi, euh: (1) °je serais plus la [d'ici] trois semaines, quai. done euho 
904 L1: [mhm.] 
905 L1: et: qU'est-ce qu'elle t'a trouve Michelle. 
906 (1) 
907 L2: Ravena m'a dit que: elle avait demander tu sais, la au [on x travail] 
908 L1: [ouais ouais Ie travail] 
909 oualS. 
910 L2: elle m'a- elle a demande s'ils etaient euh a la recherche de: professeur, °euh. 
911 de:o (2) 
912 L1: franyais. 
913 L2: °mercio H.H. de franyais. PAS FORCEment de fran<;ais mais de: de bon enfin: 
914 la- langues modernes. 
915 L1: oui voila. 
916 L2: voila. et: elle m'a dit que: done elle a demande pour moi, x etudiante franyaise, 
917 que moi j 'avais deja man degree, et ce[tera,] et: ils se: c' etait tres, x [x] partout 
918 L1 : [mhm.] [mhm.] 
919 L2: et: ils ant dit que OUI, ils aimeraient bien, euh: (1) donc elle m'a dit, qU'elle a 
920 trouve euh un. (1) application form, [(h)] j'allais la remplir,=et qu'elle allait 
921 L1: [mhm.] 
922 L2: la-Ia re- la redonner, mais elle m'a dit qU'elle fer a ya par ton: (2) toi, tu seras 
923 l' intermediaire, 
924 L1 : mOUals. 
925 L2: =mais elle a pas- elle a pas recherche de te reeontacter?=tu as son numero de 
926 telephone? 
927 L1: ben OUI, mais: qU'est-ce qui se passe. pourquoi elle m'a pas appele. 
928 L2: je sais PAS, mais tu sais, quand-meme el1e a sa x 
929 L1 : oui: mais bon: ah non non- attends: tu sais elle est partie, elle est partie en 
930 vacances ax. 
931 L2: AH c'est BIEN ya-­
932 L1: =ouais. son mari- x x? 
933 L2: oui, je sais qu'elle est mari -- mariee 
934 L1: =man 
935 L2: tu veux va. 
936 L4: anon. non XO 
937 L4: est-ce que tu parles: 1 'allemand. 
938 L2: l'allemand, non. 
939 L4: non. parce que: il y a beaucoupdes: des profs en Angleterre. [qui] euhm: 
940 L2: . [mhm,] 
941 L4: (2) euh enseignent: l'allemand ET franyais. (1) [x x] 
942 L2: [je] je parle euh: un p'TIT peu 
943 de- de: d'espagnol.=je Ie compre[nds tres] bien, mais: (2) mais euh: 
944 L4: [oui.] 

945 L2: x x il va m'envoyer en EsPAGNE un jour. (1) n'est-ce PAS, ((NAME)). 

946 L1: mais moi si ltu peux/xl y aller en mois d' AOUT, he in, (1) [t'es hI] au mois 

947 L2: [Ox XC] 
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948 d'Aout? 

949 L2: en FRAnce, °je serais [x x.O] tu m'en paries, tu m'enverras un email.et [si je] 

950 Ll: [x x] [ouais.] 

951 L2: peux faire, on [ira,] 

952 Ll: [mhm.] 

953 (1) 

954 L2: Ox [x0] ((could be doing something funny» 

955 L4: [H.H.H.] 

956 L2: j'aime BIEN les croix. (1) 

957 Ll: mm[m. 

958 L2: [NON, c'est vrai, que: (3) j 'aimerais bien aller en EsPAGNE.=parce que 

959 au fait, mon: j'ai: j'ai revis­
960 L?: °thank you x.o 

961 L2: j'ai appris l'espagnol, je l'appr- je l'ai appris: (2) 

962 Ll: mMM, (( must be eating something» 

963 L2: il y a pas longtemps, °hein:o x (1) apres mon bac. 

964 Ll: mhm. 

965 L2: j' ai a- j'ai appris peut-etre pendant cinq ans, 1'espagnol. 

966 Ll : oums. 

967 L2: et bon: c'est vrai que: j'aij'ai quelques notions quand-meme. 

968 Ll: mhm. 

969 L2: =je Ie comprends tres bien, mais Ie parler, il faudrait que j'aille dans Ie pays. 

970 L4: ah: [oui] 

971 Ll: [bien] sur oui. 

972 (2) 

973 Ll: mais euh: qu'est-ce que je disais. euh: (2) mais sinon, Cas la- t'as t'as: euh. tu 
974 sais, Ie /newspaper/x/ (2) la fpres test/x/Ie x x test. 
975 L2: mhm, 
976 Ll: x educational euh: x service x x (2) qui sort tous 1es vendredis, hein. y a pas 
977 mal d'offres empLOI, hein, 
978 L?: ah oui? 
979 Ll: oui c'est pourtant assez cher quand-meme. dix francs. tu l'achetes [dix francs.] 
980 L2: Ue sais pas] 
981 Ll: ouais. tous les vendredis tu [x euh:] 
982 L2: [en FRANce-] en FRANce tu payes ehm: (1) un 
983 magazine en moyenne quinze francs. 
984 Ll: °ab ouais tu vois quand-meme hein.o 
985 L2: et: entre quinze et trente francs. 
986 Ll: ouais. (2) oui. done tu payes dix francs, [dix] francs, ou x, 
987 L4: [mhm.] 
988 Ll: et l'as toutes Ies offres d' emploi. 
989 L4: ab[oui.] 
990 Ll: [edu ]cation nationale ouais. 
991 L4: ehm: il y a de: 
992 Ll: toutes- toutes les langues [x 
993 L4: [x] education supplement et ehm. 
994 Ll: once [again? 
995 L4: [x xje pense euh:] 
996 Ll: AH c'est TE EF el. 
997 L4: ouais. 
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998 L4: [OUAIS ouais] 
999 L1: [x x te: efel:] (1) na voila. 

1000 L4: H.mH. 

] 00] L1: sh- parce que je cherchais a me rappeler Ie titre=/x/ j 'ai trouve mon boulot a 

]002 Londres. 

]003 L2: mhm. 

]004 L1: comme- quand j 'y- quand j 'enseignais [a Londres,] 

1005 L2: [au fait,] alors t'as retrouve tes: tes 

1006 clients, ou: euh:. t'a laisse tomber pour l'instant. 
1007 L1: AH BEN j'ai d'autres clients, alors voila. donc: euh C'est bon H.[H.] 
]008 L2: [ quand est -ce 
]009 que] quand est-ce que tu les a contactes- ils [t'ont contactee] ou: 
1010 L1: [eh ben:] j'en ai un: euh: qui veut 
·0]] prendre des cours d' espagnol =la, j'ai un peu PEUR lit: dis done, I'espagnol 
]012 euh: 
1013 L2: NON n'aie pas peur. 
1014 L1: [ xx] tu vois. done. H.H. 
1015 L2: [x x] 
1016 L2: NON. 
1017 L1: H. je vais x je suis en train de x espagnolla (H) ya te poussera paree que x 
1018 mais: comment vais-je faire, 
1019 L2: ben­
1020 L1: parce que mon espagnol n'est pas si bien que mon anglais: et mon franyais, 
1021 quoi. j'essaie de dire [x.] 
1022 L2: [oui,] mais: 
1023 L1: mais: ce qu'y a x non non non, justement, e'est un defi, c'est un x 9a, tu tu vas 
1024 ameliorer ton espagnol en l'enseignant. 
1025 L2: [x x] [mhm.] 
1026 L1: [9a va prendre-] 9a va prendre [-] 
1027 (1) 
]028 L 1: [x revision] parce que je suis assez relax assez paresseuse. 
1029 L?: [mhm.] 
1030 L?: °mhm° 
1031 L2: m[hm.] 
1032 L1: [ si ah] je peux faire mieux que 9a tu /vois/x/ en espagnol,(1) mais bon: tu 
1033 vois: euh des que tu es pas vraiment motive et puis euh Ie prof il te motive pas, 
1034 euh. 
1035 L2: et Ie client, c'est qui? 
1036 L1: Melissa. c'est une femme euh: c'est une professionnelle que j'ai rencontre, 
1037 L2: mais- elle- elle t'a emailee, ou elle t'as: elle t'a envoye un email, ou: 
1038 L1: non non non, tu tu l' contaetes et puis il- il te rappelle, et puis voila. 
1039 L2: °dis donc,o (1) comment t'as su qu'elle- elle etait: 
1040 L1: non non, parce que: elle- quand on a discute? mais lit on va- on va [x] 
1041 L2: [tu l'as 
~042 rencontre comment?] 
1043 L1: te}(~phone, euh non les annonces pardon. 
1044 L2: AH done [tu as- tu as] vu [les] annonees,[- que] quelqu'un cherehait. 
1045 L1: [ouais ouais] [ouais.] [les annonces] 
1046 L1: les cours d'espagnol et puis voila. 
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1047 L2: a- oke done e'est pas elle qui t'as contact- done c'est pas eUe qui t'a contaetee 
1048 [e'est toi qui] 
1049 Ll: [non non] 
1050 L2: qui l'a contactee. okay, 
1051 (1) 
1052 L1: et puis euh: 
1053 (2) 
1054 L2: et tes autres clients d' avant, 
1055 Ll: non elles sont bien. Oil y a x. tout recommence x zero.O h. tout recommeneerO. 
1056 L2: et quel autre client alors. il y a qu- pour x t'as un client. 
1057 Ll: ouais. un client. dejaje x enfin. fen ai d'autres en tete mais bon: (1) il faudra 
1058 que j'arrete mon boulot au tr- au true laje peux pas trop [x x] 
1059 L2: [NON mais] de toute 
1060 fac;on ton boulot au truc euh: 
1061 Ll: ouais. OH la la mais c;a, je vais mourir, hein. 
1062 L2: expliquons- il faut qu'on t'explique euh. ((NAME»). travaille dans une, (1) 
:063 Ll: U:sine. [dans] une usine. 
1064 L2: [merci.] 
1065 L2 (h) H.H. j'ai toujours les mots en anglais. H.H. 
1066 Ll: mais moi: tu x x tu- on oublie notre franc;ais [parce que] c'est quoi, 
1067 L4: [ah oui.] 
1068 Ll: on parle tellement en anglais ici tu vois que: 
1069 L2: [e'est une bonne chose,] 
1070 Ll: [on perd- on perd] not' franc;ais quoi. 
1071 (1) 
1072 Ll: on oublie pas, on melange Ie franc;ais et l'anglais:, moi, c'est pire, l'espagnol 
1073 en[fin.] 
1074 L4: [H.H.] 
1075 Ll: je melange tout, 
1076 L2: mais: c'est vrai, done. ((NAME» travaille dans une- une usine, mais e'est ala 
1077 limite de l'exploitation. (1) dans Ie sens, que: tu travaille CINQ jours par 
1078 semaine, 
t079 L4: [non.] 
1080 Ll: [ouais.] e'est DUR hein, 
1081 L2: einq jours, pendant eombien d'heures, 
1082 Ll: six heures. 
1083 L2: =six heures, 
1084 Ll: e'est dur c' est- [et] puis la: 
1085 L4: [ oui.] 
1086 L2: et puis [c;a c;a] l' epuise, 
1087 Ll: [la paie euh:] 
1088 L1: et la paie, elle est vraiment: elle est miserable en fin de compte. (1) mais c' est 
1089 pas grave c'estjuste- tu sais quoi paree que euh: t'as besoin d'argent donc euh 
1090 t' es obligee, quoi =tu peux pas te permettre de: 
1091 L2: mais par exemple pourquoi tu travailles pas a Tesco comme euh: Li- [Lisa] 

1092 L4: [OUL] 

1093 c'est euh: cinq euh: einq !ivres d 'heure. 

,094 Ll: c'est quoi AH aussi je cherehe ala Tesco, 

1095 L4: dix heures. 

1096 L2: Tesco. 
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1097 L4: 
1098 Ll: 
1099 L2: 
1100 
1101 Ll: 
1102 
1103 L4: 
1104 Ll: 
1105 
1106 
1107 L2: 
1108 L2: 
1109 Ll: 
1110 L4: 
1111 Ll: 
1112 L4: 
lIl3 L2: 
1114 
1115 
11 16 
1117 
dix heures par semaine. 
ouais- mais j e suis ala [x] 
[AH dis-donc,] c'est pas grand, c'est pas: c'est pas 
beaucoup, c' est pas beacoup non non non. 
mais je suis aHe aIa Tesco justement: mais les zones ne convenaient pas paree 
que j'avais COURS. 
OUI. 
quand je suis allee trop tard. qU'est-ce qu'ils avaient mis iis avaient mis une 
annonce comme quoi je suis x du monde, et j 'allais verifier rapide- tu vois il y 
avait des trucs [x x] sur Ie mur. 
[c'est queUe Tesco:] 
queUe Tesco. 
dans Ie centre ville. 
aah: aIa: 
=London, 
non, de x. 
de- de- Luton. 
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Date: June 2, 2001 
Time: starting at 
Place: my home, 76 Icknield Road, living room 
Participants: Ll = Fl 
L2 =F2 

L4=B4 

LS =R5 

Transcript of the last about 15 minutes of the conversation 
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p 
1 L2: (h) so, uh: and they told me. you need to have someone. in your ex-room. And 
2 after that we can see if we're gonna do something. (h) so 1 thought, you know, 
3 they're may conTACT me if someone you know was in MY room [they] will 
4 L4: [yeah.] 
5 L2: KNOW about it. (1) so: I: didn't say a thing but THANKS to God. there was: 
6 there were: several French girls. Near my my=my. my ex. uh: place. 
7 L4: yeah. 
8 L2: and uh: ONE day. One of those tell me: you know Maggy, I've seen. I think 
9 someone is in your room now, because I've seen the: the curtains moving. 
10 L4: yeah. 
11 (1) 
12 L2: and then others told me. you know, the curtains were: you know, thrown. 
13 L4: yeah. 
14 L1: =mm. 
15 L2: =and after that they were not. so she told me apparently someone is in your 
16 room. so I spoke of it- about it. with Susanna and then she told me you've got 
17 to go and SEE them because they will ho- they will let you pH.ayH. 
18 L4: yeah. 
19 L1: mhm. 
20 L2: I came to see them and they said, oh, maybe we've got someone in your 
21 room.(1) they went and said: [let me check,] 
22 L1: [they didn't KNOW that.] 
23 L2: let me CHECK, they KNOW about it = they [knew about] it. 
24 L1: [they knew about it.J 
25 L?: they knew about it. 
26 L2: and then she said okay, now you've got to leave us. your number. and we will 
27 ASK if you can pay lace. less. (h) so after that I came back again. and she told 

28 me okay. you're gonna pay less. (1) 1- I was SO surprised =1 thought- you­

29 you know the: the way- the: (h) the most they can take from- from you. they 

30 will DO it. 

31 L1: mhm. 

32 (2) 

33 L2: and you know, they know that- that we are students. we need money. we- we 

34 don't have a lot of money. 

35 L4: yeah they're just x. 

36 L2: this is really disgusting. really. (1) that's why I thought it was so: and you 

37 know, especially when you come from ano- another country you [think.] 

38 L4: [ exactly.] 
39 L2: [x xx] 
40 L4: [x x x] 
41 L1: ((tcuk)) you know x because we need the money, 
42 L2: =a[nd they] know that you don't know a lot of people: you- you won't- you 
43 L1: [to x] 
44 L2: know, you gonna stay what four month or even one year. 
45 L1: =yeah. 
46 L2: =they know that- (h) you know, you will not probably meet a lot of people 
47 [Owho will [help.O] 
48 L4: [yeah] [ 
49 L1: [mhm.] 
50 L1: if YOU'RE- if you're shy, you will never do them anyOthing. and- and uh:D 
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51 L4: =exactly.oexactlyO 
52 L1 : although- at least they're TRYING to: rob people, yeah. 

53 L4: yeah. 

54 L1 : 'cause everybody's moves- moves out of the: the hall. 

55 L4: =yeah. 
56 L2: =yeah. [ACTually] ONE year they- [they moved but-] 
57 L1 : [x x] [but- but- [x] 
58 L4: [not just for] the money.but 
59 because of- you can't stand that many people around you [x x x] 
60 L1 : [x x I'm out] of 
61 money but pay to. 
62 L4: yeah. but then you pay- you can't pay- (1) you can end up paying even more if 
63 you go out =because you pay bills, don't you [x x] 
64 L1: [yeah I know] but it's 
65 a like living in a more- more comfortable HOUse though. 
66 L2: =can you IMAGine, [you have NO] noi:se, 
67 L1 : [ x x fine] 
68 L1: yeah: 
69 L2: you've got- you're peace[fu:l,] 
70 L1: [well you've] always got no- noise, but you can have 
71 your PRIVacy: 
72 L4: yeah. [x x] 
73 L1 : [people arou:nd] and: you see a house: you can clean the house=you 
74 make sure your house is clean: 
75 L4: =yeah. 

76 L1: but in a HA:LL, in hall well Inew/xl room's just CLEAN. 

77 L4: exactly. 

78 L1: so they're coming in [common areas] 

79 L4: [but then] I'm saying is that it's [x x] 

80 L1: [just think] about 

81 it.=ba:th room: how many shtudts is sharing the- the-this- shower. sH.orryH. 

82 L2: eh: what, 

83 L1: how many sharing the shower=about ten people, 

84 L2: H.H.H. I don't reme[mber.] 

85 L1: [it's TRU[E.] 

86 L4: [x ] there were- FIVE. in one: x and there was 

87 TWO showers. 

88 L1: yeah. so you'll have to [x] 

89 L2: [I think] there were six; and there were: four boys. 

90 L1: gosh: men. 

91 L2: [and] two girls. 

92 L1 : [x] 

93 (1) 

94 L1: [they need education you know,] 

95 L2: [and THEN you would­
96 

97 L2: [ca-J 

98 L5: [I know,] 

99 L2: =can you imagine that I was the only girl [one of the OTHER girls] 

100 L1: (x x x] mH. 
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101 L2: was SO traumatised by the: the disGUST, and DIRTiness of the place. (h) that 

102 she would USED to LIve. at her frie- eh BOY[friend.] 

103 L4: [aA,aH.] 

104 L2: and she continued to pay for rent here. I mean- in: in: 

105 L4: =yeah. 

106 L2: =in Ox Street.° Eute Str[eet.] 

107 L4: [Ox x.O] 

108 Ll: 
109 L2: THE GUY, [somJetimes you know when they were SO, STONED or 
110 L?: [Ox,] 
III L2: whatever. they USED to- to go in the shower. (1) and to keep their [shoes on.] 
112 L4: H.(h) 
113 ((on the background I can hear me and Nella talking maybe in the kitchen or in 
114 the hall» 
lIS L2: H.H. that was: it was REAlly=and when I. CAME. every time I had to clean it 
116 and everything. 
117 L4: ooh. 
118 (1) 
119 L2: °it was really disgus[tingo.] 
120 L4: [a friend] of mine. she's in x Way and she uh: uh how do 
121 you put this. SHE kind of- SHE- uhm- (l)you know, SHE said jump, you 
122 jumped. 
123 L2: [yeah,] 
124 L4: [and] she lived with my boyfriend actually=LOYely girl. 
125 L2: yeah. 
126 L4: but she kept the place in order. 
127 L2: yeah. 
128 L4: =things like- there was uh-like uh- a BOYS bathroom, and a GIRLS bathroom 
129 and NEYeL would oH.ne gH.o [to the otheL] 
130 L2: [yeah.] 
131 L4: she would- she- yeah. 
132 L2: yeah: 
133 L4: click her ((CLICK) fingers and [you know x) 
134 L2: [H.H.good.] 
135 L4: mH.mH. 
136 L2: (h) she was interesting then H.((smiley voice) 
137 L4: =yeah. 
138 L2: my goodness.=yeah. but you know, (1) when 1carne there and. the the: the 
139 WARDen. when he saw me. for the first time. You know he just helped me to. 
140 carry my: my luggage and [he told] me: is that your first time in halls and 1 
141 Ll: [Ox xOJ((talking to L5 elsewhere» 
142 L2: yes=he said good luck.H.H. 
143 L4: (h) °goshO 
144 L2: °1 said I willa NEver forget [it.] 
145 L4: no. no. 
146 L2: AND after that I MET. a girl. she: >she's my friend now.< and uh: ONE day 
147 she came and: just- because she used to collect her eh: her mail. 
148 L4: yeah. 
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149 L2: and: she knocked at my door and said. eh: so: you're the one who lives 
150 there.=I said yeah. (h) and she told me do you have any PROblems.=but you 
151 know I was so ashamed of the problem of the place. 
152 L4: =yeah. 
153 L2: and then I said: she said: uhm: 
154 L1: =she knew about it. 
155 L2: she knew about it because she had left- she had lived here. 
156 L4: yeah. 
157 L2: lived in Bute Street and she told me that [it's not x x] 
158 Ll: [it's not safe x] 
159 L4: =yeah: H. 
160 L2: and she told me that she had: eh: that the hall manager knew about it. 
161 Ll: mm. 
162 L2: and at the end when- you know, I managed to: eh: to go out. from that place 
163 and go to Milliners Way next to [NAME] and a friend of (h) mine called 
164 [NAME]. uhm: I went to see the hall manager and: uh: (h) they told me that I 
165 had to pay thirty pounds extra because I was moving house. (h) and I said I 
166 wouldn't- I wouldn't do it. and they said why. I said I'm sorry I didn't- act- I 
167 went to see you so many times to explain my situation. (h) and uh: and I said 
168 that I wanted to [do] something=and they said you never really [x anything.] 
169 Ll: [Om,O] [Ox x XO] 
170 L2: and I said I'm SORRY I've seen the [WARden, I've] seen you several times, 
171 Ll: [Ox mH.°] 
172 L2: I've been to a k- uhm: (1) to the accommodation services. And they told me: 
173 yes, but I'm sorry, you really- you know, you should have come to see me 
174 more often and: (h) [you know to- AFTER that-] after that I said: have you 
175 Ll: [((tcuk) x x H.H.] 
176 L2: ever °been in that place.o 
177 Ll: [mm.] 
178 L2: [and he told] me no. he HAD the- you know. the STRENGTH to tell me NO, 
179 I've NEver been in that PLAce. 
180 Ll: audacity. 
181 (1) 
182 L2: I COUldn't beLIEVE it= and he said, okay, if you want, you can write me a 
183 letter. I was so: [annoyed] 
184 Ll: [so did you pay,] you- [a- x] 
185 L2: [at the end, I paid.] 
186 L4: you should have told him to come WITH you. look, I'll SHOW you. I'll 
187 SHOW you what it's like=that's why [x x] 
188 L2: [uh- 1- 1- x I wanted to.] 
189 Ll: [x x] 
190 Ll: you had acces to: to the ROOM. 
191 L2: HE HAD, but he didn't want to GO, there. 
192 Ll: I think he KNEW about it. 
193 L2: [=he KNEW] about it- all the problems. that- you know, the girl, who is my 

194 L?: [x x] 

195 L2: friend now, 

196 Ll: [mm.] 

197 L4: [yeah.] 

--_.
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198 L2: she had the same PROBlem, she asked the WARden to come. she CAME to 
199 the: the: SAME hall MANAger explaining the situation, (h) he KNEW about 
200 it. EVERY[body knew about it.] 
201 L4: [have you complained,] about it. 
202 L2: I: I did. 
203 L4: =good. 
204 L2: but I did it- the: ((cough)) sorry to the uhm: (h) uh: co-ordinator, m- Erasmus 
205 co-ordinat[or=] and he told me that I wouldn't have to pay thirty pounds. (h) 
206 L4: [oh right.] 
207 L2: but at the end I had- at the end after that I did. (1) and uh: 
208 L4: Idid you/you should/ complain to the uh accommodation office as well. (1) 
209 'cause 1- ultimately he was: part of THEM. (1) and he [x x] 
210 L2: [x x] 
211 Ll: [x x yeah] that's WHY. 
212 he didn't. really do his job properly. 
213 L2: he DOESN'T. he doesn't=and Bute Street is one of the MAI:N [x x] 
214 Ll: [yeah that's 
~15 L4: [yeah, x] 
216 Ll: right] yeah. 
217 L5: o=yeah.o 
218 L2: he doesn't do a THING. 
219 Ll: m. 
220 L4: is he in charge of ALL of them, 
221 L2: °yeah,O 
222 (1) 
223 Ll: ALL of them, one man, of ALL of the [x] 
224 L2: [can you] imAGINE that he is really 
225 really young. and he doesn't bother. you know. he just thinks- he's so- he 
226 thinks super[ior you see,] 
227 L4: [yeah:] 
228 Ll: [yeah.] but there's a GIRL.that's coming next year ((NAME)). (1) 
229 uh: she'll be in charge of the halls, (1) yeah. she's Christian I think she'll put a 
230 bit more ORder in that. 
231 L4: yeah. 
232 L2: [x] 
233 Ll: [yeah she's-] she's she's [from America.] 
234 L2: [let's HOpe, let's HOpe,] because you know, [x x] 
235 Ll: [>what 
236 do we need, what do we need<] to be aware you know. 
237 L?: =mm, 
238 Ll: =sorry, I'm not really against- I don't say: eh- wo- if- everybody's who's not a 
239 Christian are not uh: are not uh: are evil people=but they are=they are careless 
240 sometimes, (h) they don't do their job properly. 
241 L4: =yeah. 
242 Ll: you know what I mean[, it]' s just uh: 
243 L4: [yeah.] 
244 L2: yeah but it doesn't mean that [selfx x] 

245 Ll: [there are some things where:] 

246 (1) 

247 L2: I mean- being a Christian. is: 
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L1: 
L2: 
Ll: 
L2: 
Ll: 
L?: 
Ll: 
L5: 
Ll: 
L?: 
Ll: 
L?: 
Ll: 
L2: 
Ll: 
L4: 
Ll: 
L4: 
L1: 
L2: 
Ll: 
L5: 
Ll: 
L4: 
Ll: 
L4: 
L1: 
L4: 
Ll: 
L2: 
Ll: 
L4: 
Ll: 
=x [X] 

[it's a ble]ssing but in the same time. [YOU CAN]not say that: if­

[x x-] 

everybody's Christian every- everything is gonna be: you know. 

=noo=but I think they try their best, like. ((NAME)) (1) she's [part] of the 

[mm.] 
security. x x x, 
she's the head of security, isn't [she. yeah I know her.] 
[the head x she's Christian.] now what she did 
with students is SO GOOD, she doesn't have to go into fight with them [she's] 
[mh-] 
a woman. 
=mhm, 

and EVERYBODY respects her. (1) 

Ox oko 

=but the WAY in which she explained=she's always- she's not like young, 
like big la:dy, and muscle, and (h) x people=NO, when there's a FIGHT, 
ARGument, she's talk- she SPEAKS to them, she resPECts them. but she's­
just showing that. why spending time fighting, that's ridiculous. because at the 
end of the day, they'll report you to the police and after that they send you 
back HOME. 
yeah. 
so you have the kind of x who spend so much money: and just wait to fight 
and they end up there in the hospital and (h) going back you know. x they send 
HOME. on prison. 
yeah 
and she's- they way she approach them is so GOOD. 
mhm, 
and with wisdom, and TACT ((snap of fingers)) you know. she's a type- she's 
a la- she's she's a lady she's got grey hair, 
mm. 
you know, but she's resPECted. 
yeah. 
and EVERYbody's under her. 
mm. 
she's respected. (1) so that's why I said you know. because. it's GOOD to 
have people that really uh: how to say that. resPONSIble. 
yeah. 
assume the responsibility if there's an issue it doesn't mean they will clear 
everything. straight away, if there's an issue=at least when you say. there's an 
issue in my room come and see= they'll COME and see. (1) and get the 
deposit back from the accommodation. 
mm. 
you see what I mean=WHY doesn't she x the whole thing. (1) she might be. It 
doesn't matter ifit look like little. do you know how much imPACT you can 
creATE you [know.] 
[yeah,] 
if you're JUST x. (1) like- that's why- you know- ((NAME» you know, (h) if 
we had uh- a head of security who wasn't a Christian or wasn't someone se­
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» 
297 so- SENSible. People would end up in FIGHT and he: I don't know it would 
298 have ENDed. 
299 L5: yeah. 
300 L1 : because: a WOMan really. grey hair, 
301 L5: yeah. 
302 L1: be the head of the security. she must be someTHING you know. (1) if she 
303 doesn't re:ally uh: (1) she she can CALM a situation you know in [a WAY:] 
304 L4: [that's a] 
305 VERY good thing to have isn't it. 
306 L1: [yeah.] 
307 L4: [espe ]cially the head of securitH.yH. (h) 
308 L1: you know, I think it's- because you see that ((CLAP ofhands»- as soon as 
309 there is a group of students- hep, ((click of fingers) 
310 L2: by the way, you- do you remember I told I had problems because of [the] 
311 Ll: [mm.] 
312 L2: house. 
313 L1: =did you go and see her. 
314 L2: =after that I went to MiI- eh: to Milliners Way=but we still had problems it's 
315 not you know. it's clean. But the fact is that some of our (h) our flatmates. Is: 
316 stealing things. 
317 L4: 0,0. 
318 L1: eh- eh- mo:vie: we're going to write a mo:vie about [x x] 
319 L2: [yeah, really] I could do 
320 th[ at.] 
321 L5: [YEAH:H.] 
322 L1: [x x ((CLAP of hands» x] 
323 L5: [H.H.H.] 
324 L2: I WOU- I WOULD- I would ((click of fingers» [x H.H.] 
325 L5: [x x] 
326 L4: (x x H.H.] 
327 ((a very ethusiastic exchange, rhythmic» 
328 Ll : I think a little of [x x service look] all that x. 
329 L2: [mH.mH. (h)] 
330 L2: [H.] 
331 L5: [YEAH] 
332 Ll: [xxxx [x] [nah, sorry] 
333 L2: [ we've accepted that-] [you know,] x to. 
334 L1: x sorry. 
335 L2: uh- to the: Hollywood movie and things like that. 
336 L1: x x ((CLAP of hands» 
337 L2: I would- I want Josh: Hartnett to play in my movie H.[H.H.H.] 
338 L5: [yeah H.H.H.] 
339 Ll: nah- tell everybody x radio. 
340 L2: [yeah.] 
341 L1: [pass me] more cheese =sorry. 
342 L2: what are you doing out there. 
343 L4: it's finished now. finished x. 
344 L2: OH YEAH [congratulations] 
345 [((clap of hands»] 
346 L4: thank you. H.H. 
-347 
347 L1: yeah was that- what was that about. Is it of the: how many how many months, 
348 ((somebody speaking at the background») 
349 L4: it was just the one month, 
350 L1: yeah, 
351 L4: uh: and, 
352 L5: =noo I [know H.H] 
353 L4: [stage managing as well.] 
354 L1: was that- you, [x,] 
355 L4: [not me.Jno, we're next year hopefully. we're going to be the 
356 stage managers next year. 
357 L1: next year. 
358 L4: =hopefully. 
359 L1: I think [you'll work with NAME,] 
360 L4: [x x] 
361 L4: hopefully NAME yeah. uhm: it depends really. on who gets it. there's four of 
362 us who: said we like wanted to. 
363 L1: how many of you is, so you and, 
364 L4: well me, NAME, I don't know if - do you know NAME's flatmate NAME. 
365 L1: NAME. nah [no.] 
366 L4: [no,] well he lives with him [and x.] 
367 L1: [what about NAME]. 
368 (1) 
369 L4: °1 don't know NAME.° 
370 L1: NAME. the girl that used to animate the: uh some session of radio on 
371 Saturday, x x. 
372 L4: they were on: Saturday mornings were they. 
373 L1: =yeah Saturday mor[ning.] 
374 L4: [NAME] is: NAME: 
375 L1: =during the week. (1) it's during the week in the morning from ten o'clock no, 
376 (2) 
377 L 1: [no.] 
378 L4: [no.] there's a NAME who I think that that the- NAME SURNAME. Is that 
379 her name, 
380 L1: yeah. 
381 L4: =yeah. she did the Saturday: breakfast show. [a weekend] radio show. 
382 L1: [yes x x] 
383 L4: I don't know her though. 
384 L1: =yeah, 
385 L4: NAME: I'm not- what's NAME's surname =do you know it. 
386 L1: NAME, [0 gosh.] 
387 L2: [NAME,] 
388 L1: °is that SURNAME,o 
389 ((clap of hands») 
390 L4: oh HANG on, ehm NAME SURNAME. 
391 L1: yeah. 
392 L4: he did the news. 
393 L1: yeah he did the news. 
394 L4: he's in my class anyway. 
395 L1: yeah, 
396 L4: uhm: (1) yeah. I don't know who I actually know really. 
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397 L1: NAME,NAME, 
398 L4: yeah NAME obviously. he did the breakfast show during the week. 
399 L1: yeah, and: yeah that's why. he does the breakfast show during the week. 
400 L4: [=the person at the] breakfast show is: NAME. that's= that's his: 
401 L1 : [and NAME.] 
402 L1: NAME. 
403 L4: NAME. that's his uh flatmate whom 1. whom might- who- we all went 
404 to gether. [and x] 
405 L1: [ alright.] 
406 L4: I don't think he knows. 
407 L1 : no. 
408 L4: we- we said, there are some people who could do it. 
409 L1: yeah. 
410 L4: so YEAH, so hopefully you are here next year. 
411 L1: yeah of [course,] 
412 L4: [telling] people what to do, where to go, H.H. 
413 L1: yeah, that's- thank you. 
414 L4: H.H. 
415 L1: he look, 1'II come up and I may see you guys. 
416 L4: ye,ah. why, not. 
417 L1 : H.H. you cannot [x.] 
418 L4: [you could] come for an audition. 
419 L2: yeah, 
420 L4: =yeah. 
421 L1: good, yeah, I feel like I will stay,[H.H.] 
422 L5: [there's an audition,] 
423 L4: anyone can audition. It's not just for media students. 
424 L1: REALLY. 
425 L4: yeah. I mean- one of the guys he did uh: one of the mid day, shows he's uh: a 
426 PhD [student] research student. 
427 L5: [yeah,] 
428 L5: NAME. yeah. 
429 L1: yeah, 
430 L4: psychology x student. They don't do media. 
431 L1: =yeah. 
432 L5: =politics. 
433 L4: =oh, uh: philosophy, or [what] was it, 
434 L5: [yeah] 
435 L5: =yeah. 
436 L4: =anything with a p. (h) he only told me last night I couldn't remembH.erH.H. 
437 yeah, he's I mean- he's not uh: some of the news readers do English, 
438 L1 : yeah. =but who's providing the news. to you. 
439 L4: oh, well, mostly it's teletext.mH.mH. (h) and uh: the internet =but NAME was 
440 who got the news, I don't think- I don't know in know anyone else. 
441 L1: uh the news of the- oh really, 
442 L4: yes. [that he thought-] 
443 L1: [in the newspaper] or whatsoever. 
444 L4: yeah,=newspaper: television: they'd sort- they sorted [x x] 
445 L1: [what about-] what about 
446 the news from the University itself. from the newspaper did you, 
349 
447 L4: [depends what the:] depends what the: news is. 

448 L1: [x x x] 

449 L1: yeah xx. 

450 L4: well you know they're paying= they're paying a part of this licence. so we can 

451 run. so we can't exactly say: the University ifrubbish. 'cause they're gonna x 

452 [x money.] 

453 L1: [no of course,] you can't say that. 

454 L4: =but no, but say like uh: 

455 L1: anything happening on the- on the campus.x. 

456 L4: UUH: it depends ifit's interesting or not really, 

457 L1: because the x x he said to me you'll talk about it he didn't do it. it was GOOD, 

458 L4: [yeah] 

459 L1: [because] it was- it was in the context of the student union. 

460 L4: well maybe, what- I mean- it might not be: included in the news broadcast but 

461 you can certainly come on and TALK about it, on a show, 

. 462 L1: yeah, of course, you'll see me next year. 
463 L4: yeah, 
464 L1: x the impression [ x x] 
465 L2: [she's the international officer.] she'[s uh.] 
466 L4: [I' 11 probably] be in 
467 charge I'll see you definitely. 
468 L1: yeah, thank you. because [x] excellent. because I've got- I've got a plan to 
469 L2: [GOOD.] 
470 L1 : organise for next year. 
471 L4: yeah. 
472 L1 : international uh musical artistic night. evening you know, where different [x x] 
473 L4: [x x] 
474 L1: so 1'd like to talk about even (h) advertise about [it x] 
475 L4: [but we could-] you could 
476 either have a little advert on it, 
477 L1: =yeah, 
478 L4: and, (1) [you could x] during their shows, 
479 L1 : [x x x] 
480 L1: that's right, 
481 L4: or come in and talk to, interview- be interviewed by one of the uh: 
482 L1: yes, 
483 L4: one of the presenters. 
484 L1: thank you. 
485 L4: [x x] 
486 L2: [ do you] know how many people listen to your: 
487 L1 : good. 
488 L2: °emissiono 

489 L1: HEY, 

490 L5: [mH.mH.] 

491 L1: [look what happened) 

492 L5: [ x x contact. ] 

.493 L4: [not reall y.] but we broadcast [on] the internet, 

494 L5: [yeah,] 

495 L2: yeah, 

496 L5: and we've had people listening - ((END OF RECORDING)) 
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